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Abstract 
In surgical procedures for femoral shaft fracture treatment, current techniques for locking the 
distal end of intramedullary nails, using two screws, rely heavily on the use of two-
dimensional X-ray images to guide three-dimensional bone drilling processes. Therefore, a 
large number of X-ray images are required, as the surgeon uses his/her skills and experience 
to locate the distal hole axes on the intramedullary nail. The long term effects of X-ray 
radiation and their relation to different types of cancer still remain uncertain. Therefore, there 
is a need to develop a surgical technique that can limit the use of X-rays during the distal 
locking procedure. 
A Robotic-Assisted Orthopaedic Surgery System has been developed at Loughborough 
University named Loughborough Orthopaedic Assistant System (LOAS) to assist 
orthopaedic surgeons during distallocking of intramedullay nails. It uses a calibration frame 
and a C-arm X-ray unit. The system simplifies the current approach as it uses only two near-
orthogonal X-ray images to determine the drilling trlliectory of the distallocking holes, 
thereby considerably reducing irradiation to both the surgeon and patient. The LOAS differs 
from existing computer-assisted orthopaedic surgery systems, as it eliminates the need for 
optical tracking equipment which tends to clutter the operating theatre environment and 
requires care in maintaining the line of sight. Additionally use of optical tracking equipment 
makes such systems an expensive method for surgical guidance in distallocking of 
intramedullary nails. 
This study is specifically concerned with the improvements ofthe existing system. A 
potential problem with the existing System is the appearance of one or more of the opaque 
markers (embedded in the calibration frame plates) within or on the edge of the oval-shaped 
distal hole projection. An automatic technique has been implemented which removes the 
effect of such markers, therby eliminating the need for repositioning the calibration frame or 
using a smaller number of opaque markers. Furthermore, the existing calibration frame is not 
suitable for use across wide range of patient physiologies. The cross-sectional images of the 
upper leg and anthropometric data are therefore used to propose a calibration frame which is 
suitable to be used for middle 95% of the population. In order to evaluate the robustness of 
the machine vision system using proposed calibration frame during clinical use, realistic 
trials using flesh-covered sheep femur were conducted. Based on the results obtained from 
the laboratory trials presented in this thesis, it has been shown that the proposed system 
provides the accuracy required for successful insertion of distallocking screws. 
The adopted off-line modelling of the nail to generate look-up tables reduces the length of 
time for the computation of the drilling trajectory and thus has the potential for reducing the 
overall time required for the surgical procedure. Analysis has shown that once Lateral and 
AP x-ray image acquisition is performed, around 20 seconds are taken for computation of 
drilling trajectory of the distallocking hole. Furthermore, it allows modelling of any shape of 
intramedullary nail accurately; therefore nails from different manufacturers can be modelled. 
Also, the system uses robust machine vision features to reduce the surgeon's interaction with 
the system, thus reducing the overall operating time. Laboratory test results have shown that 
the proposed system is very rohust in the presence of variable noise and contrast in the X-ray 
images and in terms of variable magnification. 
In summary, the LOAS, which is also applicable to other osteosynthesis procedures, such as 
tibial distallocking and humeral shaft fracture treatment, has the potential to reduce the 
surgical time and to make the procedure more consistent, irrespective of variations in the 
skill levels and experience of clinical staff. 
Keywords: roboticlcomputer-assisted orthopaedic surgery, intramedullmy nailing, distal 
locking 
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Glossary of Terms XVll 
Glossary of Terms 
Anterior: It denotes the front surface of a structure. 
Anterior-Posterior (AP): In x-ray imaging, it denotes taken or viewed from front to 
back through the body. 
Acnte respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS): It is a life-threatening condition that 
causes lung swelling and fluid build up in the air sacs. This fluid inhibits the passage 
of oxygen from the air into the bloodstream. 
Aseptic technique: It is a technique to protect against infection by pathogenic micro-
organisms. 
Autologous graft: It is transfer of a tissue from one site to another site in the same 
individual. 
Bone Healing: As soon as a fracture occurs, the body acts to protect the injured area, 
as soon after the fracture, the blood vessels constrict, stopping any further bleeding. 
Within a few hours after the fracture, the extravascular blood cells, known as a 
"hematoma", form a bloodclot. All of the cells within the blood clot degenerate and 
die. Some of the cells outside of the blood clot, but adjacent to the injury site, also 
degenerate and die. Within this same area, the "fibroblasts" i.e. connective tissue cells 
survive and replicate. Over a period of time new "threads" of bone cells start to grow 
on both sides of the fracture line. These threads grow toward each other, resulting in 
bone healing i.e. solid union of the fracture. 
Bounding box: It describes the rectangle containing the region i.e. [ul_comer width], 
where, "ul_comer" is in the form [x y] and specifies the upper left corner of the 
bounding box in terms of x & y co-ordinates, and "width" is in the form [x_width 
y _width] and specifies the width of the bounding box along x & y axis. 
Carcinogenic: It implies producing or tending to produce cancer. 
Glossary of Tenns XVlll 
. Centering: It involves, loosening of the tripod screw, and slowly translating the 
theodolite until it is exactly centred over the survey point, then tightening of the 
screw. 
Congenital: It implies existing at or before birth usually through heredity, such as 
congenital deafness. 
Cortical bone: It is the dense outer surface of bone that fonns a protective layer 
around the internal cavity. It is also known as compact bone. 
Distal: It refers to the part ofthe structure furthest away from the centre of the body. 
Endosteal: It is the thin layer of cells lining the medullary cavity of a bone. 
Haematoma: It is a mass of clotted blood that fonns in a tissue, organ, or body space 
as a result of a broken blood vessel. 
Hemostat: It is a surgical tool which resembles a set of scissors. 
Ipsilateral: It is located on or affecting the same side of the body. 
Injury Severity Score (ISS): It is an anatomical scoring system that provides an 
overall score for patients with multiple injuries. Each injury is assigned an 
Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) score and is allocated to one of six body regions 
(Head, Face, Chest, Abdomen, Extremities (including Pelvis) and External). Only the 
highest AIS score in each body region is used. The 3 most severely injured body 
regions have their score squared and added together to produce the ISS score. 
Laparotomies: It is a surgical incision into the abdominal wall. 
Malunion: It means incomplete union or union in a faulty position after a fracture or 
wound. Types of malunion include overlap and shortening, angulation, rotation and 
cross-union i.e. union to an adjacent bone. The most common reasons for malunion 
are poor reduction of the original fracture, poor holding of an originally well reduced 
fracture, soft tissue contracture, and gradual collapse of the fracture due to 
comminuted or osteoporotic bone. 
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Medial: It implies in or toward the middle; nearer the middle of the body. Lying or 
extending in the middle; especially of a body part for example lying or extending 
toward the median axis of the body, such as the medial surface of the femur. 
Millirem (mrem): It is a unit used to measure the effect of radiation on the human 
body. 
Necrosis: It implies death of bone tissue due to impaired or disrupted blood supply as 
that caused by traumatic injury or disease. 
Percutaneous: It pertains to any medical procedure where access to inner organs or 
other tissue is done via needle-puncture of the skin, rather than by using an "open" 
approach where inner organs or tissue are exposed. 
PeopleSize: It is an anthropometry dataset which gives data on human sizes for 
design ergonomics. 
Posterior: It refers to the back surface of a structure. 
Proximal: It refer to the part of a structure closest to the centre ofthe body 
Radiolucent: Anything that permits the penetration and passage of X-rays or other 
forms of radiation. 
Septic arthritis: It is an infection of the joints characterized by pain, fever, chills, 
inflammation, and swelling in one or more joints, and loss of function in those joints. 
It is also known as infectious arthritis or pyogenic arthritis. 
Sv: It is a unit 100 times larger than "mrem", i.e. ImSv = 100mrem. 
Trabecular or cancellous bone: It is spongy, and makes up the bulk of the interior of 
most bones. 
Valgus: It describes a deformity where, in the case of a leg, the limb is bent toward 
the midline of the body. 
Varus: It describes a deformity where, in the case of a leg, the limb is bent away from 
the midline of the body. 
Introduction 1 
1 Introduction 
The femur or thigh bone is the longest, largest (by volume) and strongest bone of the 
human body [1]. A femoral shaft fracture is therefore regarded as an orthopaedic 
emergency and requires immediate medical attention to preserve the patient's limb 
and to minimize complications [2]. Femoral-shaft fractures occur usually due to 
trauma. Motor vehicle accidents, pedestrian-versus-vehicIe accidents, falls, and 
glmshot wounds are among the most common causes. Pathologic fractures in adults 
are most often the result of osteoporosis, a disease in which the bones become 
extremely porous and thus subject to fracture, and heal slowly. Nowadays, closed 
intramedullary nailing (IMN) is the best available method for femoral shaft fracture 
treatment. It involves passing the intramedullary nail, shown in Figure 1-1, from 
proximal (hip) to distal (knee) end of the femur as shown in Figure 1-2. 
Figure 1-1 Intramedullary nail 
The intramedullary nail is in the form of a stainless steel tube with fixation holes at 
the proximal and distal ends as shown in Figure 1-1. 
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Figure 1-2 Femora l shaft fn clu rc treatment using closed intramedullary mliling. 
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Fo llowing nail insertion, the problems associated wi th the location of the di sta l holes 
and correct screw placements are well known, Numerous techniques and devices have 
been proposed to aid distal lock ing, in attempts to overcome the associated problems, 
However, all of these devices and techniques have deficiencies, For example, they 
lack versatility (i, e, are only selecti vely applicable), are not easy to use, are time 
consuming or are not suffi ciently accurate, A Robotic-Assisted Orthopaedic Surgery 
System has been developed at Loughborough Uni versity named Loughborough 
Orthopaedic Assistant System (LOAS) to assist orthopaedic surgeons during internal 
fi xation of hip fractures and di stal Jocking of intramedullary naiLs by Bouazza-Marouf 
et al [3-7]. The goal of this thesis is to review existing system and develop a robust 
LOAS by addressing problems which are currently faced , 
Given the goal of the thesis, this chapter prov ides an overview of both the orthopaedic 
and engineering aspects of the thesis, Section I , I provides a brief insight into 
Orthopaedic surgery, Section 1,2 starts with a generalised discussion about the use of 
closed lMN fo r femoral shaft fracntre treatment, fo llowed by a succinct description of 
the need of distal locking during LMN, Section 1.3 introduces the limitations 
associated with current techniques used for distal locking, Section LA begins with 
brief description about the Robotic-Assisted Orthopaedic Surgery System that has 
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been developed at Loughborough University to assist orthopaedic surgeons. Towards 
the end of section lA limitations of the existing system are discussed. In the light of 
these limitations, the object ives of thi s thesis are described in Section 1.5. This is 
followed by a descript ion of the proposed approach in Section 1.6. 
1.1 Orthopaedic Surgery 
The term orthopaedic was first introd uced by N. Andry in 1741. 1t comes n'om two 
Greek words: "or,l1o" meaning straight, upright or free from deformi ty and "paedia" 
meaning children (8} . His proposal was that prevention of defomlity in adu lts lies in 
the development of straight children (9}. Therefore, initially, orthopaedic surgeons 
only dealt with bone deformi ties in children; they used braces to straigh ten the chi ld's 
bones. However, with the introduction of anaesthesia and an understanding of the 
importance of aseptic teclm iq ues in surgery, orthopaed ic surgeons ex tended their ro le 
to include surgery invo lving bones and the ir related nerves and connective ti ssue. 
According to the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgery (AA OS), Orthopaedic 
surgelY is "a medical specialty concerned wi th diagnosis, care, treatment, 
rehabil itation, and prevention of injuries and diseases of the body's musculoskeletal 
system, i.e. the complex system that includes: bones, joints, ligaments, tendons, 
muscles and nerves". A large proportion of an orthopaedic surgeon' s workload is 
re lated to the treatment of fractures of bony SlnJctures or tissue directly connected to 
bones. 
Afracture is a complete or incomplete break in a bone resulting from the app lication 
of excessive force. The Orthopaed ic treatment of bone frac tures initially invo lves a 
reduction stage, in order to restore the bone fragments to their normal anatomical 
position. Then stabiiisation of the reduced fracture site is carried out; thi s involves the 
insertion of mechanical fixation devices, for example use of the intramedullary nail 
for femoral shaft fracture treatment (shown in Figure 1-2) to prevent occurrence of 
any misalignment while the natural bone healing process takes place. 
- - ---- - - - - - -------
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1.2 Introduction to the problem 
Treatment of femoral shaft fractures has undergone significant evolution over the past 
century. In the past, the definitive method for treating femoral shaft fracrures was 
traction or ,plinting that involved the insertion of a metal wire or pin through the 
bone, so as to exert a continuous pu ll in the long axis of the bone for the reducti on of 
a fracture. Prior to the evolution of modern fracture treatment and techniques these 
injuries were often disabling or fatal. However, traction or 5plinting as a treatment 
option has many drawbacks, including poor control of the length and alignment of the 
fractured bone, development of pulmonary insufficiency, and joint stiffness due to 
supine positioning (i.e. lying on the back). 
Intramed ul lary nai ling of femoral shaft fractures was first introduced by H.Grovcs in 
1918. Initially, it involved the use of unlocked thin, nexible rods, which were 
introduced through the fracture site. However, the introduction of image intensi fi ers 
in the operating room has enabled urgeons to perform both the red uction and 
stabilisation procedures without opening the fracture site (i.e. closed surgery). In 
1940, G. Kuntscher [10) introduced the antegrade IM technique, in which the nail is 
inserted into the bone from the proximal end in order to avoid the complications of 
opening t11e fracture site, thereby reducing further damage to the traumatized area. 
This resulted in low blood loss, low in fection ri sk, and short hospitalisation time. 
Since then, reamed or unreamed closed nailing has become the standard tTeatment for 
femoral sha ft fractures [11), as this method extends the use of IMN to severely 
comm inuted, oblique, and spiral fractures as well as to fractures complicated by loss 
of bone. During conventional closed IMN, the locking of the nail is achieved by 
inserting screws at the proximal end of the nai l. Although the conventional closed 
IMN provides adequate stabilization of mid-shaft fractures, problems can be 
encountered when the technique is applied to more distal shaft fractures. Therefore, in 
order to overcome such problems and hence to extend the scope of lMN, the concept 
of distal locking was introduced. Distal locking, as shown in Figure 1-2 involves 
rigid ly attaching the nail to bone fragments at the dista l end of the femoral shaft, in 
order to provide more effective fixation i.e. rotational and axial stability. During the 
distal locking of an intramedullary nail, surgeons typ ically drill the distal locking 
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holes freehand, using lluoroscopic views of the distal part of the femur to aid in the 
positioning of the drill bit. The limitations of thi s technique are di scussed below. 
Although nowadays 3-D imaging modalities, such as computerised tomography (eT) 
or magnetic resonance imagi ng (MRI), are available they are usuall y used in pre-
operat ion stages to provide sta ti c information on the 8natomi c or pathological 
structure of the patients. Their intraope rati ve use is not feasible due to the ir hi gh cost, 
time consumption, and excessive radiation exposure. Therefore, the use o f 2D X-ray 
imaging s till remains the main choice to perform the di sta l locking procedure during 
femoral shaft fracture treatment. 
1.3 Limitations of the current techniques used for distal 
locking 
A number of pro blems are faced by orthopaed ic surgeons during di stal lock ing of an 
intramedullary nail , the most seri ous being: 
I. During the surgery, X-rays must be used in pulse-continuous mode so that the C-
arm can be precise ly aligned with the intramedull ary nail ax is for an optimal view 
(i.e. the di stal locking nail holes appear as circles rather than ellipses, as shown in 
Figure I -3), commonly known as the perfect circle approach. Detai ls on the 
perfect circle approach are given in Section 3.3. 
Figure 1-3 Perfect ci rcle approach 
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2. The use of two-d imensional X-ray images to guide three-dimensional bone 
driUing procedures means that a large number o f X-ray images are required. The 
surgeon has to menta ll y correlate the surgica l tool and des ired drilling traj ectory 
without direct visual feedback (12]. Hence sets of X-ray images must be 
frequentl y acquired to ascertain each new position of the surgica l too l resulting in 
an increased radiation exposure to both surgeons and pati ents, which can prove 
hazardous, particularly to surgeons who perfo rm thi s operation on a regu lar basis 
[ 13). 
3. The nail deforms by several millimetres during passage through the medullary 
canal to conform to the bone canal shape [14]. Without compensation for nail 
deformation, it is impossible to place the di stal lock ing screws correctly us ing an 
externa l guide attached to the proximal end of the nail , as is used for proximal 
locking screws. 
[n summary, the current techniques employed for distal lock ing are limited by the 
amount of radi ati on exposure due to the large number of X-ray images required 
during each step, as well as vari ability of results that largely depend upon the 
surgeon's skills and experience. These dif fi culties make the insertion of the di stal 
locking screws the most demanding step of the closed IMN operation [14J . Di stal 
locking of intramedull ary nail s therefore remains a surgica l chall enge. Since the long 
term effects of X-ray radiations and their re lation to different types of cancer still 
remain unknown [15-1 7], there is a need to develop surgica l techniques that can limit 
the use of fluoroscopy (X-rays) during di stallocking. 
1.4 The Loughborough University Robotic-Assisted 
Orthopaedic Surgery System (LOAS) 
The Loughborough Orthopaedic Assistant System (LOAS) uses a calibration frame, 
shown in Figure 1-4, and a C-arm X-ray unit. The calibration frame contains two 
Lateral and two AP (Anterior-Posterior) cal ibration plates, wi th each plate contai ning 
an array of embedded fiducial markers (stainless steel balls). 
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Figure 1-4 Calibrntion frclme 
The system simplifies the current approach as the drilling trajectory of the di stal 
locking holes is computed from two near orthogonal intrao perati ve X-ray images thus 
reducing the irradiation (i.e. exposure to radiation) to both surgeon and patient 
significantl y. Intraoperative X-ray images (i.e. Lateral and AP) are taken with the 
ca libration frame in position around the body part of interest as shown in Figure \ -5 
and Figure 1-6 respectively. 
o 
X-ray IIIbc housing 
X-my Image intensifier 
Figure 1-5 Lateral view image acq uisition during distallocking 
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Figure 1-6 AP view image acq uis ition during dishlllocking 
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C-An11 
The radiopaque reference markers (inserled in the radiolucent plates of the cali bration 
frame) which are visible on each X-ray view (as shown in Figure 1-7) and image 
points of inlerest are used to establish the drilling u"ajectory with respect to the 
ca libration frame co-ordinate system" 
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(a) i..alcrnl X-my image (b) AP X-my imogc 
Figure 1-7 Typical Lateral and AP X-I"ay images" 
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The ex is ting system has some limitations, which are di scussed below. 
A potential problem with the ex isting system is the appearance of one or more of the 
opaque markers (embedded in the calibration frame plates) within or on the edge of 
the oval-shaped distal hole projection as shown in Figure 1-8. This phenomenon can 
cause erro r in determining the centre and the major' ax is of the distal locki ng hole, 
since these features are required to determine the drilling trajectory of the distal 
locking ho les. therefore OCCWTence of such phenomenon can induce error in drilling 
trajectory calculation. 
Figure \ -8 Presence of fidu cia l at the edge of the oval 
Furthermore, the system employs reference markers (large diameter ball bearings), 
shown in Figure 1-7, to accomplish unique identification of each marker visib le in 
fie ld of view. This implies that cali bration frame should be positioned around the 
body part of interest such that these reference markers should always be visible in the 
fie ld of view as shown in Figure 1-7. The ex isting calibration frame is therefore not 
suitable for use across wide range of patient physiologies. Also, the system requires 
the surgeon (or user) to manually select some features i.e. reference markers, shown 
in Figure 1-7, and nail edges on both the Lateral and AP images, and oval shaped 
distal hole projection in the Lateral view image. The accuracy of the system is 
therefore largely dependent upon the input from the surgeon (or user). 
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1.5 Aim of the research 
Speed, accuracy, robustness, reliability, and repeatability are of paramount 
importance when introducing any new techno logy into the operating theatre. The aim 
of thi s stud y is therefore to rev iew the ex isting system to develop a robust computer 
assisted orthopaedic system (CAOS) that will ass ist orthopaedic surgeons In 
perfonn ing dis tallocking during closed IMN, and hence will: 
• Improve the outcome of the di stal locking procedure by ensuring that the drill bit 
and the di ·tal hole axes are in a lignment during drilling, thereby reducing the 
occurrence of screw rnisplacement. 
• Make outcome of the procedure more consistent irrespecti ve or vari ations in the 
skill levels and experience of the c linica l stafr. 
• Reduce sUl'gicaltime. 
• Be adaptable for different patient physiology. 
1.6 Proposed approach 
During closed IMN , direct access to the patient' s skeleton is limited to the ex tent o f 
the surgical inc ision; therefore the pati ent 's loca tion with respect to the robotic 
manipulator must be detennined indirectl y using X-ray images. Th is registra tion or 
calibration proces requires the extracti on of 3-D measurements from 2-D X-ray 
images and, therefore , fall s within the scope of a fi eld of research known a X-ray 
Phologrammelty. 
Unlike the m~ority of X-ray photogral11metry research, the current stud y involves an 
intraoperative application i.e. di stal locking of an intramedullary nail during femoral 
shaft fracture treatment. 3-D measurements must therefore be performed in tile 
operating theatre at the time of surgery. In addition to the need for complying with 
surgical sterility it is essential that the 3-D measurement process does not delay the 
surgical procedure. As a result, the use of machine vi sion, i.e. di gital image 
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proceSSIng techniques has been proposed as a means of providing the drilling 
trajectory of the distal locking holes intraoperatively. 
Digital image processing allows the use of complex a lgoritluns for image processing 
and hence can offer more sophistica ted performance at simple tasks and the 
implementati on of metbods which wou ld be imposs ible by analogue means. These 
app li cations operate on data 10 be presen ted visua ll y or 10 ex tract image feat ures for 
several tasks such as object detec tion, tr·acking, and classification. 
In orthopaedics, increasing demands on a patient's earl y mobilisation combined with 
earl y weight bearing capabi lity have made digi tal image processing one of the key 
technologies of modern orthopaedic surgical procedures. The use of digital image 
processing methods resu lts in [1 8]: 
• Better precis ion and repea tabi lit y, 
• Process automation, as surgica l procedures benefit from the reli ab ility provided by 
automatic process ing, such as vis ion guided surgery, 
• Accurate pred ict ion of the surgical lOol due to the ability of providing improved 
medical treatment. 
In this sllldy, after capturing two nearl y orthogonal intraoperative X-ray images using 
a standard C-ann , processing of images is done using X-ray photogrammetry 
techniques in the Mat lab Image Processing envi ronment. The results from image 
ana lys is a re then used in conjunction with off- line CAD modelling of the 
intramedullary nail s to determine the drilling trajectory of the di stallocking hole. 
1.7 Summary 
At present IMN is the standard surgical procedure to treat femoral shaft frac tures. The 
concept of distal locking during IMN has been introduced to provide more effective 
fixation . Conventional teclmiques use fluoroscopy for screw placement in dista l 
locking. However, the accurate placement o f the distal interlocking screws is the most 
diffi cult part of the procedure due to the deformation of the nail during its insertion 
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into the medullary canal and the use o f 2-D X-rays images during drilling. The 
locking thus can be time consuming and involve a s ignificant amount of irradiation to 
the patient and the operating staff. A RobotiC-Assisted Orthopaedic Surgery ystem 
named LOAS has been developed at Loughborough Uni versity to assist orthopaedic 
surgeons during di stallockjng, however it has some limitations. The aim of th is study 
is therefore to rev iew the ex isting system and add ress these lim itati ons to develop a 
rob ust system. In order to achieve this aim, a novel approach based on the use of a 
calibration fra me in conjunction with o mine modelling of the nai l and an automated 
X-ray based machine vision system is proposed. To implement thi s approach, 
Matlab 's digital image processing tool box and J\utoCAD Mechanical Desktop have 
been used for image analysis and intramedullary nail modelling respectively. In the 
following chapter, a detai led insight into the background for thi s research is given by 
de cribing the use of closed intramedull ary nailing (1I\11N) for femoral shaft fracture 
treatmcnt, its hi story and advantages. 
------- - - - - - ----- -
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2 Femoral shaft fracture treatment 
The femur (thigh bone) is a structure for standing and walking. It is tubular, 
containing a cavity i.e. the medull aIY canal which is fill ed wi th marrow. The wa ll or 
cortex of the tube consists of the cortical or lamellar bone. while the closed ends of 
the tube are built of the trabecular or cancellous bone. The femur is subject to many 
forces during wa lking, including ax ial loading, bending, and torsional forces. In fact, 
the femur is the largest and most dense bones in the body which requires a great 
amount of force to overcome its mechanica l strength and cause breakage or fracture. 
Accidents that may cause a femur fracture usuall y involve fa lling from a height, high-
speed col li sions etc. In elderl y people Osteoporosis, a d isease of bone in which the 
amount of bone is decreased and the strength of trabecular bone is reduced, cortical 
bone becomes thin, dramatically increasi ng the ri sk of femoral fracture [1 9). 
APPENDIX A provides an overview of the anatomy of the femur and assoc iated 
orthopaedic tenninologies. 
2.1 Femoral Fractures 
A fracture is a break in the structural cont inuity of a bone. it lTIay be no more than a 
crack, a crumpling or a spLintering of the cortex; more often the break is complete and 
the bone fragments are displaced. If the overlying skin remains intact it is a closed or 
simple fracture; if the sk in or one of the body cavities is breached, then it is termed as 
an open or compound fracture, liable to contamination and infection [20). This injury 
is most common among persons younger than 25 years and tbose older than 65 years 
[2 1] . Detail s about different types of femoral shaft Fractures and their associated 
complications are given in APPENDIX B. 
The successful treatment of bone fractures initially requires the restoration of the 
broken bone fragments to their normal aIlatomical positions and alignment. This 
process is referred to as reduction of the fracture, and involves either a manipulative 
or a surgical procedure. Nowadays closed reduction is preferred to open reduction 
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[22, 23] in order to avoid disturbing the fracture haematoma, to lower the risk of 
infection and to incur less interference with the process of fracture union. For 
example, in the case of a fractured femur in which both fTactured ends of the bone lie 
beside one another, after the muscles have relaxed, these parts of the bone must be 
pulled away {l·om one another and held stationary before being precisely positioned 
end to end to allow internal fi xation. There is always the danger of physical 
overshoot, resulting in ullnecessary muscle, tissue, and ligament strain duri ng the 
manipulation process; therefore. success fu l c losed reduction is one of the demanding 
steps during fracture treatment. A stabilisation technique is then applied, in order to 
ensure that the bone fragments maintain this anatomically correct position throughout 
the natural bone healing process. The continuity of the bone is then restored by the 
format ion and progressive hardening ofa callus at the fracture si te [3]. 
In the case of femoral shaft Fractures, poor reductionlstabi li sation of the fracture site 
can lead to serious complications because, when the femoral shaft is frac tured, the 
muscles attached to the bone fragments contract, resulting in shortening of the leg. [n 
order to prevent prolonged disability it is, therefore, essential that normal limb length 
is restored. Misa lignment of the bone fragments, which can alter the biomechanics of 
the hip and knee joints, must also be avoided in order to prevent joint disorders such 
as osteoarthritis (a form of arthriti s, occurring mainly in older persons, that IS 
characterized by chronic degeneration of tbe carti lage of the joints) developing. 
Since the thigh is so heavily padded with muscle, an external plaster cast can not 
provide the required level of stabilization. Therefore, treatment of femoral shaft 
fractures is limited to: skeletal traction, cast bracing, ex ternal fixation and internal 
fixation, with the final deci sion being made on the grounds of fracture (type and 
location, degree of COlTUll inution open or closed, etc) and patient' s age, general 
health, severity of any additional injuries, etc [9, 24]. 
Since, treatment of diaphysea l fractures usmg techniques that require prolong 
immobi lization of the extremity results in limitation of joint motion, and malunion or 
non-union may occur. Therefore, at present, intramedullary nailing is the preferred 
choice of treatment for femoral shaft fractures [25-27], as it offers better control of the 
limb length and the rotational a lignment, as well as early mobili zation and short 
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hospitalization time. Hence, this study is concerned with intramedullary nailing of 
femoral shaft fractures, which is an internal fi xation technique; therefore detail s of 
only internal fixation are di scussed here. However, details of other techniques 
menti oned above are given in APPENDIX C. 
2.1 .1 Internal fixation 
Interna l fixation is a surgical procedure that stab ilizes and joins the ends of fractured 
bones by mechanical devices such as metal plates, pins, rods, wires or screws. It 
enab les a reduced fracture to be held securely so that activity (although not weight 
bearing) can begin immediately. The internal fi xation devices are inserted surgically 
to ensure the bones remain in an optimal position during and after the hea ling process. 
It is pa rti cularl y useful for fractures in elderly patients. those wi th mUltiple injuries or 
who are difficult to nurse. 
In the context of femoral shaft fracture, the most effective form of internal fi xation 
device is an intramedullary nail. One of the s ignifi cant advantages of intramedull a ry 
nai ling over other methods of internal fixation is that an intramedu llary nail shares the 
load with the bone by being c loser to the weight bearing axis (i.e. femoral shaft ax is) 
rather than entirely supporting the bone, as some force or stress wi thin the callus is 
essentia l to the healing process. Because of this, patients are ab le to wa lk soon after 
the sw·gical operation 311d as such better (stronger) bone healing results. 
2.2 Intramedullary nailing (IMN) 
IM"N was originally performed using thin, fl ex ible rods, which were introduced 
thJOugh t11e fracture site. However, the initial unlocked design was modified to allow 
proximal and distallocking [2, 28-30] as shown in Pigure 2- 1, thereby eliminating the 
problems of angulation, rotation and leg shortening. 
Femoral shaft fracture treatment 
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Figure 2-1 Intramedu llary nailing 'reatment ofa femoral shaft fracture. 
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Enthusiasm for minimally invasive surgery has led to an ever-increasing number of 
procedures being done percutaneously (i.e. done through the skin). The concept 
behind closed fracture surgery is to perform internal fi xation of the fracture without 
surgically opening the fracture site of the femur, thereby avoid ing add itional damage 
to the already traumatized area. Less soft -tissue trauma, lower infect ion rates, minimal 
blood loss, smaller incisions and reduced morbidity are some of the advantages of 
these procedures. However, it should be noted that occasionally if reduction and 
reaming cannot be accomplished by closed means then open nailing is performed. It 
invo lves reaming of the distal and proximal fragments of the medullary canal through 
fracture site to determine the nai l diameter. Once the proximal and di stal medullary 
canal fragments are reamed to a satisfactory diameter, a cork borer or similar 
centering device is placed in the proximal fragment of the medullary canal, and a 
guide pin is then introduced thl'ough it. Guide pin is then drilled proximally through 
the upper end of the femur until it emerges just proximal to the greater trochanter. 
Without exposing the trochanter a small incision is made over the protruding point of 
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the guide pin , a llowing it to emerge. A ream er is then placed over the guide pin to 
drill ho le in correct alignment with medullary cana l. Intramedu ll ary nai l is thcn 
inserted into the proxi mal medullary canal over the guide pin. When the nail reaches 
the fracture site, guide pin is removed and rracture is reduced under direct vision. Na il 
is then driven into the di stal fragment of the medullary canal while holding firm 
pressure against the fl exed knee to maintai n reduction and prevent di straction at the 
fracture site. Before clos ing of the wound, placement o f the illlramedull ary na i I in the 
dista l end of the femur is checked using Late ral and AI' fluoroscopic views. During 
open nai ling no interlocking is carried out, there fore if the nail is too tight or loose it 
must be withdrawn and replaced with a na il which conforms to medullary canal size 
[22]. In addit ion to above mentioned di sadvantages of open surgery. open nailing also 
results in decreased rate of unio n in comparison to closed nailing because fracture 
haematoma which is important in fracture hea ling is removed. Generally. use of open 
naili ng has therefore been abandoned in favour of closed nailing [22, 28. 3 1] . 
C losed IMN has shown its efficacy in the treatment of diaphyseal (i.e. shaft of a long 
bone) fractures of long bones especially of the complex fractures of the femur. It has 
been reported by S.T. Canale in [22J that, for femoral shaft fracture treatment, 
incidence of infection with closed nailing is less than I % in comparison to I 0% ~ ith 
open nai ling. The closed IMN operation is guided by fluoroscopy for fract ure 
reduction, prox imal locking and distal lock ing. There are two types of closed IMN 
procedures, namely: 
• Closed antegrade intramedull ary naili ng, and 
• Closed retrograde intramedullary nai li ng. 
2.2.1 Closed Antegrade Intramedullary Nailing 
Closed antegrade nailing involves passing the intramedullary nai l from proxima! to 
dista! end of the femur as shown in Figure 2- 1. It has a high rate of fracture union 
(99%), and low rate of infection, malunion (l ess than I %) and shortening. Therefore, 
it is currently the treatment of choice for femoral shaft fractures [2, 28, 32-36J. The 
fo llowing overview of preoperati ve planning and patient position ing fo r antegrade 
IMN is based on information provided by [22, 34, 37]. 
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2.2.1.1 Preoperative Planning 
The choice of the appropriate length of the na il is very important because the leg is 
shortened by the tension of the musc les. Assuming that onl y one o f the femurs is 
fractured, preoperati ve radiographs of the uninjured leg must be taken to estimate the 
d imens ions o f the nai l (length, diameter) and the expected amount of reaming [22, 
34]. To determine the approx imate length of the intramedu llary nail before the 
surgery, the d istance from the tip of the greater trochanter to the patellar swj[lce of 
the knee (shown in Figure 2-2) on the patient 's uni nj ured side is measured, and 
subtracted by 20-30mm . Intramedu ll ary nails of the resultant length and the next 
longer and shorter lengths are selected before the operati on, as onl y a fter reducti on 
direct measurement is poss ible [37]. 
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Patell ar surface 
Figure 2-2 Femur anatomy (Anterior view) ltl 
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2.2.1.2 Patient positioning and preparation 
In line with most closed osteosynthesis procedures (i.e. the process o f mechanica lly 
bringing the ends o f a fractured bone close together using a metal plate), 
intramedullary nailing is heavily re liant upon intraoperati ve fluoroscopy. As a result, 
the patient must be positioned on the operating table in a "C-arm compatib le" pose. In 
other words, the operating table and the pati ent ' s uninjured limb must not obstruct the 
movement of the mobile C-arm unit , and must not appear with in the fi e ld-o F-view 
when fluoroseopie images in Anterior-Posterior CA P) and Lateral views of the 
fractured femur a re acquired. The need to apply skeletal traction intraope ratively, to 
allow reducti on of the fracture, also creates problems in relation to patient positioning 
when using a conventional operating table. Ideall y, an orthopaedic fracture table 
should there fore be used during closed IM procedures. These modified operating 
tables incorporate adjustable extensions for securing the pati ent' s legs, and a padded 
perinea l post to prevent movement o f the pelvis/hip joint when traction is appl ied. The 
bottom one-third of the tab le is al so s ignificantly shortened to a llow diTect 
fluoroscopic vi suali sation of the fracture site. The nailing procedure can actua ll y be 
perfo rmed with the patient in e ither the lateral decubitlls (shown in Figure 2-3) or the 
supine position (shown in Figure 2-4) on the fracture table. 
Injured leg ho lder j 
Figure 2-3 Late,.,,1 decubitus Ilositioll 1371 
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As depicted in Figure 2-3, the fatent! decubitus position invo lves laying the pati ent on 
their uJlinjured si te, thereby afford ing easy access to the greater trochanter of the 
fTactured femur ( i. e. the nai l' s insertion po int). In practice, obtaining thi s posi ti on can 
be di ffi cult, and spec ial table attachments may be required to safely support tJle 
patient's weight. By contrast, the supine position dep icted in Figure 2-4 simply 
involves lay ing the patient on their back, and is therefore more suitable for patients 
with multi ple injuries. However, the sup ine pos it ion offers limited accesses to the 
trochanter of the fractured fem ur, making insertion of the intramedu ll ary nail mo re 
di ffic ult. 
/ 
I "j ured leg ho lder 
• 
Fig ure 2-4 Supin e POSilioll 137 1 
Once the patient is in position, skeletal traction is applied Via a femora l pi n, and a 
closed reducti on o f the fracture is attempted. T his fluoroscopica lly monitored process 
invo lves the manual application of localised pressure to both s ides of the fracture site. 
2.2.1.3 Intraoperative Procedure 
In antegrade nailing the surgeon init iall y makes an incision as shown in Figure 2-5 . 
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Figure 2-5 Skin in cis ion Ht grciltc r tJ'ochant er 1221 
The surgeon then determjnes the entry point to pass the intramedullary na il. A widely 
recommended entry point for antegrade nailing is the pi riform fossa, which as shown 
in Figure 2-6 (a) is perfectl y in line with the medull ary cana l so that a stra ight na il can 
be inserted. Ho wever, sometimes. access to the piriform fossa is technicall y 
demanding and can result in rarely reported complications such as fracture o f the 
femoral neck, avascular necrosis (A VN) marked by severe pa in in the affected region 
and by weakened bone that may natten and co ll ap e ca ll ed al so osteonecros is o f the 
femoral head and septic arthriti s from intra-articu lar penetration [38]. T herefore, in 
situati ons where access to the pirifonn fossa is diffi cult, tip of greater trochanter, 
shown in Figure 2-5(b) is used as entry point. The tip of the greater trochanter, 
however is latera l to the central ax is o f the medull ary canal, and the na il inserti on 
therefore must be performed at an angle o f approximate ly 6° to enter the canal , as 
shown in Figure 2-6 (b). Therefore, an intramedullary nail with a proximal bend. a 
shown in Figure 2-6(b), is used when the trochalller tip is chosen as entry point. 
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Figure 2-6 (a) Intramedullary nai l inserted using Ih e piriform fossa (b) Intramedullary nail 
inserted using the Irochanleric l ip 1381 
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A threaded gu ide pin is inserted at the trochanteric fossa. X-ray images from both 
Lateral and AP fluoroscopic views are then analysed to ensure that the guide pin is in 
the centre of the femur as shown in Figure 2-7. 
-0_ ~7'==::- \ _/ : UidePin 
/ 
Figure 2-7 Inserlion oflhreaded gll ide pin ",Iroch"nlerie fossa 10 delermine enlry l'oilll1221 
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The surgeon then ream s the cana l to enlarger the ent ry portal. A guide rod (usua lly of 
3.2mm) is then introduced by means of the g uide rod ho lder to the level of fracture as 
shown in Figure 2-8. 
figure 2-8 Int roduction of guide rod to th e level of frac tu re 1221 
The surgeon reduces the fracture by manipu lating the prox imal and distal bone 
fragments and by using an interna l fracture a li gnment device as shown in Figure 2-9. 
Alignmen t device 
Figure 2-9 Use of in tern al fracture alignment device 1221 
The guide rod is then advanced unti l it reaches the epi physeal scar as shown in Figure 
2-9. The exact nail length can be determi ned by using either the guide rod or a na il 
length gauge as described below: 
Guide rod method 
A second guide rod is overlapped on the reduction guide rod extending proximally 
from the femoral entry point. Subtracting the length (say XX mm, as shown in Figure 
2-1 0) of the overlapped guide rod fro m its overall length yields the nail length . 
Figure 2-10 Determin a tion of the na il length us ing guid e rod 1221 
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Nailleng/h gauge me/hod 
The nail gauge is positioned anteri or to the femur (unaffected femur preoperatively, 
affected femu r intraoperative ly) with its di stal end between the proximal pole of the 
patella and di sta l femora l pbyseal scar as shown in Figure 2-1 I . 
Figure 2-11 Determination of naillcngt h using nai l gauge 1221 
The C-arm is then moved to the proximal end o f the femur and an AP image is taken, 
the nail length can be read from the stamped measurements on the nai l gauge. For 
reamed inserti on, the enti re femur is then reamed over the gu ide rod in O.5mm 
increments until the des ired diameter is achieved as shown in Figu re 2- 12. It is 
essential to ream j mm over the selected nail diameter. Generall y, the proximal 4 to 
6cm of the femur is always reamed up to 3mm more than the diameter of the nail 
being used to permit easy insert ion of the nail. 
Figure 2- 12 Reaming of fem oral ellna t over guide rod 1221 
The nail is then inserted over the guide rod before the guide rod is removed. In most 
cases, the surgeon also inserts lateral proximal and di stal locking screws to prevent 
fragment rotation and bone shortening. The procedure is performed under X-ray 
fluoroscopy. Figure 2- 13 shows iluoroscopic images showing the different steps in 
closed intramedullary nailing. 
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Figure 2-13 Fluoroscopic images showing the steps or closed int ramed ullary nailing (a) Opening 
of the medullary cana t (b) Alignment of bone fra glllents (c) Insertion of the na il (d) Distallocking 
1391 
Many fluoroscopic images are necessary, especially during di stal locking because the 
intrrunedullru'y nail is concealed within the femur, ruld the blind dri ll ing of d ista l 
screw holes Crul only be performed under cont inuous fluoroscopic guidance [5, 39, 
40]. Genera lly distal interlocks should be inserted prior to the proximal interlocks; as 
this allows the leg to be rotated in the most advantageo us position for interl ock 
insertion and allows more efficient compression across the fracture site (by gently 
tapping the proxi mal nail assembly proxi mally). As antegrade IMN is the struldard 
treatment of choice for femoral shaft fracture treatment, thi s procedure is therefore 
discussed further in section 2.4. 
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2.2.1.4 Postoperative procedure 
During the first or second postoperati ve week, the patient is encouraged to stalt 
walking with the aid of cru tches (i.e. wa lking without we ight-bearing). In the 
following weeks, a program of phys iotherapy exercises is undertaken to strengthen 
the quadriceps (thigh muscles) and rega in the full range of knee joint moti ons. 
Following radiographic confirmation of the formati on o r a satis factory ca llus, 
progressive weight bearing then can begin . Assuming that full weight-bearing is 
achi eved, whenever possible, a second surgica l procedu re to remove the locking 
screws and the intramedull ary na il, will then be perfo rmed during the second 
postoperati ve year [37]. 
2.2.2 Closed Retrograde intramedullary nailing 
C losed retrograde nailing invo lves passi ng the intramedull ary nail from distal to 
prox imal end of the femur with the nail being inserted through the supercondylar 
notch of the di sta l femu r. 
The fo llowing overview of pati ent positioning and intraoperative procedure for 
retrograde lMN is based on in fo rmation provided by (22, 41]. 
2.2.2.1 Preoperative planning and patient positioning 
The patient is placed in a supine position on a radiolucent operating table in such a 
way that a llows v isua li zation from the hip joint to the knee. A bolster is placed under 
the knee to allow knee fl exion, as shown in Figure 2-14. Th is allows easy access to 
the entry site. 
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Figure 2-14 Thigh supporl ror retrograde "ailing. 
2.2.2.2 Intraoperative procedure for retrograde I.MN 
A percutaneous incision is made in the region between the lower side of the patell a 
(Knee cap) to the upper edge o f the tibia l tubercle. The anterior cruc iate li game nt is 
then exposed by retracti ng the patellar tendon. A guide pin or K-wire is then placed 
in to the notch and the entlY point for retrograde nail insertion is made by centeri ng the 
guide pin or Kirschner Wire (K- wi re) anterior to the in tercondylar notch. The K-wire 
is then advanced manuall y or with the slotted Hammer approximately I Ocm 
confirming its placement within the center of the di stal femur, its pos ition is veri ti ed 
using AI> and Lateral X-ray images, as shown in Figure 2-15 . 
Lateral view APview 
Figure 2-t5 Guide pi" placement during retrograde "ailing 1411 
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It can be seen from Figure 2- 15 that, on the AP view, the pin is placed so that it lies 
centered in the intercondylar notch and in the centre of the femoral shaft, in order to 
ensure proper varus-valgus al ignment especially in distal one-third femur fractures. 
The guide pin is then advanced into the medullary canal and a reamer is inserted over 
the guide pin to open the di stal fem ur to an appropri ate size to accept the distal 
portion of the nail. Both the guide pin and reamer are then removed while irrigating 
al l loose fragments (i.e. cartil aginous and bony debri s) from the knee. A rad iolucent 
ruler is then used to esti mate the length of the nail required, by measuring the di stance 
(rom lcm proximal to the intercond ylar notch to the upper side of the lesser 
trochanter. The diameter of the se lected nail should be l mm smaller than that of the 
last reamer used. The nail is then placed into the notch and is advanced towa rds the 
fracture. The fracture is then reduced, and the nail is driven across the fracture and 
seated at the leve l o f lesser trochanter. Distal lock ing is achieved using a target 
device, fo r example the femoral target device shown in Figure 2- 16 fro m Stryker@ 
[42]. 
Targeting device 
Figure 2-t6 Femorallargeli ng device for dislallocking during relrograde nailing 1421 
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Proximal locking is performed by using the free hand technique, which uses the 
perfect circle approach discussed in section 3 .3. With employment of a reamed, canal 
sized implant one prox imal screw is sufficient. For easier placement of proximal 
screws, the ipsil ateral pelvis is rai sed by placing a bump under it, so that a true Lateral 
view X-ray image of the proximal end can be obtained. A 2 to 3 cm incision is made 
after determining the hole's location radiographically. A hemostat is used to spread 
through the adipose ti sue and quadri ceps muscl e down to the bone. A drill is inselted 
with its point centered in the ho le. Drilling proceeds through the anteri or co rtex na il 
hole alld posterior cortex. Screw length is determined by using a depth gauge or by 
noting the relati ve size of the nail in the fe moral canal in the Lateral view image, for 
exampl e, if a 10 mm nai l takes up about 1/3rd of the femora l shaft di ameter than the 
proper screw length wou ld be abo ut 30 to 32 mm; a screw wi th the appropriate length 
is then inserted. 
It has been reported by [22, 34, 4 1, 43-45) that retrograde nai li ng is preferred over 
antegrade nail ing under the fo llowing clinical s ituations: 
• For treating pregnant patients, because the radiation exposure to the fetus IS 
reduced. 
• Ipsilateral femoral neck and shaft fracture to allow the use of separate fixation 
devices for the shaft and the neck fraclUres, 
• Floating knee injuries to allow fi xation of both femoral and tibial fractures 
through the same anterior longitudinal incis ion, 
• Multiple trauma patients to decrease operative time by not using a fracture table, 
which a llows multiple injuries to be treated simultaneously, 
• Often, patients with chest tubes, laparotomies with associated intestinal 
obstruction, and head injuries have physicians and other apparatuses surrounding 
the proximal parts of the pati ent. These necessary live saving procedures are 
absolutely essential , but they can impede antegrade nailing. Therefo re, the use of a 
retrograde nailing allows the orthopaedic surgeon to perform the femoral fixation 
through a remote area i.e. area around the knee joint. 
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• Fractures of the dista l third of the femoral shaft may be better suited fo r retrograde 
nailing, as they have a lower rate of malalignment. Antekeier et at [45] conducted 
a study to de termine the safe di stance fo r distal femoral fractures re lative to the 
di stal locking screws in antegrade intramedull ary femoral nailing. It was reported 
that an antegrade nai I is safe to use when the fracture is ;:: 3 cm from the more 
prox imal of the two distal locking screws. 
2.3 Antegrade vIs retrograde intramedullary nailing 
Tornetta et at [46] conducted a randomised, controll ed tri a l with I year of follow-up 
on 68 pati ents (rnean age of 32 years), who had femoral shaft fracture. It was fo und 
out that patients treated with retrograde reamed nailing had similar rates of and time 
to un ion but with increased rates of shortening, longer operating time, and more 
immediate postoperati ve complaints of pa in, when compared with pati ents treated 
with antegrade nailing. 
One potential di sadvantage of retrograde nailing is that it contaminates a further 
compartment of the limb, namely the intra-art icular contents of the knee, as it requi res 
the creation of an intra-articular entry hole [46-48]. There is concern abo ut the long-
term effect o f such an entry hole in pati ents as well as the potential for infection of the 
joint in patients with an open fracture. The long-term effects and compl ications of 
retrograde femoral IMN on knee joint function and di sorders are still unknown [43]. 
Furthermore, malunion is more frequent a fter retrograde nailing than it is after 
antegrade nailing. Papadokostaki s et at [49J and Ostrul11 et at [50] demonstrated a 
higher prevalence of delayed union and non-union after retrograde nailing. At present, 
it is agreed upon that studies with larger num bers and long term follow-up are needed 
before the current recommendations for the use of retrograde nails can be ex tended, 
thereby antegrade nailing remains the standard surgical technique for the treatment of 
femoral shaft fractures [24,34, 46, 51 ]' 
Therefore, thi s study is aimed at fe mora l shaft fracture treatments usmg closed 
antegrade IMN, as it still remains the standard treatment of choice for treatment of 
such fractures . The remainder of thi s chapter discusses antegrade nai ling in deta il , and 
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fro m here onwards as in genera l practi ce, the term IMN will be used to refer to 
antegrade 1 MN. 
2.4 Locked Intramedullary nailing 
Intramedull ary na il locking designs are generally categorized as uSll1g either an 
internal or an external locki ng mechani sm. In the case of interna l locki ng systems, the 
locking mechani sm is integra l to the nail's design as shown in Figure 2- 17, which 
depicts the instrumentation supplied with the Grosse-Kempf locking nail [52]. 
Shaft of the distal -
targeting device 
Rigid drill guide block 
Figure 2- 17 In tramedullary nail locking using intermll locki ng meclumism 1521 
This mechanical jig system is initially assembled prior to insertion of the 
intramedullary nail. The assembly is then screwed into the proximal end of the nail, 
and adj ustments are made to bring the holes in the drill guide block into ali gnment 
with the distal holes in the nail. The assembly is then removed, and reapp lied 
fo llowing insert ion of the nail. Theoreti call y the dri ll guide block could then be used 
to assist drilling of the distal holes. However, in reality, an intram edull ary nail 
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deforms by severa l millimetTes to conform to the bone canal shape [14] , resulting in 
holes in the drill guide block no longer being a li gned wi th the di stal holes in the nail, 
therefore, without compensati on for the intramedullary nail deformation, it is 
impossible to pl ace the di stal interlocking screws correctl y. As a result the use of 
interlocking mechan ism has generally been abandoned. 
Dynarn ic lock ing ho le 
Na il cu rvatu re co rrespo ndin~ 
to average anato ll1ic curva ture 
or the femur 
I 
} Dista l interlocking ho les { 
AP View Mediolateral view 
Figure 2- t 8 AO/ASIF Universal fem ora l nail 1371 
The AO/AS IF Universal femoral nail [37], shown in Figure 2- 18 is a typical example 
of an externall y locked intramedullary nail i.e. intramedull ary nail without integrated 
locking mechanism. It consists of a hollow stai nless steel tube, which is pre-bent to 
match the curvature of the femur. Interl ocking of the AOI ASIF intramedullary nai I is 
achieved by inserting screws in the maJmer shown in Figure 2-1 9. Accord ingly, the 
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nail' s design includes a pair of holes at both the distal and proximal ends. This 
arrangement allows two possible modes of fi xation, which are referred to as slatic and 
dynamic locking [37], which are di scussed be low. 
Nai l insertion from 
proximal femur 
Intramedullary --~I 
nail 
]-- Proximal locking 
screws 
L Distal locking 
ct:ll '~r screws 
Figure 2- 19 Interlocking of an intramedullary nail. 
2.4.1 Dynamic locking 
Dynamic locking involves insertion of onl y screws tlu'ough tile proximal end of the 
nail (shown in Figure 2-20) using a drill guide incorporated in the insertion handle. 
Dynamic locking controls bending and rotational deformation and allows nearly full 
ax ial load transfer by the bone. However, dynamic locking is not applicable in the 
case of long oblique, spiral or comminuted fractures or frac tures that are located 
towards the dista l widening of the medu llary canal as it cannot control the rotation of 
the bone fragments [28]. Treatment of an unstable frac ture by dynamic locking results 
in complications such as leg shortening (on average Zcm) and malrotation that usuaJ ly 
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requires re-operation. Dynamic intramedullary s tabilization of 111e femur shou ld, 
therefore, be reserved for axially stable, transverse or short oblique fractures. 
\ Dynamic locking 
Figure 2-20 Dynamic locking to treat prox im al transverse fract ure. 
2.4.2 Static locking 
Static lock ing as shown in Figure 2-19, involves insertion of the screw through both 
proximal and di stal ends of 111e nail , and i used to prevelll axial compaction of 
severely comminuted and unstable fractures as it controls rotation, bending, and ax ial 
loading (28]. It makes the implant a more load-bearing device with a potential for a 
reduced fatigue life (22]. Brumback el 01 (53] treated 100 femoral fractures with 
statically locked Russell-Taylor nails. Po toperati ve analysis showed l113t all fractures 
were united . 
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2.5 Reamed vIs Un-reamed nailing 
Intramedullary na iling is the standard trea tment for femora l shaft frac tures in mos t 
medica l centres in the UK. However, whether to ream or not to ream remains 
controversial [22,54]. 
There are three mai n reasons for the improved heali ng with reamed nailing. Firstl y, 
the reamed nailing allows inserti on of larger di ameter nail s, which improves corti cal 
contact and stabil ity. A larger nail wi th larger locking bolts allows earlier or 
immediate weight bearing even in the presence ofa comminuted fracture [55]. 
Secondl y, reaming a lso increases the contact area between the na il and the endostea l 
bone tlu'o llgh the deposition of bone /1'om the reaming at the fracture site, which acts 
like an autologous bone graft resul ting in quick healing time in comparison to 
lInreamed nailing as it res ul ts in a sti ffer fracture construct [55-57]. Thi rdl y, altho ugh 
reaming disru pts the blood flow to the cortex, rearning induces a six-fold increase in 
the periostea l blood flow. This overcomes the lack of endosteal blood fl ow and may 
improve fracture healing. Clatwo rthy et a! [58] showed that a group of pati ents treated 
with reaming had a faster time to union i.e. 28.5 weeks compared with 39.4 weeks fo r 
the group without rearn ing. They also showed that the group treated witho ut reaming 
requi red substantially more seconda ry procedures, such as bone-grafting to achieve 
union. everal studies have demonstrated that use of a locked intramedull ary femora l 
nail with reaming leads to a union rate of 97% to 100% [53, 59]. Theoreti ca ll y 
rearning results in the removal of bone, thereby decreasing the overall bone strength. 
However, the outer diameter of the cortex is the primary contributor of strength of the 
bone; thus reaming removes the bone that contributes least to the overall s trength yet 
allows a substanti ally stronger nail to be inserted [34] . Although, according to Forster 
et af [54] , unreamed femoral nail s are quicker to insert (by approximate ly 30 min) and 
are associated with less blood loss (approx imately 140 ml less) in compari son to 
rearned nails. However, without reaming the nail and , consequently, the screws must 
be of smal ler diameter, which leads to hardware-related complications such as screw 
or even nail breakage, and rules out early weight bearing. It has been reported by 
Forster et a! [54] and Giannoudis et a! [60] that reaming improves fracture healing, 
signifi cantly reduces the time to union (by around 7 weeks) and significantly reduces 
the incidence of non-union (from 7% to 1%) when compared with unreamed nailing. 
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According to CA. Christian in [22], clinical data shows no difference 111 infection 
rates after reamed and unreamed femora l nai ling . 
Therefo re, locked IMN with reaming is currently the standard treatment for severely 
comminuted, oblique and spira l fractures in the prox imal and di stal ends of the 
femoral shaft [61-63J as it resu lts in quicker union, lower implant fa ilure, fewer non-
unions and consequen tl y fewer re-operations in comparison to unreamed na iling. 
However, excessive reaming should be avo ided as it significantly weakens the bone 
and increases the ri sk of thermal necros is. 
2.6 Distal Locking 
Althoug h convent ional IMN (i.e. dynamic lock ing) provides adequate stabi li za tion of 
femora l shaft fractu res, problems can be encountered when the technique is applied to 
more di stal/proxima l shaft frac tures. Recent repo rts [64, 65] suggest that di stal 
lock ing is also necessary to prevent pathological fractures through the bone lesion 
even during subtrochanteri c fracture treatment. In particu lar, when torsional forces are 
app li ed to the femur, friction between the nai l and the bone can be insufficient to 
control rotation of bone fragments. In order to rectify these problems and hence to 
extend the scope of IMN, the concept of di sta l locking shown in Figure 2- 19, has 
therefore been introduced. Th is tech nique involves rigidly attacrung the nail to bone 
fragments at the di stal end of the femoral shaft in order to provide more effective 
fixation i.e. rotational and axia l stability . 
However, the deformation of the nail du ring passage through the medu llary canal and 
use of two-d imensional X-ray images, to guide three-dimensional bone machining 
processes makes the insertion of the dista l locking screws the most difficu lt part of the 
closed IMN procedure [27, 66]. Krettek el al [66] used a three-dimensiona l motion 
tracking system, consisting of a magnetic field source and two field sensors, to 
quantify insertion related nai l deformation in both solid and slotted nail s. 
Since, solid nails have higher area moment of inertia and hence more resistance to 
rotation than slotted nails, therefore insertion related force is decreased. This results in 
significantly smaller rotation about the long ax is of the so lid nail in comparison to that 
of slotted nails as shown in Figure 2-2 1. 
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Figure 2-21 Compa rison between rOlation of the nail .lbout ils long axis for so lid and s loHed nnil. 
However, large medial-lateral i.e. a long y- ax is (ax is perpendicular to both the nail 
and the di stal ho le axes) and anterior-posteri or i.e. along z-ax is (di stal ho le ax is) 
translations were found for both solid (i.e. mean of J. I mm and 8.2mm respectively) 
and slotted na il s (i.e. mean of 0.3mm and 2 1.5 mm respecti vely). Therefore it is not 
possible to place the di sta llocking screws of an intramedull ary nail accurate ly without 
compensating for its deformation. However, it should be noted that the implants used 
in thi s study were 9mm solid nail s and 13111m slotted nail s. Since, diameter of the nail 
could be expected to influence inserti on related nail deformation, therefore 
experimental results obtained in thi s study does not represent true comparison 
between so lid and slotted nail s in terms of insertion related nail deformation . Authors 
concluded thi s technique should be used to study solid and slotted nail s of same 
diameter fro m different manufacturers before definiti ve conclusions regard in g 
insertion re lated na il deformation can be made. 
The two main reasons for failure in di stallocking are incorrect entry point on the bone 
and wrong ori entation of the drill. If either of these two factors is wrong, then the drill 
will not go through the nail hole. An inaccurate entry po int also compounds the 
problem as the rounded end of the drill bit o ften slips and it is then difficult to place 
another drill hole nex t to the earlier one. Inaccurate distal locking leads to premature 
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failure with breakage of the nail through the nail hole, breakage of the crew or the 
breaking o f the drill bit within the bone. 
2.7 Summary 
Femora l shaft fractu res are generally caused by high-energy forces and, therefo re are 
regarded as a medical emergency. At pre ent, most of the femora l shaft fractures are 
treated surgica ll y with IMN. The goa l of treatment is reliable anatomic stabi li zation, 
whi le allowing mobilization as soon as possible. The traditional IMN technique has 
been modified by introducing distal locki ng to obta in better fixation. However, nai l 
deformation during its inserti on into the medullary canal makes distal locking the 
most dimcult part of the IMN procedure. In the nex t chapter numerous techniques 
and devices that have been proposed to aid distal targeti ng are discussed in detail. 
Review of techniques available for ass istance in di stal locking 
3 Review of techniques available for 
assistance in distal locking 
Since the introduction of in tramedu llary locking nails there have been several 
tecllllical aids put forward to assist and simpli fy the insertion of di stallocking screws. 
Many devices have been developed to ass ist orthopaedic surgeons to locate the centre 
of the di stal locking holes and the drilling trajecto ry during di stal locking. Examples 
include proximall y mounted targeting devices [67], image intensifier mounted devices 
[28) , laser devices [68, 69] , stereo fluoroscopy [70] and mechanica l guides [71]. 
However, all of these devices and techniques have deficiencies, such as they are only 
selecti vely appli cable, are cumbersome and diffi cult to use, time consuming, or are 
not suffic ientl y accurate, and thus fail to significantly reduce surgeons ' radiation 
exposure during di stal locking and the likelihood of patient complications. In general , 
three types of distal targeting techniques have been proposed: 
• The use of target devices mounted onto the nai l i.e. proximally mounted devices, 
• The use of target devices mounted on to the image intensifier and 
• Various free hand techniques with the use of various instruments. 
3.1 Nail mounted distal targeting devices 
The nail mounted targeting device shown in Figure 3- 1 depicts the instrumentation 
supplied with Russell-Taylor interlocking nail [52]. This instrumentation is assembled 
intraoperati vely, with the proximal drill guide initially being attached to ass ist 
intramedullary nail insertion . Fol lowing acquisition of the perfect circle image 
(d iscussed in section 3.3), the shaft of the distal targeting device is then inserted 
through the adapter block, until a position which corresponds to the individual nail 's 
length is obtained. The shaft is then locked into position (parallel to the nail) by 
tightening a grub-screw in the adaptor block. The adj ustment instrument is then lIsed 
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to a lign the di tal targeting device with tJle more proximal of the two distal holes, by 
making several nuoroscopica lly-guided fine adjustments. 
Ad~tor block 
Adjustment 
instrument 
• 
• 
Proxmal drill 
guide assembly 
Drill s le:e~v~e£~3~~'~):::4 
Figure 3- t Na ilmo ullted dislall a rgeling device 1521 
As an alternati ve to an externally positioned solution, a self guiding intramedullary 
nail system was developed by Azer el aJ [72]. Once reaming of the medullary canal is 
performed, the lateral cortex at the di stal end of the femur is exposed through a 4cm 
incision, and the di ssection is made for placement of distal screw as shown in Figure 
3-2. 
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Figure 3-2 Opening of lalera l cortex. 
The center of the femur is approxi mated and a dril l bit is placed perpendicular to the 
long ax is oC the femur as shown in Figure 3-3. The transverse dri ll bit is dri lled 
through both cortices and left in place. The position and perpendicularity of the drill 
bit is checked by lIsing fluoroscopy. 
Figure 3-3 The nail slides down over th e guide rod without rotating and interlocks with the dist. 1 
drill bit. 
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A guide rod with a "distal bifurcation" (similar di stal end to that of an intramedullary 
nail, i.e. contai ning two distal holes) is inserted down the reamed canal just prox imal 
to the transverse drill bit. The guide rod is considerably smaller in diameter than the 
reamed canal ; therefore the surgeon can rotate it to intersect and capture the 
transverse drill bit in the di stal bifurcation. The engagement of the gu ide rod onto the 
transverse drill bit is confirmed by using fluoroscopy. The length of the nail is then 
determined from the marking on the guide rod at the level of nai l entry point. The self 
guid ing nail is inserted over the guide rod by tap ping using an impacto r. To prevent 
rotation between the nail and the guide rod during insertion, outer diameter of the 
guide rod is chosen slightly smaller than the inner diameter of the nail. The nail is 
then engaged with the transverse dri ll bit as shown in Figure 3-3. The guide rod is 
then wi thdrawn while mainta ining the nail firml y against the transverse drill bit. The 
guide rod is then inserted into an external guide positioned laterall y to the nail. The 
guide rod is s lid down externall y to intersect again wiul the Iransverse drill bit. Then a 
dri ll sleeve is inserted through the guide rod 's hole proximal to the transverse dri ll bit 
and through the distal drill guide down to the lateral cortex as shown Figure 3-4. 
Figure 3-4 Engagement of guid e rod with transverse drill bit , and the drill sleeve is inserted 
through the guide rod and distat drill sleeve guide. 
The assembly now resembles a rectangle, as shown in Figure 3-5 , wiul drill sleeve 
parallel to the transverse drill bit and at a di stance equal to the distance between holes 
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in the nail and guide rod. A second drill bit is then inserted into the drill sleeve and 
drill through the cortex, nail , and medial cortex. Confirmation of the drill placement is 
made using the fluoroscopy. The drill . drill s leeve. parall el guide, and guide rod are 
then removed prior to screw insertion in the hole proximal to the transverse drill bit. 
Afterwards. the transverse drill bit is removed and second screw is inserted. The 
interl ocking o f the nail is then confirmed Llsing the fluoroscopy. 
Figure 3-5 Self-guided interlocking system resembling a rectangle 1721 
An I-I-shaped device, as shown in Figure 3-6. described by Steriopoulos et al.[7\]. 
aids di stal locking in intramedullary nailing by hold ing two similar intramedullary 
nails parallel to one another. Following the illsertion of one of the nails into an over-
reamed medull ary canal , the free nail situated ex temal to the patient is used a a 
guide. The device could not be used for obese patients due to the depth of the site of 
the insertion of the nail. Authors concluded that di stal locking procedure was time-
consuming due to inserti on related nail deformation. and the proposed device can 
perform beller if the possible deformation of the nail could be predicted. 
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Figure 3-6 H-shaped device 17 tl 
In s ituati ons where an image intensifie r is unavai lab le intraoperatively (a situat ion 
which exists in many of the third world countri es), Kanellopoulos el at [73] propose 
performing dista l locking tlu'ough a wi ndow of length 3- 4 em and width 1.5- 2 cm cut 
through the di sta l anteri or femora l co rtex. The cortica l window prov ides a d irect line 
of sight to the d istal holes. In summary, once the intramedullary nail is inserted, an 
exte rna l na il of the same length is placed side by side on the lateral surface o f the 
patient's thigh. A lignment between the two nai ls at the proximal end is achieved us ing 
the nail ' s insertion instrument. A K-wire is then introduced through the proximal of 
the two di sta l locking holes of the ex ternal "guide nail" as shown in Figure 3-7(a). 
The K-wire is then engaged onto the lateral femoral cortex, and the "gu ide nail" is 
withdrawn. Using the location of the K-wire with respect to the most proximal o f the 
two di stal lock ing holes, a rectangle is then defi ned on the exposed anterior aspect of 
the distal femur by drilling 2mm diameter holes, as shown in Figure 3-7(b) to expose 
the distal end of the nail. Two screws are then inserted through the di stal holes of the 
intramedullary nail and the wound ( i.e. rectangular cut-out bone section) is closed in 
layers. 
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Nail 
K-wire 
(a) 
Cortical 
Window 
(b) 
K-'wire 
Figure 3-7 (3) In troduction of K-wirc using externa l guide nail. (b) Defi ning rectangle by holes 
drilled on the anterior cortex of the dis ta l femur 1731 
It is repo rted that it takes about 10 minutes to complete this procedure. According to 
Kane llopo ul os et al [73] all fractures and cortica l windows healed uneventfu ll y. 
A lthough the above mentioned systems are rather simple to apply, they have not been 
app lied for general clinical use, as these devices do not compensate for deformati on of 
the nail during insertion, due to bending and rotational forces, thereby making thi s 
technique unreliable [66, 74] as up to 15% misplaced screws have been reported . In 
addit ion to th.i s, the proximally mounted device is specific to the type of the nail being 
used. It is not as versatile as a free hand locking device, which can be applied to more 
than one locking nail system. 
3.2 Image Intensifier mounted targeting devices 
Image intensifier mounted targeting devices were introduced as a means of reducing 
the radiation exposure to both surgeons and patients. A device resembl ing a double 
pronged fork is described by Kempf et al [28]. Th is device is inserted into a bracket 
attached to the X-ray tube housing (prior to image accusati on) as shown in Figure 3-8. 
The surgica l incision is then made, and the drill guide incorporated into the targeting 
device is brought into alignment with one o f the distal holes. This is accomplished by 
mounting the targeting device on a h.iJ1ged bracket, in such a way that the dri ll guide is 
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a ligned with X-ray imaging aX IS when the ta rgeting device is lowered into a 
hori zontal pos ition as shown in Figure 3-8. Once a perfectly circular image of the 
di stal hole aligrunent with the sighting barrel's hole is obtained, the targeting is 
comple te i.e. first di stal hole is locked. The procedure is then repeated for locking the 
second dista l hole. 
X-my tu be 
Sighting barrel and guide sleeve 
aligned with x-ray imaging ax is 
.\it; _m- . 
.. 
" 
., 
• 
• ~~~~~~~J , . . ;:/ C-:..:.=.;~. - -j::':':"--=':":--.:::')-:--=::::=.':!'.!.' 
Ta rgeting dev ice a ttached 
to .X-ray tube housing 
Im age intensifie r 
C-ann 
Figure 3-8 Target device inserted into the console, which is secured to the X-ray tube hous ing 
1281 
The procedure requires an expert radiographer as it invo lves the mani pulati on of the 
C-arm by the radiographer, to align the hole in the sighting barrel wi th the nai l's distal 
hole. Many surgeons have found that the drill guide is eas il y di splaced from its 
plan ned trajectory. This is caused by the bending of the long lever arm of the targeting 
device when manual pressure is applied during drilling process. 
Goodall et 01 [68] developed a system that uses a laser enclosed in all aluminium 
case, which is mounted on the image intensifier. The visi ble laser beam is aligned 
with the X-ray ax is of the C-arm by focusing it via mirrors. The C-ann is then 
adjusted until the di stal locking hole appears as a circle (instead of an ellipse) to 
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acquire a perfect circle image. Once the perfect circle image is obta ined the laser 
beam is centred tnrough the di sta l ho le resulting in the laser as a dot on the skin 
marking the incision site as shown in Figure 3-9. Now drilling of the dista l locking 
hole can be performed without fluoroscopic guidance, resulting in reduction of 
radiation exposure to both surgeon and pat ient. However, extreme care must be taken 
to avoid direct exposure of laser to eyes. 
Laser bea m used as positioning 
guide for hand -he ld drill 
Axis ofx-ray beam 
(Laser directed to source) 
Laser poi nle r uni t 
Image iJltensifier 
Figure 3-9 I mage Intensifier mounted targeting device 1681 
Goulet et Cl! (69) have proposed a laser guidance system in which the centre of the X-
ray beam i.e. X-ray imaging ax is is marked on the image intensifier by plac ing a 
90° wi re cross directl y on the image intensifier as shown in Figure 3- I O. This projects 
a cross on the centre of the CRT monitor screen. 
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Figure 3- 10 Alignment of X-ray imaging ax is with wire cross intersection 1691 
The path of the X-ray imaging ax is is then defined by aligning the planes of two laser 
lights mounted on the cathode tube of the image intensifier such that intersection of 
the li ght planes is parallel to and coaxial with the X-ray imaging ax is as shown In 
Figure 3-11 . This allows direct visuali zation of the path of the X-ray imaging ax is. 
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Figure 3- 11 Laser planes intersection for defining path of X-ray imaging ax is 1691 
The C-arm is then moved until the distal nai l holes are al igned centrally with the cross 
on the screen a llowi ng the laser to guide the di rection and angle of the drill. 
Although these devices offer good protection (rom the radiation, they have not been 
generall y accepted, mainly because of their instab ility, as these devices can onl y move 
with the image intensifier, which is not constructed to perform minute movements. 
3.3 Free hand technique 
The failure of proximally mOllJ1ted targeting devices during the di staJ locking process 
resulted in the introduction of free hand techniques for completion of the distal 
locking process. Due to their simplicity, free hand techniques are used nowadays by 
most of the surgeons as the best available method for di stal locking [75]. The 
simplicity of these technique resul ts from the use of a surgical instrument as the 
aiming device. Mostly, this surgical instrument is a form of K-wire, drill bit or guide 
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wire [76] , which is inserted into the chuck of an a ir-powered surgical drill. Free hand 
techniques usc the peljecl circle approach. It involves the fo llowing stages: 
• Acquisition of near-perfect circle image 
In order to obta in a near-perfect circle image, i. e. an image in which the d istallocki ng 
holes appear as perfect circle rather than an ell ipse, the position of the C-al'm is 
adjusted unt il the two distal holes appears as nea r perfect circles as shown in Figure 
3- 12. 
Fig" re 3- t 2 PerreCI ci rc le approach. 
• Determination of entry point 
After obtaining a near perfect circle, the surgica l too l (K-wi re, drill bi t or guide wire) 
is then held within the image intensifier fi eld of view, with the ti p of the surgical 
instrument in contact with the lateral femoral cortex. Determination of the entry point 
is done by centring the tip of the surgica l tool onto one of the distal locking ho les, 
while taking x-rays in continuous mode. During this procedure, the surgical tool must 
be held at approximately 45° to the femoral shaft to ensure visualization as shown in 
Figure 3-13. This entry point is then marked by drilling few millimetres into the 
lateral fe moral cortex. 
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Figure 3- 13 Determination of entry pOint. 
• Determination of drilling trajectory 
The orientati on of the surgica l too l is then checked on the AP view by holding the 
surgica l too l perpendicular to the femora l shaft without moving its tip, which is 
centred onto the di stallocking hole, as shown in Figure 3-14. 
Figure 3-14 Conlirmation of drilling trajecto ry. 
Having checked the drilling traj ectory on both views, the distal hole can then be 
drilled. In summary, by repeatedly alternating between AP and Lateral X-ray 
fluoroscopic views, the surgeon adjusts the entry point and orientation of the driLl so 
that its axis coincides with the corresponding distal hole axis. Drilling proceeds 
incrementally, wi th each advance verified with a new pair of X-ray fluoroscopic 
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Images . Once the pilot hole passing through the di sta l locking nail 's hole has been 
drill ed, the locking screw is fastened as shown in Figure 3-1 5. 
Lateral image AP image 
Figure 3-15 X-ray nuorosco!,ic im ages 11Ikeu durin g dislallockin g 177 1 
The major di sadvantage of the free hand technique is direct exposure of the surgeon's 
hands to X-ray rad iation, as shown in Figure 3-1 6, and since the process of obtaining 
near perfect circle image is time consuming, both surgeon and patient are subjected to 
excessive irradiation. The outcome of the procedure is heavil y dependent on the 
surgeon's skill and experience. S. Madan et al [1 3] demonstrated that the average 
ti me of rad iation exposure during intramedull ary nailing reduces to abo ut one-third 
when performed by a consultant (0.52 minutes) rather than a middle-grade surgeon 
(1.61 minutes). 
Surgeon's hand 
Figure 3-16 Direcl X-rays exposure 10 Surgeon's hand 1781. 
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3.3.1 Proposed modifications of the free hand technique 
Yiannakopoulos et al [25] proposed a modi fi cation of the "perfect c ircles" free-hand 
technique by employing a Flag Md Grid technique. It involves the lIse of a stainless 
steel "grid" of 20 by J Ocm (in ternal dimensions of the grid's quad rants are 10 by 
J Omm), and a " nag", which consists of a 20 cm long and 3 to 4mm diameter 
Steinmann pin (depending upon the core d iameter of the locking screws) with a 
metalli c handle attached to the pin's prox imal end, as shown in F igure 3- J 7. The 
Il1etall ic hand le is used to make holding of the pin eas ier and to keep the surgeon 's 
hand further away from X-rays. 
Figure 3-17 Devices used 10 implemenl Flag a nd g r id lechniq ue 1251 
After the nail inserti on, the grid is temporarily attached to the skin of the latera l 
surface of the femur (i.e . corresponding to the distal nail holes) using a plastic 
adhesive drape as shown in Figure 3-18 . 
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Figlll'c 3-18 Attachment o f Ihe metallic grid to femur with an adhesive drape 1251 
A haemostati c clamp (star) is attached to the grid (shown in Figure 3- I 9) to provide 
reference. O nce the perfect circ le fluoroscopic image is obta ined , as shown in Figure 
3- I 9, the pos ition of the distal holes in relati on to the grid is determined by referring 
to the gri d' quadrant. A 0.5 to I cm long skin incision is performed at !he appropriate 
quad rant. Through the skin incision the tip of the " flag" i then llsed to locate the 
approximate centre of the distal hole using fluoroscopic verification. Subsequentl y, 
the ti p of the " fl ag" is positioned parall el to X-ray imagi ng ax is, and advanced 
through the cortex and the nail with hammer b lows. The " flag" is then removed and a 
screw of appropriate length is inserted. 
Figure 3-t9 Lalcrat view perfecl circte image wilh h.mosl"l ic clamp (Le. slar) 1251 
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A compafl son of the proposed "Flag and Grid" technique with the free-hand 
technique showed that use of the proposed technique during di stal locking resulted in 
reduction of radiatjon exposure, as onl y 5 to 9 radiographs (mean 6.2) were required 
in compari son to 17 to 52 radiographs (mean 28.4) . Furthermore, total di stal locking 
operating time was a lso reduced while using "Flag and Grid" technique in comparison 
to free-hand technique, as onl y 5. 1 ± 2.7 minutes were required in comparison to 
19±7.1 minutes. 
Another drawback of the free-hand technique is the effect of the introduction of a 
large defect into the cortex during the initial penetration by the trocar, or drill , if an 
accurate position has not been achieved, i.e. if the hole has been positioned 
incorrectl y, it may hinder a new hole be ing dril led in a corrected path, as the drill may 
slide into the first off-centre hole [79]. The placement of two holes in close proximity 
produces an area of stress concentration and the repeated drilling may lead to screw 
loosening. The creation of a large defect may al so weaken the bone. 
Modifications to the free-hand techn ique have addressed the problem of initial 
cortical penetration prior to the achievement of an accurate position. Most of these 
mod ified techniques use a Steirullann pin, K-wire, or guide pin for primary insertion 
into the cortex. This has the advantage that cortical defects are not produced if 
multiple attempts are required to locate the nail hole. If the wire is incorrectl y sited, a 
second wire will take its own path and not slip into a previously made hole [80]. It has 
also been found by Owen el at (81) that during X-ray imagillg it is eas ie r to 
determine, when the tip of a K-wire is a ligned with the centre of the nail hole 
compared with a larger diameter drill. According to Knudsen el at (80) it is usuall y 
easier to pass a small diameter wire through a screw hole than a drill. 
Knudsen el al (80) developed a technique using a 3 mm Kirsclmer wire (K-wire), an 
air drill and all image intensifier. Implementation of this technique does not require 
any assistant or a iming device. At first, the C-arm is adjusted until the X-ray image 
shows two distal locking holes as perfect circles, fo llowing which the air drill is 
loaded with the K-wire. The tip of the wire is then positioned on the lateral co rtex and 
moved until located in the centre of the proximal of the two di stal locking ho les . The 
wire is then inserted perpendicular to the femur in the proximal of the two holes. The 
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orientation is checked using the AP view by holding the K-wire perpendicular to the 
femoral shaft without moving its tip. The K-wire is then driven through the bone 
using the Lateral view X-ray image. Once it is confirmed that the proximal K-wire is 
correctly sited, a second K -wire is inserted into the most distal hole using a similar 
technique. The proximal Kirschner wire is then removed and replaced with the 
definitive drill bit, and the hole is drilled using the distal K -wire as a visual guide to 
show the line of passage. The same procedure is used for the second distal hole. A 
disadvantage to this technique is the removal of the guide wire prior to drilling. While 
testing this method, Owen et al [8 I] found the procedure of reinserting the drill across 
the nail is difficult and took longer than trials using a caunulated drill bit. 
MacMilIan and Grosse [79] describe a method using a 2mm diameter Steinmann pin, 
attached to the handle of a disposable suction unit to distance the surgeon from the 
radiation field. The image intensifier is used to view the distal nail holes as perfect 
circles. The pin is aligned, driven through the bone, and engaged in the opposite 
cortex. A 6.0 mm caunulated reamer is placed over the Steinmann pin and the lateral 
cortex is reamed up to the nail. With the guide in place the guide pin is then removed, 
followed by drilling and screw insertion. 
Owen et al [81] conducted a trial to compare the free-hand method with a method 
similar to that recommended by MacMiIlan and Grosse, using a K-wire and 
cannulated drill instead of a reamer. They found that the proposed technique reduced 
the average operating time for distal locking from 30 minutes to 18 minutes and 
radiation exposure time to the surgeon from 8.13 minutes to 4.7 minutes. 
AltllOUgh the above mentioned techniques reduce the problems of radiation and 
cortical defects there are still difficulties to be addressed. These include involuntary 
movements that occur during the change from locating the holes to aiming the drill 
bit, or wire, and drilling the hole; additionally, the path of the drill bit is difficult to 
monitor. 
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3.3.2 Devices to reduce surgeon's irradiation while using the free 
hand technique 
The use oflead-impregnated gloves has been tried to limit surgeon's irradiation while 
performing distal locking procedures using the free hand technique, however they 
have not been successful as they limit movements of the surgeon's hand considerably. 
Wagner et al [82] evaluated gloves from four different manufacturers and reported 
that exposure reduction of only 7% to 50% at most, whereas at higher energy levels, 
the gloves were even less effective. It was also concluded that wearing protective 
gloves might give a false sense of security that could increase the risk of the surgeon 
placing hislher hand directly in the path of the X-ray beam. Another proposed solution 
is the use of radiolucent drills in order to minimize the radiation dose, however, their 
use still resulted in sizeable radiation exposure to surgeons' hand [83]. Skjeldal et al 
[84] proposed the use of a long-handled tool holder, which ensures the surgeon's 
hands are removed from the x-rays zone to reduce surgeon's irradiation. 
In addition to the above-mentioned techniques, other alternatives have also been 
proposed to assist orthopaedic surgeons in performing distallocking procedures. For 
example Takashi et at [70] have proposed the use of stereo fluoroscope i.e. X-ray 
images are alternately taken from left and right X-ray sources to provide a 3-D view 
in real time, to assist surgeons during distal locking. However, this technique still 
relies on the perfect circle approach, hence results in lengthy operation time and 
thereby excessive irradiation to both surgeon and patient. Also the stereo fluoroscope 
is large, heavy and expensive in comparison to the traditional 2-D fluoroscope and 
therefore is not suitable for use in the operating room during surgery. 
All of the above-mentioned distal targeting techniques used by orthopaedic surgeons 
involve the following three major distinct steps: 
• Adjust the position of the C-arm fluoroscopy image intensifier so that the distal 
holes appear as perfect circles on the X-ray image. 
• Using a visual based targeting approach to drill a pilot hole for the locking screw 
is an example of "the placement of an object (guide wire, screw, tube, or scope) at 
,a specific site within a region, via a trajectory which is planned from one or more 
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imaging modalities and governed by 3-D anatomical constraints", referred to as 
"The Basic Orthopaedic Principle "[85]. 
• Implement the "The Basic Orthopaedic Principle "[85] to insert the locking 
screw. 
The problems encountered with existing techniques of distal locking include, length 
of the time required for locking the distal screw, excessive radiation exposure to 
surgeon and patient and misplacement of screws. 
3.4 Use of fluoroscopy for distal locking 
Fluoroscopy, known to most people as x-ray, is the oldest and most frequently used 
fornl of medical imaging. The current trend in osteosynthesis, as in other branches of 
medicine, is to minimise the trauma associated with gaining access to the surgical site. 
Therefore, many of the "open" osteosynthesis techniques, which require large 
incisions and retraction to expose the fracture site, are being superseded by "closed" 
surgery counterparts in which the fracture site is not directly exposed [86]. Without 
direct visualisation of the fracture site, X-ray imaging often becomes the only means 
of guidance during orthopaedic surgery. Although closed surgery allows the 
orthopaedic surgeon to use a minimally invasive or percutaneous approach in order to 
minimize the additional trauma associated with surgical exposure of the fracture site, 
but it also results in a marked increase in the use of intra-operative fJuoroscopic 
imaging. 
For acquisition of fluoroscopic images, the C-arm is currently the imaging instrument 
of choice because it gives valuable in situ two-dimensional projection information on 
the relative position of surgical tools, bones, and implants. Nowadays, during closed 
IMN for femoral shaft fracture treatment, surgeons' usually drill the distal locking 
holes using the free-hand technique as describe in Section 3.3. However use of 
fluoroscopy for intraoperative guidance has some drawbacks, such as it may result in 
prolong radiation exposure to surgeons. 
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3.4.1 Prolonged radiation exposure to surgeons 
The introduction of closed surgery has resulted in an increase in the use of 
intraoperative fluoroscopy during certain surgical procedures. One pitfall of this 
growing reliance on fluoroscopy, is an excessive radiation exposure to orthopaedic 
surgeons and patients [87-89J, as according to the American college of Radiology 
(ACR), fluoroscopy gives some of the highest doses of diagnostic radiation to both 
patients and surgeons [90] . Therefore, there is a concern among orthopaedic surgeons 
about the increasing levels of exposure to radiation associated with intraoperative C-
arm fluoroscopy [91-93]. The maximum permissible dose (MPD), recommended by 
the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP), is 5,000mrem (or 
50mSv) per year for the head, neck, trunk, eyes, bone marrow and gonads. Whereas, 
the maximum permissible dose (MPD) for the hands and feet is 50,000mrem (or 
500mSv) per year [13, 91, 94]. During the closed IMN operation a lead apron 
provides adequate protections for the trunk and gonads of the surgeon but the 
surgeons' hands are more susceptible to radiation exposure due to their proximity to 
the primary radiation and lack of shielding[88]. Blattert et al [95] showed that the 
surgeon's hands were exposed to markedly higher doses, which ranges from 0-2.88 
mSv and 0-11.94 mSv for senior and junior surgeon groups respectively compare to 
the measurements taken at the trunk and head which ranged from 0-0.27 mSv and 0-
0.38 mSv for these groups. According to [85, 89, 95-99], the total radiation exposure 
time for femoral IMN, with proximal and distal locking, varies between 3.1 and 
31.4min with distal locking alone occupying up to 30 to 50 percent of the total 
radiation exposure time [95, 97, 99]. 
A number of studies [13, 89, 93] have quantified the actual radiation exposure 
received by orthopaedic surgeons during IMN, and have proposed that the maximum 
number of permissible IMN procedures performed by a surgeon during one year 
period should be limited to between 247 and 750 as depicted by Table 3-1. 
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Author (Year) Radiation dose Average fluoroscopy Maximum allowed IMN 
(mSv) time (min) per operations per Year 
operation 
Coetzee (1992) 1.42 4.64 352 
Muller 2.02 4.6 247 
Sanjeev (2002) 1.27 1.61 394 
Table 3-1 Radiation exposure during distallocking procedures. 
Although reaching the yearly limit for hands' radiation exposure for an individual 
orthopaedic surgeon seems unlikely, however the long term effects of X-ray 
radiations and their relation to different types of cancer still remains unknown [IOOJ. 
There is evidence that carcinogenic potential exists from low-dose, low-energy 
radiations [l 0 1]. Therefore, risk of significant intraoperative radiation to orthopaedic 
surgeons has been the impetus for many clinicians to develop surgical techniques 
andlor recommendations that would limit the need for fluoroscopy. 
Furthermore, the use of two-dimensional X-ray images, to guide three-dimensional 
bone machining processes, means that a large number of X-ray images are required. 
As achievement of optimum positioning of fracture fixation devices involves a certain 
amount of trial-and-error and surgeons rely heavily on their hand-eye coordination 
during the entire procedure. Both the duration and outcome of the procedure are, 
therefore, highly dependent upon the skill and experience of the surgeon. In addition 
to this, bringing the fluoroscope into position to visualize the surgical manoeuvre 
often hinders the surgeon's access to the injured extremity [86, 102]. Also the 
importance of an experienced X-ray technician in the operating room cannot be 
underestimated, because the quality of the image and the frequent changes in the C-
arm position around the patient directly influences total radiation exposure time. 
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3.5 Photogrammetry 
According to the American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing 
(ASPRS), the term photogrammetry is defined as "the art, science, and technology of 
obtaining reliable information about physical objects and the environment through the 
processes of recording, measuring, and interpreting photographic images and patterns 
of [90]electromagnetic radiant energy and other phenomena" [103] or in simple terms 
"the science or art of obtaining reliable measurements by means of photographs" 
[104]. 
It is evident from the term "photogramrnetry" that initially photogramrnetric 
techniques were developed for camera-based applications, generally referred as 
"classical photogrammetry". Although these classical techniques achieved high 
levels of accuracy, however the amount of unavoidable delay caused by film 
development process, and further delays which are incurred during reconstruction 
process that involved manual extraction of image coordinates from a pair of 
photographs, meant that these techniques are not suitable for real-time applications. 
Recently, due to the huge advancements in the field of computer vision, PC-based 
frame grabber cards and CCD video cameras are easily available at low price. By 
using these PCI-bus frame grabbers with digital image processing, algorithms allows 
both the acquisition and analysis of digital images in almost real time. Due to the 
nature of digital images the automation of data processing is an inherent characteristic 
of digital photogramrnetric data processing thereby eliminating problems, such as 
lengthy film development process and manual reconstruction associated with 
"classical photogrammetry". Also by using digital images, image enhancement can 
be applied hence making "digital photogrammetry" a viable option for real time or 
on-line applications [105, 106]. 
Photogrammetry tries to reconstruct 3D object from its two or more 2D images; for 
example, the image of an object consists of the "projections" of all object points 
through "lines-of-sight", therefore, the image plane is just a section of this bundle of 
rays in space. Although, along every "line-of-sight" a corresponding object point can 
be determined, but since all the space points along each "line-of-sight" will be 
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projected at the same point on the image plane, therefore, this determination is not 
unique and the 3D coordinates of the object point cannot be determined. However, by 
introducing another image of the same object from a different view as shown in 
Figure 3-20, the object point will be uniquely defined as the intersection of the two 
corresponding rays, addi"tional images of the object point will result in more rays, but 
the point will still be the unique intersection of all the rays. 
L t Lateral 
___ ------~~--~a~xm~lt_~rr~::---- focal point LafSouh:e 
3-D Reconstruction 
of object point 
AP focal point 
Figure 3-20 3D reconstruction of an object point using r Frame [31. 
The most important feature of photogrammetry is the fact, that the objects are 
measured without being touched. Therefore, photogrammetry's primary advantage in 
the medical field is because of its reliance on imaging; as an imaging technique, it 
offers short patient involvement times as well as avoids contact with the patient and 
thereby avoids the risk of deforming the area of interest and spreading infection [107]. 
Moreover, image acquisition is generally a simple process, using standardized 
equipment that is not daunting to patients, such as the C-arm image intensifier for 
taking X-ray images during distal locking. Nowadays the term "remote sensing", is 
also being used by some authors instead of photogrammetry. 
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3.5.1 X-Ray Photogrammetry 
The basis for X-ray photogrammetry is the central projection of a bundle of X-rays 
from a focal point (i.e. X-ray source, located in the x-rays generating tube) through an 
object and onto the film plane. Figure 3-21 shows the schematic of the relationship of 
the perspective centre Le. X-ray source, the image plane and the imaged object. Since, 
the imaged object lies between the focal point and the film plane as in the case of 
back lighting photography technique. The image is therefore larger than the object 
being x-rayed. The extents of this magnification depends upon the ratio of the source-
to-object and source-to-image distance, and as a result object points nearer to the X-
ray source experience more magnification in comparison to the objects points nearer 
to the image plane, this phenomenon is commonly known as "perspective distortion". 
Image plane 
X-ray Beams 1 
D 
1 Imaged object ~--- Source-to-object distance --1 
~------ Source-to-Image distance 
Figure 3-21 X-Ray image formation process 
Close range photogrammetry 
The term "close range photogrammetlY" IS used to describe photogrammetric 
applications in which the extent of the object to be measured or analyzed is less than 
300 meters away from the camera [106, 108]. Since, during the distal locking of an 
intramedullary nail, the distance of the object (intramedullary nail) and camera (X-ray 
tube) is always less than 300 meters, therefore, it belongs to the close range 
photogrammetry application. The results of close range photogrammetry must 
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generally be made available very quickly after acquiring images, so that they can be 
used for further processing related to the measured object. In this study the drilling 
tr'\iectory must be provided to surgeons intraoperatively, shortly after acquisition of 
X -ray images, so that drilling of distallocking holes can proceed. 
3.6 Fluoroscopy 
Fluoroscopy is an imaging technique that takes live X-ray images of the body by 
passing a continuous X-ray beam through the object being studied using a 
fluoroscope. A fluoroscope, shown in Figure 3-22, utilizes an X-ray tube and 
fluorescent screen, with the object to be studied placed between the screen and the 
tube. This immediate imaging, when coupled with an image intensifier, is invaluable 
in several intraoperative medical applications such as neurosurgery, bone fracture 
treatment etc. 
In the past, traditional fluoroscopy employed a simple fluorescent screen to produce 
instantaneous X-ray images. The fluorescent screen consists of a plastic base coated 
with a thin layer of fluorescent material, which in turn is mounted onto a lead glass 
plate. The lead glass plate was used to provide protection from radiation. The 
resulting images can be viewed directly through the glass plate. However, low 
brightness of the resulting images meant it could only be viewed in a darkened room 
[109]. Therefore, modern fluoroscopy employs a device called "image intensifier 
tube ", in order to produce a brighter image than that of a simple fluorescent screen. 
Since fluoroscopy is a primary radiographic technique during several intraoperative 
orthopaedic surgical procedures. Therefore, an imaging system is required that does 
not clutter the operating theatre enviromnent, i.e. an imaging system that can be easily 
manoeuvred, facilitate wide range of projection angles and does not obstruct the 
surgeon's access to the patient. Therefore, manufacturers of medical imaging 
equipment have developed mobile C-arm units, which are specific for use in operating 
theatres. As shown in Figure 3-22, the mobile C-arm employs a counterbalanced C-
arm geometry and a wheeled base unit. The X-ray tube and image intensifier housings 
are placed at a fixed distance from each other on opposite ends of the C-arm arc. 
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Digital Image 
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Figure 3-22 Siemens Siremobil 2 Mobile X-ray image intensifier [78) 
Details about the working mechanisms of X-ray tube and image intensifier are given 
in APPENDIX D. 
X-ray images obtained from the image intensifier tube inherent different forms of 
image distortion, such as pincushion distortion and vignetting. These are discussed 
below. 
3.6.1 Pincushion distortion 
Image distortion due to photocathode curvature is generally referred as Pincushion 
distortion [llO]. Spatial distortion observed in the displayed fluoroscopic image 
obtained from image intensifier tube is mainly due to the focusing of accelerated 
electrons from the curved input fluorescent screen onto a curved photocathode 
surface, followed by mapping onto a flat output window. The central electrons are 
therefore more accurately focused than the more peripheral ones. The peripheral 
electrons also tend to flare out from their ideal course. This mapping causes larger 
object magnification at the periphery of the image than at the centre of the image and 
thus pincushion distortion arises, as shown in Figure 3-23. The pincushion distortion 
is dependent on the X-ray source-to-image intensifier distance. 
------------------------- -
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Figure 3-23 Pincushion distortion caused by X-ray Image intensifier. 
Generally, correction for pincushion distortion in detectors is achieved by imaging a 
regular calibration grid, consisting of small ball bearings [Ill, 112J, which represent 
the control points, and are used to compute the correction coefficients. An 
interpolation function, either global or localized, is then used to provide the mapping 
between input (undistorted) and output (distorted) pixel locations. Since, for the 
image intensifier only data related to output image is available, therefore, input 
(undistorted) data is usually obtained by acquiring a reference image of the calibration 
frame (usually, containing a repeating grid pattern). The calibration frame is placed as 
near as possible to the image intensifier window, to obtain the sharpest possible 
edges. 
3.6.2 Vignetting 
In addition to pincushion distortion, a fluoroscopic image also suffers from brightness 
non-uniformity, with the centre of the image being brighter then the periphery. This 
image distortion phenomenon is generally referred as Vignetting. It occurs as a direct 
consequences of pincushion distortion as the increased magnification at the edges of 
the image means that a given area element (i.e. a grid square) is projected onto a 
larger area at the periphery of the image. The increased size of the element area leads 
to a corresponding decrease in intensity, since the X -ray beam is spread over a larger 
area [78J. 
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3.6.3 Geomagnetic Distortion 
Geomagnetic distortion or S- distortion, shown in Figure 3-24, is introduced by the 
electron optics of the image intensifier and their interaction with external magnetic 
fields, mainly with the earth magnetic field. When an electron travels through a 
magnetic field, it experiences an induced force which, in accordance with Lorentz 
force law, acts at right angles to both its velocity and the magnetic field. In the case of 
the image intensifier tube, this induced force deflects electrons from their true 
trajectories and therefore represents an additional source of image distortion [3]. The 
geomagnetic distortion effect does depend on the orientation of the image intensifier 
in the earth's magnetic field, and changes considerably in pattern and magnitude as 
the position of the image intensifier is changed during its rotation [111]. Therefore, in 
order to achieve distortion correction of geornagnetic distortion, spatial orientation of 
the C-arm must be taken into account. When the image intensifier tube is parallel to 
geomagnetic field, a magnetic field component parallel to the image intensifier affects 
velocity of radial electrons velocity in the image intensifier, which causes a rotation of 
the image. 
x x x Image Rotation 
x X x 
Magnetic Field 
Figure 3-24 S·distortion when Image intensifier is parallel to magnetic field [781 
Whereas, when the image intensifier tube is perpendicular to the geomagnetic field, a 
transverse magnetic field component acts on the longitudinal velocity of electrons that 
translates the image as shown in Figure 3-25. 
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Figure 3-25 S-distortion when Image intensifier oriented transverse to the magnetic field 17S] 
In addition to the to the geomagnetic distortion effect, the possibilities of additional 
magnetic influences in the operating room cannot be overlooked. The image 
intensifier housing of the C-arm unit is by necessity frequently placed in close 
proximity to large metallic objects, for example the operating table. Therefore, 
electromagnetic interferences caused by operating room equipment are also widely 
acknowledged as being a significant problem. In relation to the mobile C-arm 
fluoroscopy unit, these magnetic-related image distortion effects are therefore highly 
unpredictable and, as such, can not be modelled off line i.e. preoperatively. 
3.7 Distortion Correction of X-ray Images 
In order to be able to extract quantitative data from the X-ray images, distortion 
correction is needed. For a distorted image, two types of corrections are used, namely: 
global correction methods and local methods. Both local and global methods have 
their advantages and disadvantages, which are discussed in the following section. 
3.7.1 Global distortion correction approach 
While applying a global approach, it is assumed that the image distortion is uniform 
i.e. symmetrical; over the entire field-of-view, therefore, a global polynomial function 
of a high-order polynomial, usually a 4th or 5th-order polynomial is used to determine 
a relationship between the output (distorted) and input (undistorted) image 
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coordinates [32, 110, 113). Since, in the case of the image intensifier, only data 
pertaining to the distorted output image is available, therefore, the "input image" data 
is usually created by acquiring a reference image of a calibration target containing a 
repeating grid pattern. It is standard practice for this calibration target to be placed as 
near as possible to image intensifier input window to ensure a sharpest possible image 
as well as simulating the image plane. A dewarping function is then calculated by 
comparing the locations of the centres of the calibration markers (i.e. fiducials) of the 
input image with their projected locations in the output image. However, the resulting 
dewarping function is only valid for a specific gantry angle (i.e. specific orientation of 
the C-arm), for which the output image is taken, whereas usually fluoroscopy during 
surgical procedures involves the arbitrary parming and scrolling of the image 
intensifier, and, it is not always possible to use a standard gantry angle for many 
oblique fields. Consequently, the global methods do not allow correction of local 
distortions that may appear in the acquired image and require an excessive calibration 
of the system. Therefore, a method of distortion correction is required that is 
applicable to any arbitrary orientation of the image intensifier. 
3.7.2 Localized distortion correction approach 
Previous research has shown that image distortion is non-uniform across the entire 
image, thereby application of the global distortion correction approach results in 
errors and occasionally can also result in unacceptably high errors. One way to avoid 
high errors is to use a localized distortion correction approach [111). In localized 
distortion correction methods, the image is divided into many small areas (usually 
rectangular or triangular) and then distortion correction interpolation functions are 
found for each localized area. Localized correction can also be very effective in 
correcting geomagnetic distortion, which depends upon orientation of Image 
intensifier. 
One of the main criticisms for the localized approach is that although, localized 
approach results in better distortion correction of X-ray images in comparison to the 
global approach, it also results in lengthy computational time, as before correction can 
be applied, it is necessary to identify the triangular/rectangular region for each 
reference markers whose coordinates are to be corrected. However, with recent 
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advancement in processing speeds, it only results in delay of milliseconds, which can 
easily be overlooked due to the advantages of the localized method. Furthermore, the 
discontinuities occurring along the edges of the neighbouring regions, where different 
correction equations are used, represent the major problem in localized correction 
methods. However, in this study while applying the localized approach for distortion 
correction, it has been made sure that there are no discontinuities along the edges of 
neighbouring regions, by only selecting reference markers, for triangulation, that are 
in middle of the calibration frame, and not at the edges. 
3.8 Robotic/Computer Assisted Orthopaedic Surgery 
(RAOS/CAOS) 
Orthopaedics is particularly well suited for RAOS/CAOS, as the bones and 
periarticular soft tissues (i.e. tissues surrounding a joint) can be evaluated easily and 
accurately by diagnostic technologies such as radiographs. The bony and soft tissue 
structures can subsequently be reconstructed to create three-dimensional images. 
These images can then be used for simulating surgical procedures. 
Intraoperative complications during distal locking of intramedullary nails have 
prompted research in RAOS/CAOS to improve the accuracy of this fluoroscopy-based 
orthopaedic procedure. Inserting the screw for locking the nail is an example of 
implementing "The Basic Orthopaedic Principle" [85]. 
RAOS/CAOS can thus be defined as the application of computer-based technology 
which aims to assist surgeons in improving their free hand capabilities during surgery, 
and thereby, allowing surgeons to perform more accurate and minimally invasive 
techniques, which in turn results in substantial reduction in intraoperative irradiation 
and an improvement in the overall outcome of surgical treatment [114, 115] . 
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3.8.1 Hull University Robotic Assistance Orthopaedic Surgery 
System 
Phillips et al [113, 116, 117] developed a prototype robotic assisted orthopaedic 
system (RAOS) to assist surgeons in distal locking of intramedullary nails. The 
RAOS comprises of the following equipment: 
RAOS trolley: It contains a PC-based computer system, a separate computer system 
for an optical tracking system (Optotrak), monitor, keyboard, mouse, and a frame 
grabber to obtain video feed from C-arm image intensifier. 
Optotrak: It is an optical tracking system that uses two CCD camera array to track 
the position ofInfrared LEDs in a 3-D space. The central co-ordinate system for the 
RAOS, known as operating theatre (OT) space, is based around the Optotrak .. 
End-effector: The end-effector is in the form of a drill bit guide, it is held by a 
passive lockable arm. Passive arm is rigidly mounted on the side bar of the operating 
table. For optical tracking, the end-effector is fitted with an arrangement of seven 
Infrared LEDs. The end-effector is used to position an H-shaped registration phantom 
and drill guide. 
In order to determine the drilling trajectory for the distaI locking holes and its 
implementation, RAOS comprises of three independent modules (shown in Figure 
3-26), namely: 
• Intelligent image intensifier, 
• Trajectory tactician and 
• Intelligent trajectory guide. 
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Figure 3-26 Overview ofRAOS developed by Hull University [113). 
3.8.1.1 Intelligent image intensifier 
The intelligent image intensifier has been used to provide distortion free X-ray images 
of the operation site using the globalized distortion correction approach, i.e. by 
creating a mapping between the displayed (distorted) output image and a hypothetical 
(undistorted) input image for the correction of image distortion. This distortion 
correction is achieved by using a phantom (radiolucent calibration plate equipped 
with Infrared LEDs) that is placed against the input window of the image intensifier 
housing. This phantom contains a grid of 64 X 64 ball bearings which when imaged, 
aJlows an image dewarping function to be derived. By applying this dewarping 
function to subsequent intraoperative images, the RAOS system defines distortion 
correction for each pixe! of the image. For this calibration and aJl subsequent 
measurements, this calibration plate, referred to as "virtual screen"[J13], is used to 
define the location of the image intensifier. 
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3.8.1.2 Registration Strategy ofRAOS 
In order to allow 3-D reconstruction of features appearing in both AP and Lateral X-
ray images, it is essential to determine the position of the X-ray source in terms of 
image intensifier space. Therefore, registration of the X-ray source with the image 
intensifier space is obtained by placing a phantom (an H-shaped calibration frame) in 
the fluoroscopic image using an optically tracked end-effector as shown in Figure 
3-27. 
Figure 3-27 End-effector holding the calibration frame 1116]. 
The phantom is placed as far away from the image intensifier as possible because as 
the distance of the phantom from the X-ray source increases, the pixel/mm ratio 
decreases i.e. a small error in pixels will cause large reconstruction errors in 
millimetres. Therefore the phantom position is chosen as close to the X-ray source as 
possible, provided that a minimum number of fiducials required for the X-ray source 
location are visible. For each visible marker on the phantom, a line-of sight which 
passes through each radiopaque fiducial marker and its corresponding imaged point 
(transformed into virtual screen coordinates) can then be reconstructed. Intersecting 
these line-of-sight results in the determination of the X-ray source location with 
respect to the image intensifier space. 
Since the virtual screen must be removed while taking diagnostic Lateral and AP view 
X-ray images to avoid splattering of the image by calibration markers. Therefore, the 
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registration of the image intensifier with the OT coordinate space is established by 
attaching infrared diodes onto the image intensifier. The 3-D position of these diodes 
allows a transfonnation matrix between the image intensifier space and OT space to 
be calculated. Those infrared diodes attached during registration to the image 
intensifier remain attached throughout the distal locking procedure. The use of 
Optotrak, to continuously monitor the location of the image intensifier allows the 
mobile C-arm unit to be freely moved without invalidating registration, as long as the 
infrared diodes mounted on the image intensifier housing remain clearly visible to the 
Optotrak. Having measured the image intensifier position with respect to the OT 
space, the corresponding X-ray source position is detennined in tenns of the OT co-
ordinate system by using the transfonnation obtained by calibration process. 
Knowledge of the X -ray source and image intensifier locations in tenns of the OT 
space, then allows 3-D reconstruction ofthe features appearing in both AP and Lateral 
X-ray images. However, this registration can be invalidated by patient motion. 
3.8.1.3 Trajectory tactician 
A trajectory tactician (a procedure specific software module) has been used to select 
the surgical trajectory. This software extracts features of interest from the operation 
site and uses their location to calculate the 3-D trajectory required for locking screws. 
It requires the reconstruction of three geometrical positions: 
1. Location of the long axis of the intramedullary nail, 
2. The angle of rotation of the intramedullay nail about its long axis and 
3. A point on the intramedullary nail axis, which corresponds to the centre of the 
distallocking hole. 
Location of the long axis of the intramedullary nail 
• In order to locate the long axis of the intramedullary nail in tenns of the OT space, 
intramedullary nail edge boundaries are interactively extracted from both the 
Lateral and AP X-ray images as shown in Figure 3-28 and Figure 3-29 
respectively. 
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Figure 3-28 Lateral view image [116]. 
Figure 3-29 AP view image [1I6]. 
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• ln each view, bisecting the two nail boundaries results in 2-D projection of the 
nail axis, which when combined with a known source point for that particular 
view, allows a projection plane that passes through the actual nail axis to be 
defined. 
• After such projection planes are defined in the Lateral and AP images, their 
intersection defines the nail axis in terms of the OT space as shown in Figure 
3-30. 
Figure 3-30 Location of the long axis of the intramedullary nail 11161. 
Determination of tile nail angle of rotation about its long axis 
• An area of interest (A.O .!), containing hole profile is interactively selected from 
the Lateral view image as shown in Figure 3-28. 
• A gradient-based edge detection algorithm is then applied to segment the 
boundaries of the hole. 
• The hole is then mapped onto a spherical surface i.e. Best fit approach, in order to 
compensate for perspective distortion (i .e. distortion resulting from central 
projection, experi enced by all forms of radiography. It occurs when points nearer 
to the X-ray source experience more magnification than points on the opposite i. e. 
------------------- - - -
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points on the image plane side of the object). The major ax is oftlli s corrected hole 
is then measured using least square optimisation technique. 
• Comparing major axis measurement with a mathematical model [117], designed 
for registration of the nai l geometry, allows the desired angle of rotation to be 
determ i ned. 
Derivation of a point 011 the lIail ax is, which corresponds to th e cel/tre of the 
distallockil/g hole 
The centre of mass of the oval area is also the projection of the centre of the distal 
hole in 3-D space. Therefore, the centre of the di stal locking hole is then determined 
in terms of OT space as the intersection of the nail axis with the li ne-of-sigh t join ing 
the oval centre on the virtual screen wi th the X-ray source location. 
3.8.1.4 Registration of the passive manipulator with OT space 
As with the intelligent image intensifier, there is a registration set-up step that 
determines a transformation matrix between the coordinate space of intelligent 
trajectory gu ide and OT space. The pass ive manipulator has optical encoders 
incorporated into each of its joints. The passive manipulator is then registered with 
OT space by using the Optotrak to locate a group of IR-LED's mounted on an 
especiall y designed end-effector. 
3.8.1.5 Intelligent trajectory guide 
Having established intra-operative registration, the intelligent drill guide is then used 
to a lign a drill guide with tbe optimal trajectory. The surgical guidance system 
comprises a custom built, passive manipulator arm, and a real time graphical display. 
The graphical display, on a monitor, gives visual cues to the surgeon about the 
relative difference between the actual position of the surgical instrument attached to 
the passive arm and the required trajectory . The surgeon is therefore required to 
manipulate the passive arm until the displayed dJ·ill guide location is coincident with 
the displayed trajectory. An electromagnetic braking system then allows the ann to be 
locked in position, prio r to manual completion of the drilling process. It is claimed 
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that the intelligent trajectory guide shows a maximum deviation of 0.25mm in placing 
the surgical instrument along the given u·ajectory. 
3.8.1.6 Summary of Hull robotic assisted orthopaedic system 
This system does not depend on obtaining a perfect circle image. However, the main 
di sadvantage with thi s system is the need for a 3-D line-of- sight optica l tracking 
system (Optou·ak). Use of optical tracking equipment c lu tters the operating theatre 
environment and requires care in maintaining the line-oF-sight. Furthermore, the 
system is user dependent, as identification of the nail boundaries is accomplished 
interactively by se lecting 6 points in each view, and region containing the oval shaped 
di sta l hole projection is also cropped manually. 
3.8.2 Hebrew university Robotic Assistance Orthopaedic Surgery 
System 
l oskowicz et al [118, 11 9J at Hebrew University, Israel have developed a robot-
based system to assist orthopaedic surgeons in performing distal locking of the 
intramedullary nai l during femoral shaft fracture treatments. The system consists of: 
• Sterilized robotically contro lled targeting device, 
• An image ca libration ring for distortion correction of fluoroscopic images. 
3.8.2.1 Robotically controlled targeting device 
Tbe robotically controlled targeting device, shown in Figure 3-3 1, consists of: 
• A miniature robot, named "MARS". MARS is a 50mm x 50111//7 x 70111111 parallel 
mallipu lator of 150grams in weight with 6 Degree-of- freedom. 
• A robot base plate, used to mount the miniature robot. The length of tlli s plate is 
adj ustable, so that it can be adjusted to roughl y equal with the length of the 
intramedullary nai l, and 
• A targeting guide, which is mounted on the top of the robot. It consists of a head, 
connecting block and a targeting drill guide. The head is mounted directl y on the 
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robot top. Both the connecting block and the targeting drill guide a re made of 
rad iotransparent Derli n. The targeti ng drill guide is 40ll1m x 55ml11 x J 5mm block 
with two guiding holes. The two guiding holes are 30mm apart simi lar to the 
spacing between to distal locking holes. For the spatial localization of targeting 
drill guide, it has been embedded with 32 stainless steel fiducials (each of 2mm 
diameters). 
Figure 3-31 Bone mounted MARS robot carrying th e targeting drill guide 11191 
3.8.2.2 Image Calibration ring (FluoroTrax) 
The image cali bration ring is a C-ann ca libration phantom which attaches to the C-
arm 's image intensifier as depicted by Figure 3-32. It consists of two parallel 
rad iotTansparent calibration plates. These plates are 76ml11 apart fro m each other, and 
are embedded with J 20 fiducials of 2 and 3mm di ameters. The small fiduc ials having 
a spacing of 20mm are arranged ill a regul ar Cartes ian grid pa ttern, whereas a ll 2 1 
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large fiducials (i.e. of 3mm diameter steel balls) are all embedded onto upper the 
ca li bration plate and form a U-shaped pattern. 
Figure 3-32 FluoroTrax attached to C-arrn's image intensifier 111 81 
3.8.2.3 Surgical procedure 
The surgica l procedure employed is as follows : 
• Once the nail has been inserted to its desired position, the image cali bration ring 
(FluoroTrax) is mounted on the C-arm image in tensifier. 
• The robot is then rigidly placed in the vicinity of the distal locking holes by e ither 
mounting it to the di stal bone or the nai l's head. 
• Distal bone mounting of the robot is achieved using a Lateral X-ray image 
showing the distal locki ng ho les, the surgeon determines the locat ion of two self-
tapping screws onto which the robot base wi 11 be mounted. The location is 
selected such that their ax is is roughly para ll el to the axes of the di stal holes and in 
c lose proximity of the distal locking holes. The surgeon then using a hand held jig 
drill s two parallel pilot holes along the na il ax is. The screws are then fastened to 
mount robot base Oil them as shown in Figure 3-3 1. 
• intramedullary nail head mounting of the robot is accomplished using a U-shaped 
adaptor. One end of a U-shaped adaptor is directly screwed onto the nail 's head, 
whereas the other end is used to mount the robot base plate. It is claimed that this 
fi xation is rigid unless the bone is osteoporoti c. 
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• The targeting drill guide is then mounted on the robot top base as shown in Figure 
3-3 1. 
• Orientation of the C-arm is then adjusted until the d istal locking ho les appear, as 
near perfect circles in the Lateral X-ray image. This is being done, so that later 0 /1 
axes of the di stal locking holes can co incide with the axes of two guiding holes 0 /1 
the targeting dri 11 guide. 
• O/1ce, the perfect circl e Image IS obtained, an intraoperati ve X-ray Image is 
acqu ired as shown by Figure 3-33. 
" 
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f igure 3-33 Typical inlraopcralivc X-ray image 11191 
• Distortion correction of the intraoperative image is then carried out 111 the 
following manner: 
At first , a background image is obtained by morphologically removing fiducia ls from 
the intraoperative X-ray image, by using a median filter on the inlraoperative image. 
Since, tbe grey level values of the pixels occupied by fiducials in the intraoperative 
image are lower than that of the background image, therefo re, after subtraction grey 
level values of pixels occupied by fiducials will be negative, and hence these pixe ls 
are potential candidate for fiducial location. Two circle templates are then created one 
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for small fiducials (2nun diameter) and other for large fiducial s (3mm diameter) . 
Fiducial 's cluster recognition is then accomplished using two circle templates, with 
each cluster defining the location of an individual fiducial. The center of the fiducial 
is determined by finding the center of mass, of tbe cluster defining a fiducial. Tbe 
large fiducial s forming a U-shape pattern are identified by analyzing the weight of 
each cluster (i.e. number of pixels forming the cluster). Once the fiduci als have been 
detected, a dewarping function is then determined ror the entire image (i.e. Global 
approach) by comparing the locations o r the fiducial centres of input image with the ir 
projected locations in the image. 
• Camera calibration is then carried out to determine internal (focal length or 
principal ax is di stance, image centre co-ordi nates, horizontal and verti ca l pixel 
scales) and external camera (location of X-ray source) parameters. 
• The targeting drill guide is then loca lized by identifying its fiduci als and their 
pattern in the image. Two orthogonal pairs of parall el lines define the targeting 
drill guide pattern as shown in Figure 3-34 . 
• 
. , 
• 
• 
Figure 3-34 Targeting drill guide identification 11191 
• in order to locate the distal locking holes, at first the nail 's edges are detected 
using the canny edge detector, then location of the distaJ locking holes is 
determined by running a parallelepiped window within the nail contour, as 
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illustrated by Figure 3-35. The size of the parallelepiped window is equal to that 
of the nail width. 
• I! -. ill 
• 
Figure 3-35 OiSlallocking hole idenlifica lion 111 91 
The transformation that wi ll make the axes of the guide holes and the axes of the 
distal locking holes co incide is then obtained in fo llowing manner: 
• As the targeti ng drill guide is pre-calibrated, therefore, the transformation from 
the robot's coordinate system to the targeting drill guide is known. 
• Whereas, the transfonnation between the targeti ng drill guide and the C-arm X-
ray source (i.e. the Lateral X-ray source with respect to drill guide co-ord inate 
system) is determined from the exlernal camera parameters (i.e. spati al position 
and orientation of X-ray source) and known geometry of targeting drill guide. 
• Then, in order to ensure that the axes of the guide holes and the axes of the distal 
locking holes coincide, the robot is oriented in such a way that both the axes of the 
guide holes and imagiJlg ax is of the C-aml are aligned. The gui de hole axis is 
defined by the centre of dri.!l guide hole and the Lateral foca l point, which are bo th 
known in terms of drill guide coordinate system. The C-arm imaging ax is is 
defined by the centre of distal locking hole and the Lateral focal point, in this way 
it is ensured that the axes of the guide holes are parallel with the axes of the di staJ 
- - -- - -----
--- - - - -
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holes, as the axes of the distal holes are already in alignment with the imaging axis 
due to the perfect circle approach. 
• Then the guide holes are translated until their centres are coinc ide with those of 
the distal locking holes i.e. when the centre of the guide ho les coincide with the 
centre of the distal locking holes since both a re known in terms of the drill guide 
co-ordinate system using triangu lation technique (described in section 4.4) in the 
Lateral view X-ray image. 
It is claimed that the system yields a worst-case dev iation of 1. 5111m and 2° between 
the axes of the drill guide holes and the axes of the distal holes at the crew entry 
point. 
3.8.2.4 Summary of Hebrew Univers ity RAOS 
By mounting the robot d irectly on the patient's bone thi s system eliminates the need 
for leg immobilization and real-time track ing. However a ri gid atlachment of the 
miniature robot to the bone is abso lutely essential. This system has some drawbacks. 
There is a reli ance on the perfect circle approach. A globali zed approach is used for 
di stortion correction, which does not aJlow correction of loca l di stortions that may 
appear in the acqui red image. 
3.9 Computer Assistance Orthopaedic Surgery 
As di scussed earlier the use of fluoroscopy fo r intrao perative guidance has some 
drawbacks such as excess ive irrad iation to operating room personnel and lack of 
spatial information. Therefore, nowadays in order to overcome these problems there is 
trend of applying virtual fluoroscopy/ surgical navigation technique in orthopaedic 
surgery, especiaJly for distal locking of the intramedullary nail fo r treating femoral 
shaft frac tures. 
Nolte et at [12, 120] developed a computer-assisted free-hand navigation system that 
uses intraoperative X-ray images as a basis for real-time navigation of surgical tools. 
It separates image acqui s ition fro m the surgical procedure. The system consists of the 
following equipment: 
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• An opti cal track ing system, which emits a nd receives in frared signals, 
• A computer uni t and monitor, 
• Optica ll y tracked cal ibration grid at1ached to the image intensifier of the C-arm, 
• Optica ll y tracked frames placed on implant and surgical too l. 
The basic principles of virtual fluoroscopy are disto rtion correction of tluoroscopic 
images and real-time tracking. During surgery, X-ray images of the bone be ing 
operated are acquired, for each image the posi tion of patient/implant and the C-arm 
are recorded. During surgery the position of the surgical instrument and the bone are 
optically tracked via In frared LEDs attached to them. This allows the software to 
produce virtual fluoroscopic images by overlaying rea l time posi ti oning of the 
surgical too l in the stored tluoroscopic images, and hence reduce irrad iatio n to the 
surgeon during the surgica l procedure. 
N. Suhm et Cif [100, 12 1], have used a urgiGATE based CAOS system for di sta l 
lock ing procedures. SurgiGATE (Med ivision, Switzerland) is a surgica l navigation 
system that offers continuous intraoperative guidance to surgeons by using stored 
fluoroscopic images . These images are acquired intraoperatively, i.e. after the nail is 
inserted into the medullary cana l. The SurgiGATE navigation system employs 
Optotrak, to track tile C-arm Image intensi fi er, a compact air drive and fue nai l 
insertion handle, which are all equipped with Infrared LEDs. The compu ter-assisted 
di stal lock ing is perfo rmed as follows: 
• In order to obtain the perfect circle image (i.e. ali glU1lent between C-arm and axes 
of the distal holes), prior to insertion of the nail into the femur, fue nail is rigidly 
attached to the nai l reference base, which is fitted with Infrared LEDs. Optotrak is 
then used to track tile position of the distal locking holes and their major axes 
relative to the nail reference base. This is accomplished by inserting the 
referenced nail pointer (which is fitted witil In frared LEDs as well) into tile d istal 
locki ng holes as shown in Figure 3-36. Thi s information is then transferred to tile 
workstati on; this procedure is referred as "coll ecting". 
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Figure 3-36 Reg istration of distallocking hole wilh nail reference base prior to nail insertion. 
• Once the na il is inserted into the femur, a computer animation on a workstation 
screen guides the radiographer to position the C-ann relative to the intramed ulla ry 
nail in such a way that distal lock ing holes can be imaged as perfect circl es rather 
than ellipses. Thi s computer animati on is based on the data obtained during the 
"co ll ecting" procedure (i.e. prior to the insertion of the nail). Therefore, th is data 
does not take into account the nail 's deformation its insertion into the medullary 
canal, which can impair the ability of the system to provide precise ali gnment 
required to obta in the perfect ci rcl e image. 
In computer animation (virtual C-arm image), defined points (i.e. registra ti on of the 
axes of the distal holes relati ve to the nail reference base) are represented by a 
graphical object that is rendered through the cone beam projection model onto the 
virtual C-arm image. Each distal locking hole is represented by a pair of small circles, 
whereas the nail ax is is represented by a long straight line, and the large circ le 
represents the fi eld of view of tile C-arm image. Once two circles belonging to a d ista l 
hole are overlapped over each other and are located in the centre of the fi eld of view, 
the desired C-arm aliglll11ent is achieved to obtain perfect circle image. 
• The result of the alignment process is confi rmed by using a Lateral Image. If a 
perfect ci rcle image is obtained, then the Lateral image is transferred to the 
workstation. However, in case of the ho le being imaged elliptica l, the C-arm is 
repositioned manually, until the perfect circle image is obtained. 
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• After acqu is ition of the Lateral view perfect circle image, the AP view image is 
acq uired, and the C-arm is removed. At the time of image acquisition, the relative 
position of the na il reference base and the C-arm is measured; thi s allows defin ing 
the desired C-arm orientation with respect to the patient i.e. the na il reference 
base. The images are then cali brated to remove di stortions and account for 
magnification. 
• Once the image acq uisition is fini shed, Optotrak is used to track the drill and the 
na il reference base. This allows computation of the spati al relationshi p between 
the dril l and the nail reference base. The posi tion of the drill is then· projected onto 
wOTkstation screen (i.e. graphical di splay of the drill bit is overlaid on the stored 
images in real time). 
• The drill is then introd uced through an incis ion until it contacts bone. The drill b it 
is then moved along the sur face of the bone, until its projection on the computer 
screen is located in the centre of the dista l lock ing hole. The entrance point is then 
obtained by impression of drill bit onto the bone. The drill ax is is then ali gned 
with the di sta l locking hole's ax is using the trajectory displayed on workstation 
screen. 
It is c laimed that the total fluoroscopy time to insert one distal locking screw is 
reduced from 108 (±6 1) seconds to onl y 7.3 (±6.4) seconds using the fluoroscopy-
based surgical navigation system in compari son to the fl uoroscopic guidance system. 
Although, additional time was required to set-up the navigation system, and it was 
observed that the teclmical reli ability was better with fluoroscopic guidance system 
compared to fluoroscopy-based surgica l nav igation system. There were 5 "majo r 
technical related intraoperati ve problems I " out of 23 procedures lIsing the surgica l 
nav igation system. For accuracy evaluation of the proposed system, 39 distal locking 
insertions were made. There was one fa ilure2 and eight minor-precis ion problems. 
There a re other commercially available computer-assisted fluoroscopy based surgical 
navigation systems, such as Fluoronav (Medtronic, USA). 
I Major technica t probtem: Technica t probtems were raled as major when they could not be solved 
within 10 minutes during the procedure, such as incorrect distort ion of stored x-ray images from 
navigation system, invisibility of nail's reference base lIsed for nail registra tion etc. 
2 Fa ilure: Fai lure means complete fai lure in dislallock illg. 
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3.9.1.1 Summary of surgica l navigation system 
Radiation exposure to surgeon is signifi cantl y reduced, as only few X-ray images are 
acquired. However, although these surgical assist systems reduce the irradiation to the 
surgeon they may result in a longer overall procedure time in comparison to the free-
hand technique [I 14]. The use of these systems also requires expertise and additional 
personnel. Furthermore, these systems require an unobstructed line-of-sight between 
the optical track ing cameras and in frared LEDs mOlinted on the image intensifier and 
the surgical too l (or drill guide), resulting in a limitation of free movement by the 
surgical personnel. 
3.10The Loughborough University Robotic Assistance 
Orthopaedic Surgery System 
The Loughborough Uni versity approach under the supervi s ion of Dr. K Bouazza 
Marouf [3-7], differs from existing RAOS/CAOS system , as it lIses a ca libration 
frame for calibration and reg istra ti on purposes. Thereby, it eliminates the need for 
optical tracking equipment such as Optotrak , which tends to clutter the operating 
theatre environment and requires care in maintaining the line of sight. 
ran Browbank [78], designed a cali bration frame known as Hipbox (enclosed 
measurement volume= 225mm x 225mll1 x 225111111 ), prototype of the Hi pbox is shown 
in Figure 3-37. It consisted of two parts fo rming a sleeve which is then put around the 
knee. However, for intraoperative application thi s arrangement proved to be rather 
cU111bersome and heavy. Therefore in order to achieve a quicker set up time another 
calibration fran1e, known as the "Gamma" (r) Frame, shown in Figure 3-37, was 
developed by Schanbler [4]. 
However, the use of the r Frame has one obvious drawback compared to the Hipbox . 
The patient 's leg is not situated with in the calibration plates fo r the r Frame. 
Therefore, reconstruction of the target points located inside the patient's leg 111ust be 
done on ex trapolation instead of intrapolation basis. Hence, a small error 111 
positioning of calibration plates can cause significant errors in reconstruction of 
points in space. This limitation makes the r Frame slightly less accurate than the 
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Hipbox, but analysis showed that it provides reconstruction errors of bener than I mm, 
which is wi thin the desired accuracy requirement of Imm for guide wire insertion and 
distal locking procedure. 
It should be noted that 10 avo id fiducial overlapping robotic positioning of r Frame 
can be achieved with ease as well as required ca li bration images can a lso be obtained 
without excessive repositioning of the r Frame. Furthermore, the r Frame is less 
sensitive to rotations in comparison to the Hipbox resulting in vis ibility of most of the 
fiducial s required for calibration and registration purposes. Therefore, as a result the 
use of the r Frame is preferred over the Hipbox due to its ease of use, which makes it 
more compatible for intraoperat ive application. 
. . 
, -4 •• ' 
Fig ure 3-37 Hill box prototYlle (L. H.S) and r fram e (R.H.S). 
In total there are four Perspex calibrations plates fi xed on the r frame. Since in order 
to obtain good results, a large number of fiducials should be visible for better 
di stortion correction, therefore, the aim of the arrangement was to fLl1d such grid 
pattern so that almost no fiducia ls are superimposed on the image plane, i.e. to avoid 
projection of ball bearings from both plates in a view onto the same image point as 
shown in Figure 3-38. 
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Image plane 
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X-ray beam 
Source XRlI 
'---v------' 
Calibration plates 
Figure 3-38 Fiducial occfusio n phenomena. 
In Figure 3-38 it should be noted that XRll calibration plate refers to the calibration 
plate nearest to the X-ray image intensifier, whereas Source ca libration plate refers to 
the calibration plate nearest to the X-ray source. 
The fiduci al patterns used on the cal ibratio n plates are as follows: 
XRlI plate - Lateral view 
A nine-by-nine grid ( IOmm grid spacing) of 2 mm diameter ball bearings. Grid 
central marker (5mm diameter ball bearing) and orientation marker (6mm diameter 
ball bearing) are also provided. A distinctive hole in the centre of the orientation 
marker makes it easier for the user to di sting ui sh between the centre and orientation 
markers. 
Source plate - Lateral view 
An eight-by-eight grid (9mm grid spacing) of 3 nID1 diameter ball bearings. Four 
small washers (4nuu outside diameter) are used to mark the centre of the grid . There 
is no difference between these washers. Therefore, they can be easily distinguished 
from the central marker ofXlU l plate. 
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XRl1 plate - AP Iliew 
A nine-by-nine grid ( 14mm grid spacing) of 2 mm diameter ball bearings. A grid 
central marker (Smm diameter ball bearing) and an orientation marker (6nU11 diameter 
ball bearing) are also provided. 
Source plate -AP view 
An eight-by-eight gri d (13mm gri d spac ing) of 3 mm diameter ball bearings. Four 
small washers (4mm outside diameter) are used to Illark the centre of the grid. 
Use of Referel1ce markers 
Since the positi on of the ca li bration frame is not fixed with respect to C-a rm, and 
there is a need to identify each fiducial appearing within the fi eld of view 
individually. This can be accompl ished by introducing reference markers within the 
field of view. As they provide both in-p lane angular orientat ion of the ca libration 
frame and a grid pattern in pixe ls. [n addition to thi s, it is easier for the user to 
differentiate between the reference marker and other fiducials due to thei r di fferent 
sizes. 
3.11 Novelty of this thesis 
The novelty of the work presented in thi s thesis lies in the robustness of the machine 
vision system and the offline CAD modelling of the intramedullary nails. These 
contributions to an ex isting system allow the proposed system to determine the 
drilling trajectory of the distal locki ng holes with respect to the cal ibration franle 
using a novel approach based on offline modelling of the nail and an automated 
machine vision system. 
Look-up tables (LUTs) are obtained by off- line CA D modelling of nails of different 
shapes and dimensions, and all the steps invo lved during image analysis have been 
fully automated to make the machine vision system user independent and very 
efficient in terms of time taken to determine the drilling trajectory. 
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The adopted machine vision system is shown in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 to be very 
robust in the presence of variable noise and contrast in the X-ray images and in terms 
of vari able magni fication. Therefore, the benefi ts of thi s approach are: 
• The use of off-line modelling of the na il reduces the length of time of the surgica l 
procedure. 
• The method allows accurate modell ing of any shape of intramedull ary na il ; 
therefore nai ls from diffe rent manufacture rs can be modell ed. 
• User independent image analysis. and 
• Robustness of the machine vision system. 
Furthermore, in order to make the ex isting r ca li bration frame more robust, a review 
of the cali brati on frame design is made 0 11 the following bas is: 
• To investigate the optimal Ilumber of fiducials and their spati a l distribution 
necessary to provide the required accuracy of Imm and 10 i.e. max imum 
allowable posilional and angular misalignment respectively from the entry point 
(centre of the distallocki ng hole). 
• Des ign issues such as robustness and ease of manu fac ture. 
• Adaptability fo r di ffe rent patient physiology. 
3.12 Summary 
Distal locking is the most difficult part during IMN procedure due to, defo rmation of 
the nail during its insertion and use of 2D X-ray images to guide 3D bone drilling 
proced ures. nlerefore, many clinicians and researchers have proposed a variety of 
targeting devices to assist surgeons during dis tal locking, and to reduce irradiation to 
patient and operating staff during di stal locking of intramedullary nails, with varying 
success. The three main approaches are the devices assisting free-hand technique nail 
mounted guides and guides attached to an image intensifier. However, each of these 
devices has its advantages and di sadvantages; consequent ly the free-hand technique 
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remai ns the main method used by orthopaedic surgeons, Hence, the surgical time and 
outcome of the procedure are very much dependent upon the skill and experi ence of 
the surgeon, 
Cunent trend is to use RAOS/CAOS for dista l locking, It is a fairly new area of 
development and many of the systems described in thi s chapter are at a prototype 
stage, Although these surgical ass ist system s reduce the irrad iation to the surgeon they 
may resu lt in a longer overall procedure time in comparison to the free-hand 
technique, Furthermore, these systems require an unobstructed line-of-sight between 
the opti cal tracking cameras and infrared LEDs mounted on the image intensifier and 
the surgical tool (or drill guide), resulting in a limitat ion of free movement by the 
surgical persolUlel. Therefo re, there is a need to develop a surgical system/technique 
that can, reduce the irrad iation to patient and operating staff, improve the outcome of 
the procedure and make surgical time more consistent. Towards, the end of the 
chapter, the system developed at Loughborough Uni versity fo r robotic ass isted 
orthopaedic slu'gery is explained fo llowed by a description about the novelty of thi s 
thesis, In tbe following chapter, a comprehensive description of the machine vision 
system developed for analysing X-ray images acquired using Loughborough system is 
presented , 
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4 X-ray image acquisition and analysis 
Medical information is often not provided by raw spatial data, for example 
intraoperative X-ray images taken during distal lock ing of an intramedullary nai l do 
not provide the drilling trajectory of dis tal lock ing ho les. There for·e , all medical 
photogrammetric applications require the use of further analysis and interpretation to 
allow meaningful information to be given to the end-user i.e. surgeon. Only if thi s 
addi tional information is provided, can photogrammetry be utili sed in practice. This 
chapter discusses the appl ication of image analys is on raw intraoperati ve X-ray 
images obtained during laboratory trial s to determine the drilling trajectory of the 
distallocking holes. 
4.1 Capture of Intraoperative X-ray images 
In laboratory trials, two approx imately orthogonal (Lateral and A P) X-ray images of 
the distal end of the intramedu llary nail were taken with the ca libra ti on frame in 
position as shown in Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2 for Latera l and AP view respec tivel y. 
Here it should be noted the term approx imate ly orthogonal is used as no device is 
mounted onto the C-am which can be used to quanti fy rotation of the C-arm and 
hence ensure that Lateral and AP X-ray images are taken orthogonal to each other. 
Here it should be noted that proposed system does not rely on Lateral and AP view 
images taken orthogonally to each other. In image intensifier used in this study i.e. 
Siemens Siremobil 2N, a videcon camera is used in combination with a digital image 
processor, thus ensuring that the image intensifierrrV system is fully digiti sed. The 
result of continuous, pul sed, or snapshot (sing le-pulse) fluoroscopy examinations can 
therefore be enhanced prior to display on a monitor mobile viewing station. It should 
be noted that frame grabber produces images with pixel reso lution of 768 by 576,and 
contrast reso lution of 8 bit i.e. grey leve l values ranges between 0 and 255. 
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X-ray tube 
,\I' XRlI Pt:1I1: 
AP Source Plate 
X-ray Image 
intensifier 
Figure 4-.1 Set-up for L~ltcra l view image acquisition. 
C-ann 
X-ray source 
X-ray tube 
Figure 4-2 Set-up for the AP view im.ge .cquisitiou_ 
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The calibration frame and typical X-ray images are shown in Figure 4-3. lt should be 
noted that from here onwards all dimens ions along x-ax is (i.e. horizontal ax is of the 
image) and y-ax is (i.e. vertical ax is of the image) are in pixels unless specified 
otherwise. 
~APView 
Calibra!ioll plaits 
(a) 
~ 
Lu(crnl view 
Calibration plalCs 
Lateral X-ray image AP X-ray image 
(b) 
Figure 4-3 (0) Calibration [.-amc (b) T yp ical Laler.1 and AP X-ray images. 
Simulation of the distal locking procedure was performed using a specially designed 
test-ri g incorporating a cylindrical nail of 14111Jl1 di ameter containing two di stal holes 
of 7mm diameter spaced 30mm apart to represent a typical intramedullary nail. The 
nai l can be rotated accurately by known angles using a specially des igned test-rig as 
shown in Figure 4-4, so that resul ts obtained from image analysis can then be verified. 
It should be noted that the test-rig has an angular resolution of I ° and can be 
positioned with an accuracy of around 0.2°. 
Figure 4-4 Test rig used to simulate nail's rotation. 
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The image analysis protocol depicted by the flow d iagram of Figure 4-5 was fo llowed 
once the Lateral and AP intra-operati ve X-ray images were acquired. [n order to 
determine the drilling ax is for the distal locking ho les, the image analys is protocol 
depicted by the flow diagram of Figure 4-5 was followed once the Lateral and AP X-
ray images were acquir'ed 
4.2 4.3 4.4 
Fiducial recognition Local ized distortion Location of X- ra y 
correction source 
4.5 4.6 
Location of Intramedullary Determination of drill ing axis 
nail (IMN) axis for distal holes 
Figure 4-5 Flowchart of Image analysis. 
4.2 Fiducial Recogn ition 
Registration is the process of establi shing a spa tial relationship between certain 
locations on the images and the corresponding locations on the actual patient anatomy 
in the surgical field . A key e lement in regis tration is the use of steel ball bearings as 
artific ial cali bration markers or jiducia!s [1 22]. X-ray Photogrammetry tec\uliques 
work by introducing fiducial s in radiographic images to reconstruct 3D loca tions of 
imaged object points. The extraction of accurate quantitati ve 3-D data from a 
conventional pair of rad iographs is complica ted by: 
• Perspecti ve transformation (i.e. from 3D to 2D) 
• Image distortion 
• Lack of easily identifiable anatomical landmarks in the bllTIlan body. 
However, all these problems can be overcome by the introduction of artificial 
calibrat ion features lnto the X-ray images, in this case by surrounding the anatomica l 
region of interest with a radiotransparent frame into which an a rray of fiduc ial 
markers have been inlaid . The CAOS system flmctions in two worlds; the rea l, or 
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patient world and the virtual , or computer world. Calibration markers (fiducials) are 
used to link these two worlds, as they are present in both. Therefore, most surgica l 
robot systems to date have used such fiducials [123]. 
[n order to ca librate the system interna ll y or ex ternally, the positions of the fiducials 
in the ca libration frame must be determined with sub-pi xel accuracy, as error in the 
measured coordinates of any fiducial induces an error in the locat ion of other image 
points. 
The main goal of the fiducia l recogni ti on program was to recognize the max imum 
number of fiducials within the fi eld of view. Although the grey sca le values of the 
fiducials differ significantly from the background, globa l greyscale thresholding may 
not be ab le to segment al l the fiduc ials, as the threshold va lue for a given fiducia l 
varies wi th its respecti ve position due to non-un ifo rm bri ghtness across the X-ray 
image, with the centre of the image being bri ghter than the edges of the image. This 
phenomenon cause low contrast at the image edges. Therefo re, fo r fiduc ial 
recognition, thi s study employs a loca lized thresholding approach by di viding the 
whole image into smaLl sub-regions in which each fiducial was processed 
individually. Localized threshold ing is superior to global thresholding as the former 
computati on is ada ptive to local image characteri stics. Localized thresholding may 
result in extra computational time, as it is necessary to identify the rectangular sub-
regions for each fiducial whose centre is to be computed. However, with recent 
increased processing speeds, such delays are insignificant at the image reso lution used 
and are far outweighed by the advantages orlhe technique. 
4.2.1 Thresholding 
In many applications of image processing, the grey levels of pixels belonging to the 
object are quite different from the grey levels of the pixe ls belonging to the 
background. In such cases, thresholding then becomes a simple but effective tool to 
separate objects from the backgrowld [124, 125]. Thresholding is regarded as o ne of 
the most powerful tools for image segmentation. Examples of thresholding 
applications are in document image analysis [126] or in scene process ing [1 27]. [n 
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thi s study thresholding will be used to ex tract the fiduciaJs fro m the intraoperati ve X-
ray images. 
The output of the thresho lding operation is a binary image whose grey level of 0 
(black) pixels co rrespond to background and a grey leve l of I (white) pixels 
correspond to foreground or vice versa. The main di ffi culti es assoc iated with the 
thresho lding operation in med ica l imaging a ppli cations include strong illumination 
grad ient, variance of the grey leve ls within the object and the background and 
inadequate contrast. 
The thresholding method used in thi s study for individual fiducial recognition is "Otsu 
thresholding" [1 28], in which the grey leve l histogram of the image is divided into 
two groups and the threshold is determined when the variance between the two gro ups 
is a max imum . This method prov ides good results even when the hi stogram of a grey 
level image does not have two obvious peaks. There fore, it is regarded as one of the 
most powerful methods for bi-Ievel thresho lding and is used in many thresholding 
applications [1 29). 
4.2.1.1 Implementation of Otsu's thresholding method in Matlab 
• Firstl y max imum and minimum grey level values of the image were determined. 
• Then a min imum grey level va lue is chosen as the initial threshold (To). Based o n 
this threshold, all the pixels of the image were di vided into two groups, say Co i.e. 
pixels with grey level va lue smaller or equal to initi al threshold and C, i.e. pi xe ls 
with grey level value greater than initia l thresho ld . 
• If No and 110 and N, and 11, are the num ber of pixe ls and the average grey level 
value of groups Co and C, respecti vely, t he average grey level value of all the 
pixels in the image can be given by: 
NoJio + N, Ji , M T = ---'-'--'----"--'-
No +N, 
• Now the between class variance (BCY) between the two groups of pixe ls fo r 
threshold va lue To can be determined as follows: 
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u '(To)={No(Jlo -Mr )+ N,(JI, -MT )} 
• The required threshold value T is then chosen corresponding to the maximum 
va lue of u ' (T) i.e. the threshold value for which Bey is m<Lximum. 
4.2.2 Procedure 
In thi s study, the image analysis procedw'e adopted to perform automatic fiducial 
recognition is summarized by the now diagram shown in Figure 4-6. 
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Acquisation of Lateral/AP image 
Conversion to binary image using Otsu 
thresholding method 
Classification of objecls in inverled binary image 
based on pixel connectivity 
Measurement of object's properties such as area, 
bounding box and eccentricity 
Identification of reference markers based on measured 
properties 
Use of reference markers location to divide image into 
sub-regions for individual fiducial recognition 
NO Check for presence of fiducial within each individual sub-
region 
YES 
Application of Otsu's thrresholding to binarize the sub-
region. 
Determination of fiducial's centre 
If (all fiducial not searched) 
Go to next sub-region 
Else 
Fiducial recogni tion complete. 
Figure 4-6 Summary of liducial" ccognition program. 
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Detailed description of the procedure implemented to carry out automatic fiducial 
recognition is described in the following sub-sections: 
Initially, the X-ray image was converted to a binary image by applying Otsu ' s 
Ulresholding technique, which calculates the thresholding value corresponding to 
maximum variance between a black & white group of pixe\s. Figure 4-7 (a) and 
Figure 4-7 (b) represents the original image and thresholded image respectively. 
a 
Figure 4-7 <a) Inlraopera live AP view image (b) AP view im"ge afler applying OlsII's 
thresholdin g. 
• In binary images, pixels with a value of I i. e. white pixel represent a point on the 
Dbject; whereas pixels with a value 0 i. e. black pixels represent the backgrDund. 
Since the aim was tD determine each vi sible fiducial's centre, the binary image 
was inverted, shDwn in Figure 4-8, SD that fiducials can be classified as Dbjects. 
• Pixel connectivity was then used for extractiDn of cDnnected components in Ule 
inverted binary image for indi vidua l identification' of objects. This was 
accomplished by lIsing Matlab function Image Process ing toolbox "bwlabel.m". 
For tlli s purpose, 8-cDl1l1ectedness was used to define tile neighbourhoDd of a 
given image pixel as in addition to hori zontal and vertical movements between 
adjacent pixels, it also uses diagDnal connections. Then objects properti es such as 
area, bDunding bDx and circularity were determined. 
~~~~~~~--------------
----- --
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• The objects were then sorted in descending order based on their area (number of 
white pixels), with the nai l having the largest area among all objects, as depicted 
by Figure 4-8. 
Figure 4-8 tnverted thrcsholded Laleral view image. 
• It is obvious from Figure 4-8 that the nail will have the largest area, whereas the 
two reference markers (i. e. central and orientation markers) wi ll each have an area 
value less than the nai l but greater then the area value of any other fiduci als on the 
calibration plates. For typical Lateral and AP view X-ray images, values of area 
obtained fo r the six largest objects in the inverted image are shown as an example 
in Table 4- 1 : 
-- -------------------------------------------------
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Object Intramedullary Reference Reference Fiducial Fiducia l Fiducial 
Name Na il marker I marker 2 
Area 250768 125 11 7 66 65 65 
(Pixels) 
Table 4-1 XRII plate refere nce marker identification based on area in the Lateral view 
Object Intramedullary Reference Reference Fiducia l Fiducial Fiducial 
Name Na il marker I marker 2 
Area 250768 69 62 47 45 44 
(Pixels) 
Table 4-2 XRII plate reference marker identification based on are:) in AP view 
Although reference markers on both Lateral and AP views have the same dimensions, 
it can be seen from Table 4- 1 and Tab le 4-2 that for the AP view image the area or lhe 
reference markers is considerabl y smaller in compari son to that for the Lateral view 
image. Thi s is due to the positioning of Latera l and AJ' ca libration plates with respect 
to Latera l and AP X-ray source as depicted by Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2 respect ively. 
It can be seen from Figure 4- 1 and Figure 4-2 that during the Lateral image 
acq uisition, due to the design of the r frame, the Lateral X-ray source is closer to the 
Lateral XRII plate, which contains the reference markers. Therefore, Lateral 
cali bration plates experience more magnification in comparison to AP ca libration 
plates. 
It can a lso be noted from Table 4-2 that the difference in area of the reference markers 
from otherfiducials is relatively small in the AP view, therefore there is a possibility 
that due to the presence of noise, fiducia ls at the edges may not be detected 
accurately, and may have an area greater than that of the reference markers as shown 
in Table 4-3 . 
Object Intramedullary Reference Reference Fiducial Fiducial Fiducial 
Name Nail marker I marker 2 
Area 256995 73 64 94 74 56 
(pixels) 
T~lblc 4~3 XRII plate reference marker identilic~lIi on based on area in AP view for noisy X¥ray 
image 
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In order to locate the reference markers reliably, the s ix largest objects (i.e. based on 
their area) excl uding the nail were considered. It can be seen fro m Table 4-1 to Table 
4-3 that do ing so results in reliable ident ifi cati on of the reference markers. Once the 
six largest objects excluding the nail were selected, the fo llowing procedure was 
adopted to di stinguish between reference markers and fiducials: 
• The locati on of reference markers on the LaterallA P XRTl ca libration plate 
imp li es that the diffe rence in their image x-coo rdinates wi ll be a minimum. 
Therefore, the bounding box (the smallest rectangle containing the object) of each 
of the six objects was determ ined as shown in Figure 4-9. The bound ing box of 
each object was derived from a Matlab object labelling process . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
3 
1Il 
• 
Orientation ma rker 
. . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • • • 2 • 
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· • • Centra l marke r 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• 
.. • • • 
Figure 4-9 Identifica tion of six largest objects based 011 their a rea. 
• The image co-ordinates (min x,. mill y,) of each object's bounding box were 
obtained. Then the difference in the x co-ordinates of the bounding box between 
each of the objects was thell determined as fo llows: 
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diff; l = abs(min, - minx,); 
diff; , = abs(min, - minx,); 
diff,,, = obs(min~" - minx,); 
cliff;. = obs(min" - minx.); 
difJ,. = obs(minr; -minx.): 
ie. difJer07ce in x-coordinallS of 1 sI &2nd objetl, 
ie. differ07ce in x-coordinalo' of I SI &3rd objel/, 
ie. differ01ce in x- coordinOIO' of 4117 &6117 o~jed, 
ie. difJer01ce in x-coordinotr.l" of 4th &6117 objed, 
ie. differ01ce in x-coordinalts of51h &6th objetl, 
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Among the six objects, two objects with least difference between their x co-ordinates 
were identili ed by arranging "clifJi2 difJl3 difJi~ ... " .... .... ... ........ ..... dijf45 difJ46 clijJ56" 
ill descending order. These two objects were classified as an initial estimate fo r the 
location of reference markers, as ideally the distance along the x-ax is should be a 
minimum between the central and orientation markers, due to their positioning on the 
XRlI ca librati on plate. 
Then to make sure that the two markers selected are true reference markers, the 
di ffe rence in their y co-ord inates of the starti ng point of the bounding box was 
determined. evera l X-ray images have been measured, and it has been found that the 
two reference markers are always at least 150 pixels apart along the y-axis. This value 
was obta ined by measuring Lateral and AP view images with maximum 
magnification i.e. X-ray images obtai ned by positioning the X-ray source such that it 
was at the smallest possible di stance from the calibration plates in each view. Once 
thi s condition was sati sfied, for confidence measure a final check was made to avoid 
the selection of a fiducia l at the edge of the image being selected as a reference 
marker. This involves a comparison between the c ircul arity of the two markers, which 
is given as: 
C I · 47rA irclI .anly = -,-p -
'where, 
A = Area, 
P = Perimeter 
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Circularity was used as any fiducial detected with background noise will have a low 
circul arity va lue in comparison to reference markers due to it being non-circular. 
Therefore, in the case of circulari ty of the any of the two se lected markers being lower 
than I, the whole process was repeated until a ll the above mentioned conditions are 
met to determine the locat ion of the two reference markers. 
Processing of several intraoperative X-ray images has shown that by using the above 
procedure the two reference markers on the XRJI calibration plate are located reliably. 
Once the two reference markers were located, the distinction between the central and 
orientation marker was made based on the ir bounding boxes. Then the predicted 
locations of the other fiducials on the XRll calibration plate were computed. Si nce 
photogrammetric reconstruction techniques wo rk by es tabli shing image-world point 
pairs, the image vis ion system must be able to unique ly identify each fiducial visible 
in the field of view. In order to accompli sh thi s task , both the horizonta l and vertical 
grid spacings were obtained using the image coordinates of the two reference 
markers. These grid spacings yield the increments required to determine the locations 
of the remaining fiduc ials on the XRU calibration plate. The program uses thi s 
information to divide the image into sub-regions, as shown in Figure 4- 10, and 
processes each fiducia l individually. A typical picture of a fiducial , which must be 
recognized in that sub-region, is shown in F igure 4-10. It should be noted that for 
individual fiducia l recognition on the XRl l calibration plate raw grey scale image is 
used." 
Figure 4- 10 Setected sub-region wi th fiduciat. 
- - - - --- ~ - ----------------------------
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Processing of grey levels of the selected region was carri ed out in the fo llowing 
manner: 
• The inverted image of the selected region, shown in Figure 4-11 , was obtained. 
Figure 4-11 Inverted inlilge of selected region. 
The inverted image was then converted into a binary image, the coordinates of the 
fiducial' s centre of mass (x , ji) were determined from the set orN whi te pixels of co-
ordinates (x" y, ) which makes up the fiducia l as fo llows: 
It was decided to check whether using grey-scale variations would be more accurate 
than binarising these images (for example, shown in Figure 4-11 ) before calculating 
the centre of mass. Surface fitting can be used fo r measurement purposes when the 
object of interest bas a k.nown or assumed function form. For examp le, fiducials on 
the X-ray image can be modelled as 2D Gallss ians. This is because the X-ray 
di stribution of an image of a ball bearing have similar shape to that of 2D Gaussian 
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surface (shown in Figure 4-12 ), as the thickness is maximum at the centre of the ball 
bearing and decreases towards its periphery. 
Figure 4-12 2D normal distributed Gaussian probability density function. 
Therefore, 2D Gallssian surface fitting based on the X-ray absorbance characteristic 
orthe inverted image (shown in Figure 4-11) was performed, the peak of which yields 
the location of the fiducial centre. The equation of the 2D Gaussian is: 
gauss Jzt = A J 
where, 
(Xi-Xo)' 
2 
20".1: 
A = Peak, i. e. the maximum gray level value , 
(xi,y,) = image co-ordinates, 
(xo,Yo) = mean position, 
(a x, a y) = Standard deviation (radii) in x and y direction respectively. 
However, processing of several X-ray images have shown that no improvement in 
terms of overall accuracy of the system was achieved while employing 2D Gaussian 
surface fitting to find the fidllcials centre. 
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It should be noted that for each fiducial the algori thm checks the predicted fiducia l 
location against the image's fi eld-of-view i.e. (576 x 768) pixels. If a fiducial 
expected location does not lie within the field-of-view, the image coordinates for that 
fiducial were written as (0,0). The algo rithm (described using Fig. 4. 10 and Fig. 4.1] 
for individual fiduc ial recogn ition on XRlI calibrati on plate) was then used to perform 
fiducial recognition on the Source ca libration plate .. The grid spacings for the Source 
plate were d iffe ren t than that of the XRl I ca li bration plate due to perspective 
di stortion. Therefore, reference makers for the Source ca li bration plate are of different 
shape, as fo ur washers were used to determine the grid spacings. Since these washers 
lie in the vic inity of the centra l marker, location of the central marker and grid 
spacings obtained for the XRl I ca li bration plate were used to crop a region that 
contains the cen tral marker and the fou r washers, as shown in Figure 4-13. 
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Figure 4- 13 Cropped region containing washers and central marker in the Lateral view. 
Four washers of 4mm outside diameter are used on Source plate as reference markers 
to di stinguish from the central marker (5mm diameter) of XRlI plate, thereby 
distinction can be made between Source and XRlI plates during fiducial recognition. 
The cropped region was inverted so that the reference markers can be c lassi fied as 
objects. It is obvious from Figure 4-13 that the central marker wi ll have the largest 
area, whereas the four washers wi ll each have an area value less than the central 
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marker. Therefore, the objects were so rted in descending order based on their area as 
shown in Table 4-4. 
Object Name Central Marker Washer I Washer 2 Washer 3 Washer 4 
(Pixels) 242 140 137 133 130 
Table 4-4 Source pia le reference marker identification based on area. 
It can be seen that it is fairl y easy to distinguish between the central marker and the 
fo ur washers based on their areas. The bounding box o f each of the four washers was 
then determined. Then x and y co-ord inates of the bound ing box for each washer were 
used to uniquely identify each washer. The image coordinates o f the washers were 
Llsed to obta in grid spacings for the Source ca librati on plate. Once the grid spacings 
for the Source calibrati on plate were known, the program uses dli s informati on to 
di vide the image into sub-regions, and processes each fiducial indi viduall y. The 
image coordinates for each fiducial were then written to a fil e. Figure 4-14 and Figure 
4- 15 shows results of fiducial recognition in typica l Lateral and AP X-ray images 
respecti vely. 
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Figure 4-14 fiducial recognitio n in the Lateral view ima ge. 
Fig ure 4- 15 Fiducial recognition in AP view image. 
--------- - - - --
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4.2.3 Check for partially imaged fiducials 
In order to convert 2-D image information into 3-D positi on informat ion it is essential 
to determine the focal point (i.e. location of the X-ray source) in both the Lateral and 
AP v iews. Since, cen tres of the detected fiducia ls are used (0 compute focal point, 
therefore to avo id errors in computation of focal point and in hIm reconstructi on 
accuracy, it is desirable to identify partiall y imaged fiducia ls. For this purpose, the 
fiducials on tbe edges of the X-ray image (i.e. fidllc ia ls which are only partiall y 
imaged) and those touching the edges of the nail (shown in Figure 4-16) have been 
identified (as described in the following sllb-secti on) and were discarded . 
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Figure 4- 16 L,lIera l view X- ray image. 
Partially imaged fidllcials, for example a long the edges of the X-ray image as shown 
in Figure 4-16 were identified by inspecting the cropped region containing (he 
individual fiducia l as shown in Figure 4-17. 
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I'igurc 4-17 Croppe<l region cont:lining the partially im:lged liduci:ll at the edges of the X-my 
image. 
The grey level values of the pixels on the boundaries o f the cropped region were 
checked for the presence of dark background. I f some of these pixe ls have a grey leve l 
va lue egualto zero (i.e. indicating the presence of dark background), then the fiducial 
was classified as parti ally imaged. Also any fiducial a l the nail edges, as shown in 
Figure 4-16, was identified by inspecting the boundaries of the cropped region of 
interest (i. e. region containing a fiducial) after thresho lding. In case of the boundaries 
of a region of interest having a non-zero va lue as shown in Figure 4-18 (a) indicates 
the presence of the nail in the region, as the grey level va lues of a pixel belonging to 
the nail and the fiducial are similar. 
(a) (b) 
I'igure 4-18 <a) Thresholde<l image of the cropped region containing liducial at the nail edges (b) 
Thresholded im:lge of the cropped region containing completely visible fiducia l. 
- - - - - - - - - --------------------
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4.3 Localized distortion correction 
Small ball bearings are widely used as fiducials for di stortion correction of the X-ray 
image intensifier. In thi s study, loca lized distortion correction based on fiducial 
neighbourhood scanning [3] has been undertaken fo r intraoperati ve distortion 
correcti on of the X-ray images. Once the fiducial recognition has been performed, 
both the image and world coordiJlates of fi ducials appearing within the fi eld of view 
are blown. Thus, fo r di stortion correction, rather than ca librat ing the whole image, 
only those points which aJ'e of interest (i.e. image points on calibration plates, that are 
being used to construct foca l lines, refer Section 4.4) were ca librated. In thi s way, 
much computational time is saved. 
This approach allows data obtained directly from actual intraoperati ve images to be 
lIsed to perform di stortion correct ion. As a result assumptions do not have to be made 
with regard to magnetic influence in the operating room, the internal geometry of the 
Image Intensifier tube or to the ori entation of the C-arm unit. 
4.4 Location of X-ray source 
Radiography can be considered to be a special case of central proj ection, in which all 
the rays passes tlu'ough a perspective centre or foca l point [78, 86]. This point is not 
identifiable as a physical fea ture of the X-ray machine but lies at a virtual point 
behind the X-ray tube. Therefore, in order to convert 2-D image info rmation into 3-D 
pos ition information it is essential to determine the focal point in both the Lateral and 
AP views. X-ray source point in both Lateral and AP views respectively will then be 
used in cOJ~ unction with points on the nail 's centre line to define Lateral aJld AP view 
planes respectively. Intersection of these planes defines the nail axis in space as 
shown in Figure 4-36. Once fiducial recognition was perfo rmed, both the image and 
world coordinates of fiducials appearing within the fi eld of view were known. Focal 
lines are then constmcted to detennine the location of the X-ray source, Construction 
of the focal lines was accomplished by se lecting image points within the 
intraoperative X-ray image and assigning their corresponding world co-ordinates to a 
point on each of the two calibration plates in the relevaJlt view. For this purpose, 
centres of some of the detected fiducials on the XRlI ca li bration plate (i .e. tbe 
------------------------------------------------------------ - -
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calibration plate nearest to the X-ray image intensifier) are selected as image points, 
as their world co-ordinates are already known, thereby avoiding any calculation erro r. 
For each of these image points a corresponding point on the adjacent source 
calibrat ion plate (i.e. the calibration plate nearest to the X-ray source) was obtained 
using the loca li zed interpolation technique described in [4] . This tecill1ique invo lves 
compari ng the image coordinates of the given image point on the XRJr plate with the 
image coordinates of fiducials on the Source plate. Three closest liducials are 
determined that define a bounding triangle for the given image point, as shown 111 
Figure 4-19. The white cross represent fi ducial markers centre on the Source plate. 
v-
Closest fldllcials on Source plate 
Figure 4- 19 Division of in traopcnui vc image into triangular sub-region. 
4.4.1 Selection of three closest fiducials 
For better accuracy the three closest fiducials for a given image point should enclose 
the given image point thereby avoiding extrapolation based photogrammetric 
reconstruction. However, sometimes wlli le taking points on the nail centre line, the 
three closest fiducials may be collinear due to the positioning of the nail. For example, 
for an image point shown in Figure 4-20, the three closest fiducials on the source plate 
were searched so that image point' s corresponding position can be determined. In this 
case, the source plate fiducia ls lying immediately above the image point were not 
- - - - - ------------ ----
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detected due 10 being in close proximity of the nail edges, therefore the three closest 
fiducial are actuall y collinear, as shown in Figure 4-20 (a) . 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4-20 Determ ination of three closest fitlucia ls for a given image point. 
The author has therefore developed a novel algorithm that ensures that the selected 
three fiducial s for a given image point on the Source plate always form a bounding 
triangle for a given image point on the XRll plate as shown in Figure 4-20 (b). Figw·e 
4-21 describes this procedure in detai l in the form of a fl ow chart. It should be noted 
that thi s algorithm was developed by til e autbor in response to certain situat.ions where 
while taking image points (points on the nail centre line), the three closest fiducials to 
a given image point may be collinear due to the positioning of the nail rather than 
forming a bounding triangle. In summary, once the first two closest fiducials were 
chosen, their location was used to check whetller they are collinear or not. If they are 
not collinear, then third closest fiducial was chosen straightaway. However, if the first 
two fiducials are co ll inear tllen the location of the image point with respect to first 
two closest fiducials was used to determine whether they lie above or below the image 
point. Afterwards following procedure was adopted for select ion of third fiducial: 
• At first y co-ordinate of the potential third closest fiduci al was compared with 
those of first two to ensure that all three fiducial s are not coll inear. 
- - ---------------- - - - --- - ---- --------------------
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• Once three fiducial were fo und which were not collinear, it is required to ensure 
that they bound the given image point in a triangle. For example, as shown in 
Figure 4-20 if the first two closest co llinear fiducials li es below the image point, 
tlle third closest fiducial was searched until one was fo und which li e above the 
image point. This was accomplished by comparing the y co-ordinate of image 
po in t with that of ficlucial. 
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Figure 4-21 Flowe)",rt of algorithm for selecting the bounding triangle for a given image point. 
Ideally, focal lines should intersect at a true focal point, as depicted by Figure 4-22. 
However, due to the oat,lre of X-ray il11aging systems these focal lines do not intersect 
exactly in this way, thus an estimated focal point must be obtained. 
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lV" XUI/ Selected image points Wj.NUlf 
Lateral XRJI Plate 
Lateral Source Plate 
IVJ .. \·/Jl/r cl;! 
True Focal point 
f ig ure 4-22 Ideal case of th e foca l point determination . 
Therefore, the intersecti on of each pair of foca l lines was obtained and , for pa irs 
which do not intersect due to the nature of the X-ray imaging systems, the point of 
closest approach was determined as the intersection i.e. the sma ll est di stance between 
two lines was obtained. The centre point of this di stance was considered as their 
intersection point as shown in Figure 4-23. 
W i .XIIII Selected image points 
Focal line 
Lateral XRl l Plate 
Lateral Source Plate 
/ 
Estimated Focal point 
Figure 4-23 Determination of point of intersection between two focal lines using point of closest 
approach. 
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Therefore, if there are 'n ' focal lines 10 be intersected then tota l number of individua l 
focal points ' N Il" will be given by: 
The centre o f gravity i.e. the mean co-ordinate of thi s set of intersection points is 
then obtained and used as an init ial estimated foca l point' F,,,,,,ol ' i.e. the locat ion of 
the X-ray source. 
However, in orde r to obtain a better estimation o f the foca l point, any points whi ch 
were far off from the estimated foca l point locati on were di scarded from the set of 
intersection po ints. For thi s purpose the mean and standard deviation of the set of 
intersection po ints were determined, then any intersection point fo und outside the 
range i.e. (lIIean±sd) we re discarded. The mean of the new set of intersection points 
was then determined and used as the fi nal estimated focal po in!. Analysis on severa l 
X-ray images has shown that the d iffere nce in the initia l and fi nal estimated foca l 
point locations is within 0. 15 mm which implies most of the indi vidual intersecti on 
points were located near the true focal point location. In thi s study, numbers o f image 
points chosen from the XRII plate for focal po int determination were vari ed from 3 to 
25. Results showed that 15 points were enough to obtain the position of the focal 
point without any loss of accuracy, as similar accuracies were obtained when using 15 
or more image points. While selecting the image po ints on the XRlI p late, effo rt has 
been made to choose the image po ints that were located towards the centre of the 
plate (as thi s section of the plate is least affected by di stortion) while avo iding points 
that lie at the edges of the nail as shown in Figure 4-24. 
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Figure 4-24 Selection of image po ints frolll XH. II Plate for foca l po in t determin ation. 
4.5 Recovery of the naif axis in space 
In order to recover the na il axis in space, two X-ray images of the nail were used. 
These two images were taken fro m views which were rouglll y orthogonal, hence 
allowing a complete descri ption of the 3-D pos ition of the nail. In order to determine 
the nail ax is in space, automati c nai l border detection was fi rst carried out in both the 
Lateral and AP views. 
For the distal locking procedure, only the distal part of the nail, which contains the 
distal locking holes, is of importance. Detection of the nail edges is necessary to 
determine the diameter of the nail and the nai I axis. The fo llowing assllmptions were 
made: 
• The nail axis is midway between the nail borderli nes. Therefore, bisection of the 
nail borderli nes will result in determinati on of the nail centerline in the re levant 
vIew. 
• The intramedu ll ary nail is straight i.e. has para llel edges at its distal end . 
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Since, in an X-ray image, the nail is darker than its surroundings, the borderline of the 
nail can be obtained by analyzing changes i. e . gradient in grey levels within a vertica l 
line profi le drawn across the nail. Apparently, there will be two major transitions in 
grey level values, co rresponding to the nail edges, within this profile as shown in 
Figlu'e 4-25. 
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Figure 4-25 Line profile across the nail for nai l border detectio n. 
However, problems can be encountered if a fiducial is also present within the line 
profile (see Figure 4-28) as in such case the max imum grey level difference can be 
between the pixel related to the fiducial and the background, resulting in fal se nai l 
edge detection. Therefore, multiple vertical line profiles were drawn across the nail 
for the purpose of edge detection as described in the following sub-sections. 
4.5.1 Nail border detection in the Lateral view image 
In the Lateral view image, once the location of tJle di stal hole projection has been 
obtained automatical ly (see Section 4.6.1), multiple line profi les on both sides of the 
di stal hole projection were generated as measuring the nail edges only once can lead 
to potential errors, such as the presence of a fiducial within tl1e profile. These 
automati c line profi les were parallel to each other. Detection of the nai l edges for each 
profile is performed in the following manner: 
• Initially the length of the lil1e profile to be drawn was determined by finding the 
approximate width of the na il from the t1U'esholded image. For this purpose, once 
the ex trac ti on of the di stal hole projection has been performed (see Section 4.6.1), 
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the information obtained frol11 the bound ing box of the di stal hole projection was 
used to crop the region containing the dista l end of the nail as shown in Figure 
4-26. The cropped image was then thresholded and inverted (shown in Figure 
4-27) so that the nail can be considered as an object (i.e. area of white pixels). 
Figure 4-26 Cropping of image 10 determine nail widt h. 
Any fiducial s in the surrounding region of the nai l were then di scarded by only 
considering objects wi th area greater than 500 pixels as shown in Figure 4-27. The 
approximate width of the nail was then determined by usi ng the co-ord inates of 
potential edges of the nail in the cropped region as shown in Figure 4-27. However, it 
can be seen that the presence of fiducia ls at the nai l edges can induce an error in this 
approxi mation of the nai l width, therefore multiple nail edges were used to estimated 
nail width. 
- - - - - - - - - - -------------------
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Figurc 4-27 Dcterminatio n of approxi mate nail width. 
• Based on the location of the mid nail width point, the line profile was then divided 
into upper and lower halves fo r detecting upper and lower edges of the nail 
respectively, as shown in Figure 4-28. 
• • • 
• Starting pOil 
figure 4-28 Division of line profile in two halves. 
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• For the upper half of the profile, the maximum va lue of grey level was 
determined, and then only the profile from tbat point i. e. starting point as slJ own in 
Figure 4-28, onwm·ds was considered, whi le the rest of the profi le above thi s point 
was discarded. Use of tbis approach eliminated any error which may be caused by 
presence of fiducial towards the end of the profi le (as shown in Figure 4-28) as 
largest grey level gradient or derivative of the profile is used to determine nail 
edges. 
• The grey level gradi ent or deri vati ve of the profile was determined for all the 
pixe ls, within the remaining upper half profile. 
• The point where thi s derivative is a maximum was then classified as an edge pixel 
as shown in Figure 4-29. However, in the case of two max ima, the lower pixe l of 
the two was considered as an edge pixel , because the transition between 
consecutive grey levels across the nail was small in comparison to the transition 
between the nail and background or the fiducial and background . Therefore the 
upper of the two pixels (i. e. where the derivative is max imum) was classified as 
the transition between a fiducial and background. 
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Figure 4-29 Determination of nail edge using gradient 
• Then for the lower half of the profi le, a maximum value of grey level was 
determined, and then only the profi le from that point upwards was considered, 
whi le the rest of profile below that point was di scarded. This was done because if 
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the line profil e ends within a fiducial, the n in thi s way onl y that part of the profil e 
was considered which comes before a fiducial. 
• As fo r the upper line pro fil e, an edge pixel was obtained for the lower ha lf o f the 
line profil e in a s imilar fashion. However, for the lower half of the line p ro ftle, in 
case o f two max ima, the upper of the two pixels was considered as an edge pixel. 
Whereas, the lower pixe l o f the two was class ified as the transition between a 
fiduc ial and the background. 
• Once the upper and lower edges were determi ned for each individual profile, the 
pro fil e length between the nail edges was determined. These pro fil e lengths were 
then stored in an array ca ll ed " pro lilelength_set" . 
• The mean and standard deviat ion (sd) of the "pro fil e length_se t" were determined. 
• Any va lue of proJile length wi thin " pro fil e length_set" fo und outside the range i.e. 
(mean ± se!) we,·e regarded as abnormal values and were discarded from 
"pro fil elength_ set". 
• The coordinates of edges obtained from " pro fil e length_set" were then averaged, 
to determine the nai l edges. Similarl y average pro fil e length was determ ined by 
averaging the set of profi le length obtained from " profil elength_ set". 
• Since vertical line pro fil es drawn across the nail were perpendicular to the x-ax is 
of the image and not to the nail edges, to compute nail di ameter it is essenti al to 
determine the slope of the na il ax is (/3) as shown in Figure 4-30. In order to 
determine the slope of the nail axis, na il bo rder lines were obtained by using linear 
leas t square fi t of a straight line to the d ata i.e. edges found on the nail border 
lines. Since, the nail is stra ight i.e. has pa rall el edges at the di stal end of the na il , 
the nail axis will have the same slope as the nail borderlines. 
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Figure 4-30 Determinatio n of nail dia rneter. 
It can be seen from Figure 4-30 that the nail diameter (,,) will be given by: 
r/J = Profilelength X cos r 
• By assllming that the nail ax is co incides with the centre of the nail borderlines, the 
boundary edges of the nail , shown in Figure 4-3 1, were then bisected to determine 
the nail axis in the Lateral view image. 
- - - - - ------------------------------------------
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Figure 4-3 1 Detection of na il edges and nail ccntrcline ill the La tera l view. 
4.5.2 Nail border detection in the AP view image 
In the AP view Image, the location of the nail was determined In the follo wing 
manner: 
• The pnmary condition for taking an AP view image is to have the nai l lying 
between the central and ori entation marker of the XJUI AP plate. Therefore, once 
fiducial recognition was performed, location of the central and orientation markers 
a long with the fiducial s on their extreme right and left hand sides allows cropping 
of the part of the image tbat contains the di stal end of the nail , as shown in Figure 
4-32 . 
'---------------------_._----- - - -
- - ----------------
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Figure 4-32 (a) AI> view image (b) Cropping of the AP view image 10 locate the nai l using central 
and orientation markers. 
Where the nai l obscures tiducials on either s ide of the cen tral or ori entation marker, 
the tiducials on the extreme right and left hand side of the line immediately above tJl e 
line containing the orientation mW'ker (say Line I) were chosen to crop the image, for 
example as shown in Figure 4-33, where the ex treme right and left hand s ide fiducials 
0 11 Line I were lIsed to crop the image. 
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Figure 4-33 Location of nail in the AP view, when riducials on extreme R.H.S. of the Orientation 
marker are hidden bcne~1th the nail. 
• The approximate width of Ule nail and slope of the nail ax is were then determined 
in a similw' fa shion to that of the Lateral view image (see Section 4.5.1.). 
-- - - - ---------------------------------------
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• Then, severa l line profiles (at 10 pixel intervals) perpendicular to the nail ax is 
were drawn from the starting point as shown in Figure 4-35. TIle starting point for 
drawing line profiles was obta ined by determining tJle upper most nail edge from 
the tlu'esholded image of the region conta ining the nail, as shown in Figure 4-34. 
160 
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Figure 4-34 Determination of starting point for drawling line I>rofiles. 
The length of each line profile between the nail edges along that particul ar line was 
then determined to locate the pos itioning o f the d istal locking hole by finding the 
minima, so that thi s region can be avoided du ring the subsequent nail borde r detec ti on 
process. Here it should be noted that during laboratory trial s to cover a wide range of 
possible nail orientations likely to be encountered during the surgica l procedllre, the 
test rig was used to simulate different rotations (0 )of the nail about its own ax is, with 
the nail at di fferent ori enta ti ons(~) with respect to the X-ray imaging ax is. There was 
always a minima (used to locate the positioning of lhe distal locking hole) on tbe AP 
view image. 
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Figure 4-35 DnHving line pro file across the nail (0 ,]\Ioid a dis lill hote. 
• The pixel co-ordinate information was obtained from the starting point of the line 
profi le for wh ich minima was found . It was then llsed in conj unction with the 
starti ng poi nts of other line profiles to establish starting points for drawing line 
profiles on both sides of the dis ta l locking hole. Then the nail border detection in 
the AP view image was carried out in a similar fashion as for the Lateral view 
image (see Section 4.5.1 ). Figure 4-36 represents nail edge detection in a typical 
AP view X-ray image. For robustness purposes, influence of noise on nail edge 
detection bas been considered, details of which can be found in Sect ion 6.6. 
-- -- - -- ---------------------------------------------
---------- - - - - - - - -
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Figure 4~36 Detection of nail edges and nail axis in the AP view. 
The procedure used in thi s study to o btain the nail ax is in space has been described in 
[5, 85]. In the Lateral view, a fter nail border detection, it is possible to find points on 
the centre line o f the nail. Once these points were known in the image plane, a 
locaJi zed interpolation tec/mique using triangular sub-regions was used to find their 
corresponding world coordinates on the calibra tion plate. These two points in 
conjunction with the Lateral view foca l point define a plane. A similar approach was 
carri ed out for the AP view. Once these planes were de fined in the Late ral and AP 
views respecti vely, their intersection defines the nail axis in space as shown in Figure 
4-37. T hi s has been accomplished as follows: 
At first defining Lateral view plane using Lateral view focal point (Flat) and points 
Latp!1 and Latptl which lie on the nail centre Line. Let P (X I, YI, Zl) be a general point in 
the plane determined by the points F lab Latp!1 a nd Latptl. Now defining two vectors in 
plane as follo ws: 
L,.", = (F,o/ - Lal",, ) (Equation 4-1) 
- - -- - - - - - - - -
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(Equation 4-2) 
Now the cross product of these two vectors will define a nonnal vector which IS 
perpendicular to the plane determined by the points FI .. , Latptl and Latptl. 
N 1.111 = (rl'I" '1 x I" c(2 ) (Eq uation 4-3) 
Since I' is d istinct from Flat, therefo re FPI.n, lies in the plane and is perpendicul ar to 
the vector ' NI,,, ' . Now the equation of the plane is: 
FPI",,, . ( [ .. <I X [ ""'2) = 0 (Eq uation 4-4) 
ow similarl y defining AP view plane using AI' view foca l point (Fap) and points 
APpl1 and A Pptl which lies on the nail centre line. Let Q (X2, Y2, Z2) be a genera l point 
in the plane determined by the po ints Fop, AP pl1 and APptl. Now defi ning two vecto rs 
in plane as fo llows: 
11,'«1 = (FAI' - A P "', ) 
11 .. <2 = (FAI' - API"2 ) 
(Equation 4-5) 
(Eq uation 4-6) 
ow the cross product of these two vectors wi ll define a nonnal vector which IS 
perpendicular to the plane detennined by the points F,p, APptl and APptl. 
(Equation 4-7) 
S ince Q is di stinct from F,p, there fore F12,I/' li es in the plane and is perpendicul ar to 
the vector ' Normal!-,, '. Now the equation of the plane is: 
F12AI' .(11''''1 X 11,,,,,2 ) = 0 (Eq uation 4-8) 
Now, the vector or cross product of these two nonnal vectors i.e. NIA, and N AI' gives 
a vector which is perpendicular to both of them and which is therefore parallel to the 
li ne of intersection of the two planes. So thi s cross product wi ll give a direction vector 
' V' for the line of intersection. 
(Equation 4-9) 
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In order to define the vector equation of the line of intersection, it is essential to find a 
position vector, say' a ' of a spec ific po int on the line. Th is position vecto r ' a ' can be 
fo und by setting y-component equal to zero in equation 4.4 and equation 4.8 fo r 
Lateral and AP planes respecti vely and solvi ng these two equations s imultaneously. 
Now the equation of the line of in tersect ion can be given by: 
(Equa tion 4-1 0) 
It should be noted that po in t that is obtained fo r allY val ue of ' t' will satisfy equation 
4.4 and equation 4.8 fo r Lateral and AP planes respecti vely. 
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L.1teral 
Focal poi nt 
Figure 4-37 Recovery of Ihe nai l a xis in space us in g exl ra polal ion lechniq ue 15, 851 
4.6 Determination of the drill ing axis for distal holes 
The features that were used to detennine the drilLing trajectory were: the angle 
A (shown in Figw'e 4-38) between the major axis of the distal hole's oval shaped 
projection and the nail ax is or the dimensionless area of tile distal hole projection, the 
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target point (which is the intersection of the di stal hole ax is and the nai l axis) and the 
angle rP (shown in Figure 4-40) between the X-ray imagi ng ax is and the nai l axi s. 
These features are described below. 
Angle between major axis of the ova l a nd the na il axis ( 2 ) 
Feature ex trac ti on fro m the distal hole projecti on is very critical, as its accuracy will 
influence the overa ll performance of the system. During rotation of the nai l about its 
long axis, the angle of the major axi s of the oval shaped di stal ho le projection changes 
signifi cantl y with respect to the nail axis. Therefore, the region containing the di sta l 
hole projection was selected from the Lateral view X-ray image and image 
segmentation was performed to extract the ova l shape. The major axis of the ova l was 
then determined using a least squares best fit approach [1 30]. The angle A. between 
the major axis of the oval and the nail ax is was then determined as a characteri sti c 
measurement as shown in Figure 4-38. The angle A is then used in conjunction with 
the Look-up tables (LUT) obtained from modelling of the intramedullary nail 
(described in detail in Chapter 5) to to pred ict rotation of the nai l about its long axis 
i.e.B. 
Major axis or oval 
...... 1 Nail axis 
(fJ1~ /L ...... , .L I.)" ... "" ...................... I 
I 
(a) (b) 
Latera l view 
Figure 4-38 Angle between the major axis of the ovat and the nail axis. Ca) Concept (b) 
Im plementation using image analysis 
Dimensionless a rea calcula tion 
When the nai.l is rotated about its long ax is, the angle of the major ax is of the oval-
shaped di stal hole projection changes significantly with respect to the nai l axis, which 
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remains constant except when the na il ax is is perpendicular to the X-ray imaging ax is. 
In such a scenario it will not be possible to use A as a chru-acteristi c measurement. 
Therefore in the light of the resu lts obtai ned from modelling of the intramedullary nail 
(see Section 5.5) it is recommended to use a dimensioniess ru-ea as a characteri sti c 
measurement in such scenarios. Therefore, once the distal ho le' s oval shaped 
projection was ex tracted from the Lateral view X-ray image (see Section 4.6.1); the 
area within the ex tracted boundary was ca lculated by counting the number of pixels 
hav ing a value of I within the ex tracted boundary . Dimensionless area was then 
calculated by dividing th.i s ru-ea by nai l's di ameter, which was obtained from the 
Lateral image as discussed in Section 4.5.1 . 
Determination of target point and angle t/J 
The desired drilling trajectory must pass through the centre of the di stal hole, i.e. the 
target point, which is the intersection of the nai l ax is with the dista l hole ax is. This 
point was found by intersecting the nai l ax is with the line-oF-sight that passes thro ugh 
the centre of the distal hole. In order to construct the line-oE-sight that passes through 
the centre of the di stal hole, the image (pixel) co-ordinates of the centre of the hole ' s 
oval shaped projection, shown in Figu re 4-39 were determined using the Lateral view 
X-ray image. 
Lateral view 
Figure 4-39 Location of th e centre of the distal hole projection in image plalle. 
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By applying a triangulation technique (described in Section 4.4) to thi s measured 
pixel location, the corresponding source ca libration plate intersection point " P.o"",, ", 
can be found. Now a line-o F-s ight can be defined us ing the focal point (detennined in 
Section 4.4) in the Lateral view in conjunction with" p."""", " , which passes through 
the centre of the di stal ho le i.e. "0" as shown in Figure 4-40. 
Na il ax is 
Imag 
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Lateral Focal Poi nl 
~ '-~ Source Ph'lle 
Cross-sect ion o f XR II Plate 
dlslal end of lhe na il 
Figure 4-40 Determinat ion of dista l hole's centre and angle r/J . 
Angle ~ is then determined by finding the angle between the nai l ax is and the line-
of-sight (defi ned by the line passing thro ugh the target point "0" and Lateral foca l 
point) as shown in Figure 4-40. 
Investigation a/tile effect a/nail rotatiol! 011 tile centre a/tile oval 
An investigati on was carried out to determine whether the centre of the oval changes 
or not, as the nail is rotated. The following results were obtained. Although image 
magnificati on or pixeVmm ratio is dependent on positioning o f the X-ray source with 
respect to the calibration frame, however fo r a standard Lateral view image it was 
found to be around 0.2, i.e. I Pixe l '" 0.2 mm . 
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Reading Rotation of the nail Coordinates of Distance (Pixel) 
about its long centre (xn, Yn) of Number (n) 
axis "tJ" (Degrees) the oval (Pixels) J (x" _ XO) 2 +(y" - yo/ 
I 0 (450.5 , 308.2) -
2 2 (450.6 , 308.3) 0.2 
3 4 (450.8 ,308 .1) 0.3 
4 6 (450.9 , J08.6) 0.5 
5 8 (450.8 , 308.6) 0.5 
6 10 (450.8 , 308.4) 0.4 
7 12 (45 1.0 ,308.4) 0.5 
8 14 (450.5 , 308.4) 0.2 
9 16 (450.8 , 308.7) 0.5 
Tab le 4-5 Investigatio n into cha nge in the cent re or the oval. 
It can be seen fro m Table 4-5, that there is no significant di ffe rence in the centre of 
the ova l as the nail is rotated about its long axis; and the minor difference that occurs 
in the location of the centre of the oval is cl ue to digiti sation error. 
Determination of angle i/J 
The angle i/J between the nail ax is and the lil1e-of-sight (defined by the line pass ing 
tlu·ough the target point "0 " and Lateral foca l point as shown in Figure 4-40), yie lds 
the rotation of the nail about the X-ray imaging axis. 
Rota tion of the intramedullary nail about its long axis 
For determination of the drilling ax is, in add ition to the angles A, i/J and the 
coord inates of the target point, it is also necessary to determine the rotation of the nail 
e about its long axis with respect to the line-of-sight as shown in Figure 4-4 1. 
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Figu re 4-4 1 Rota tion of the na il abo ut its long ax is. 
4.6.1 Extraction of distal hole projection 
As described earlier, the most chall enging task faced by the surgeons during IMN is 
to locate the axes of the distal lock ing holes. During IMN, distal locking holes can 
only be seen in the Lateral X-ray image, as the nail is inside the canal of the patient's 
femur. Therefore, for the determination of rotation of the nail about its long ax is, only 
Ihe Lateral view is of importance. 
Automatic extraction of the distal hole projection from the Lateral X-ray image was 
performed in the fo llowing manner: 
• Firstl y, the Lateral X-ray image was converted to a binary image as shown in 
Figure 4-42, by applying Otsu's thresholding technique (see Section 4.2.1). 
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Figure 4-42 Lateral view image before and afre .. thresholding. 
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• Pixel connecti vity was then used for extraction of connected components in the 
binary image for individual identifi cation of objects (i.e. clusters of white pixels). 
Thi s was accomplished by using the Matl ab II' too lbox function " bwlabel.m" . 
• Then, the areas of all the labelled objects in the binary image were determined and 
stored in descending order. Any objects having smaller areas (i.e. other than 
background and two di stal holes) were di scarded. 
• As can be seen from Figure 4-42, the two di stal holes have the 2nd and 3rd largest 
area, whereas the white background has the largest area. However, in images 
where the nail is completely across the calibration frame, shown in Figure 4-43, 
the two di stal ho les will have 3,d and 4'h largest area as the presence of the nail 
across the calibration frame divides the background into two parts. Therefore a 
check was made to determine the number of labe ll ed objects in the binary image 
to determine positioning of the nail and two di stal holes were identified 
accordingly based on their area. 
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Figure 4-43 Lateral view X-ray im age with na il complete ly across the ca librat ion framc. 
• The centroids of the objects representing the two di stal holes were then 
determined, and distinction between the two dista l holes was tilen made on the 
basis of the x-coord inate of the centToid, as the di stal hole on the ri ght hand side 
of the Lateral view image wi ll always have higher value of x-coordinate. 
• The area containing the di slal hole projection was then cropped from the original 
image as shown ill Figure 4-44. Then Otsu's thresholding method was applied to 
extract the di stal hole oval shaped projection from the cropped region. 
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Figure 4-44 Ova l before and afler thresholding. 
It should be noted that intramedullary nail used during x-ray image acq uisition has 
diameter of 14 mm, with the di sta] locking hole of 7mm diameter. Some timcs during 
the di stal locki ng process, the ova l shape of the di stal locking hole contains one or 
more fiducia ls at its edges or completely within it. This could result in fa lse 
calcu lation of the major axi s of the ova l and hence inaccurate determination of the 
rotation of the nail about its long ax is. Therefore, the ova l shaped projection of the 
distal locking hole was analysed to check for the presence of fiducial s within or at the 
edge of the oval. An automatic technique has been implemented which removes the 
effect of such fiducials in computing the area of the oval and the angle between the 
major ax is of the oval and the nai I ax is; both of these measurements are necessary for 
derivation of the drilling trajectory. This technique is described in detail in the 
fo llowing sub-sections. 
4.6.2 Fiducial within the oval 
Once the region that contains the distal hole projeclion has been selected, Otsu 's 
thresholding was applied to Ihe region, to binarize the image, as shown in Figure 
4-45. 
• The thresholded image was then inverted, so that in the case of a fiducial being 
within the oval as shown in Figure 4-45, an inverted image wi ll contain two 
objects representing background and the fiducial respectively, as shown in Figure 
4-46. 
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Fig ure 4-45 Presence or fiducial within the oval. 
• Then labeling of the binary image was done, to determine the number of objects 
wi thin the image. The presence of a fiducial within the oval was indicated when 
the num ber o f objects within the binary image were greater than one, i.e. fi ducia l 
and the background as shown in Figure 4-46. 
10 
Background 
Fiducial within 
the oval 
Figure 4-46 Inverted thresholded image. 
• The pixels belonging to the fi ducial were then identified based on area compari son 
between the two obj ects (i.e. fiducial and the background), and were ass igned a 
value of zero, thus making the fiducial part of the oval. 
• The image was Ihen inverted again to determine the major axis of the oval, with 
the fiducial now being part of tbe oval, as depicted by Figu re 4-47. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4-47 Remova l of th e fiduc ia l wi thin the ova l. (a) O rigina l (b) afte r fid ucia l remova l a nd 
bin ariza tion 
4.6.3 Fiducial at the edge of the oval 
When the labeling of the inverted bi nary image results in the presence of onl y one 
object, then a check for the ex istence of any poss ible fiducial at the edges of the oval 
projection was carried out in the fo llowing manner: 
• At firs t, uSlllg the information abo ut the bounding box of the distal ho le ova l 
projection, a rectangle was cropped fro m the image, containing the oval 
projection, to check fo r the presence of a fid ucia l at the edge of the oval, as shown 
in Figure 4-48 . 
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Figure .1-48 (a) Latera' intraopera ti"e X-ray ima ge (b) cropped region. 
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• The cropped image was then thresholded and inverted, to obta in the locati on and 
area of the fiducials present within the cropped image. 
• The locati on of the fiducia ls within the cropped image was then used to 
distingui sh between the upper and lower fiducia l within the cropped region. 
• Then, location of these fiducial was detemlined in terms of ori ginal image rather 
than the cropped regioo. 
• The spacing along y-axis between the fiducials was then determined, and 
compared with the y-spacing obtained from the fiducia l recognition program, to 
check for the poss ibi li ty ofnllmber of fidllcia ls lyi ng between the upper and lower 
fiducial. Suppose that, as in this case (Refer Figure 4-48), it was found that there 
is a possibility of one fiducial lying between upper and lower fiducials. The 
bounding box of the target fiducial lyi ng between the upper and lower fid ucial 
was then determined in terms of the original image by assuming thal it li es 
midway between the upper and lower fiduc ial. 
• The bounding box of the target fiducial was then compared with tJJe bounding box 
of the ova l, to determine whether it lies at the edge of the oval or not. If it was 
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found that the target fiducia l lies at the edge of the oval then the following 
procedure was adopted to remove the fiducia l region within the oval. 
• At first, in o rder to obtain horizonta l Gx and venical Gyedge responses, edge 
detection of the region containing the di stal locking hole projection was carried 
out using a Sobel operator. 
• The hori zontal and vertical edge responses were then used to find the abso lute 
magnitude of the gradient at each point and the orientation of that gradient. The 
grad ient magnitude is given by : 
And angle of ori entation of the edge (relati ve to the pixel grid) is given by: 
a = tan - \ (G y / G
x
) 
• Now adapt ive thresholding based on gradient magnitude was applied until a 
closed image of the oval was obtained (i.e. without any gaps), as shown in Figure 
4-49(b). 
Gaps (a) (b) 
Figure 4-49 (a) Ova l with gaps a long its boundary (b) Closed oval obta in ed using adaptive 
threshotding. 
• Edge co-ordinates and their respective orientation were then ranked in a counter-
clockwise direct ion, so that a comparison can be made between consecutive edge 
co-ordinates. The starting point fo r the ordered edge co-ordinates is the edge co-
- - - - - - ---------------
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ordinate with the lowest co lumn number, as in Figure 4-50, where the edge co-
ordinate with co lumn number 5 is the starting point. 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
3:J 
35 
5 10 15 20 25 30 
Figure 4-50 Slarling pOinl for Ihe ordered edge co-ordinates. 
• In the presence of a fiducial, there will be a sudden change in the direction of the 
gradient in close proximity ra ther than far apart, which is the case at upper/ lower 
edges of the oval as depicted by Figure 4-5 1. However, it can also be seen from 
Figure 4-51 that sudden changes in the direction of the gradient were also found 
along the oval profile at locations where the fiduci al is not present, which makes it 
impossible to use direction of the gradient a lone to locate the fiducial. 
--------------- --------------- ----- - ---
- - - - - ------------------- - ---------
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Figure 4-5\ Use of grad ient d ire~tion for detection of fiduc ia l location at the ova l edges. 
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Process ing of severa l X-ray images exhibiting the scenario under invest igation has 
shown that for an oval which contai ns a fiducial at its edge, the largest orientation 
difference between consecuti ve edge pixels usually occurs in the region containing 
the fiducial due to sharp gradient transilions along the fiducia l profil e as shown in 
Figure 4-52. 
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Figure 4-52 Plot of six largest orientation trans itions along the edges of the ova l. 
Whereas in regions along the ova l profile where no fiducial is present such as at 
points A, E and F of Figure 4-S I , change in grad ient direction is accompanied by a 
very small change in orientation difference between consecutive edge pixels. 
Therefore, for reliab le location of the fiducia l, it was decided to use gradient direction 
along with orientation diffe rence between consecutive edge pixels i.e. orientati on 
grad ient. To accompli sh thi s task, at first change in the grad ient sign along the ova l 
profi le is used to locate potential regions containing the fiduc ial. For example, 
analysis of grad ient direction from FigW'e 4-S1 was made and pixels at which the 
direction of the gradient has changed, were ex tracted to yield the expected locati on of 
the fiducial. 
Change in gradient direction 1st 2nd 3rd 4th Sth 6th 
Pixel Illunber at which grad ient , 13 16 24 40 S7 j 
direction changed 
Table 4-6 Estimation of expected fiducia l locations using direction of the gradient. 
Then, orientation grad ient along the oval profile was determined (shown in Figure 
4-53) and sorted in descending order. 
~- - ---------------
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Figure 4-53 Use of orientation gradient for detection for liducia llocatioll at the oyal edges. 
Through analysis of several images it has been found that usuall y the first two largest 
transitions in orientation between consecutive edge pixels (as shown in Table 4-7) 
provide suffi cient in fo rmation to locate the fiducial reliably. For example, by 
analysing Table 4-7 it can be verifi ed that the fiducial lies between the 13th and 24th 
edge pixel. It is also evident from Table 4-7 that the first fi ve largest orientation 
gradients jie along the fiducial profi le as depicted by Figure 4-52. 
1 st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
Orientation transition 5 1.3 45.4 44.2 24.6 2 l.8 18.} 
Edge co-ordinates (pixels) 13 24 18 19 16 57 
T"ble 4-7 First six largest orientation gradients. 
---------------------------- - --
., 
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However, it is not always possible to reli ably locate a fiducial at the edge of the oval 
by onl y using the first two largest ori entation grad ients. Therefore, analysis of several 
X-ray images was carried out and it was found out that for safety, tJle first six largest 
orientation grad ients should be used in conjunction with the change in gradient 
direction for reliable fid ucia l location along the oval profi le. 
• It is possible that the starting point for the closed image lies in the region 
containing the fiducial as shown in Figure 4-54, in whjch case it wi ll not be 
possible to locate the fiducia l accu rately based on the analysis of grad ient 
direction and ori entation gradient only once. Therefore, once fid ucial location was 
obtai ned, a second pass was carried out a long the oval profile from the opposite 
side to veri fy the location of the fiducial as shown in Figure 4-54. 
Figure 4-54 Starting points used during Iwo passes for locat ing fidu cial. 
• The edge co-ordinates representing the fiducial that are common in bOtJl passes 
were then assigned as pixels belonging to the fiduc ial and were discarded from the 
li st of edge co-ordinates obtained for tJle oval profile, while using the rest of the 
pixels along the profile to best fit an ellipse using least squares fitting. 
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4.6.3.1 Comparison between propo ed technique and Convex Hull 
approach 
152 
In order to check the robustness of the proposed technique, it was tested against a 
convex hull approach (i.e. the use of points lying on the convex hull to best fit an 
ellipse usi ng a least squares method) in terms o f accuracy and reliability . 
Convex !-filII 
The convex hull of a geometric object (such as a point set or a polygon) is the 
smallest convex set containing that object. For a two dimensional fmite set the convex 
hull is a convex polygon. Figure 4-55 shows the convex hull for the set ofpoims lying 
at the edge of the oval. which has a fiducial at its edge. 
Figure 4-55 Convex 1,1,,11 of a set of points. 
For thi s purpose, an ideal image of the oval (i.e. without any fiducial at its edges) was 
used as datum. Then a fiducial was introduced at di fferent locations of the oval to 
si mulate different poss ible scenarios as shown in Figure 4-56. Both a convex Hull 
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approach and the proposed gradient techn.ique were applied to these images to 
determine the rotation of the nail about its long ax is (0). The 0 va lue obta ined for 
each of the images was then compared with 0""", i.e. rotation of nail about its long 
ax is obtained by analysing the oval wi th no fi ducial at its edges. 
Figure 4-56 Introduction of fiduci a l at the edge of the oval. 
Processing of several X-ray images containing a fiducial at the di stal hole edges has 
shown that the proposed technique has been able to locate a fiducial lying at the edge 
of the oval reliably. In terms of accuracy it can be seen from Table 4-8, that while 
using the pro posed or convex hull technique for predic tingB for oval with fiducial at 
its edges, a11110st similar results were obtained. A mean error of 0.05° (worst case 
being O.14°) was obta ined using the proposed approach in comparison to mean error 
of 0.1 2° (worst case being 0.24°) when using Convex Hull approach. Therefore, it 
has been decided to adopt the proposed approach for tlus system. 
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For ideal image, i.e. with no fiducial at the edge of the oval 
() = 2.460 
I 
Modified Gradient approach Convex Hull approach 
Ima ge 
Bg Eg Bc Ec 
1 2.35 0.11 2.22 0.24 
2 2.47 0. 01 2 .51 0 .05 
3 2.32 0.14 2.35 0.11 
4 2.46 0 2.42 0.04 
5 2.41 0.05 2.37 0.09 
6 2.44 0.02 2.42 0.04 
7 2.5 0.04 2.61 0.15 
8 2.6 0.14 2.7 0.24 
9 2.4 0.06 2.37 0 .09 
10 2.52 0.06 2.64 0 .18 
where, 
Bg, Bc == Rotation of the nail about its long axis ' f) I obtained using 
gradient and convex hull approach respectively, 
Eg,EC == Error in determing B using gradient and convex hull 
approach respectively. 
Ta ble 4-8 Comparison between proposed and Convex Hull approach . 
4.7 GUI Development 
The Graphica l User Interface (GU1) for the dista l locking procedure, shown in Figure 
4-57, has been developed in the Matlab environment. The GUl has been developed by 
keeping in mind that computer assisted system have only been introd uced in the 
recent past, therefore most surgeons have had very little interaction with computers. 
Hence, simpli city of the GUT is of paramount importance for the benefit of current 
orthopaed ic surgeons. The steps invo lved in GUI operation are as fo llows: 
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• At first, the user is asked to provide the pati ent's name and National Health 
Service (NHS) number. 
• The user is then asked to enter the nai l specifications i.e. diameter of the 
intramedullary nai l and the diameter of the distaJ locking holes. 
• The user is then asked to enter the type of calibration frame that is being used. 
• Then user is asked to select ei ther an AP or Lateral view X-ray image from the 
sto red X-ray images. Once the user has selected an image, he/she is given another 
chance to proceed with the selected image or to select a new image. 
• The system then determines whether it is an AP or Lateral view Image. The 
system then processes the image. Once tbe processing of the image has been 
performed, the user is again asked whether he/she wishes to continue or se lect the 
image again. 
• Once the user is sat isfied with the analys is of the first selected image, he/she is 
asked to select an AP/Lateral view image, depend ing upon which image was 
processed first. Agai n the user is presented with an option, whether to proceed 
with the selected image or to se lect a new image. Once the user is sati sfied with 
the selected image, processing of the second image is performed. 
• Once the analysis is complete, the system writes the trajectory data and the two X-
ray images (i.e. Lateral and AP) to a unique directory. The name of this directory 
is based on the patient ' s name and NHS munber provided by the user. 
• During the entire process, a status window shown in Figure 4-57 IS used to 
interact with the user. 
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UD ................................ .a~====~====~----~~~ 
Status window 
Writing X-ray images & output data 10 
patient file 
Theta 
3.71032 
Target Point 
41 .7207,19.6631 ,126.4933 
En Point 
41 .2677,19.1953.133.3234 
Start (Please press Start when ready) 
figure 4-57 GUt for distallocking procedu re. 
It should be noted that the developed OU I program is reliable as it does not a llow the 
user to input incorrect data for trajectory calculation. For example, if the user acquires 
a Lateral X-ray image first and then tries to acq uire another Lateral X-ray image as 
second image, the system will inform the user that an AP X-ray image is required 
instead of a Lateral X-ray image. 
4.7.1 Software flowchart of GUI 
In this section, the steps involved during image analys is are shown in the form of a 
flowchart as depicted by Figure 4-58. More detail s abo ut individual programs used 
during "0 U 1. m" can be found in APPENDIX E. 
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Figure 4-58 Matlab Software nowchart. 
For intraoperative applications, it is necessary to acq uire X-ray images and process 
them simultaneously. However, unfortunately due to a limitation of the frame grabber 
used in th is research, it was not poss ible to acqu ire live images and process them in 
the Matlab envirolUnent. Therefore, software has been designed using Visual Basic 
(VB) to acquire X-ray images intraoperati ve ly, followed by their processing in the 
Matlab environment. The Flowchart depicted in Figure 4-59 shows the step-wise 
process when using Visual Basic and Matlab to perform illt:raoperative trajectory 
calculation. 
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[ Start [ Reads the text file containing patient Mallab program saws the acquired 
r-=:; ! information (v.ritten by \18) to create a r-' Image and writes data to patient's unique directory based on that information file for Trajectory calCUlation 
User Starts VB program wt1en ready l ! 1 Mallab program saves the acquired i""1 User is prompted 10 star1l'&tlab 
System ask user for patient's PefsonaI 
to patient's file. progrcvn for trajectory caJculatioo 
! information and nail specifICations and ! saves them into a text file User is prompted 10 acquire either Lateral 
or AP image (based on YIotIich image was 
Trajectory program reads the data 
• acquired first) using VB program v.tIile System present user with live imaging Mallab processes 1st image and writes obtained from processing cl l'M:l 
and ask user 10 acquire either lateral data to patient's file for trajectory X-ray images for trajectory analysis 
or Mterior Posterior (AP) view image calrulation in .xls format. and disp'ays outp.rt oata on Mallab 
I interface ! VB Program present user with live imaging 1 
rusergrabs an imagel and ask user to acquire either Lateral Trajectory sdtware writes the output or Anterior Posteriof (AP) view image data to patient file in .xls format ! 1 ! System ask user ....nether 10 proceed J User grabs an i~ 
[ End [ ;;;; with the acquired image or grab an 1 AP or Lateral v.ew image again 
1 y~ d System ask user whether to proceed with J 
I VB Program saves the image inloa filel No the acquired image or grab image again 
and ask user 10 prompl Ma~ab 1 y~ 
• I ~ Program saves the image inlo a file I User Starts MaHab program J and ask user 10 start Matlab 
1 ! 
Matlab program checks the acquired b I User Starts Matlab program I 
image for bOghtnesslOOl1trast OK 1 NoiOK ~ iMatJab program checks the acquired ~ Y ;"'"Pffi",", "'I ;mage;' "~1 Not OK image for brightness and contraSI OK due 10 brigh~ 0( con~sl and ask 
user 10 aextulre Image again 
Figure 4-59 Intraoperati\'e trajectory a na lysis using VB and Mat lab interface. 
4.8 Determination of nail specifications from the 
intraoperative X-ray image 
Initiall y, in order to implement a look-up tabl e (LVT) for trajectory analysis, the user 
was asked to enter the nail specifi cations i.e. nail di ameter and di sta l locking hole 
diameter. However, in order to make the existing system more robust and user 
independent, the intraoperati ve Lateral X-ray image was used to estimate the nail 
specifications in the fo llowing matmer: 
• Firstly the fi ducial spacing (in pixels) on the Lateral XRI1 and Source plate was 
determined. Although the fiducial on the Source plate has a spacing of 9mm in 
comparison to that of IOmm on the XRll plate, the fiducial spacing (in pixels) for 
the two plates, always appear very close to each other (for exanlple, say 55 and 
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55.3 for Source and XRII plate respective ly). This is because tbe XRII and Source 
plates are 50mm apart, wi th the Source plate being nearer to the X-ray source. 
Therefore, it experi ences more magnification than the XRI I plate. 
• The diameter of the nail was determined ( in pixe ls) from the Lateral X-ray image. 
In order to determine the diameter of the na il in ml11, there is a need to quantify 
the nail magnification (i.e. pixe ls/l11m ratio) at the place where the nail is lying 
with respect to X-ray source) . Th is was achieved by using the known spac ll1g 
(mm) between the two di stal lock ing holes. By ana lys ing nail specifications 
provided by different manufacturers, it has been found that the spacing between 
the two di stal holes (i. e. centre to centre) is always either 25mm or 30mm. 
Therefore, at first, spacing between the centres of the two di stal holes was 
determined in terms of pixels. Then us ing that pixel spacing pixel/ l11m ratios were 
determined fo r both 25mm and 30l11m spacing respecti vely. These pixel/mm ratios 
are compared with pixel/mm ratio obtained independently for the Lateral source 
plate . Since, as the di stance of the object from X-ray source increases, pixel/mm 
ratio decreases, therefore pixe l/mm ratio wi ll always be higher at the Latera l 
source plate in comparison to that obtained from dista l hole spacing, because the 
Latera l source calibration plate lies closer to X-ray source in comparison to the 
intramedullary nail. Therefore, pixel/mm ratio that satisfies thi s condi tion was 
chosen to quantify the nail magn ificat io n. This pixellnun ration was used in 
conjuncti on with a known nail diameter (pixels) to detennine the na il diameter 
(mm). 
It has been found that determination of the distaJ hole dianleter by ana lysing the distal 
hole projection is not reliable due to the different possible ori entations of the nail. 
Therefore, once the diameter of the na il was determined, it was used in conjuncti on 
with di fferent nai l specifications provided by the nai l manufacturer, to present the 
user with all possible nai l specifications for that particular nail diameter. It sho uld be 
noted that most of the ti me the diameter of the distal locking hole is kept uniform for 
a variable nail diameter, fo r example, a dista l hole diameter of 5.3ml11 for 
I Omm, I I. 5 mlTI and 13mm intTamedullary nai ls manufactured by Smith and Nephew 
[1 3 1 ]. 
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4.9 Summary 
Keeping in mind that robustness, re liabili ty, and repeatability are o f paramount 
importance when introducing any new technology into the operating theatre, all the 
steps invo lved during image analy is are fu ll y automated, and hence the machine 
vi sion system is user independent. A potent ial problem with the proposed system is 
the appearance of one or more o f the opaque markers within or on the edge the ova l 
shaped distal ho le projection. An automatic technique has been implemented which 
removes the effect of such fiducials in comput ing the area of the oval and the angle 
between the major ax is of the ova l and the na il ax is; both of these measurements are 
necessa ry for deri vation of the drilling trajectory. Thi s technique therefore e liminates 
the need fo r repositioning the calibrati on frame or using a smaller num ber of opaque 
markers. In the nex t chapter, CA D modelling o f the nail , which is used in conjunction 
with machine vision system to compute the dri ll ing traj ectory, is described in detai l. 
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5 Modelling of intramedullary nails 
In order to determine the rotation e of the nail about its own ax is, a model-based 
approach using look-up tables (LUTs) was employed. These LUTs were obtained 
using off-l ine CAD modelling of the intramedullary na il. This method a llowed 
accurate modelling of any shape of intramedull ary nai l. LUT is a sampled mode l of 
the relationship between (e, ~) and the shape properties of the oval shaped projection 
of the di stal locking hole (clear aperture of overlap of the distal locking hole) as 
shown in Figure 5-1 . 
"8" 
"rpfl 
2 3 o 
.. 
o «vI". A,.) (elIl", ..1,, ) (dA",. ).,., ) (dlt", • ..!,.,) ----
« ~".1", ) (cIA", ),,) (cllt". )" ) (d't,p A,, ) - - --
2 (d/~, . ),,) «lA" . ..1,, ) (elIl" . "") (d-1" . A" ) ----
3 ( elI~, . A,.) (cb\" ..1,,) «vt" • "" ) (cbI". A,, ) ----
, , : , . : , . , , , , : 
: , , , , , , 
! • ! , 
rjJ = angle between nail axis & x-ray imaging axis, 
() = rotation ofthe nail about its long axis, 
clA,,,,, = dim ensionless area@ rjJ=m & 8=n, 
Am" = angle between major axis of the oval and 
the long axis of the nail @ rjJ=m & 8=n. 
f igure 5- 1 Look-up table format. 
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In order to build the LUTs the following steps were required: 
• Construction of the dista l end ofthe intramedullaty nail according to the geometry 
data provided by manufacturers. 
• Simulation for different nai l orientations i.e. rotation () of the nail about its own 
ax is and rotation ~ of the nail about tbe X-ray imaging ax is. 
• For each unique orientation of the nail , the oval shaped projection of the di stal 
lock ing hole was analysed to determine measurements such as area, perimeter, 
maj or-axis length, and roundness. These measurements were then stored in the 
database to build the LUTs. 
• The LUTs were then imported into the Mat lab programme, and used in 
conjunction with image analysis to determine the drilling trajectory of the distal 
locking holes. 
5.1 Selection of the CAD Package 
The requirement is to create an intramedullary nail computer model with user defined 
inputs, then reposition the najl at different orientations and to tore characteristi c 
measurements, such as area, in a fil e to generate the LUTs. Since mathematical 
modelling C311 be time consum ing and comp lex, another alternative is to model tJl e 
intramedullary nail using its geometric properties in a CAD package using its 
scripting language. Several CAD packages offer scripting capabilities which can be 
used for thi s type of automated modell ing. 
Programming languages avai lable for scripting in different CA D packages are shown 
below: 
• AutoCAD, Mechanjcal Desktop ObjectARX, AutoLlSP, Visual BASIC for 
Applications 
• Mcneel Rhinoceros Rhino Script, Visual Basic, Microsoft Foundation Class 
(MFC), C++. 
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• Unigraphics (UG), Pro/Engineer (Pro/E), CA TIA C, C++, MFC, OpenGL, 
JAVA. 
The learning curve for most CAD/CAM programming languages is high. Rhino 3D 
with Rhino Script and other CAD platform were tried but the Mechanical Desktop 
CAD platform with a progranuning language known as AutoLlSP was preferred, as 
this option proved to be quicker due to the author's previous experience wi th the CAD 
package. 
5.2 Tools used for Modelling 
Modelling of the intramedullary nai l to generate the LUT was carried out in 
AutoCAD Mechanical Desktop using its so lid modelling capabilities. The 
programm1l1g language used for this purpose is known as AutoLJSP, which is a 
versati le and flexible automated CAD language. These tools are described in 
following sub-sections: 
5.2.1 AutoCAD 
AutoCAD is a set of CAD software products for 2D and 3D design and drafting from 
Autodesk. It includes a full set of basic solid modelling and 3D tools. Like other CAD 
programs, AutoCAD is fundanlentally a vector graphics drawing program. It uses 
primitive entities such as lines, polylines, circles, arcs, and text as the foundation for 
more complex objects. AutoCAD supports a number of app lication programming 
interfaces (APIs) for customization and automation, such as AutoLlSP, Visual LJSP, 
.NETetc. 
5.2.2 Autodesk Mechanical Desktop 
Autodesk has also developed overlay programs, called Desktops, for field specific 
enhancements. Such as AutoCAD Mechanical Desktop, AutoCAD Architectural 
Desktop and AutoCAD Electrical are examples of industry-specific CAD applications 
built on the AutoCAD kernel. Mechanical Desktop ® helps to create 3D designs in 
AutoCAD ® software by uniting 3D solid modell ing with free form surface and 
20/30 wireframe. 
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5.2.3 AutoLlSP 
AutoLlSP is a scripting language for AutoCAD. The first version of AutoLlSP was 
developed in 1986 and was developed directly from the LISP programming language 
(an interpreter) embedded within AutoCAD. It allows customization of AutoCAD 
into a more usefu l tool for a partic ular applicati on. Aside from the core laJ1guage, 
most of the primitive functions are fo r geometry or the manipulation of graphica l 
entiti es in AutoCAD, as most AutoCAD commands can be called a AutoLl P 
fUJlctions. The properties of these graphical entities are revealed to AutoLlSP as 
lookup tab les in which AutoCAD "group codes" are paired with values that indicate 
properties such as poiJ1ts, radii , colours, layers, line types, etc. Since AutoLlSP is an 
interpreter, it can be debugged by typing a line of the program and inspecting the 
result s for that code. Other derivatives of AutoCAD like Mechanical Desktop, 
Autodesk Arch itectural Desktop and Au todesk Map 3D also uses AlIloLisp. Other 
AD packages that use AutoLisp are FelixCAD, IntelliCAD, BricsCAD. 
5.3 Construction of an Intramedullary nail model 
The fi rst step during modelling was to create a model of the dista l end of the nail 
conventionally in AutoCAD Mechanical Desktop; thi s was accomplished in the 
following manner: 
• Based on the actual intramedullary nail specifications, two cylinders were created 
with the nail diameter ' D' and the di stal ho le diameter ' d ' respecti vely. It was 
assumed that the hole is in Ule middle of the nail. 
• The rotationf/l , was created by rotating the nai l about the hole axis (which is 
initially parallel to the X-ray imaging ax is) . A rotation B of the nail about its own 
axis was applied to the cylinder, as shown in Figure 5-2. 
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Figure 5-2 Modelling o f the nail using AutoCA D Mechanical Desktop. 
• The projeclion of bOlh bole edges was then crealed on a plane for the gi ven 
orientation of the nail. Trimming was done 10 obtain a projection of the hole, and 
then area and the major axis of the projected oval were calculated. Here it should 
be noted that this "oval" does not reall y exists. It is the result of a particular angle 
of view of two overlapping holes. 
--- - - - ----------------------------------
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The next stage was to automate these steps using AutoLlSP to generate the LUTs. 
This was achieved by employing the following procedure: 
• First the user was asked to input nail dimensions i.e. nail diameter D and di sta l 
hole diameter d. 
• The two variables D and d were then used to create two cylinders i.e. Cylinder I 
(representing the nail) and Cylinder2 (representing the distallocking hole). 
• Cylinder 2 was then subtracted fi·om Cylinder I to simulate the distal region of an 
intramedullary nail as shown in Figure 5-3. The Cylinder2 entity was then deleted 
and a new entity was created in Mechanical Desktop representing the di stal end of 
the nail. 
Figure 5-3 Front view ordista l cnd or tile intramedullary nail. 
• Initially ~ was set to zero, representing the scenario in which the nai l aX Is IS 
perpendicular to the X-ray imaging ax is. A Uni versa l co-ordinate system (UeS) 
was moved from the World co-ordinate System (WeS) to the intersection of nail 
and distal hole axes. 
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• For a given orientation ~, rotation of the nail about its own ax is was initially set at 
zero (i.e. e = 0). 
• A plane A was created by moving the UCS along the Z-axis which represents the 
dislal hole axis. This plane is paralJel to WCS's XY -Plane. Then a proj ection of 
the hole edges was created onto the plane A. After projecting the curves onto the 
plane for speci ri ed rotations of the nail (i .e. e and r/J) the curves were tri mmed, as 
shown in Figure 5-4, to obtain the distallocking hole overlap projection. 
Fig"re 5-4 Shaded region representing projection ordista ttocking hole. 
• Thi s oval shaped overl ap projection obtained using trimming was then ana lysed to 
extract different features such as area, perimeter, major-axis length, roundness and 
angleA between major-axis of the oval and the nail axis. 
• The resu lts were then output into a Comma Separated File (CSV), which is in fact 
the LUT. 
• The previous nail projection from the plane A' was then deleted and UCS was 
changed back to the intersection of nail and distal hole axes. The va lue e was 
then incremented at O.5°intervals for a specified va lue of~, such as for ~ = 0 as 
shown in Figure 5-5. 
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Figure 5-5 Rotation of the nail about ils own ~n:is at fi = O. 
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• The nail was rotated about its own axis in both directions, wnil the hole projection 
becomes very small , as depicted by Figure 5-6. At this stage value of t/J was 
incremenled by 0.50 and e was again set at 0° . 
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Figure 5-6 S mall hole projection resulting in termination of angle I 1 BH in crement . 
• The value of ~ is incremented by 0.5° until a spec ified value of ~ (typicall y ISO) 
is reached. 
• The CSV file I. e. LUT, was then saved In the directory based on the nail 
specifications. 
Modelling of the intramedullary nail is summarized in the fo rm of a flow chart, as 
depicted by Figme 5-7: 
Modell ing of intramedullary nail s 
Input from user Le. Nail and distal hole 
diameter 
Construction of Ihe distal end of the nail 
Setting of Nail orientalion (<1» 
Selting of Nail rolalion aboul lls own axis (Le. 8 =0) 
Trimming is performed 10 oblain dislal hole projection i.e. 
shaded region 
Analysis of distal hole projection to delermine 
characteristic measurements 
Dala is oulput inlo CSV File 
Incremenl rolalion angle (8) 
When speCified limit of (8) is reached . Incremenl 
angle (<1» 
Figure 5-7 FlowcJlart of int ramedu lla ry naili ng proced ure. 
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The main causes of failure or complication during closed intramedull ary nail ing are 
inappropriate entry point and inadequate nail size. These are especia lly important 
problems in the pati ent whose femoral canal diameter is very small (around 8mm or 
9mm), such as such as adolescent patients and patients with congenital problems. In 
order to minimize the risk of insertion-related complications in the treatment of such 
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pat ients, nails with an anterior band of around 4° in the di stal portion of the nail 
(shown in Figure 5-8) have been introduced [22]. 
4°Anterior bend 
Figure 5-8 Dist.1 elld of the Delta nail 
These nail s are commonly known as Delta nails, and usually have diameter of 10mm 
and 11 mm. However, proximal portion of the Delta nail (about 7cm from the 
proximal end) is thick (d iameter 13mm) to gain enough strength for holding the 
insertion device and fixation of the interlocking screws [1 32]. According to T. 
Cannale in [22] , the combination of strength and smaller size offered by delta nai l has 
special advantages in the treatment of patients with smaller femoral canals, such as 
adolescent patients and patients with congenital problems. 
In order to evaluate whether delta nails can be modelled as cy lindrical nails or not, 
modelling of the delta and cylindrical nai ls of the same nail and distal hole diameter 
specification was performed. In order to determine the fu ll extent of the difference 
between a cylindrical and delta nail , modelling of the delta nail was done from the 
smallest diameter nail (lOmm) to the largest ( 13mm) used for IMN, at different 
orientations of the nail i.e. combinations ore and ~. 
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A delta shaped intramedullary nail haying an outer d iameter of 10 mm and an inner 
diameter of9.5 nll11 (i .e. diameter at the delta edges), as depicted by Figure 5-9, with a 
di stal hole diameter of 5.2 mm was modelled as fo llows: 
Figure 5-9 Deft:) n:li l model. 
• At first, a cylinder of 10111111 diameter was created to simulate the nail , and then 
another cylinder of S.2mm was created to simulate the distal hole as shown in 
Figure 5-10. 
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Figure 5- 10 Creation of two cy linders to represent dista! cnd of th e nail. 
• Now in order to create the delta shape, a rectangular box was created, based on the 
measurements made on the actual delta nail. The box was then rotated by 30° , as 
fl at sur faces on the delta nail are at 1200 to each other. A polar array of the 
rectangular box was then perfo rmed as shown in Figure 5-11. 
Figure 5-t I Polar array of rectangular box to obtain delta shape. 
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• Al l three rectangular boxes and cylinder representing the hole were then 
subtracted from the cylinder representing the nai l. This results in the creation or a 
new entity in Mechanical Desktop which represents the delta nail as shown in 
Figure 5-1 2 and Figure 5-13. 
~ I ...... _ __ _ !>onO _, VI ... , .. _ "''-'' _ c-.<. ", _ .... 
J? ilo!g Q Ifo •• Otl'to, !11lJs-:u.l.r.r: !!. n .< ~ i J 
Figure 5-12 Right view of the delta nail. 
Figure 5-13 Front Isometric view of distal end of delta nail. 
. . , 
< 
--I$. . 
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o d 11" nce 1110 e lng 0 f th d It '1 h been performed, a cylindrical nail of the same e e a nat as 
specifications i.e . nail diameter of 10 111m and ho le diameter of 5.2111m was modelled 
as described in Section 4.2. A comp arison was then made between the (A) values 
obtained at different rotations of the n ail (i.e. B and ~) for both cyl indrica l and delta 
nail respectively. The following results were obtained: 
For thi s analysis, following abbreviati ons are llsed: 
D = Diameler of the nail, 
d = Diameler of Ihe distallocking hole, 
0 = Rolalion oflhe naif aboul ils own axis 
2 = Angle between the mojor axis of Ihe 0 val and Ihe nail axis, 
Difference:= (Af)dUt - )"()" lI1d~IC(jI)J 
'P = fi = Angfe between [he noil axis and I he ideal nail axis 
where. 
ideal nail axis = noil axis pelpendicular 10 X-ray imaging axis. 
e A CY/indriCCr! 
0 90 
1 78.76 
2 68.34 
-
3 59.25 
4 51 .6 
5 45.32 
6 40.2 
7 35.98 
8 32.5 
9 29.61 
10 27.18 
11 25.12 
12 23.35 
13 21 .83 
14 20.51 
15 19.35 
where, AO!lfo"'''' == (AC)II 
* All dimensions are in 
Figure 5-14 Comparison between sma 
78.74 
68.32 
59.24 
51 .63 
45.33 
40.24 
36.01 
32.49 
29.69 
27.24 
25.16 
23.41 
21 .92 
20.59 
19.41 
Degrees. 
ADi/ftrence 
o 
-0.02 
-0.02 
-0.01 
003 
0.01 
0.04 
0.03 
-0.01 
0.08 
0.06 
0.04 
0.06 
0.09 
0.08 
0.06 
11 dia meter Delta and cylindrica l na il at ~ = 5° . 
- --------------------------------------
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e A Cylilldrical A,Della A Differ ellce 
0 90 90 0 
1 1 1 84.43 84.41 -0.02 2 78.97 78.93 -0.04 3 73.72 73.7 -0.02 
+-
1 4 68.76 68.73 -0.03 5 64.12 64.17 0.05 
6 59.86 59.87 0.01 
7 55.95 55.97 002 
8 52.41 52.51 0.1 
9 49.2 49.32 0.12 
10 46.31 46.39 0.08 
11 43.7 43.74 0.04 
12 41.36 41 .39 0.03 
13 t 39.24 39.32 0.08 14 37 .34 37.37 003 
15 35.6 35.64 0.04 
where, A Dif.fere"", == (ACylilldr k.,,1 - A IJeI" ,) 
*AII dimensions are in Degrees. 
Figure 5~ I 5 Comparison between snullI diamet er Delt a ami cylintl rical naiJ at rj; = 10° . 
e A Cylinei-ical A,Della 
0 90 90 
1 86.4 86.34 
2 82.83 82.77 
3 79.33 79.26 
4 75.91 75.94 
5 72.62 72.68 
6 69.45 69.55 
7 66.43 66.57 
8 63.58 63.64 
9 60.88 61.12 
10 58.34 58.54 
11 55.97 56.19 
12 53.75 54.04 
13 51.68 51 .88 
14 49.76 50.04 
15 47 .97 48.16 
* All dimensions are in Degrees. 
t 
A, Difference 
o 
-0 .03 
-0 .06 
-0.04 
003 
0.01 
0.02 
0.03 
002 
0.08 
0.06 
0.06 
0.1 
0.06 
0.1 
0.07 
Figure 5-16 Compa rison between sma ll dia meter Delta and cylindrica l nail a l ~ = 15°. 
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It can be seen from Figure 5- I 4 to Figure 5- 16 that for a small diameter nail over a 
range of rotation ~ for the first few increments ofO, the difference in the value of 
measurement i.e. "A" obtained fro m modelling of the de lta and cylindrical nail s was 
negligible. While, for higher values of e (say greater than 6° ) the difference in A fo r 
the delta and cylindrica l na il s changes s lightly. Similar results were obta ined when a 
large delta shaped intramedull ary nail hav ing an outer nail diameter of 13 mm and a 
di stal hole diameter of 6.7 mm was modell ed and compared with a cy lindrical nail of 
the sanle specifi cations, as depicted by Figure 5- 17 and Figure 5- 18. The max imum 
difference in A obtained for the delta and cylindrica l nail s respect ively at the same 
nail orientation was 0.15° (Refer Figure 5-1 8). This difference in A will in turn 
causes an error of 0.04° in ca lculating the D, while using A as an input paramete r 
from the machine vi sion system into the LUT. For simplicity purposes it was 
therefo re decided to model (he delta nai l as cyli ndrica l nail. 
() A CylilldriCtll ;tDe/1a ;tDifferellce 
I 0 90 90 0 
i ~ - 78.76 68.34 59.24 51.6 78.74 -0.02 68.34 0 59.28 0.04 51 .62 0.02 
5 45.32 45.32 0 
6 40.19 40.2 0.01 
7 35.98 
8 32.5 
9 29.61 
10 27.18 
11 25.12 
12 23.35 
13 21 .83 
14 20.51 
15 19.35 
35.99 
-E 0.01 32.56 0.06 29.66 0.05 ....... 27.31 0.13 25.23 0.11 ~ 23.49 j 0.14 21.96 0.13 1 20.62 l- 0.11 19.41 0.06 I 
where, ADifJerence = ( Ac)llilJdf'lca' - A Dello ) 
*All dimensions are in Degrees . 
Figure 5-17 Comparison between targe diameter delta and cylindricat nail a l ~ = 5° . 
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e ACylil1dr;cat :tDe/IQ A Difference 
- 0 90 90 0 
1 86 .41 I 86.41 0 
2 828~ 82.81 -0.02 
_ 3 79.33 79.34 0.01 
4 75.91 J 75.92 0.01 
5 72.62 72 .65 003 
6 69.45 '-69.47 0.Q2 
7 66.43 66.43 0 
8 63.58 63.6 0.02 
'--
9 60.88 60.98 0 .1 
'-
10 5834 58.38 0 .04 
11 55.97 5603 0.06 
12 53.75 53.9 0.15 
13 51.68 51.8 0.12 
14 49.76 49.91 0.15 
15 47.97 48.01 0.04 
w he re, A DifJeren ce = (AcYlmdnC,,1 - A Dello ) 
*All dimensions are in Degrees. 
Figure 5- 18 Comparison bctween large diameter delta .mu cy lindr'ica l nail .ll t/J = 15° . 
5.5 Selection of characteristic measurements 
Due to the unconstrai ned nature of imaging geometry, 1I1 order to match the 
measurements from image analysis and the CAD model, the characteri sti c 
measurements must be scale invari ant (i.e. constant and unaffected by transformation 
of coordi nates, such as, in thi s case, fro m pixels to mjliimetres). 
in order to identi fy characteri sti c measurements, i.e. measurements that can be used 
reliably to predic t the rotation of the nail about its own ax is, the di stal hole projection 
was analysed to extract measw'ements such as dimensionJess area, dimensionless 
perimeter, dimensionless major-ax is length, roundness R and the angle A.. The reason 
for using A. is tha t during rotation of the nail , the nail ax is remains constant while the 
major ax is of the oval changes significantly, except when the nail ax is is 
perpendicular to the X-ray inlaging ax is (r/J = 90). Dimensionless area was obtained 
by di viding area of the oval by the square of nail 's diameter, whereas dimensionless 
perimeter and dimensionless major-axis length were obtained by dividing perimeter 
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and major-ax is length by the nai l's di ameter respectively. It should be noted that 
roundness is given by: 
where, 
R = Roundness, 
P = Perimeter, 
A = Area 
The response of all these measurements to changes in the angular orientation of the 
nail was then determined us ing the CA D model of the nail. The data obtai ned fro m 
the CAD model was then plotted to produce the measu rements versus angular rotation 
of the nail graphs as shown in Figure 5-19. It should be noted that these measurement 
were obtained when the nail ax is was perpendicular to the X-ray imaging ax is 
(rjJ = 90), therefore the major ax is of th e ova l a lways remained paralle l 10 the nail ax is 
( 2 = 0). 
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Figure 5-19 Graphical comparisons of different oval measurements with angular rota tion "B" of 
the IIilil. 
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It can be seen fro m Figure 5-1 9, that both dimension\ess area and dimension less 
perimeter show almost linear behav iour fo r (he entire range of possib le angular 
rotations of the nai l. However, roundness and dimensionless major ax is length do not 
change much for initial rotations of the nail, and therefore were deemed not suitable 
to be used as characteristi c measurements. In the light of previous research by 
Browbank [78J and results fro m CAD modelling of intramedullary nai ls, it was 
decided to analyse the distal hole proj ection using dimension less area and angle A. as 
characteristic measurements. 
5.6 Building of Look-up tables 
The LUT consisting of characteri sti c measurements of dimensionless area and A., 
obtained from the modell ing of the nail in Mechanical Desktop were then imported 
into Matlab in the nuumer depicted by Figure 5-1 . 
The angles A and r{! obtained from X-ray image analys is and the LUT obtained from 
modelling of the nail were eutered as iuput into the software. Software was designed 
in sucb a way that when the value of r{! obtained from X-ray image analysis did not 
match with the value r{! of the LUT then interpolation was carri ed out to 
determine A and the corresponding () fo r ente red value orr{!. Then for this parti cula r 
value o fr{! , angle A obtained from X-ray image analysis was searched within the LUT 
to predict rotation of the nail about its own ax is i.e. (). 
5.7 Accuracy evaluation of nail modelling 
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the nail model, in the laboratory a specially 
designed test ri g was used to physical ly simulate diffe rent nail orientations using 
combinations of angles t/J and (). Using the test-ri g the nai l was rotated by a known 
angle () (so that () yalues obtained by using the nail model in conjunction with the X-
ray image analysis can be compared against a true value of()). 
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5.7.1 Determination of nail rotation angle e 
At first, X-ray mages of the nail with the calibration frame in position were taken in 
both Lateral and AP views. X-ray images were then processed using the Matl ab 
Image Processing Toolbox to obtain characteri stic fea tures (dimensionless area of the 
oval, angle A. and angleyj). These measurements we re then used as an input into the 
LUT obtained from the nail model developed in Mechanical Desktop to pred ict tl. 
Two methods were used to predict () . These were: 
5.7.1.1 Area method 
In this method, for a given value of yj the dimension less area of the oval ex tracted 
from X-ray image analysis was compared with the di mensionless area o f the oval 
projection obtained fro m the na il model to predict tl. The majo r disadvantage of thi s 
area method is that it was not possible to di stingui sh in which direction the nail has 
been rotated, as a similar value of area was obta ined for both pos itive and negati ve 
rotations of the nail. 
5.7.1.2 Major angle method 
In this method, for a given value of yj, the value of the angle A. obtained from X-ray 
image analysis was compared wiO, A. obtained from the nail model to estimate 
rotation of the nail about its own axis. Using this method a lso enabled determination 
of tile direction in which the nail is rotated . However, it can not be used when the nai l 
ax is is perpendicular to the X-ray imaging axis (yj = 90°), as in thi s case the major 
axis of the oval a lways remains parallel to the nail ax is for all poss ible rota tions tI of 
the nail. 
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Figu re 5-20 Matching between X- ray image and CAD Mod el. 
5.7.1.3 Major angle vis area method 
Analysis has showed that the Major angle method was more accurate than the area 
method, as using thi s method rota ti on () or the na il was pred icted wi th a mean 
accuracy of 0.22° (worst case being 0.49° ) as shown in Figure 5-2 \. It can be seen 
from Figure 5-20 that the edges of the oval in the X-ray image are not as sharp as in 
the model, tbe reason being that in digital images edges are represented by finit e 
transition from dark background to object rather than sharp transitions. It can also be 
seen that the major axis of the ova l in both the X-ray image and the CAD model is 
almost identical. Therefore, the major angle method proved to be more accurate than 
the area metbod. 
RctatiOllV'ge 
F're<lde:l_ Ircretrent 
W"<je I>j Ci'D M;xjeI in X-r.ry Image Error 
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Figure 5-21 Rotation angle accuracy obtained using the Major angle method. 
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Using the area method a mean accuracy of 0.750 (worst case being 1.1 0) was 
achieved as depicted by Figure 5-22. 
Predided Rolatio 
I: Rotation Angle Accuracy Comparison rotation n angle angle by In X-CAD ray Model image Error r=.- Predicted 
I 
5 rotation angle by 
0.5 0.5 4 CAD trodel 
2.4 3.5 -' .1 3 - Rotation angle In 
5~5 6~5 -1 2 X-ray image 
B.B 9.5 -j).7 1 
11.7 12.5 -j)~8 0 
0 5 10 15 20 
16 15~5 ~O~5 
Rotation angle 
18.8 18.5 -j)~3 
FiguJ"C 5-22 Rotation angle accurac)' ob tain ed lIsing th e Area method. 
Therefo re, in order to achieve beller accuracy, it was decided to use the Major angle 
method for predicting e to obtain optimum results from modelling of the nail. 
However, the area method can be used when the nail ax is is perpendicular to the X-
ray imaging axis. If possible thi s scenario should be avoided by creating an angle 
between the nai l ax is and the X-ray imaging axis, so that the Major angle method can 
be used to obtain better accuracy. From the analysis of the data obtained this angle of 
~ should be around 100 to achieve optimum results. 
5.8 Summary 
The novel method of off-line modelling of the nail to generate LUTs allows 
modelling of any shape of intramedullary nail (such as delta nai ls) accurately; 
therefore nail s from different manufacturers can be modelled. Furthermore, this 
method reduces the length of time for the computation of the drilling trajectory and 
thus has the potential fo r reducing the overall time required for the surgical procedure. 
The major angle metJlod proved to be more reliable in predicting e in comparison to 
the area method. It should be noted that there are two types of intramedullary nai ls, 
slotted and so lid nail s. Slotted nails may have large insertion related deformat ion due 
to their relatively low sti ffness compared to solid nail s. The solid nail s have vinua lly 
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negligible local defonnation at the distal holes to a ffect the circul arity o f the holes. 
This work re lales 10 solid intramedullary na ils. In the following chapter. ro buslness o f 
the machine vision system was eva luated. 
Accuracy evaluation of the machine vision system 
6 Accuracy evaluation of the machine 
vision system 
The use of a Co-ordioate Measuring Machine (CMM) was considered for accuracy 
eva luation of the machine vision system, however, it was found to be nearl y 
impossible to transport the intramedullary nail and the calibration frame to the CMM 
machine while keeping the same spati a l relationship as used while taking 
intraoperati ve x-rays for each set of measurement. Therefore, it was decided to use 
optical co-ordinate measurement by using theodolites for accuracy eva luation of the 
machine vision system. 
6.1 Theodolite 
The theodolite is a surveying instrument which is generally used in civil engineering. 
It consists of a small telescope mounted so as to move on two graduated circles, one 
hori zontal and the other vertical, while it transverse axes pass through the centres o f 
the circles as shown in Figure 6-1. The optical ax is of the telescope, called the sight 
axis and defined by the optical centre of the objecti ve and the centre of the cross-hairs 
in its focal plane, must similarly be perpendicular to the hori zontal axis. 
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Figure 6- 1 Internal Construclion of th eodolit e. 
6.1.1 The triangulation technique 
Objective 
Triangulation is a technique used in surveying to measure distances by uSlllg the 
properties of a triangle. It uses two theodolites, with one being used as the master 
theodo lite while the other provides the radial information as shown in Figu re 6-2. 
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Origi n of theodolite 
co-ord inate system 
z 
Mas ter theodol ite (A) 
Target Point 
Base theodolite (B) 
Figure 6-2 Application o f triangula tion technique. 
Given that the d istance between the two theodo lites is known the 3-D pos ition of the 
target po int was determined with respect to the co-ordinate system of the master 
theodolite as descri bed in APPENDIX F. 
6.2 Accuracy evaluation of machine vision system using 
r calibration frame 
In order to cover the wide range of possible nail ori entations li kely to be encountered 
during the surgical procedure, a specially des igned test rig, shown in Figure 6-3 , was 
used in laboratory tri als to simulate different rota tions 80fthe nail abo ut its own ax is. 
This was carri ed out with the nail at diffe rent ori entations rp with respect to the X-ray 
imaging ax is. In order to obtain optimal lighting conditions while taking theodolite 
measurements, an incandescent lamp was used in the vicillity of the calibration frame. 
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Figure 6-3 Experimental set up ill the vicinity of calibration fra mc. 
For theodolite measurement, two Sokisha DT5 theodolites, with single fra me 
attachment, were used as shown in Figure 6-4 . 
Figure 6-4 Sokisha DTS Theodolite. 
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In order to ob tain the bes t poss ible accuracy, a minimum distance between theodolites 
and calibration frame was obtained using the following measurements, while the C-
arm uni t was in position to acquire a Lateral view image: 
Distance between ca libration frame and contro l panel of C-arm unit to achi eve a 
typica l Lateral view image", lAm 
Space requi red for manoeuvring C-arm via control panel ", O.5m 
In the light of the above measurements the theodolites were placed at a di stance of 2 
metres from the ca libration frame. 
For theodolite measurement , determining the sample size (i.e. number of readings that 
should be taken for each measurement) is very important because samples that are too 
large can waste time and resources, while samples that are too small may leael to 
inaccurate resul ts. Therefore, prior to laboratory tri als sample size was determined 
using the fo llowing equation. 
_ ,,/ (J 
E == Z~2 ' IN (Equation 6-1) 
In Equation 6-1 , ' E' is the margin of error (i.e. the max imum difference between the 
observed sample mean and the true value of tbe population mean), ,z;{, is known as 
the critical va lue, the pos itive' z' value that is at the verti ca l boundary for the area of 
''j{' in the ri ght tail of the standard normal distribution, 'a' is the population standard 
deviation and 'N ' is the sample size. It was assumed that the data is normall y 
distributed. 
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Figure 6-5 Standa rd normaJ dis fributi on gnlph. 
Eq uation 6-1 can be rearranged to determine sample size, which is necessary to 
produce results accurate to a spec ified confidence level, the mean value fl to 
within' ± E' . 
(Equation 6-2) 
A confidence level of 95% which corresponds to a probabil ity (p) value of 0.05 is 
used. Each of the shaded regions in Figw'e 6-5 has an area of '/{ = 0.025. The region 
to the left of ,z/{ and to the right of z = 0 is 0.5 - 0.025, or 0.475. From the table 
of the Standard Nomlal (z) Distribution, an area of 0.475 corresponds (0 a value of 
1.96. The cri tical value ,z/{ is therefore equal to 1.96. Theodolites used in thi s study 
have a resolution of 0.0122 mm1m, whereas encoder resolution of theodolites used in 
thi s study is 0.0025 mm/sec at 1 metre target distance . Since during laboratory trials 
theodolites were placed at a distance of 2 m from the calibration frame as descri bed 
earli er. Therefore, reso lution of theodolites is 0.0244 mm during laboratory trials. 
However, in order to allow for human error the margin of error was kept at 0.05mm. 
In order to determine the standard deviation five readings were (aken for a single 
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measuremcnt (i.e. centre of a cross hair was measured, each time once a measurement 
is obtained, theodolites were turned away and then centred back again onto the centrc 
of a cross hair) as shown in Table 6- 1. 
Reading x (mm) y (mm) 
1 657.93 493.13 
2 657.89 493.19 
3 657.95 493.21 
4 657.9 493.14 
5 657.93 493.21 
Mean 657.92 493.18 
Table 6-1 Theodolite readings to determine sample standard devhHion. 
Using the above data, standard deviation of (Y, = 0.025 and 0- y = 0.039 were 
obtained for the x and y co-ord inates respecti ve ly. Now the sample size was 
ca lculated as fo llows: 
N =[1.96 X O.025J2 = 0.99 
x 0.05 
and 
N =[ 1.96 X O.039J2 = 2 .34 
)' 0.05 
The above calcu lati ons yield that a sample size of2 should be used during theodo lite 
measurement; however, to be on the sa fe s ide it was decided to take 3 readings for 
each theodolite measurement as it would take only about 5 minutes of additional time. 
6.2.1 Determination of drilling trajectory using theodolites 
I.n order to determine the true dri lling trajectory of the distal locking hole, the 
following measurements must be obtained using theodolites: 
At first, there is a need to define the co-ordinate system of the calibration frame. The 
specified origin of the calibration frame does not lie on the surface of the Latera l XRIJ 
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plate (i.e. XY plane), because the centre of the ball bearing does not coincide with that 
plane as shown in Figure 6-6. 
XY 
z,_----.:!"I-
COO, represents the speci fi ed origin of 
ca li bration frame on XY Plane. 
Lateral XRJI pla te 
Figure 6~6 Positioning o f specified origin of ca libration framc. 
Therefore, the points (Ro, R1, R2 , R3 & R4 )on the surface of the Lateral XRJI 
ca libration plates were measured with respect to the theodolite frame of reference as 
shown in Figure 6-7. Here it should be noted that on the surface of the XIU I plate 
di fferent cross hairs were drawn and centre of these cross hairs represented po ints 
RO:R4 respect ively 
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R2 
R' 
RI 
X 
,~ cl!J La tera l XRJI 
ca li bration plate RO 
COO, represents the spec ifi ed ori gin or lhe ca libration frame in the XY Plane. 
Figure 6-7 Theodolite measurements on the calibration rrame. 
Once all the above mentioned measurements were made using two theodolites, the 
calibration frame co-ordinate system can be defined with respect to the theodolite 
frame of reference (i.e. the homogenous transform ~;.T , where ' CF' and ' TB ' refer to 
calibration [rame and theodolite respectively) as shown in Section 6.2.1.1 . 
During laboratory tri als, a simulati on of the di stal locking procedure was performed 
using a cylindrical nail o f 14mm diameter conta ining two di sta l holes of 7mm 
diameter. In orde r to define the true trajectory of the di stal locking hole, a test piece 
comprising a so l id cyl inder of 7~~:~ mm diameter with an integral concentric disc of 
SOmm diameter at one end (as shown in Figure 6-8) was 6tted into one o f the nail 
holes. 
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Figure 6-8 Solid cylinder wilh circuhlr disc. 
When inserted into the di stal locking hole, as depicted by Figure 6-9, the solid 
cylinder fits the hole precisely, thus the ax is of the solid cylinder represents the true 
drilling trajectory. TIle test piece was made of mild steel to reduce wear on the shaft 
due to multiple inse11ions. 
Cylinder A 
Distal hole 
A' 
Disc Section AA' 
Figure 6-9 Insertion or solid cylinder into the distallocking hole. 
In order to obtain the best poss ible accuracy, a computer assisted Ferranti Merlin 750 
precision CMM, shown in Figure 6-10, was used to take measurements on the lest 
piece to check whether its dimensions met the specified dimensions. The accuracy of 
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the CMM IS 5 micron with 2 micron repeatabi lity. The following results were 
obtained: 
Diameter of the so lid cylinder = 6.97 mm. 
Angle between the cyl inder axis and disc surface =89.9r . 
Deviation in concentricity between cylinder and di sc = O.026mm. 
Figure 6-10 Ferranti Merlin 750 Co-ordinate measurement machine. 
On UJe surface of thi s disc fi ve points, marked as Cen, DJ , D, ' DJ & D" ( these points 
are physically marked as centre of different cross hairs on the target disc) as shown in 
Figure 6-11 , were measured with respect to the theodolite frame of reference to 
determine the cen tral ax is "'" oflhe test piece and UJUS Ule di staJ hole axis. 
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• D4 
Cen 
• 02 
• DI 
Figure 6- 11 Points to be measured on the surface orthe circu lar disc. 
Using theodolites a stud y was conducted to determine whether to use the cen tre of the 
di sc that was o btained using a centre-finder or to use centre of the disc that was 
obtained using perpendicular bisector method i.e. locating the point o f intersecti on of 
the perpendicu lar bisectors oC two chords or the circle. For this purpose, at first centre 
of the disc obtained using centre finder was measured and it was found out to be 
(665.50, 516.78) mm. SlIbsequently in order to determine centre of the di sc using 
perpendicu lar bisector method, several chords were drawn on disc surface as shown in 
Figure 6- 12. 
Chord I ChordS 
Chord2~_-I 
Centre 
Chord4 
Chord3 
Poin t7 
Fig ure 6- 12 Draw ing of severa l chords on disc surfa ce to determine disc's centre 
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Initiall y, points form ing the chords were measured as shown in Table 6-2. 
Me:lsurcments X (mm) Y (nlln) 
Pointl 657.93 493 .1 2 
Point2 688.59 507.74 
Point3 64 1.85 524.50 
Point4 670.25 54 1.26 
Point5 665.89 492.00 
Point6 690.38 517. 13 
Point7 665.2 1 541.7 1 
Table 6-2 Theodolite measurements. 
Using the data in Table 6-2, tJle foll owi ng set of disc centres was obtained using 
perpendicular bisector method, as depicted by Table 6-3. 
C hord intersection Disc's centre X (mm) Y(mm) 
Chord I with chord2 Cenl 665.46 516.79 
Chord I with chord4 Cen2 665.45 516.8 1 
Chord3 with chord4 Cen3 665.49 516.82 
Chord2 wi th chord3 Cen4 665.52 5 16.76 
Chord5 with chord4 Cen5 665 .50 5 16.83 
Chord5 with chord2 Cen6 665.53 516.8 1 
Chord6 with chord 1 Cen7 665.46 516.79 
Chord6 with chord3 CenS 665.5 1 516.8 1 
Mean Centre 665.49~~~ 5 1 6 . 80~~~ 
Table 6-3 Disc's centre obtained using perpendicular bisector method. 
It can be seen from Table 6-3, that the diffe rence in centre co-ordinates obtained using 
a centre- finder i.e. (665.50,516.78) and perpendicular bisector method i.e. 
(665.49,5 16.80) is relatively insignificant. Therefore, it was decided to use the centre 
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of the disc that was obtained using centre-finder as it will invo lve fewer theodolite 
measurements and hence will be less time consuming without loosing any acc uracy. 
Now the transforma ti on matri x (i.e. c:;/) that can be used to relate the theodol ite 
fra me of reference with respect to the calibrati on frame co-ordinate system with base 
poi nt RO must be determined, as shown in Secti on 6.2 .1. 1. Once the transformation 
matrix (;;/ was obtained the points Cen, D" D, , D3 & D., measured on the ci rcular 
disc with respect to the theodol ite frame of reference, can be described re lati ve to the 
ca li bration frame co-ordinate system with base po int RO . The true drilling trajectory 
then can be determined with respect to the calibrati on fra me co-ord inate system with 
base point RO , by finding the line which is perpendicular to the plane defined by 
D,. D" DJ & D" and passi ng through the point" cen" . 
Using the CMM measurement, transformation (i.e . onl y translat ion) fro m the base 
poi nt Ro to Coo ' i.e. specified ori gi n of the ca li brat ion frame, was determined so that 
the true dri lling trajectory obtai ned using the theodoli te measurements can be 
described with respect to the cali brati on frame. 
• Fina ll y, the drilling trajectory of the di stal locking hole re lati ve to the ca li bration 
frame obtained from machine vision analysis and theodo li te measurements can be 
compared to determine the angular and positiona l error of the dri lling traj ectory 
obtained fro m machine vision analysis. 
6.2.1.1 Defining the Calibration frame co-ordinate system 
The co-ordinate system of the caJi brat ion frame can be defined by a base point Ro, 
then points R1 and R2 along the x-axis to define the direction of the unit vector. The 
plane then can be defined by using po ints R3 and R4 along the y-ax is as shown in 
Figure 6-7. In order to obtain a more accurate definiti on of the plane, instead of using 
only three points (the minimum points required to defi ne a plane), fi ve points on the 
Latera l XRlI plate were measured using theodolites as shown in Figure 6-7. 
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Consider (ex ey eJ as a set o f unit vectors that gives the principal directions of the co-
ordinate system of the calibration frame with point RO as the ori gin. Now the unit 
vectors ex l ' & lid will be given by: 
(Equation 6-3) 
Where, Ra , Rl & R2 are position vectors with respect to the Master theodolite co-
ordinate system. 
Now the unit vector e .• will be determined by tak ing the average of <\ , & e." . 
It cannot be assumed that the pointsR3 & R4 along y-axis form a right angle with 
respect to the vectors given by Rl & R2 along x-ax is. Therefo re, the unit vector ey 
was computed by fulfilling the requirement of ollhogonality as follows: 
e, is a un it vector which is orthogonal to e.,. and lies in the plane defined by points 
R2 
Rl 
Iligurc 6-1 3 Datum coord in ate system of calibration frame 
Now an intermediate vector ii"l is introduced which lies in the plane of Ra, Rl and R 3. 
It defines e y l as follows: 
(Equation 6-4) 
Now ii"l can be found by the following vector equati on 
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(Equation 6-5) 
with the constraint of orthogonality i.e. e .•. n'l' = 0 
Now Equati on 6-5 can be di vided into a set of foul' equations with 
- ( )7' d - [ J7' ex = ex ey e... ~U1 11 ,,1 == J1 x1 11 )'1 nz l 
a[::]+[:::] = [;::: = ~:::l (Equation 6-6) 
e: 11" R3.: Ro.: 
The above equati on can be rewritten as follows: 
1 0 0 e, n .d R - R 3 ,.~ O,:{ 
0 0 e, n y l R3•y - Ro.y 
= (Equation 6-8) 
0 0 ez 17:1 R3., - Ro.: 
e, e, e, 0 a 0 
Or 
A·x = b (Equation 6-9) 
The above equati on will have a defined so lut ion if: 
a) A is not s ingu lar, i.e. det A '" O. This will be the ca e when 
[ex1 e y, e z,]'I' '" 0 which impliese,. '" 0 , therefore it is always possible to find 
vecto r which is orthogonal to directing towards point R3 and thus lying in the 
plane defined by Ra ,R, and R). 
b) Ro '" R3 , as if Ra = R3 , then the plane can not be defined as inlhis case 
A . x = b = 0 and thus the null vector will be the only solution. 
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ince e; = e;1 + e; , + e~, , the inverse of A wi ll be given by: 
(1-e~ ) _ c.,)e yl _ ex,ezl exl 
e
2 
e
2 e~ e1 I I 
e"ey, 
( 1- ~1) _ eyle" eyl 
A-1 = 
---;r c2 e2 I , (Eq uation 6-10) 
e"e", _ ey,e" (1 -:~1 ) c zI ---;r , c2 e-, , 
ex' er ' ezl 
e~ e2 , c2 , e2 , 
Since the aim was to dctem1ine components ofii'11 = [11.<1'\" nz, f, that can be 
determincd by calculating 
(Equation 6- 11) 
which will resulls in 
(Equation 6-12) 
(Equation 6- 13) 
( 
e
' ) e e ( ) e e xl x l yl .r! :1 n,,= 1--, (R3.x -Ro.J---, -R3.y- Ro.y ---,-(R3., - Ro., ) 
e, e, ., 
(Equation 6-14) 
Now the orthogonaJ unit vector can be obtained as fo llows: 
• n", I 11- 11 ~ I , , eY'=-II_ II,w 1el'en", = nx,+ny,+ n" 
11". 
Similarly ey , is obtained using point Ro and R,. The unit vector ey was determined 
by taking the average ofe,., & ey2 . 
Now to complete the calibration [ranle coordinate system the third unit vector i.e. 
e, which is normal to both ex and er wi ll s imply be calculated by taking their cross 
prod uct as fo llows: 
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(Equation 6-J5) 
or 
(Equation 6-16) 
From machine vision analysis the drilling trajectory was obtained with respect to the 
calibration frame co-ordinate system wi th point Coo as the ori gin . Using theodolite 
measurement on the di sc as shown in Figure 6-11 , the drilling traj ecto ry was obtained 
with respect to the theodolite frame of reference. The aim is then to transform tl"lis 
trajec to ry in terms of the ca li brati on frame co-ordinate system with point Coo as the 
origin . 
To achieve this aim, at first there is a need to determ ine a transforma tion matri x that 
can be used to de line the ca libration frame co-ordinate system relati ve to the 
theodolite frame of reference. Since the co-ordinate system of the calibration frame 
(ex ey ez ) is already defined with respect to the theodolite frame of reference lIsing 
theodolite measurements, the transforma ti on can be given as fo llows: 
(Eq uation 6-17) 
Where, c:~' R is the rotation matri x which describes calibrati on frame coordinate 
system relati ve to theodolite frame of reference. 
n' R - ["' . CF - xCF (Equation 6-18) 
(Equation 6-19) 
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It can bc secn from the above rotation matrix that components of each vector 
I. ,re> ,'hYn and "zo are the projection of that vector onto the uni t direction of the 
theodolite frame of reference. 
In Equation 6-20 Ih Pc POns", is the translat ion vector describing the ca li brati on frame 
coordinate system with base point Ro relative to theodolite frame of reference. ince 
base poin t is measured us ing theodolite, so the tra nslation is simply given by: 
(Eq ua tion 6-21) 
Hence the transfo rmation matrix which desc ribes the calibration frame coordinate 
systcm wi th ba e po int Ro relative to theodoli te frame of reference is give n by: 
e xx e yx e" Ra•x 
1I'T ex), e,y e !y Ro.)' (Equation 6-22) (' I,' = 
ex: ii )< Ro· e~ 
" 
0 0 0 
ow taking the inverse of the above mcn tioned transfomlation wi ll resul t in a 
transfonnat ion matrix that wi ll describe the theodoli te frame of reference relative to 
the cal ibration frame co-ordinate system as fo llows: 
C 1'7- _ [ 
11, - 0 
n' R' C J. 
o o 
n' R' In p ] 
- C.F 1 CYOrl~m (Equation 6-23) 
Where c:;~: R' is the transpose of the rotati on matrix which describes the calibration 
frame coordi nate system relati ve to theodolite fra me of reference. 
[" ex, " 1 ", . (Equation 6-24) Cf' R = ~,. e" ~F 
e" e :y e= 
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6.2.2 Determination of positional and angular error of machine 
vision drilling trajectory 
Once the rotations "8" and "r were obtained from machine vision ana lysis they 
were used in conjunction with the target point (i.e. point obtained by intersecting the 
nai l axis with the line-of-sight that passes through the centre of the oval) and nai l 
diameter to determine the entry point of the dri ll ing trajecto ry. These two points i.e. 
" target point" and "entry point" defines the drilling trajectory obtained from the 
machine vision system with respect to the calibration frame co-ordinate system. This 
trajectory was then compared with the true drilling trajectory obtained from theodoli te 
measurement to determine the angular and positional errors. ln itial analys is showed 
that a mean angular error of 1.1 20 (worst case being 1.41 0) and mean positional erro r 
of 1.04 mm (worst case being 1.52 mill) could be obtained. 
In order to improve the quality of the input data, which in turn should result in an 
improvement in the overall accuracy of the system, instead of using the specified co-
ordinates for ball bearing centres on the calibrat ion plates, the centres of all the ball 
bearings were determined with respect to the ca li bration frame co-ordinate system 
using the CMM , as shown in Figure 6-1 4. CMM measurements were also performed 
to check the rela ti ve positions and orientation o f a ll calibration plates. The data 
obtained via CMM measurement was then stored in a fi le and subsequentl y used for 
trajectory analysis . Detai ls of these measurements are given in APPEN DIX G. 
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Figure 6-14 Ca li bration frame in position for CM M measurements (Front v iew). 
After using the actual data obtained using CM M measurements, instead of specified 
data (i.e. specified fiducial co-ordinates), the resul ts from the laboratory trial s were 
summarized in Figure 6- 15. The corresponding numbers in Figure 6-1 5(a) and Figure 
6-1 5(b) represent the entry and ex it points respectively for the various drilling 
trajectories . Analysis showed that a mean pos itional elTor of 0.8 1 mm (worst case 
being 1. 18 mm, as depicted by trajectory 5) and mean angular error of 1.01 0 (worst 
case being 1.25°, as depicted by trajectory 2) were obta ined. These values were 
considered acceptable for inserting a guide wi re of 2.5mm diameter into the di slal 
locking hole of 7nun diameter (or even 5mm diameter di stal locking hole) and the 
subsequent screw insertion. In the light of previous research by PhilIips el at [11 3, 
11 7] and consultation wi th our co llaborating surgeons, it was found that successful 
drilling of the pilot hole fo r locking a screw using the guide wire indicates that 
successful locking of the di stal holes of an intramedullary na il can be performed. 
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Figure 6- 15 Results from accuracy eva lu ation orlh e machine vision system. 
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To evaluate the robustness of the system, the effect of the position of the C-arm X-ray 
unit with respect to the ca libration frame and a l 0 contrast and noise variati ons in the 
X-ray images have been studied, as discussed below. 
6.3 Effect of X-ray source position on the Lateral view image 
In the adopted procedure the C-arm image intensifier was positioned as close as 
possible to the ca libration frame plates in the AP view. However, in the Lateral view 
the position of the image intensifier (and thus the pos ition of the X- ray source) can 
vary. 
In X-ray lInagll1 g, object points nearer to the X-ray source expenence higher 
magni fi cation than object points nearer to the image plane. Therefore, during 
labo ratory tri als, in order to determine the rob ustness of the image analysis system in 
predicting nai l rotation about its own axi s at different magnifications, three different, 
positions of the X-ray source wi th respect to the cal ibration frame (D) were used for 
each set of rotations (~ and e ) of the nail. During trials the three values ofD (shown 
in Figure 6-16) used were 345, 395 and 445111111 i.e. a difference of 50mm between 
each position. The laner di stance represents a standard position of the X-ray source 
for the Lateral image. 
X-ray 
Source 
D 
Calibration frame 
Image 
Intensifier 
C-arm 
Figure 6-16 Positioning of the X-ray source relative to calibration frame. 
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Analysis showed that, for different values of D, the max imum deviation in predicting 
the rotation of the na il about its own axis was 0.08° . This shows that machine vision 
system has small invariance to the positioning of the X-ray source with respect to ule 
calibration frame. 
6.4 Influence of contrast and noise variations on image 
analysis 
During thi s stud y, specia l atl enti on has been given to the effect of va riable contrast 
and noise in the X-ray images on machine vision analysis. To measure accurately the 
performance of the machine vision system, the combined effects of noise and contrast 
must be evaluated. 
No ise 
Inherent in any digital imag ing chain, noise has long been recognized as a parameter 
that can have a dramatic impact on image quality, which degrades very quickly as 
noise increases. Since noise is a major limiting fac tor in object detectability, low noise 
is a prerequisite for good image quality [1 33J. According to Gonzalez e l al [134J the 
principal sources of noise in digital images arise during: 
• Image acquisition, as the performance of imaging sensors is affected by a variety 
offactors, such as environmental cond itions during image acquisition, and by the 
quality of the sensing elements themselves. 
• Digitisation or transmission, as image is corrupted during transmission principally 
due to interference in the channel used for transmiss ion. 
Quantum and electronic nOIse are random variations of a s ignal that can obscure 
useful infomlation in a diagnostic image; quanlum noise arises from variation in the 
number of X-ray photons detected . Quantum and electrollic noise are unavoidable in a 
digital imaging chain. The effect, often expressed as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), can 
vary widely from system to system. 
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Signal = Useful image information 
Noise Erratic i/1(orll1otion 
High SNR, or low system noise, is therefore key to digital X-ray image quality. It can 
be seen fi'om Figure 6- 17 that as noise decreases, or SNR increases, object 
detectability increases rapidly. 
1:1 SNR 2:1 SNR 5:ISNR 
Figu re 6- 17 IllI ages lit different SN R Ratios }l341 
Contrast 
X-ray contrast is produced because X-ray penetration lIuough an object differs from 
the penetration lilrough the adjacent background tissue. Maximum ( 100%) contrast is 
produced when no radiation penetrates the object. Metal objects, for example use of 
stainless steel ball bearing as calibration marker on thelcaJibration frame is a good 
exan1ple. It should be noted that increased X-ray penetration through the object results 
in contrast reduction while decreasing the radiation dose to the patient [ 135], as 
shown in Figure 6- 18. 
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Figure 6- 18 Innu cnce of X- ray penetration on im"lgc cOlltnlst 11 351 
Since the contrast of an X-ray image is controll ed by a combination of X-ray tube 
vo ltage and current [1 34] , different combinations of vo ltage and current were used 
during laboratory trial s to achieve a wide range of contrast in the images. Sim ul ated 
Gaussian noise was added at various levels between 5% and 15% to each of the 
variable contrast images using a proprietary image process ing package. Subsequent 
tests showed that good repeatability (less than 0. 10 difference in measurement of the 
distaJ ho les axes direction) could be obta ined fo r up to 15% of gauss ian noise across a 
wide range of contrast. For exanlp le, Figure 6- 19 and Figure 6-20 depicts the 
performance of the machine v ision analysis on noisy Lateral and AP view X-ray 
images with variab le contrast respectively. 
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Figure 6- 19 Machine vis ion ana lysis on the Lateral view image with va riable noise and contrast. 
Figure 6-20 Machine vision analysis on the AP view image with vari:lble noise and contrast. 
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6.5 Summary 
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the machine vision system, the drilling trajectory 
for the distal locking hole computed with respect to the calibration frame using 
machine vision system was compared with the true dri lling trajectory that was 
obtained with respect to the ca li brati on frame using theodolite measurements. 
During laboratory tri als, the nail was placed at different orientations likely to be 
encountered during the surgical procedure us ing a specia ll y designed test rig. Based 
on the results obtained from the laboratory trials presented in this chapter, it has been 
shown that the proposed system provides the accu racy required for successfu l 
insertion of di stal locking screws. It has also been shown that the proposed system is 
very robust in the presence of variable noise and contra t in the X-ray images and in 
terms 0 f variable magni fication. The following chapter describes the development o f a 
robust calibration frame in order to make the proposed system suitable for clinical 
use. 
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7 Design of a robust calibration frame 
Existing calibration frame was designed to prove the concept. Therefore, to make it 
adaptable fo r clinical use it has been redesigned to: 
• To investi gate the optimal number of fiducial s and their spatial distribu tion 
necessary to provide the required accuracy. 
• Accommodate wide range of patient phys iologies while taking into account 
swelling 
• Issues such as robustness, ease of manu facture and ca libration. 
7.1 Investigation into Fiducial layout 
The aim of thi s study was to invest igate the optimal number of fiducial s and the 
spatial distribution required to obtain the desired accuracy. It comprises the following 
stages: 
1. In the first stage, a comparison between fid ucials lying towards the centre of the 
plate and those near the periphery was made in terms of thei r influence on the 
overall accuracy of the machine vision system. 
2. During the second stage, in the light of results obtained from the first stage, a 
search was made to determine the minimum number of fiducia ls and the spatial 
distri bution that can be used to achieve the desired accuracy. 
7.1.1 First stage investigation 
In the Lateral view fiducial s were used to: 
• Construct focal lines for foca l point determination, 
• Determine points on the centre line of the nail , and 
• Find corresponding position of the centre of the oval on two calibration plates. 
In the AP view fiducials were used to: 
._-- ------- ------- - ----- - - - --
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• Construct foca l lines for foca l point determination and 
• Determine points on the centre line of the nail. 
[n orde r to determine which tiducia ls of the AP and Lateral ca li brat ion plates have 
most infiuence on the overall accuracy of the system, the fo llowing changes have 
been made in the existing system: 
a) Removal o/cenlrejic/ucialsjrom each line 
In this scenari o, the tota l numbers of fiducial s on Lateral and AI' calibration plates 
were kept the same (i.e. 15). However, two fiducials from the centre of the line were 
discarded while add ing two fiducials towards the periphery of the ca libration plates on 
either s ide of each line. Figure 7-1 shows the Lateral view image with di scarded 
fiducial s bounded in blocks. 
• • 
• • • • • 
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Figure 7- 1 Remova l orcen!re lid ucia ls ill I". Lalera l view irrH'ge. 
Analysis has shown that an increase of 0.12 mm and 0.09° is obtained in mean 
positional and mean angular error respectively, when the scenario depicted in Figure 
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7-1 was compared with the standard practice i.e. using all 15 fiducial s as shown in 
Figure 7-2. 
Figure 7-2 Fiducial used in stand ard pra ctice image a nalys is. 
b) Discarding of fidllcials immedialely above and belolY Ihe inlramedlll/wy nail 
In thi s scenario, the total number of fidllc ials on the Latera l and AP ca libration plates 
we re kept the same (i.e. 15), however, a ll the fidll cia ls fro m the lines immed iately 
above and below the intrarnedll ll ru'y nai l were discarded while using fiducial s which 
lie towards the periphery of the calibration plates on either side of the nail, as shown 
in Figure 7-3 for the Lateral view image. 
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Figure 7-3 Disc}lrding of fitlucials immediately a bove and below the intramedu ll ilry nail. 
Analysis has shown that an increase of 0. 19 mm and 0.24° is obtained iI1 mean 
positional and mean angular error respecti vely when compared with the standard 
practi ce as shown in Figure 7-2. This loss of accuracy is due to the fact that fiducials 
lying in the immediate surround ings of the nail were di scarded, therefore the tlu'ee 
closest points chosen to reconstruct given image points (i.e. points on the nail centre 
line in both Lateral and AP views, and a point representing the centre of the di stal 
hole proj ection in the Lateral view) are further away from those points in compari son 
to their ideal location. As a result, a larger triangular sub-region was used fo r the 
interpola tion process, which resul ts in reduced reconstruction accuracy as a linear 
interpolation function is used to estimate non-linear distortion effects. 
It can be seen from the analysis presented in this section that fiducials lying towards 
the centre of the plate are more influential a ll overall accuracy than fiducials lying at 
the periphery. Therefore, during the second stage, fiducials used to calculate the 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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drilling trajecto ry will be chosen such that they lie towards the centre of the 
calibration plates rather than at the periphery. 
7.1 .2 Second stage investigation 
In order to determine the optimal number of fiduc ial and the spatial di stribution 
rcqu ired to achieve the desired accuracy, different liducia l configurations fo r AP and 
Lateral ca libration plates were used on ex isting X- ray images. These configurations 
are discussed in deta il in the fo llowi ng sub-sections. 
Scenario J 
In the Lateral and the AP view, fiduc ial were used to reconstruct given image points 
on the centre line of the nail using the loca lized interpo lation techniq ue described in 
Section 4.4. Image points on thc ccntre line of the nail were obta ined by drawing 
mulli ple line profi les across the nai l on either side o f the di sta l locking hole as 
described in Section 4.5.1 and Sectio n 4.5.2 for the Lateral and the AI' views 
respectively. The refore, a minimum of three visible fiducials were required on each 
ca li bration plate to include image poin ts on the nail centre line in a bounding triangle, 
and to determine their corresponding position on the relevant ca libration plate, as 
shown in Figure 7-4 and Figure 7-5 for the Latera l and AI' views respectively. 
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Figure 7-4 Fiducials used in the Laleral view image for Scena rio l. 
Figure 7-5 Fiducials used in the AP view image ror Scenario l. 
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It should be noted that in Figure 7-4 and Figure 7-5, fiducia ls be longing to the XRII 
plate are encircled with white circles, whereas fiduci als belong ing to the Source plate 
are filled with white and encircled with black circles. This description of fiducials is 
a lso va lid for Figure 7-6 and Figure 7-7. 
Analysis has shown that an increase of 0.7l mm and 0.68 0 was obtai ned in mean 
positional and mean angular error respectively, when the scenario I depicted in Figure 
7-4 and Figure 7-5 was compared wi th the standard practi ce as shown in Figure 7-2. 
There fore, scena ri o I was discarded as it does not provide the required accuracy. 
Scenario 2 
During thi s scenario. 4 fiducials on the XRlI plate and 4 liducials on the Source plate 
in both Lateral and AI' views. shown by the rectangular sub-region of Figure 7-6 and 
Figure 7-7, were used 10 determine the dri lling trajectory. 
Figure 7-6 Fiducia ls lIsed in the Lateral view image for Scenario 2. 
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Figure 7·7 Fiducials used in the AP view image for cemHio 2. 
Analysis has shown that an increase of 0.56 mm and 0.64° was obtained in mean 
posit ional and mean angu lar error respectively, when compared with the standard 
practice as shown in Figw-e 7-2. Therefore, scenario 2 was discarded as it does not 
provide the required accuracy. 
In add ition to loss of accuracy, one potential di sadvantage of scenario I and scenario 
2 was that the ca libration frame would need to be posi tioned such that the di stal end 
of the nai l containing the locking hole would appear within the field of view bounded 
by the fiducials used for each Lateral and AP view. This method can also prove to be 
quite time con lIIning as excessive repositioning of the calibration frame may be 
required. This problem call be partially overcome by having tbe fiducials at a large 
distance from each other, in other words, having them towards the periphery of the 
calibration plates. However, in the light of the results obtained during the first stage, 
employing these scenarios with large spacings will result in a further loss of accuracy. 
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Scenario 3 
In thi s scenari o, 6 fiducia ls on the XRlI plate and 8 fi ducials on the Source plate in 
both Lateral and AP views, shown by rectangular sub-regions of Figure 7-8 and 
Figure 7-10 respecti vely, were used to determine the drilling trajectory. Fiducials used 
during the analysis of the Lateral view image for thi s scenari o are bounded in the 
rectangular region of Figure 7-8. Those fi ducials which surround the oval shaped 
dista l hole projection, lie towards the centre of the ca libration plates. 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
•• • 
Figure 7-8 Fidu cials used in the Lateral view image for Scenario 3. 
From here on, it should be noted that parti ally imaged fiducials within the rectangular 
region (i. e. fiducials at the nail edges) were identifi ed, and were not used during 
image analysis. A schemati c view of the fi ducial layout on the Lateral v iew plates 
used for thjs scenario is depicted by Figure 7-9. 
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o Fiducials belonging to Lateral XRII plate. 
o Fiducials belonging to Latera l Source plate. 
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Figure 7-9 Schemal ic view of fiducial layo ut on th e Lateral view us in g Scenario 3. 
For the AP view X-ray image, fiducials used during image analysis for thi s scenario 
are dep icted in the bounded rectangular region of Figure 7-10. These fiduc ia ls lie 
towards the centre of the ca li bration plates. 
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Fig ure 7- 10 Fid ucia ls lI sed in the AP view image rOl' Scenario 3. 
A schemat ic view oflhe fiduciallayollt on Ihe AP view plates used for thi s scenario is 
depicted by Figure 7-1 I. 
o Fiducia ls belonging 10 AP XRII plale. 
a Fiducials belonging to AP Source plate. 
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Figure 7- 1 J Schematic view of fi du cial layout on AP view image using Scenario 3. 
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Analysis has shown that by employing thi s scenario, a mean positional error of 1.1 2 
mm and mean angular error of 1.360 were obtained . This compares to a mean 
posi ti onal error of 0.81 mm and 1.0 10 obtained when the standard scenario or 
practi ce (i.e. using all 15 fiducials on XRlI cali brati on plates and all 18 fiducials on 
ource ca libratio n plate in both Lateral and AP views) was employed. Thus scenario 3 
was d iscarded. 
Scenario 4 
In thi scenario. 9 fid ucials on the XRlI plate and 12 fi ducia ls on the Source plates in 
both Lateral and AP views, shown by the rectangul ar sub-region o f Figure 7- 12 and 
Figure 7- 13 respecti vely, were used to determ ine the dri lling trajectory. Fid ucials used 
during image analysis of the Lateral view image for this scenario are bounded in the 
rectangular region of Figure 7- 12. 
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Figure 7- t 2 Fiducia lllsed illlhc Lalcra l view for Scena rio 4. 
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For the AP view, fiducials used for this scenario are shown in the bounded rectangular 
region of Figure 7- 1 J. 
Figure 7- 13 Fiducial used in the La tera l view ror Scenario 4. 
Analysis has shown a mean positional error of 0.9 1 mm and a mean angu lar error of 
1.120 for this scenario, in comparison lO mean positional error of 0.8 1 111111 and 1.0 I 0 
obtained when the standard scena rio was employed. Thus scenario 4 was di scarded. 
Scenario 5 
In thi s scenario, instead of using 15 fiducials on the XRlI cal ibration plates and 18 
fiducia ls on the Source ca libration plates in both Latera l and AP views, the number of 
fid ucials was reduced to 10 and 12 respectively, as shown in Figure 7-14 and Figure 
7-15 for the Latera l and AP view respectively. These fiducials lie in the vicinity of the 
intramedullary nail , towards the centre of the ca libration plates. 
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Figure 7-14 Fiducial used in the Lateral view image for Scenario 5. 
Figure 7- 15 Fiducia l used in the AP view image for Scenario 5. 
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Analysis has shown that by employing thi s scenario, a mean positiollal error of 0.92 
mm and a mean angular error o f 1.080 were obtained, in compari son to a mean 
pos itiona l error of 0.81111m and 1.01 0 obtained wben the standard scenario was 
employed and hence scenario 5 was discarded . 
Scenario 6 
In order to see whether an increase in the number of fiducials used during image 
anal ysis results in a significant improvement of results obtained from the machine 
vi sion system, the number of fiducial s on the XRll and Source ca li bration plates were 
increased from 15 to 20 and fi'om 18 to 24 respecti ve ly, for both Lateral and AP 
views, as shown in Figure 7- 16 and Figure 7- 17. 
Figure 7-16 Fiducial used in the Later"1 view image for Scenario 6. 
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Figure 7-1 7 Fiduchll used in th e AP view image for Scenario 6. 
Analysis has shown that using this scenario, a mean positional error of 0.80 mm and 
mean angular error of \.0\ 0 were obtained, in compari son to a mean posi ti onal erro r 
of 0.8 \ mm and 1.0 \ 0 obtained when the standard scenario was employed. 
Conclusion 
Since, similar results were obtained by employing botb the standard scenario and 
scenari o 6; it was decided to use the standard scenario to determine the drill ing 
trajectory as it invo lves the use of fewer calibration markers, which wi ll result in 
reduced manufacturing time and cost as well as fas ter processing. 
7.2 Adaptability for patient physiology 
In order to make the ca libration frame more robust, it should be able take into account 
variable patient physiology while acqu iring X-ray images. Previous research by 
Stephenson et of [\ 36] has shown that femoral cross-sectional geometry varies 
considerably along the length of the femora l shaft. Therefore, it is necessary to 
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determine the location of the femoral ax is with respect to the upper surface of the leg 
(in the AP direction) and outs ide surface of the leg (in the medio-lateral di rection) i.e. 
dimensions "0 " and "W" (shown in Figure 7- (8) at the di stal end of the fe mur. 
o 
Figu re 7-18 Femur Cross-section of left leg 
In the initia l phase, it was decided to use adult anthropometric data [ 137] to detennine 
D and W. However, no anthropometric data for the area of interest (the distal end of 
the femur) was available, therefo re, the closest avail able data (i.e. th igh depth behind 
knee whi le sitting, as shown in Figure 7- 19) was used. 
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__ --r-__ ,....-Thigh depth 
Figure 7- 19 Measurement loca tion of thigh depth, behind the knee 
The anthropometric data, shown in Table 7-1 represents adults' aged between 18-64 
years li ving in the UK and was obtained from PeopleSize 1998. PeopleSize is a 
computer anthropometry database Ihat provides a visual interface to the data. The 
PeopleSize data set uses data from many sources, but in particular from the 
Department of Health and the HUMAG research group at Loughborough University. 
The data was obtained by measuring verticall y from the lUlderside of the llTIsupported 
tendons to the upper surface of the thigh. Although during IMN the leg would be 
extended, the extension doesn ' t significantly change the shape at the distal end of the 
femur. All dimensions presented in the tables of chapter 7 are in millimetres. 
Sex 
male 
female 
Mean 
140.4 
131 .6 
Standard Deviation (sd) 
16.5 
15.4 
5th%ile 
113.3 
106.3 
95th%ile 
167.5 
157 
Table 7-1 Anthropo metric data for thigh depth (mill), behind knee while s itting 11371 
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While compiling ergonomic data it is impossible to measure everyone. Therefore, the 
range of variability of human features is usually pred icted by measuring a random 
selection of people among the target population. For Table 7-1 it should be noted that, 
within a gender, the 5th tlu'ough 95 th percentile range covers 90% of people (i.e. the 
top 5% and bottom 5% are excluded), as shown in Figure 7-20. 
Frequency of 
occurrence 
of peopl e of a 
certain stature 51h 
percentil 
50lh percentile (mean) 
951h 
percentile 
Figure 7-20 Standa rd normal distribution graph. 
statlU"e 
• 
It should be kept in mind that ergonomic design cannot accommodate every user, and 
that typicall y it should be able to accommodate from a 5th percentile woman to a 95 th 
percentile man, as theoretically this range will accommodate 9.5 out of 10 users [138]. 
Therefore the dimensions for 5111 percentile female to 95 1h percentil e male from Table 
7-1 were considered while designing the calibration franle for the target population. 
It should be noted that no anthropometric da ta of interest i.e. for the distal end of 
femur was available for older adults (i.e. 65 + years age) from [139] and data about 
thigh depth (where it is greatest while sitt ing) for people in the UK from Pheasant 
1996 was the closest available data. This data is shown in Table 7-2. 
Sex 
male 
female 
Mean 
150 
145 
Standard Deviation (sd) 
15 
16 
5th%ile 
125 
115 
95th%ile 
175 
170 
Table 7-2 Thigh depth in mm (maximum, sitting) anthropometric data for older adults /1 39/ 
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Pheasant 1996 represents the information reprinted from [140]. The da ta shown in 
Table 7-2 was obtained by measuring verticall y from the seat surface to the upper, 
uncol11 pressed, surface of the th igh where the thigh depth is greatest as shown 111 
Figure 7-2 1. 
Maximum thigh 
depth 
Figure 7-2 1 Measurement location of Thigh depth (m" xi mum, sitting) for older adu lts It391 
In order to obta in a corre lation or to establi sh a re lationship between adu lt and older 
adu lt di sta l thigh dimensions, the max imum thigh depth dimension for older people in 
Table 7-2 was compared with that of younger ad ults (see Table 7-3) obta ined frolll 
[ 137]. 
Sex 
male 
female 
Mean 
166.8 
153.7 
Standard Deviation (sd) 
18.8 
22.6 
5th%ile 
135.9 
116.6 
95th%ile 
197.7 
190.9 
Table 7-3 Thigh depth in 11101 (maximum, si tting) anlhropometrie data for adults. 
- - - -------------------------------------.., 
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It can be seen from Table 7-2 and Table 7-3 that thigh depth for older adults almost 
li es wi thin the range specified for younger adult data; therefore it can be assumed that 
o lder adults probably wi ll have thigh depth (behind the knee) dimensions which li e 
within the dimensions reported in Table 7-1 for YOllnger adults. 
III the case of children with femoral shaft fractures, ideal treatment depends on the 
age, location, and type of fracture and to a lesser extent financial considerations. 
However, general recommended treatment gu idelines are shown in Table 7-4 (22). It 
has also been reported that cast bracing should only be used to treat fractures o f the 
di stal third of the femoral shaft, because it is difti cult to contro l varus a lignment by 
applying thi s technique to proximal shaft fractures. 
Age 
Birth to 6 years 
6 to 12 years 
12 years or older children 
Recommanded treatment 
Immediate cast/spica casting 
Traction followed by cast/spica casting 
Intramedullary nailing 
T"blc 7-4 Genera l treatment guidelines in children with femoral shaft fractures. 
For in fan ts and yo unger children use of cast/spica casting is preferred in comparison 
to IMN, to avoid femoral head avascular necrosis (A VN). A VN can occur in young 
children undergoing IMN of femoral shaft fractures due to vulnerable blood suppl y of 
the femoral head. Later on it causes musculoskeletal di sability [141 , 142). 
Gracilla et al (143] treated 20 children (aged between 3 and 12 years) for an iso lated 
femoral shaft fracture lIsing traction followed by a spica cast. Patients were 
di scharged from the hospital at a mean time of 5.1 days fo llowing injury. All but one 
fracture healed in acceptable aliglUnent, and (here was no clinically significant leg-
length di screpancy_ Sahin et a! [144] also reported use of closed reduction and early 
spica cast as a simple definitive method for treating femoral shaft fractures in chi ldren 
aged between 1 and 10 years. 
However, in older children prolonged immobilization due to traction and cast/spica 
casting can result in limb shortening ,malunion, loss of joint motion and muscle 
atrophy [22, 141]. Reeves et al [145] compared the use of traction and subsequent 
----------------------------------------------------
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casting with IMN in cases of adolescent femora l shaft fractures. It was found out that 
traction and casting group had a mean hospital stay time of 26 days in comparison to 
9 days required for group treated with lMN. Group treated with IMN also had fewer 
compli cations. [t was also reported that the cost of non-operative treatment is 40 % 
higher than IMN treatment, even after cons idering the necess ity for another surgica l 
procedure for intramedullary nail removal in case of lMN, largely because of a 
threefo ld difference in mean hospi tal stay. Therefore lIse of lMN has been 
recommended to treat ado lescent femoral shaft fractures as it resu lts in earli er 
walking, shorter hospital stays and decreased healing times [22, 148). 
In the light of the above discussion it was essential to obtain anthropometric data for 
the distal end of the femur in older ch ildren (i.e. aged between 12 to 18 years). 
However no such anthropometric data was available for older children frolll [1 47]. 
Therefore, data for the thigh depth (where it is greatest when seated as shown in 
Figure 7-22) was used. This data is shown in Table 7-5 and Table 7-6 [or male and 
female older children respectively. 
Age 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
Mean 
125 
130 
140 
140 
150 
155 
160 
Standard Deviation (sd) 
13 
15 
16 
15 
15 
17 
15 
5th%ile 
105 
105 
115 
115 
125 
125 
135 
95th%ile 
145 
155 
165 
165 
175 
185 
185 
Table 7-5 Thigh depth in mm (maximum, sitting) anthropo metric data for male older children 
11 471 
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Age Mean ud Deviatio 5th%ile 95th%i1e 
12 130 17 100 160 
13 135 15 110 160 
14 140 14 115 165 
15 140 14 115 165 
16 145 14 120 170 
17 145 16 120 170 
18 145 14 130 170 
Tabte 1-6 Thigh depth in mm (maxim um, silting) a nthropometric da'" for fem"le older children 
11471 
The data presented in Table 7-5 and Table 7-6 was obtained by measuring verticall y 
from the seat surface to the highest point on the top surface of the thigh whi le the 
subject sits erect as shown in Figure 7-22. 
1J...~:=:::l-.-:?Maximum thigh 
depth 
Figure 7-22 Measuremen t toca tion of thigh depth(maximum, silting) fo r otder child ren I t47 1 
In order to establi sh a relationship between adult and older children distal thigb 
dimensions, maximum thigb depth dimensions for older children depicted by Table 
7-5 and Table 7-6 were compared with that of adu lt people (see Table 7-3). 
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It can be seen from Table 7-3, Table 7-5 and Table 7-6 that with the exception of 12 
and 13 year old children, maximum thigh depth for older children lies within the 
range specified for adult data; therefore it is assumed that the majority of older 
children probably will have a thigh depth (behind the knee) dimension which lies 
within the dimensions reported in Table 7- 1 for adults. 
In ordcr 10 estimate the required dimensions of the Calibration frame i.e. "D" and 
" W" (shown in Figure 7-18) cross-sectiona l views of the distal end of the thigh were 
used in conjunction with anthropometric data . For thi s purpose a human anatomy atlas 
titl ed "A cross-sectional anatomy" [148] by Eycleshymer and Schoemaker was 
chosen. It was first published in 191 1 and the present volume is a reprint. In this 
study, seri al sections of the entire body, made from formalin-hardened (i.e. by 
injecting formalin into the body through the femora l artery resulting in a thoroughl y 
hardened body in a few days) cadavers are presented. This study sets the standard by 
which work o f secti onal anatomy is measured and compared , and is incorporated in 
tandard textbooks [I , 149, 150]. It should be noted that reasonab le assumptions were 
made throughout thi s process to allow progress as it was not poss ible to obta in data 
for each individual. 
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It can be seen from Figure 7-23 thal Ihe area of interest, i.e. the distal end of the thigh, 
is represented by cross section 86, whereas cross section 88 represents the region 'J ust 
behind the knee" for which the data was avai lable from (137) as depicted by Table 
7- 1. In order 10 obtain dimensions in meaningful units (mm), the cross-section 88 
shown in Figure 7-24 was then used in conjunction with a grid (shown in Figure 7-24) 
to determine mm/square ratio as depicted by Table 7-7. 
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Figure 7-24 Femur croSs sect ion,just beh ind the knee region 11481 
It was assumed that thi s cross section is representative of the mean thigh depth for 
both males and females. Therefore mean thi gh depth di mensions were used from 
Table 7- 1. 
Sex Mean depth (mm) Mean Depth (squares) mm/square 
Male 140.4 44 3. 19 
Female 13 1.6 44 2.99 
Table 7-7 Determ inat ion of mm/square ratio 
A grid was then used for analysis of cross section 88 (shown in Figure 7-25) to 
determine depth and width dimensions respectively at the distal end of the femur. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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It was found out that the leg was 45.5 squares in depth and 41.5 squares in width. 
These dimensions were then used with "mmlsquare" ratio obtained from Table 7-7 to 
obtain depth and width dimensions for the distal end of the femur as depicted by 
Table 7-8. The fo llowing assumptions were made for Table 7-8. 
1. The standard deviation for the thigh depth at the distal section was assumed to 
be the same as that obtained from [137] for the thigh depth (just behind the 
knee) region. This was done due to the close proximity and similar 
composition of the two cross sections. 
2. The standard deviation for the di stal section width was assumed to be in the 
same proportion as that of the depth i. e. 
132.4 
MaleSD(IVIDTH ) =--x I 6.5 = 15 .1mm 
145 .1 
124.1 
FemaleSD(WIDTH ) = --x 15.4 = 14.1mm 
136 
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Sex Mean depth SD (Depth) Mean width SD (Width) 
Male 145.1 16.5 132.4 15.1 
Female 136 15.4 124.1 14.1 
Table 7-8 Depth and width dimensions for dist.1 cnd of the leg. 
Since the a im was to target the middle 95th percentile population (i.e. the top 2.5% 
and bottom 2.5% are excluded), therefore di stal section dimensions (shown in Table 
7-9) were obtained for the target population. Values in thi s lable were rounded up to 
provide a small safety factor. 
Sex Depth (max) Depth (min) Breath (max) Width (m in) 
Male 178 114 163 102 
Female 167 105 152 96 
Table 7-9 Depth and width dimensions at the distal section ror middle 95th percentile population. 
[n order to acquire X- ray images for analysis, it is essential that the calibrat ion frame 
is able to accommodate the location of tile nail for different pati ent phys iologies. 
Since the nail is inserted in the femoral canal, the soft ti ssue surrounding the femur 
does not require a reference from the calibration frame. However, it is essential to 
determine where the fe mur is located in relation to the top and outside of the leg as 
thi s info rmation will help to determine the dimensions of the calibrati on plates needed 
for X-ray image acquisition. Therefore, after having detennined the theoretical size of 
the leg at the di stal section, the location of the femur relative to the outside and top of 
the leg at this dis tal section was determined using the grid . The femur can be seen to 
be almost circular, so the location relative to the top and outside of the leg was taken 
from its centre. This is the bone marrow canal which is where the intramedullary nail 
is inserted so it prov ides an ideal reference. The location was found to be; 
total width = 41. 5 squares, 
Cel71re of femur to outside of leg = 22squares, 
IOlal depth = 45.5 squares, 
Cel71re offemur la lOp of leg = 24 squares. 
The range of tile femur location for the target popula ti on was then obtained using the 
depth and width of the di stal section (shown in Table 7-9) as follows: 
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4 1.5 
14 
45.5 
x width (mar",,,,) = (5 1-87)mm 
x depth maxi = (32-55 ) mm 
( / II/m ) 
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However, in order to validate the results obta ined us ing the thigh cross secti on from 
[148), thereby mak ing thi s stud y more concl usi ve, a recent cross secti ona l anatomy 
atlas by Bergm3n et al [1 49) was used. The study provides a high-quality co lour 
photographic atl as of sectional anatomy. By presenting actual photographs of sections 
of the human body one o f the major di sadvantages of drawings that of possible 
inaccuracies due to artistic interpre tation, is avoided. The specimens used in the 
preparation of thi s atl as have come from several bodies that were preserved by routine 
anatomica l procedures and then thoroughl y froze n. The bodies were sectioned lIsing a 
band saw. The sections were then thawed and cleaned in a chilled solution. The 
secti ons were then re frozen and stored unti I they were photographed. 
Patella --
-1.1 
---1.2 
--73 
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--- 1.5 Distal femur 
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=~- i7 
t 
Region just behind 
the knee 
Figure 7-26 Front view or the upper right teg 
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It can be seen from Figure 7-26 that tbe area of interest is represented by cross section 
7.5, whereas cross section 7.7 represents the region "just behind the knee" for which 
the data was available from [I 37J as depicted by Table 7-1. Now the "mm/square 
ratio" was obtained in a similar fash ion as for [148] depicted by Table 7- 10. 
Sex Mean depth (mm) Mean Depth (squares) mm/square 
Male 140.4 52 2.7 
Female 131 .6 52 2.53 
Table 7-10 Determination of mill /squa re rat io 
A grid was then used for the analysis of' cross section 7.5 (shown in Figure 7-27) to 
determine the depth and width dimensions at the distal end of the femur. 
Femur 
19 
IS 
Outside of 
the leg 
""""- '- ; / 
16 
15 
Figure 7-27 Cross seclional view of Ihe disl.1 femur 11491 
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It was found that the leg was 56 squares in depth and 46.5 squares in width. These 
dimensions were then used with "mm/square" ratio obtained from Table 7- 10 to 
obtain depth and width dimensions for the distal end of the femur as depicted by 
Table 7-11. Standard deviation for the thigh depth and width at the di stal section was 
obtained as described earlier for [1 48]. 
Sex Mean depth SO (Depth) Mean width SO (Width) 
Male 151.2 16.5 125.5 13.7 
Female 141.7 15.4 117.7 12.8 
Table 7- 11 Depth and width dimensions for distal cnd of the leg. 
Dista l section dimensions (shown in Table 7-12) were then obtained for the target 
population. Values in this table were rounded up to provide a small safety factor 
Sex Depth (max) Depth (min) Breath (max) Width (min 
Male 184 118 153 98 
Female 173 111 144 92 
Table 7-t2 Depth and width dimensions at the distal section for middle 95'" percentile 
population. 
After having determ ined the theoretical size of the leg at the di stal section, the 
location of the femur relative to the outside and top of the leg a t this distal section was 
determined using the grid. The location was found to be; 
10lal widlh = 46.5 squares, 
Cenlre of/emur 10 oulside of leg = 26 squares, 
lotal deplh = 56 squares, 
Cenlre offemur 10 top of leg = 16.5 squares. 
The range of the femur location for the target population was then obtained using the 
depth and width of the di stal section (shown in Table 7-12) as follows: 
W ( maxl ) =: 
/ nlill 
D ( ma.TI . ) =: 
I flfm 
26 
- - x width(max/. ) =: (5 1- 85) mm 46.5 / m", 
16.5 
x depth(""u/ . ) =: (32- 54)mm 
/ mm 52 
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As a result of the above analys is the essential measurements required for ca libration 
frame dim ensions are shown in Figure 7-28. 
o (32-55)mm 
(23-40)mm 
W (51-87) mm 
Figure 7-28 Fem ur location dimensio ns w ith respect to outs ide and top of th e leg. 
It should be noted that the above dimensions are onl y val id for legs wi thout any 
swelling. Therefore, for robust design of the calibration frame, the influence of 
swelling on a patient's thigh size after femoral shaft fracture was also evaluated. The 
following section discusses swelling and its repercussions on femoral shaft fracture 
treatment in detail. 
7.2.1 Swelling 
Swelling, or edema, is a natural inflammatory reaction of the body to an injury. It 
involves the enlargement of organs, skin, or other body structures due to excessive 
bui ld-up of flu id in the tissues. Tills build-up occurs due to damage to the small blood 
vessels (capillaries), which leak fluid into the surround ing tissue resulting in increased 
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blood flow inside the thigh. This rush of warm blood causes redness, heat, and 
swell ing. This build-up of fluid can lead to a rapid increase in weight over a short 
peri od of time. Pressure fro m the swelling and the accumulation of immune cell s, 
a long with the destructi ve chemicals released by the cell s, irritate local nerve endings, 
and cause pain. Swelling can occur throughout the body (generalized) o r it may be 
limited to a spec ific part of (he body (loca lized) such as to the thigh due to a fe moral 
shaft fracture. 
7.2.1.1 Loca lized swell ing 
Possible causes of locali zed swelling are as fo llows: 
• Injury: Any phys ical damage to the body caused by violence or accident or 
fracture etc, such as in case of a fe moral shaft fracture, due (0 signi ficant loss of 
blood into the muscles of the thigh. 
• In fec tions etc 
In consultation with orthopaedic surgeons, it was discovered that, since operative 
treaUllent causes further trauma to an injury, therefore in the case of isolated fractures 
delayed nailing is necessary to prevent blood in fectio n and further vascular 
destruction to injured (issues. This reduces the possibil ity of inacti vating the biology 
of fracture repair, which leads to delayed union or to non-un ion. Hence, immediately 
after the fracture [22]: 
• The pati ent's leg is kept in an elevated pos ition to avoid further swelling 
• Wait fo r 48-72 hours to see if the pati ent develops any fever, which is indicative 
of il1 fection. In the case of fever, (he surgeon wi ll wait until the fever goes away 
before surgery. 
• A blood test is taken and the surgeon waits until the white blood cell count returns 
to nOrl11al. 
However, in the case of open fractures, [22] early nailing is recommended, such as 
A.P. Whittle [22] suggest that immediate nailing does not signi ficaJltl y increase the 
risk of infection, and a ll such cases should be treated wi thin 8 hours of injury. Groose 
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et 01 [1 51) have demonstrated that open femoral fractures treated by immediate or 
earl y (i.e. within a few hours of injury) intramed ullary nai ling have a low overall 
complication rate and a very low infection rate. Therefore, early intramedullary 
fi xation is a safe and effi cient method of treating open fe moral shaft fractu res. 
Femoral shaft frac tures are usuall y high energy inj uri es, often associated wi th 
multiple inj uri es [49]. However, in case of multi ple trauma patients, contrad ictory 
views are fo und in the literature about the timing of intramedullary fixa tion (22). In 
the past, earl y fracture fi xat ion was believed to be important as one of the major aims 
is rapid stabilization of their extremity injuries. Bone et al [l52] fo und a high rate of 
pulmonary complications in patients who had delayed stabili zation of fractures. In 
summary, the majority of studies in 1980s proposed early fracture stabilization as 
beneficia l fo r multi ple trauma patients. Recentl y, Susan et 01 [153] reviewed 1362 
patients with a femoral shaft fracture over a 12-year period and reported that early 
femur fracture fixation (i.e. within 24 hours of injury) is associated with an improved 
outcome, even in patients with coexistent head and/or chest tra uma. Whereas, fixat ion 
of femur fractures at 2 to 5 days was associated with a significant increase in 
pulmonary complications, particularl y with concomi tant head or chest trauma, and 
length of stay. Therefore, the author concluded, chest and head trauma are not 
contrai ndications to early fi xation with reamed intramedullary nailing. 
However, some recent reports suggest patients with more severe head inj ury, high 
Injury Severity Score (ISS) Illay get poorer outcomes if treatment of their 
musculoskeleta l II1Junes includes early surgical intervention. Fakhry et ClI [1 54] 
rev iewed 2805 patients with fe moral fractures and divided them into 2 groups 
according to [SS i.e. [SS less than 15 or [SS greater tban 15. In patients with ISS 
greater than 15, surgery within I day after trauma was associated with 3.8% mortali ty 
rate, while in pat ients operated 2-4 days after injury, mortali ty was 1.8% and in the 
group operated more than 4 days, mortality rate was 1.5%. It was also found that in 
the subgroup of pati ents with severe chest injury, mortali ty was as high as 4.6% in 
patients operated on day I, while no patient died, even wi th severe chest inj ury, in the 
group of patients operated 2-4 days, or later, after the trauma. Pape e/ 01 [1 55] fo und a 
high incidence of Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) in patients with 
chest trauma and earl y rMN of femora l fractu re. In a group of patients with 
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comparable chest trauma but delayed femora l fracture fixation , the incidence of 
ARD was low. The author concluded that the combination of multiple trauma chest 
injury and early reamed IMN is associated with higher risk of ARDS. 
In the light of the above discussion and recommendations made in [22J and by the 
consultant orthopaedist Mr. G. Taylor, guidelines regarding the time frame for 
femora l shaft treatment can be summarized as fo llows: 
Type of fracture 
Isolated 
Multiple 
Open 
Recommended time frame for IMN 
Within 7 days 
Within 3 days 
Within 12 hours 
Table 7- t 3 Genera l treatlllent guidelines for femoral shaft fractures us ing tMN. 
Consu ltation with orthopaedic surgeons revealed that swelling usually subsides 111 
around 2 weeks, therefore in light of the treatment guidel ines swelling innuence 0 11 
leg size during sllrgical procedure must be taken into account. This has been 
accomplished by using rough guidelines abo ut swelling obtained from orthopaedic 
surgeons, according to which tJle max imum % enlargement, caused by swelling, wi th 
respect to nOnllal upper leg dimensions in width and depili for di ITerent patient 
physiology is approximately twice the circumference. Since, 
Circumfere nee = 1t.diameter 
In thi s case width/ deptJl can be considered as diameter, therefore in order to take into 
account the worst case scenario, maximulll depth and width dimensions shown in 
Figure 7-28 will become twice the normal. For robustness purposes, wide ranges of 
depth and width were establi shed by keeping the minimwn depth and width 
dimensions the same as when the leg is not swollen. Dimensional requirements for the 
calibration frame design are shown in Figure 7-29. 
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D (32-11 O)mm 
W (51-174) mm 
Figure 7-29 Cnlibration frame dim ensional requirem ents. 
7.3 Design of a modular calibration frame 
A group of final year Undergraduate students (David et a/ [1 56]) were given the task 
of redesigning the r calibration frame to eliminate the associated problems of the 
existing design. These include: 
• Design is onl y suitab le for use on the right leg. 
• Stainless steel attaclunent makes the ca libration frame heavy, increasing 
deflection of the external support arm and loading on the patient. 
• Results obtained from CAD modelling of the intramedullary nai l have shown that 
optimum results were obtained when angle r/J is aro und 1 0°. Therefore, it is 
required to design the calibration frame such that r/J '" I 0° is always obtained while 
positiolling the calibration frame to acquire desired X-ray images. 
------------------------------------------------------- - -- ---
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The modular calibration frame designed by David et at [156] is shown in Figure 7-30. 
Details about the cal ibration frame design can be found in [156]. 
Figure 7-30 Assembled modular calibration frame 11561 
The lateral block should be against the leg to achieve the desired X-ray image and 
must always be centred around the centre of the femur as shown in Figure 7-31 . 
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Therefore, the fiducial area requirement o f the Lateral block was deri ved in the li ght 
of the results obta ined iD Secti on 7. 1, as swell ing has no effect on thi s. However, the 
distance between the Lateral and AI' blocks i. e. " Hx" (shown in Figure 7-32) i 
governed by the leg dimensions in the swollen condition. This is because the 
underside of the AP block must be at a distance above the centre of the Lateral block 
to suffic ientl y accommodate the tissue above the femur when swollen. It should be 
noted that calibration frame has been designed in such a way that during image 
acqu isition the centre of the Latera l block is nearly in alignment with the 
intramedullary na il. 
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Furthermore, the fiducial area of the AP block needed delermi ning as swell ing affects 
thi s significantly. Based on the dimensions obtai ned for the di stal femur section 
(shown in Figure 7-29), the length of the AP ca librat ion plates accommodate the 
target population was determined. Two configurations, "Medium" with length of 130 
mm and "Large" with length of 190 mm, were proposed to accommodate the midd le 
50% and 95% population respecti vely. Both configurations have a lInj form width of 
90 mm (obtained from analysis presented in Section 7. I). The layout of the fiducials 
was then optimised for the available area of the calibration plates as shown in the 
fo llowing section. 
7.4 Proposed fiducial layout 
In order to allow ease of manufacture and to reduce manufacturing cost, it was 
decided to use fiducials (ball bearings) of the same diameter throughout the 
calibration frame. Hence, spacing between fi ducials was used to uniquely identify 
each individual fiducial. It should be noted tha t the diameter of the ball bearings was 
kept at 2mm as, due to distortion large ball s appear oval rather than circular in the X-
ray image, thereby makjng it difficu lt to detennine accurately the image centre. The 
diameter of the balls was therefore kept as small as possible, whj le ensuring that the 
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balls wi ll be able to produce sufficient X-ray absorption to ensure their visibility in 
the image. 
7.4.1 Fiducial layout for Lateral calibration plates 
During the Lateral view image acq uisition, irrespective of patient phys iology, the 
cali bration frame will be positioned such that the intramedullary na il wi ll li e 
approx imately in the centre of the calibrati on plates as shown in Figure 7-3 1. 
Therefore the Lateral view fiducial layout will be unifonn , unlike that of the Ai' view 
for all pa ti en t physiologies. To assist operat ing thea tre personnel in positioning of the 
nail around the centre of the calibration plates, a 24ml11 region in the middle of the 
Lateral calibration plates was kept clear of fiducials. The di stance of 24mm was 
derived using ex isting Latera l view X-ray images to ensu re placement o f the largest 
avai lable nail (i.e. diameter of 14mm) withou t occ luding any of the fiducial s. This 
arrangement is he lpful in determining the di stance along the X-ax is be tween the 
Latera l ca li bration plates and the Ai' Source ca librati on plate (Hx in Figure 7-32), that 
can take into account different patient physiology (d imension D ill Figure 7-29). 111 
thi s way the di stance between the intramedullary nail axi s and the AP Source 
calibration plate wi li almost always remain the same thereby resulting in uniform 
magnification of the nail irrespective of the s ize of the patient's thigh in the AP view 
image. Therefore, fiducial layout for the Lateral calibrati on plates was designed in the 
light of the results obtained from Section 7. 1. The fiducial layout for the Latcral 
cali bration plates is shown in Figure 7-33. 
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Where , 
0 Fiducials belonging to Lateral XRII plate (Diameter = 2mm) . 
0 Fiducials belonging to Lateral Source plate (Diameter = 2mm). 
Figure 7-33 Fidueia llayoul for Lateral ca libralion plales. 
In Figure 7-33 , it sho uld be noted that fo r: 
Lateral XRJ I plate: Both horizonta l and vertical spacmg were kept at 10mm 
throughout. 
Lateral Source plate: Any change in horizontal and vertical spacing from 9 mm to 
II mm is specified. 
It should be noted that in the Lateral view both fiduc ials on the XRIl plate (i.e. A and 
B as shown in Figure 8- 1) are surrounded with ource plate fiduc ials havi ng a uniq ue 
spacing of I1 mm and will be used as re ference markers. 
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7.4.2 Fiducial layout for AP calibration plates 
In the light of the resul ts obta ined from Secti on 7. 1 and ection 7.2, liduc ia l layout for 
the AP ca libration plates fo r the medium and large ca li brati on frames is shown in 
Figure 7-34 and Figure 7-35 respectively. 
1+- 13 4 ( X·50," .?. ) 
- t o 0 0 0 0 Y~H.1."1 
0 0 0 0 13 
1.0 
1<-11 -+1+--,. -+I ~ I 12 000 0 
0 0 0 0 
1<-11 -+l.--15--+l ,. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
1<-11 -+l.--15 --+l 
0 0 0 0 0 0 16 
0 0 0 0 0 
104 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 16 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 -=-114 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 -=-1 ~ " ---+l+-l l~ 12 1--14-1 
0 0 0 o 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 1. 
I+-- " ---+1+-11 ~ 
0 0 0 0 
o 0 ...:r 0 0 
tc--15 ---0;+-" 
.1 65 
-'---0 
I· 
Where, 
o Fiducials belonging to Lateral XRII plate (Diameter = 2mm). 
o Fiducials belonging to Lateral Source plate (Diameter = 2mm). 
* All dimensions are in mm. 
Figure 7-34 Fiducia l iayoul for AP ca iibra lion pia lcs (Mediu m fra me). 
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i 0 0 0 Y*X'V' 4.z+4) o 0 0 0 1+-1. ~ 0 0 0 0 6 16 
0 0 0 0 
0 o 0 ~ 0 0 ,. 1+-"~'5 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 12 1+-1 ~-'5~ 
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Where, 
0 Fiducials belonging to All XRII plate (Diameter 2mm). 
0 FiduciaJs belonging 10 AI' Source plute (Diameter = 2mm). 
• All dimensions are in mm. 
Figure 7-35 l' iducia llayoul for AI' c" li b, " lioll plalcs (La rge fra Dlc). 
1n Figure 7-34 and Figure 7-35, it should be no ted that for: 
AP ourcc pla tc: Vertical spacing is kept at 13mm throughout; whereas, any change 
from 13mm in horizontal spacing is specified. 
AP XRII plate: Horizontal spacing is kept at 14mm throughout; whereas, vertica l 
spacing is varied from 10 to 16mm, in order to achieve unique identificati on of the 
fi ducials. 
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7.5 Summary 
In order to make the calibration frame robust, a comprehensive redesign was 
proposed. At first an optimal number of fiducials and their spatial di stribution 
necessary 10 provide the required accuracy of I mm and 10 were determined using 
existing X-ray images. During the second stage dimensions of the ca libra ti on fi·ame 
that will make it su itable to be used for a target population (middle 95% of the 
population) were determined. To accomplish this task, cross sectional images of the 
upper leg and anthropometric data were used to delemline the max imum and 
minimum di mensions of the leg at the distal section across the target population. 
These dimensions were then adj u ted to take inlO account the worst case of swelling. 
Towards the end of the chapter. two calibration frames configurations namely 
'·Medium" and "Large" are proposed 10 accommodate the middle 50% and 95% 
population respectively. In the next chapter, image analysis protocol and accuracy 
evaluation of the proposed calibration frame are di scussed. 
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8 Image analysis and accuracy 
evaluation of the proposed 
calibration frame 
In labo ratory trials, two nearl y orthogonal (Latera l and AP) X-ray images of the di stal 
end of the intramedullary nail were taken with the calibration frame in position as 
shown in Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2 respecti vely. ince use of re ference markers has 
been abandoned, therefore extensive modifications were required to fiducial 
recognition program. Section 8.1 and 8.2 provides descriplion of Lateral and AP view 
image ana lysis respectively. 
8.1 Image analysis protocol for Lateral calibration plates 
Once a Lateral view image was acquired, it was divided into two regions using the 
nail location as shown in Figure 8-1. 
o F"1dutiaIs DeiongIl'lQ 10 Latn XRU plat, (DlMleler. 2mm) 
o FduQal$ DeIoI'IgIng 10 lateral SouIt:e plate (OI~tet. 2mm) 
r· .. ··~·:=;:· .. · .... ·~· .. · .... ·b=·'=b .. ·······~ .... ·· .. ·~· .... · .... ··: 
i 11 T9 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 
1 -10 I~ I-d °-l 0 0 0 0 0 
i 10 0 0 0 0 0 o . 
, .... .. ........................ ............................................................ : 
o o 
r·············~····· ····~···· ·· ··· ~· .. ··· .. ~······ · ··~· ·········~···· .... ·;;,·····1 
lTo ° 0 0 § o ° 0J of I" 0 0 ., ° ., 0 ° 0 ~. ! 
t ............................................... ~? ..... ...................... .......... .. : 
• All dimensions are In mm. 
56 
Upper 
region 
Lower 
region 
Figure 8- 1 Division or fiuucials on L~ltCnl l ca libra tion plutcs into two regions. 
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This has been accomplished as follows: 
• Once a Lateral X-ray image (shown in Figure 8-2) was acquired, locations of all 
pixels with grey level values greater than zero was detemlined to get rid of the 
dark background i.e. cropping part of the image which is of interest i.e. conta ins 
calibration markers as shown in Figure 8-3. 
Figure 8-2 L"tcral v iew irmlgc 
Figure 8-3 Cropped Lateral view image 
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• ow in order to determine the location of the nail , mid region of Figure 8-3 was 
cropped (shown in Figure 8-4) using the image size along x and y axes. 
50 
100 
• 400 • 
450 • 
500 ... 
Figure 8-4 Croppin g or Ihe im age to obl:l in nail's localion 
• Thresholding was applied to binarize the image. The binary image was then 
inverted, 0 that all the fiducials and nail becomes white i.e. having a va lue of I. 
• Then, objects within the inverted binary image were labell ed on the basis of 
connectivity and their properties i.e. area and bounding box were determined. 
• The objects were then sorted in descending order based on their area (pixels), with 
ideall y the nail having the largest area among all objects. However, use of area 
a lone in presence of external objects (as shown in Figure 8-5) can cause error in 
nail ' s location. Therefore, starting point of objects bounding box was also used in 
addition to area. Initially, fiducials with in the cropped region were discarded 
based on their area, then if only one object was left (as in Figure 8-4) it was 
classified as nail , whereas if two or more objects were left (as in Figure 8-5 ) then 
y-coordinate of each object bounding box ' s starting point was compared with y-
coordinate of cropped region ' s centre (shown in Figure 8-5b). 
Object whose bounding box 's starting point lies nearest to the cropped region's centre 
along y-axis was classified as nail. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig.,,·c 8-5 (a) La lcra l view imagc wil h cX lcrna l objccl (b) Croppcd region 10 oblain nail's 
localion 
Based on the location of the nail, the fiducials on Lateral calibration plates were Ihen 
divided into two regions i.e. upper and lower region as depicted by Figure 8-1. Then 
in order to determine whether the acquired image is a useful image (i.e. image Ihat 
can be used to determine characteristic measurements described in chapter 4 to 
determine drilling trajectory of the distallocking holes) or not, following checks were 
carried out on the acq uired image. 
Check I : Determination of number of visible fiducials in the Upper and lower region. 
Check 2: Confirmation of presence of fiducials wi th unique spacings (i.e. Lateral 
source plate fiducials with horizontal spacing of 13ml11). 
Check 3: Presence of fiduc ial overlapping. 
The acquired image is not deemed suitable for processlllg if any of the above 
mentioned checks fails and the user is asked to acquire image again unlil a useful 
image is obta in . 
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Clteck I: Determillatioll of 1I/111/ber of visible fidllcials ill tlte Upper alld lower 
region 
To determine locati on of the X-ray source us ing triangulation technique (described in 
section 4.4), it is essential to have XRII and Source plate fiducials' visible in both 
upper and lower region respectively. Any La teral view image which fa ils to fu llilthis 
criterion for example image shown in Figure 8-6 does not fulfil thi s criteri a fo r the 
upper region, was discarded and the use r was asked to acq uire image aga in . However, 
if the acquired image passes check ), then check 2 was carri ed out. 
Figure 8-6 Discarded Lateral image due to insufricicnt number or fiducials. 
Clteck 2: COllfirmatioll of presellce of fiducials witlt ullique spacillgs 
Since spacing between liducials was used for unique identifi cation of each fiducial. In 
order to carry out fiducia l recognition, it was therefore essential that fiducials with 
unique spaeings are visible in both regions. Any Lateral view image which does not 
ful fi l this condition, for example image shown in Figure 8-7 only contai ns fiducials 
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with unique spacing in the upper region, was discarded and the user was asked to 
acquire image again. 
Figure 8-7 Discarded Lateral image due to absence of fiducials with unique s pacing. 
Check 3: Presence of fidllcial overlapping 
It can be seen from Figure 8-8 that some fiducials in the upper region have although 
not overl apped but are very close to each other, in such case fiducial recognition has 
been carried out successfully as shown in Figure 8-8. 
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Figure 8-8Laterat view image wit h fiduciats very close to each other. 
It should be noted that for Lateral view image acquis ition , X-ray imaging axis should 
ideall y be nearly perpendicular to calibration frame axis as shown in Figure 8-9; 
otherwise sometimes fiducial overlapping may occur. 
Ideal orientation of X-ray imagingaxis 
with respect 10 the calibration frame 
OrientatIOn d X-fClY imagingaxis 
with respect to the calibration frame 
may cause fiduaaJ over1appr'lg 
Calibration frame 
Figure 8·9 X-ray imaging axis with respect to ca libnltion frame for the Lateral image accusation 
(Top view) 
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ince overlapping of fiduc ial causes an error in determination o f fiduc ia l's centre, 
which in turn will result in loss of accuracy , the re fore it is essential detect fid ucial 
overl apping. To accomplish th is aim, at first all fi ducials in the upper region were 
identified as shown in Figure 8-1 0. 
Figure 8- 10 Fiducial overlapping in La teral view image 
Then, number o f fiducial s along each line we re coun ted and in case of an abno rmality 
(i.e. a line hav ing fewer fiducials in compari son to an adjacent line, for example in 
Figure 8- 10 line3 only contains 4 fiducia ls in comparison to 6 of line2) the user was 
asked to acq uire image again by adjusling Ihe C-arm with respect to the ca li bration 
frame. However, if the acq ui red image passes thi s check in the upper region then 
same procedure was repeated fo r the lower region. 
Figure 8- 11 Useful Lateral view image 
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Once a useful image, fo r example shown 111 Figure 8-11 was obtained, fid ucial 
recogni tion was carri ed out in fo llowing manner: 
Initiall y, each region has been assigned a reference marker (i.e. ca li brati on marker 
" A" and "8 " in upper and lower region respecti vely) surrounded with unique spacing. 
Initially fiducia l recognition was carried out in the upper region (shown in Figure 
8- 12). 
so 
• • 
• • • 100 Reference marker -A-I • .. 
• • • • • • ISO • • • 
• • • • • • 200 
SO 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 
Fig ure 8- 12 La tcr;ll im age's upper region 
Since spacing between fiducials was used fo r unique identifi cation o f each fiducia l. 
Therefore, at first the ai m was to fi nd fid ucials with un ique horizontal spacing of 13 
mm on Source plate. This was accompli shed as fo llows: 
• Thresholdi ng was appl ied to binarize the image; the binary image was then 
inverted, shown in Figure 8- 14, so that ftducials can be classified as objects. 
Obj ect properties such as area and ci rcul arity were then used to ident ify all vi sible 
fid ucials. 
• Among the visible fiducials, distinction was made between XRl I and Source plate 
fiducials based on their area. Since Source plate lies closer to X-ray source in 
comparison to XRII plate, therefore Source plate fiducials experience more 
magnifi cation than XRlJ plate ftducials. As a result area of Source plate fiducials 
is slightly greater area than that of XRlI pla te fi ducia ls. 
• Once all ftducials belonging to Source plate were identified, their respecti ve 
bounding boxes were used to identi fy upper most left hand side fid ucial as shown 
in Figure 8- 14. In order to ensure tha t selected fid ucia l belongs to Source pla te, 
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thi s fiducial was used as starting point to determine horizontal spacing (in pi xels) 
between hori zonta ll y lying consecuti ve fiducials while scanning from left to right 
of the image. This scanning will continue until "unusual transition" in spac ing i.e. 
from 9mm to 13mm was found along the line. However, if no "unusual transition" 
in spac ing was found tben thi s fiducial was regarded as XRII plate fi ducia l. For 
example. starting point shown in Figure 8-1 3 belongs to Source plate. 
• Then fiducials lying immediately below (vert_ fid ucial) and to the immediate right 
(hOl·_ fiducial) of starting point fiducial on the same calibration plate were located 
as shown in Figure 8-1 3. These fiducia ls were then used to determine hori zontal 
and verti ca l spacings. 
point Hor fiducial 
/ - • 
• • • 
• • • • • • 
t· • • • 
Vert_fiducia l 
• 
• • • 
Figure 8- 13 Determination of horizonta l and vertic,aJ spacings. 
• These spacings were then used whi le comparing bounding box of the starting 
point with those of all visible fiducials in the upper region to e tablish starting 
point for each indi vidual line in upper region as shown ill Figure 8- 14. 
Figure 8-14 Establishment or Slartillg points on Source plate. 
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• Fiducial recognition along each line was accomp lished (shown in Figure 8- 15) 
using its own starting point and spacings. The program uses thi s information to 
establish central fid ucial along each line. Then image was divided into sub-regions 
and each fiducia l was processed individua ll y while scanning from central fiducial 
of each li ne to the left and right of the image. 
• 
o 
• 
'I) 
,so 
Reference marker ~A" 
I 
.. • tI 
Figure 8- 15 Fiduchll recognition in L<lIcral view upper region. 
It should be noted that if a line is missing (i.e. hidden beneath the nail or in close 
proximity of the nail), for example in Figure 8-1 6 fiducials along XRIl_ Line2 are 
in c lose proximi ty of the intramedu llary na il , which makes it impossible to detect 
fiduc ial centre accurate ly along that line, in such case these fiduc ial's cente rs were 
assigned image coordinates (0,0) . 
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Figure 8- 16 Fid ucial r<!cognition in Lateral view upper region when XR Il_Line2 is in close 
proximity of (he nail . 
• Similarl y, fiducia l recognition was carried out in the lower region of the La tera l 
view image as shown in Figure 8- 17. 
.iI .. 
• '* 
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• e a 
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Q 
• • .. \ ~ 0 0 C It! Re(erence marker ~B~ 
Figure 8- 17 Fiducial recognition La teral view lower region 
Once fiduc ial recognition was completed, na il border detection (shown in Figure 
8-18) and features that are used to determine the drilling trajectory i.e. the 
angle it (shown in Figure 4-37) between the major ax is of the distal ho le's oval shaped 
projection and the na il ax is or the dimension less area of the di stal hole projection, the 
target po int (which is the intersection of the distal hole axis and the nail axis) and the 
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angle t/J (shown in Figure 4-39) between the X-ray imaging axis and the nail axis 
were determined in simi lar manner as described in chapter 4 for Lateral view image. 
Figure 8- 18 Lateral view image analysis 
8.2 Image analysis protocol for AP calibration plates 
Once an AP X-ray image (shown in Figure 8-19) was acquired, locations of all pixels 
wi th grey level values greater than zero was determined to get rid of the dark 
background i.e. cropping part of the image which is of interest i.e. contains cal ibration 
markers as shown in Figure 8-20. 
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Figure 8- 19 Ar view image 
100 200 300 400 
Figure 8-20 Cropped AP view image 
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At first location of the nai l was determined in similar manner as described fo r Lateral 
view image. Based on the location of the nail , the fiducia ls on AP ca li bration plates 
were then di vided into two regions i.e. upper and lower region as depicted by Figure 
8-2 1 and Figure 8-22 respectively. 
50 
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50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 
Figure 8-2 1 AP view upper' region 
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 
Figure 8-22 AP view lower region 
Then in order to determine whether the acquired image is a usefu l image or not, 
checks simi lar to that made on the Lateral view image were ca rried out on the 
acquired image. The acquired image is not deemed suitable for processing if any of 
the checks fails and the user is asked to acquire image aga in until a useful image is 
obtain . 
Since di fferent horizontal spacings between Source plate fid ucials was used for 
unique identifi cation of each fiduci al. The aim was therefore to find line offiducials 
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belonging to the AP Source plate with unique hori zontal spac ing. For thi s purpose, 
search was made from upper most visible line in the image and going downwards 
until the aim was achieved. This was accomplished as fo llows: 
• At first thresholding was applied to binarize the image, the binary image was then 
inverted, shown in Figure 8-1 4, so that fi ducials can be class ified as objects. 
Objec t properti es such as area and circularity were then used to identify all visible 
fiducials. 
• The respecti ve bounding box of all visible fiducials are then analysed to estab li sh 
initial starting point i.e. upper most left hand side fiducial in upper region (shown 
in Figure 8-23). 
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 
Figure 8-23 Selection of initial starting point 
• In order to identify which calibration plate thi s fiducial belongs, the line 
containing the starting point fiducial was analysed to determine number of visible 
fiducials along thi s line. As presence of six fi ducials along the line will indicate 
that starting point fiducial belongs to the AP Source plate (as in Figure 8-23). 
However, if there are five or fewer than five fiducials are present (shown in Figure 
8-24) than thjs line can belong to either Source or XRlI plate. [n such cases, 
horizontal spacing between consecuti ve fiducials along a line was determined 
until an "unusual transition" in horizontal spacing was fo und as shown in Figure 
8-24. The extreme left hand side fiducial of that line was then chosen as starting 
point. 
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starting point 
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Figure 8-24 Selection o f start ing point 
• Once starting point on the AP Source plate is selected, it needs to be determine 
which line of the Source plate thi s starting poi nt belongs to. For this purpose at 
tirst hori zontal spacing between consecutive fiducia ls a long the line containing 
starting point was determined. l fno "unusual transition" in horizontal spacing was 
found (as in case of Figure 8-23), then it was classified as Line I of the Source 
plate (refer Figure 8-23 ). However, if an "unusual transition" in horizontal 
spacing was found (as in Figure 8-24) then it can either be Line 2, 3 or 4 as these 
lines have similar fiducial pattern. In such case, horizontal spacing between 
consecutive fiducials along lines lying immediately above and below the selected 
line (i.e. line con taining the selected stating point) was analysed to di stingui sh 
between line 2, 3, and 4 as shown in Figure 8-25. For example, for Figure 8-24 
when line lying immedia tely above the selected line was ana lysed, no unusual 
transition in horizontal spacing was found which indicates that the selected line is 
line 2 of the Source plate. 
Horizontal spacing between consecutive 
---j Line 2 ,3 or 4 r-. Horizontal spadng between consecutive fiducials along line lying immediately fiducials along line lying immediately 
above the selected fine below the selected line 
1 J ! L 
I Unusual transition 11 Unus ual tran sition 
found nof found Selected line is Line 2 
Unusual transition jl iunusual transition 
found no t found 
I Selected line G line 3 I 
Selected line is line 4 
Figure 8-25 Distinction between line 2, 3 or 4 orSonrce ptate 
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• Once the line containing the starting point on the Source plate was identified, 
centra l fiducial of that line was determined. The program uses this information to 
establish central fiducial along each line. Now fiducial recognition along each line 
was accomplished (as shown in Figure 8-26) by dividing image into sub-regions 
and each processing each fiducial indi viduall y while scanning from central 
fiducial of each line to the left and ri ght of the image. Once fiducial recognition 
was completed, nail border detection (shown in Figure 8-26) was carried oul in 
similar mallner as described in chapter 4 for the AP view image . 
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Figure 8-26 AP view image analysis wit h starting point chosen in upper region 
• However if distinction can not be made between line 2,3 or 4 due to line 
immediately above and/or below the selected line being invisible due to presence 
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of nail or pos itioning of the ca libration fi 'ame with respect to C-arm as shown in 
Figure 8-27. 
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Figure 8-27 Selection or startin g point from lower region. 
For example, in Figure 8-27 initial starting point is chosen on XRJI plate, however 
then as described earli er a starting point was establi shed on Source plate as shown in 
Figure 8-27. The starting point was selected along a line with unusual transition; 
however di stinction can not be made whether it is line 3 or 4 as line immediately 
below it also has unusual transition, whereas line immediately above thi s Line is 
invisible. 1n such case, lower region of the image was analysed to establi sh the 
starting point (shown in Figure 8-27). At first, upper left most fiducial was chosen as 
an initial staJ1ing point. Then horizontal spacing between consecutive fiducials along 
each line was determined until a li ne with unusual transition in horizontal spacings 
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was found. Unique identification of Source plate line was then obtained by carrying 
out checks similar to those of described above. 
Once unique identification of Source plate line was obtained rest of the AI' image 
analysis (shown in Figure 8-28 ) carried out in s imilar manner as described above. 
50 
100 + + 
150 + + + 
Figure 8-28 AP view image ana lysis wi th starting point chosen in lower region. 
8.3 Accuracy evaluation of machine vision system using 
proposed calibration frame 
Accuracy evaluation of the machine vision system for proposed calibration frame was 
carried out using theodolite measurement in similar manner as described for 
r calibration frame in chapter 6. During laboratory trial s, in order to cover the range 
of intramedullary nails used during di stal locking procedure two cylindrical nail s of 
14mm and I I m111 diameter containing two distal holes of 7mm and 5.3111111 di ameter 
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respecti vely were used III conjunction with specially designed lest rig (shown 111 
Figure 8-29). 
Figure 8-29 Na il and ca lib ra tion frame set-ull dur ing labora tory trials. 
For theodoli te measurement, two Sokisha DT5 theodolites, wi th single frame 
allachment, were used as shown in Figure 8-30. 
Figure 8-30 Th eodolite set-up for optica l measurement during laboratory tr ials. 
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The results obtained fo r small cy lindri cal nail (i.e. nail with nail diameter of II mm 
and di stal hole diameter of 5.3 mm) from laboratory trials are summarized in Figure 
8-3 1. The corresponding numbers in Figure 8-3 1 (a) and Figure 8-3 1 (b) represent the 
entry and ex it points respectively for the various drilling trajectories. Analysis showed 
that a mean positional error of 0.75mm (worst case being 1.10 mm, as depicted by 
trajectory 6) and mean angular error of 0.920 (worst case bei ng 1.220, as depicted by 
trajectory 4) were obtained. These va lues were considered acceptable for inserting a 
guide wire of 2.Smm diameter into the di stal lock ing hole of 5.3 nlln diameter and the 
subsequent screw insertion. 
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The results obtai ned for large cylindrica l nail (i.e. nail with nail di ameter of 14mm 
and distal hole diameter of 7mm) from labo ratory trial s are summarized in Figure 
8-32. The corresponding numbers in Figure 8-32(a) and Figure 8-32(b) represent the 
entry and exi t points respectively for the various drilling trajectories. Analysis showed 
that a mean positi onal error of 0.68mm (worst case being 1.02 mm, as depicted by 
trajectory 3) and mean angu lar Cf'I-or of 0.90° (worst case being J. J 7°, as depicted by 
trajectory 4) were obtained. These values were considered acceptable for inser1ing a 
guide wire of 2.5mm diameter into the di stal locking hole oC 7mm diameter and the 
subsequent screw insertion. 
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8.4 Robustness evaluation of Machine vision system for 
clinical use 
Having estab lished the required accuracy for successful drilling of distallocking hole 
during laboratory tria ls, more reali stic trials using flesh covered sheep fem ur were 
conducted in order to evaluate the robustness of the mach ine vision system during 
clinica l use. For thi s purpose, di stal end of an intramedullary nail of II mm diameter 
with di sta l locking hole diameter 5.3 mm, was inserted into a sheep femora l canal as 
shown in Figure 8-33. 
(a) Front view (b) Back view 
Figure 8-33 Insertion of distal cnd of the nail into sheep femur. 
[t can be seen from Figure 8-34 that introduction of flesh-covered femur in X-ray 
image has influenced the image contrast with the edges of the image considerably 
brighter than the rest of the image due to geometry of the femur, which is thicker 
towards the middle. 
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(a) Lateral view (b )AP view 
Figure 8·34 X-ray im ages ncq uiretl with ncs h-covcreu s heep femur. 
Therefore, H1 order to minimize innuence of contrast variations across the image, 
slight modificat ion was made in image ana lysis protocol for both Lateral and AI' view 
image. This mod ificat ion is di scussed be low. 
After image acqu isition, once the X-ray image was divided into two regions (i.e. 
upper and lower regions) based on the location of the nail as descri bed in section 8.1 
and 8.2 for Lateral and AI' view image respecti vely), each region was further cropped 
to on ly include area of Ihe cal ibration plate covered by the fiducia ls. For upper region 
this was accomplisbed by analysi ng the bounding boxes of all fiducia ls and 
determining the location of upper most fiducial and fiducials on the ex treme ri ght and 
left hand side of the upper region. Th is information was then used for further cropping 
of the image, for example as shown in Figure 8-35 for the AJ) view image. 
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Figure 8-35 (,,) Inilia lly cropped upper region (b) Furlher cropping of Ihe upper region 
Similarly, fo r lower region, locat ion of the lower most fiducial and fiducia ls on the 
extreme right and left hand side of the lower region was determined . This information 
was then used for further cropping of the image, for example as shown in Figure 8-36 
for the Lateral view image. 
50 
IIll 
150 
200 
(a) (b) 
Figure 8-36 (a) Initially cropped lower region (b) Furl her cropping of the lower region. 
Rest of the image analys is were carried out in similar fashion as described in section 
8.1 and 8.2 for Latera l and AP view image respect ively. Figure 8-37 and Figure 8-38 
depicts the image analysis performed on Lateral and AP view X-ray images 
respectively. 
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Figure 8-37 Im ~l gc nmtlys is on the Lalcnll view im age. 
Figure 8-38 llIl age :lII alysis 011 the AI' view image. 
Imagc analys is and accuracy evaluation of the proposed cali bration frame 
Results from laboratory tests (summarized in Figure 8-39) showed that a mean 
positional error of O.92Il11TI (worst case being 1.17 I11m, as dep icted by trajectory 3) 
and mean angular e rror of 0.98° (worst case being 1.1 8°, as depic ted by trajectory 6) 
were obtained. These values were considered acceptable for success fi.11 drilling of 
di sta l locki ng hole and the subsequent screw insertion as shown in Figure 8-39. It is 
a lso ev ident from Figure 8-39 that almost similar accuracies to those shown in Figure 
8-32 and Figure 8-3 1 are obtained when the nail is inserted in a fi e h-covered shcep 
femur, hence shows the robustness of the machine vis ion system used and is an 
indication of its suitabi lity for clinica l application. 
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Figure 8-39 Results obtained during accurncy CVU IUlllion or the machine vision system ror cliniclI l 
use. 
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Phi llips el al [11 6] at Hull Universi ty have reported a mean positional error and a 
mean angular error wi thin 0.3mm and 0.20 respectively. Although the accuracy 
achieved by the Hull system is better compared to the LOA results, the image 
ana lysis protocol and system set-up are user-dependent. The system requires the 
surgeon (or user) 10 manually select some features on the intraoperative Lateral and 
AP images, and most importantly it requires opt iea l tracking equ ipment whieh resul ts 
in a more invo lved and time consuming set-up . The LOI\S reduced accuracy, which is 
acceptable for distallocking of intramcdull ary nail, is a result ofa simpl ifi ed 
(practical) system which involves the use ofa r shaped calibration frame instead ofa 
Ii·ame which fi ts around the leg. That is, the increased errors are mainly due to the 
adopted extrapo lation technique instead of the preferred. but practically difficul t to 
implem nt. interpolation technique. It should also be noted that image intensi fier used 
during thi s research for acquiring X-ray images duri ng laboratory trials is fa irly o ld 
(around 15 years old), therefore it presented an idea l opportunity to eva luate the 
robustness of the system. 
8.5 Summary 
At the beginning of thi s chapter machine vis ion ystem developed for proposed 
calibration frame is described in detail. Then, in order to evaluate the robustness of 
the machine vision system using proposed calibration frame during clinical use, 
realistic trials using Oesh-covered sheep femur were conducted. For this purpo e, 
distal end of an intramedullary nail was inserted into a sheep femoral canal. Based on 
the results obtained from the laboratory tri als presented in this chapter, it has been 
shown that the proposed system provides the accuracy required for successful 
insertion of di stal locking screws. Therefore, the outcome of the procedure will be 
improved as the system has the potential to reduce the occurrence of screw 
misplacement, as demonstrated by Figure 8-32, Figure 8-3 1 and Figure 8-39. 
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9 Conclusions and Future Work 
9.1 Conclusions 
In order to provide cl inica ll y acceptab le solutions to the research problems iclenti fiecl 
in Section 1.4 the current thesis has proposed the use of an Automated X-ray machine 
vision system based upon X-ray photogrammetry princip les. This system minimises 
the changes to current surgica l procedures and takes into account the physica l 
constraints of the operating theatre, adopting a novel approach based on the use of a 
cal ibration frame in conjunction with om ine modell ing of the nail. It should be noted 
that photogrammetric reconstruction is usuall y a time consuming process, therefore 
the key to the successful implementation of the proposed system is the acquisition and 
quick analysis of intraoperative X- ray images. 
Hav ing inherited a digital X-ray photogral1lmetry system (LOAS), the calibration 
frame design and software modules have subsequently been developed in order to 
meet the clinica l requirements of the osteosynthes is procedure targeted in thi s thesis. 
Although thi s research was restri cted to in vitro labo rato ry tri als, clinical requirements 
such as anatomical compatibility and compliance with surgical steri lity have been 
full y addressed. The fo llowing section prov ides an eva luation of the main stages of 
thi s thesis. 
9.1.1 Modelling of the IMN 
Look-up tables (LUTs) are used to determine the rotation of the nail about its long 
axisB. These LUTs are obta ined by off-line CAD modelling of nails of different 
shapes and dimensions. These LUTs were used in conjunction with machine vision 
system to detennine the drilling trajectory of the distal locking holes. 
Accuracy evaluation of the nail model in the laboratory was carried out using a 
specially designed test rig. This test rig was used to physically simulate different nail 
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orientations using combinations of angles tP and O. Using the test-rig the nail was 
rotated by a known angle e , so that e valucs obtained by using the nail model in 
conjuncti on wi th the X-ray image analysi can be compared with the true va luc oFe. 
Analysis ha shown that the rotat ion B of the nai l was pred icted with a mean 
accuracy of 0.22° (worst case being0.49°). The adopted off-line modell ing of the 
nai l to generate look-up tables reduces the length of time for the computation of the 
drilli ng trajectory and thus has the potentia l For reducing the overa ll time required for 
the surgical procedure. Furthermore. thi s approach al lows modelling of any shape of 
intramedullary nail accurately; therefore nails from different manufacturcrs can be 
modelled. 
9.1 .2 Automated machine vision system 
In order to perform the photogral11m ctri c reconstruct ion process, two sets o f accurate 
input data are required , i.e. the real-world (millimetres) coordinates of the fidu cia l 
markcrs on the ca li brati on frame, and their corresponding image (pixels) coordinates. 
Given the obvious ti me conslraiJ1ls associated with an intraoperati ve applica ti on, in 
particular the need to avoid prolonging the surgical procedure, the ex traction of tllis 
image data must be perfonned with the minimum possible level of user intervention. 
The image analys is protocol has therefore been fu lly automated to make the vision 
sy tem user independent and very efficient in terms of time taken to determine the 
drilling trajectory. Analysis has shown that once Lateral and AP x-ray image 
acquisition is performed, around 20 seconds are taken for computation of drilling 
trajectory of the distal locking ho le. This time is considerably smaller than time taken 
using traditional free hand teclmique using perfect circle approach, which ranges 
between 1.6 1mins to 4.64 mins as reported by Sanjeev el at [13] , Coetzee el at [89] 
and Muller et al [93] respectively. 
A potential problem with the LOAS is the appearance of one or more of the opaque 
markers (embedded in the calibration frame plates) within or on the edge of the oval 
shaped distal hole projection. An automatic technique has been implemented which 
removes the effect of sucb markers in computing the area of the oval and the angle 
between the major axis of the ova l and the nail ax is, both of these measurements 
being necessary for derivati on of the drilling trajectory. This technique has 
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successfull y eliminated the need for repo itioning the calibration frame or using a 
smaller number of opaque markers. 
A graphica l user interface (GUI) has been developed that assists and updates the user 
throughout the procedure. It has also been hown that the automated vision system is 
very robust in the presence of variable noise and contrast in the X-ray images and in 
terms of variable magni fi cation. 
9.1.3 Design of a robust calibration frame 
For ro bustness purposes the ex isting r calibration frame has been redesigned. At first 
an optimal number of fidueials and their spatia l di stribution necessary to providc 
required accuracy of I 1/1/1/ and IDare determ ined using ex isting X-ray images. During 
the second ·tage dimensions of the ca li bration framc that wi ll make it suitable to be 
used for the target population (midd le 95% of the population) were determined. To 
accompl ish thi s task, cross sectional images of the upper Icg and anthropometric data 
were used. These dimensions were then adjusted in light of recolllmendations made 
by orthopaedic surgeons to take into account worst cases of swelling. Initiall y based 
on diffe rent physiologies two calibration frames are proposed namely "Medium" and 
" Large" to acco lllmodate the middle 50% and 95% population respecti vely. 
Complexity of the fiducial recognition software during image analysis is di rectl y 
related to the image being scanned and therefore, from the software viewpoint, a 
carefull y designed fiducial pattern can greatl y s implify the image analysis process. 
Keeping in mind that there is a need to uniquely identify each fiducial marker 
appearing within the fi eld-of-view, reference markers with unique horizontal and/or 
vertical spacings are used. Initiall y a search o f re ference fiducia l markers is therefore 
performed based on the spacings between consecuti ve fiducial markers. Identi fy ing 
the locations of these reference markers allows the " predicted" locations of the 
remaining fiducial markers to be calculated. 
9.1.4 Computation of drilling trajectory 
Theodolites were used for accuracy eva luation orthe LOAS during laboratory tri als. 
In order to cover the wide range of possible nail ori entations likely to be encountered 
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during the surgica l procedure, a specially designed test rig, shown in Figure 6.3, was 
used in laboratory trials to simulate different rotations B of the nail about its own axis. 
This was carri ed out with the nail at different orientat ions (i with respect to the X-ray 
imaging axis. 
Havi ng estab li shed the requi red accuracy for successful drilling of a distal locki ng 
hole during laboratory trials (see Secti on 6.2 and ection 8.3) more rea li sti c tria ls 
using a nesh covered sheep femu r were conducted in order to evaluate the robustness 
of LOAS in clinical environment. Ana lysis howed that a mean positional error of 
O.92ml11 and a mean angular error of 0.98° were obtained in planning the dri lling 
trajectory for the insertion of distal locking screws for different orientations of the 
nail. These values are considered acceptable for successful drilling of distal locking 
hole and the subsequent screw insertion 
In summary, ai ms of thi s thesis outlined in Section 1.5 have been met, as the LOA 
has the potentia l of rcducing significantl y the X-ray irrad iation during di stal locking 
procedures, whi le the outcome of the procedure wi ll be improved as the system has 
the potenlial 10 reduce the occurrence of screw misplacement, as demonstrated In 
hapter 6 and Chapter 8 respectively. Add itiona ll y the LOAS has the potential to 
reduce the surgical time and to make the procedure more consistent, irrespective of 
variations in the ski ll levels and experience of clin ica l staff. 
9.2 Contributions 
• T he adopted off-line modelling of the nail to generate look-up tables reduces 
the length of time for the computation of the drilli ng trajectory and thus has 
the potentia l for reducing the overall time required fo r the surgical procedure. 
• The outcome of the procedure wi ll be improved as the system has the potenti al 
to reduce the occurrence of screw misplacement, as demonstrated by results 
from laboratory trials. 
• The vision system is user-independent as all the steps involved during image 
ana lysis are fully automated, thereby making outcome of the procedure more 
consistent. 
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• I! has also been shown that the LOAS is very robust in the presence ofvariable 
noise and COlllrast in the X-ray images and in tenns of variable magnification, 
thus making it suitable for clinical use. 
• The newly designed calibration frame can accommodate wide range of patient 
physiologies. 
9.3 Future work 
In the light of the results obtained from in vitro laboratory trial s followi ng 
recommendations are made. 
9.3.1 Proposed Calibration frame configurations 
Thc ca libration frame used during laborato ry tri als cm ploys a spacing of 50 mm 
between the XR Il ancl Source plates for both Latera l and AI' views. In an auempt to 
improve the overall accuracy of the system, an increment in the spaci ng between the 
XR II and Source ca libration plate can be explored as, theoreticall y, increased plate 
separation should re ult in beller accuracy. This is because a given image point error 
in pixels yie ld a calibration plate intersection point error in millimetres, lepending 
on image magnification, as described in Section 3.5.1. An increment in plate 
separation wi ll result in the Source plate being closer to the X-ray source causing an 
increase in the pixel/mm ratio . Hence an increase in the plate separation should 
decrease the reconstruction errors associated with the Source plate, whereas errors 
associated with the XR II plate remain the same due to the loca tion of the XRJI plate 
being unchanged. 
It should also be noted that in order to obtain beller reconstruction accuracy, more 
fiducials should be visible in the X-ray image i.e. to avoid fiducial occlusion, as 
shown in Figure 3-38. To accomplish tbis task during image acquisition it is essential 
to obtain angular a lignment of the C-arm X-ray imaging axis with planes of the 
calibration frame i.e. X-ray imaging being nearl y at 90° to the calibration frame. It can 
be seen from Figure 4-2 that, for the AP view image acquisition, the X-ray image 
intensifie r lies in close proxim ity to the AP block, thereby making it relatively easier 
to obtain the angular alignment between the X-ray imaging ax is and the calibration 
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frame. Conversely for the Latera l view image acquisition shown in Figure 4- 1, due to 
the design of the ca li bration fi·ame, the X-ray image intensifier li es s li ghtly away from 
the Lateral block, thereby making it more difficult to obtain angu lar alignment 
belween the X-ray imaging axis and the ca libration fi·ame. 
For th is purpose, the mod ul ar cali brat ion frame (shown in Figure 7-30) can be used to 
eva luate the influence of different spacings between XRlI and Source plates on the 
overall system accuracy. In the light of the above di scuss ion, the fo llowing modular 
calibration frame configurations, shown in Figure 9- 1 are proposed. 
a. (Lat-50, AI'- I 00) implies plate spacing of 50 mm and 100 mm for Latera l and 
AP block respectively. 
b. Standard (Lat-I OO, AI'- IOO) im pli es plate spacing (spacing between XRII and 
Source plate) of 100 mm for both Lalera l and AI' blocks. 
As described earli er, it is difficu lt to obtain angular ali grunent between the C-ann X-
ray imaging ax is with planes of the calibrati on frame i.e. X-ray imaging being nearly 
at 90° to the ca libralion frame during the Latera l image acquisi tion in compari son to 
the AI' image acqui sition. Therefore, excessive reposi tioning of the calibration franle 
may be required to acquire the desired Latera l X-ray image if 100mm spacing 
between calibration plates is used. Therefore the configuration of (Lat-50, AP- l 00) is 
proposed as a compromise for ease of use. 
AP 100 AP l OO 
La! 5 Lal 100 
* All dimensions are in mm. 
Figure 9- 1 Proposed mod ular calibration frame configurations. 
It should be noted Ihat tbe Llse of a modular cali bration frame is ideally suited to 
laboratory trials; however this design is not suitable for clinical use as over time, 
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frequent attachment and detachment of the Lateral and AP blocks can result in a 
change in the relative positions and orientations of the blocks i.e. accurate knowledge 
of the fiducials on the calibration frame may be lost, reducing the overall system 
accuracy. Furthermore, assembling of the modular ca libration frame using attachment 
thumb screws, al ignmen t rods and LaterallAP blocks is time consuming and difficu lt 
for operating theatre staff. Therefore, in order to achieve consistent accuracy and case 
of use. a so lid calibration frame (i.e . the Latera l and AP blocks permanently fixcd to 
the framc) is proposed for elinical use. 
9.3.2 LOAS Commercialization 
Commercialising the LOAS is a challcnge and could be the emphasis of any further 
work on thi s project. To accomplish th is task the following issues need to be 
addressed : 
• The automatic machi ne vIsion system has been developed in a Matlab 
environment, which is idea l for develo pment purpo es, however it is not suitable 
for the commercial app lication purposes as a Matlab license is required. Hence 
conversion of Matl ab coding to Visual C++lYisual Basic is desirable to make 
LOA a platfonn-independent application. For this purpose the author has made 
detai led flowcharts of the Matlab software modules (see APPE Dl X E), which 
can be used to accomplish this task. 
• Accurate positioning of ca libration markers is of paramount importance to achieve 
the requi red accuracy. Therefore, in order to make the LOAS more robust and 
cost-e ffecti ve it is desirable to develop an automated calibration technique that 
can be used to check the posit ioning of calibration markers before each surgica l 
use aga inst their specified location, thereby taking into account any misplacement 
of calibration markers, without causing any additional time. This check can be 
carried out to ensure that the calibration frame is correct prior to clinical use. 
Other osteosynthesis applica tions 
In add iti on to the di sta l femur lock ing procedure, LOAS is also applicable to other 
osteosynthesis procedures invo lving the ex tre mities. Therefore, app li cation of the 
L-_____________________________________________________________ ______ _ 
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system could be expanded to include other su rgica l procedures such as ti bial di stal 
locking and humeral shaft fracture treatmcm. 
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APPENDIX A: Functional anatomy of 
the femur 
The felllur main ly consisls oflhree paris, Ihese paris are: 
• Proximal femur, 
• Femoral shaft or diaphysis and 
• Dislal femur. 
Figure A- I represenls the anatomy of a fcmur from both anlerior and poslerior vicws. 
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A.1 Proximal femur 
The proximal femur incorporates femoral head, which is rather more than half a 
' sphere', as shown in Figure A- 2. 
Greater 
lrorha~!l er 
Fovea 0 11 
head 
Head 
'-___ N eck 
~f.-..,.I-- Tlltt Ylroc/lallleric line 
I--· / .t!.fler I rorha'lJ Jer 
Figure A- 2 Proximal remur I I 1 
Femoral head is directed upwards, medially and slightl y forward, to arti culate with the 
accetabulum3 to form the ball-and-socket of the hip joint. The femoral head is 
attached to the femora l shaH, at an approximate angle of125° , through a short piece 
of bone, calledjemoralneck, in order to facil itate the movement of the hip joint and to 
enable the lower limb to swing clear oflhe pelvis. The femoral neck is narrowest at its 
middle and wider at its lateral than its medial end. Its two borders are rounded. 
Immediately distal to the femoral neck, the bone widens into two large prominences, 
whjch acts as an attachment sites for the muscles of the upper leg. The lower of these 
prominences (i.e. on the medjal side of the femur) is called lesser trochanler, while 
the prominence on the lateral side of the femur is called greater Irochanler. The 
intertrochanteric line marks the junction of the anterior surface of the neck with the 
j Accelabulu11l i.e. Clip shaped depression in Ihe pelvis 
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femora l shaft, whereas the intertrochanteric crest marks the junction of the posterior 
surface of the neck with the femoral shaft [157]. 
A.2 Femoral Shaft or Diaphysis 
The femoral shaft is tubular with a slight anterior bow as in the standing positi on, the 
femoral shaft normall y inclines about 10° from the vertical axis of tibi a. It surrounds a 
central region (medu ll ary cavity) of soft, fatty bone marrow and spongy (cancel/oils) 
bone. It extends from the lesser trochanter to the fl are of the femoral condyles i.e. 
medial and lateral condyle. The anterior bow during weight bearing produces 
compression forces on the medial sidc and tensile forces on the lateral side. Therefore. 
in order to withstand the concentrati on of these forces there is ridge (i.e. increase in 
bonc thickness) of bone (the linea aspera) running down the posterior aspect. Fcmoral 
shaft also connccts two extremities (or epi physes), wh ich are wider than the shaft 
itself. Now use of the above mentioned orthopaedic tenninoJogies leads to use of the 
term proximal lemur, to indicate the extremity in the vicin ity of the hip joint, and the 
term distal lemur, to indicate femoral extremity in the vicinity of knee joint as shown 
in Figure /\- 1. 
A.3 Distal Femur 
The distal end of the femur is widely expanded and thus provides a good bearing 
surface for the transmission of the we ight of the body to the top of the tibia. The distal 
femur consists of two prominent masses of bone, known as lateral and medial 
condyles. 80th latera l and medial condyles are articulate (i.e. joillted) with the patella 
(knee-cap) and the tibia (shin bone), in order to provide the kinematics of the knee 
joint. Anteriorly the two condyles are united and are continuous with the fTont of the 
femora l shaft, whereas, posteriorly they are separated by a deep gap, the intercondylar 
fossa (intercondylar notch), as shown in Figure A- 3 to make room for the cruciate 
(i.e. sharped) ligaments within the capsule of the knee joints. The distribution of 
weight from the femur to the tibia is therefore divided between two articular surfaces. 
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APPENDIX B: Types of femoral shaft 
fracture 
B.1 Femoral shaft Fracture 
The fe mur is thc largest and strongest bone [1] and is essential for normal ambulation. 
Because of thi s and its protec ti ve surrounding Illuscle, the femoral shaft requires a 
large amount of force to fracture. Therefore, femoral shaft fractures result from 
significant forcc transmitted by a di rect blow or from indi rcct force transmitted at the 
knec. However, once a fracture does occur, thi s same protective musculature usuall y 
is the cause of di splacement, which commonl y occurs wi th femoral shaft fractures. 
The spectrum of femoral shaft fractures is wide and ranges from non-displaced stress 
fractures to fractures with severe comminution and soft ti ssue injury, poss ibly 
requiring amputation. Femoral shafi fractures are usually the result of violent high-
energy forces sufficient to fracture the trongest bone in the body. 
High-energy fractures are most ofien associated wi th multisystem injury and other 
bony injuries. Iso lated fractures occur with lesser-velocity forces or with pathologic 
bone. Femoral shaft fractures are the result of motor vehicle accidents, pedestri an/auto 
accidents, gunshot wounds, sports-related trauma, fall s from heights, plane crashes, 
and primary bone or metastatic di sease. 
Genera lly, femoral fracture patterns vary according to the direction of the force 
applied and the quantity of force absorbed. The most common site for a femora l shaft 
fracture is in the midd le thjrd of the shaft i.e. the narrowest part of the shaft [20J. 
There are various types of femora l shaft fractures , which are as follows: 
• Transver e fractures, 
• Oblique fracture, 
• Spiral fracture, 
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• Comminuted fractures, 
• Segmental or wedge fracture and 
• Open frac ture . 
B.1.1 Transverse Fracture 
Angular fo rces, resulting from a violent blow to the bone, produce a /ransverse 
ji-ae/llre. which is approximately perpendicular to the ILxis of the fe moral shaft. 
Fracture surfaces may be smooth or serrated but the bone is broken cleanl y in two as 
shown in Figure B- I. Sixty percent of a ll ad ult fractures are transverse. 
Fig ure 11- 1 Transye rse Fr:lcturc III I 
Given that the fe moral shaft is essentially a tubular structure, torsional forces ari s ing 
from violent twist ing about the ax is of the bone, are also common causes of fracture. 
In such cases, either an oblique or a spiral ji-ac/ure is generally produced. 
B.J.2 Oblique Fracture 
These fracture results from bending wi th some degree of superi mposed axial 
compression. The fracture li ne runs oblique to the long ax is of the bone i.e. the 
frac ture line is 0 11 a s lant as shown in Figure B- 2. The cortical fracture surfaces of 
each fragment are in the san1e plane. This is a di fficult fracture for orthopaedists to 
manage because the ends of the broken bone tend to slide past each other and causes 
shortening of the bone itself. About 15 percent of all fractures are oblique. 
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Figure 11- 2 Obliqu e Fr:tclul'e IIII 
B.1.3 Spiral Fracture 
This is a long, curved, coil -l ike fracture a shown in Figure B- 3. These fractures are 
usually the result of torsional forces. The fracture line runs oblique to the long ax is o f 
the bone but the cortical fracture surfaces of each fragment are in different planes. 
The edges and ends of the fracture tend to be sharp and pointed. Thi s fracture is 
commonl y seen in skiers whose bodies rotate in a fal l wh il e their feet remain fixed . 
piral fractures have much less so ft- ti ssue injury than others. They heal quickly 
because there is a large area of fracture to mend. About 5 percent of all fractures are 
piral. 
Figure 11- 3 Spiral rr:tclure IIII 
B.1.4 Comminuted Fractures 
Generally are the resu lt of high-energy trauma i.e. associated with multisystem injury 
and other bony injuri es. It results from large impacti on fo rce, caused for example by 
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direct blow to the fl exed knee joint. Comminuted means that there are at least three 
fragments and the fracture lines interconnect. Comminuted fractures are often open 
fractures, with tlle bone sticking up through the skin. [t takes tremendous force to 
break a bone ill this fa hion. About 20 percent of all ad ul t fractures are this type. 
Figure 13- 4 CO lllminuled Fraclll re I11 I 
B.1.5 egmental or Wedge Fracture 
They are also cal led multiple fractures . A large angular force can produce either a 
segmenral fracture i.e. two transverse fractures leaving a secti on of tlle femur isolated 
or a wedge fracture i.e. two transverse fractures producing a "butterfly" fragment 
(11). These types of fracture imply three or more fracture fragments in a single bone; 
however unlike the comminuted fractures, the fracture lines do not interconnect. 
Figure 13- 5 egmeDlat Fraclu re (L. H.S) or Wedge Fracture (R.H .s) 1111 
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B.\.6 Open fracture 
Open fractme, also Imown as compound fracture. Because of the levels of violence 
associated with femoral shaft fracture, it is not uncommon for the patient 10 suffer 
add itional fractures and significant soft ti ssue damage. In severe cases, bone 
fragments can al so penetrate the skin fi'om within, thus producing an open or a 
compound fracture [11] . All open fractures are surgical emergencies that need prompt 
therapy. Open long bone fractures occur with a frequency of I 1.5 per 100,000 persons 
per year (158, 159]. Open fracture wounds are classi lied according to size, the degree 
o f so ft ti ssue crushi ng, the severity of bone devitalisat ion, and the time to treatment 
[160]. Prevention of infection, fracture healing, and restoration of function are the 
goa ls of the management of open fractures. In fec ti on can result in non-union of the 
frac ture, chronic osteomyeliti s4, amputation, or even death. 
In case of Openji-aclUres, surgica l treatment tbat is mandatory includes the earl y and 
complete debridementS from the fracture wound, along with stabili zation of the 
fracture. Even as litt le as a 5-ho LU' de lay in debridement is associated with increased 
infec tion rates. For most open, long bone fi'actures, immediate definitive fixation with 
closed intramedullary nailing is appropriate as by using intramedu llary nai ling, the 
ri sk of infec ti on and non-union is low, the incidence and severity of ma lunion are 
reduced, the hospital stay is short, and early mobilization of the patient is possible 
[28]. 
B.2 Complications of Femur Fracture 
Complicati ons associated with femoral fractures are as fo llows: 
B.2.1 Ma lunion and shortening of the leg 
The most common complicati on of fracture of the femur is malunion due to the 
improper correcti on of the lateral angulati on. If overriding is not corrected, the 
40steomyelitis: Bacterial infection of bone in which the resulting inOammation can lead to a reduction 
of blood supply to the bone 
, Debridement: Surgica l excision of dead, devitalised, or contaminated tissue and remova l of foreign 
matter 
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malunion occurs with marked shortening. If the shortening is more than I and 1/2 " it 
will need surgery by osteotoml and internal fixation . 
B.2.2 Stiffness of the knee joint 
Knee stiffness occurs due to the pro longed immobilisation, particu larly 111 older 
pat ients. The causes are: 
• Ad hes ions inside the joint (tibio fe1l10ral) , 
• Adhesion of patella to the femur and 
• Adhesion of quadriceps muscle to the fracture site more particularly 111 cases 
treated by open operation. 
B.2.3 on-lI nion 
Non-union is usuall y due occurs as a result o/" shortening as we ll as external rotation 
of the di sta l fragmen t. Shortening occurs due to interposition (i.e. overlap ping) of son 
ti ssues between the fragments . This needs an operative reduction and internal fixation 
with IMN, supplemented wi th bone grafts. 
6 Osteotomy: Surgical operation in which a bone is divided or a piece of bone is removed or cut in 
order 10 correct a dcfomlity 
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APPENDIX C: Femoral Shaft fracture 
treatment 
C.1 Skeletal traction 
Skeletal tracti on of femoral shaft fraclLlres invo lves inserti on of a metal wire or pin 
through the bone distalto the fracture (i.e. proximal tibi a), so as to exert a continuous 
pull in the long ax is of the bone fo r the reduc tion o f fracture [20]. Weights arc then 
a1l3chcd to thi s pin , via a series of Ropes and pulleys as shown in Figure C- I, to 
provide a tracti on force, which is strong enough to overcome the contraction o f the 
leg muscles. While applying tracti on, fo llowing must be practiced [1 6 1]. 
• The weight must be off the bed rail and not silling on the floor. The amount o f 
weight to be suspended should be one tenth o f the body weight, which is suffi cient 
to pull the bones out to length but not over distract (i.e. excessive traction). 
• Fricti on should be avoided, as it causes red ucti on in effecti ve traction. 
• Direction of traction must be as hori zontal as possible. 
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Figure C- I Skelela l Traclion Ircalmcnl of fem oral shart fr.cl"re 
A prolonged period of hospitalisation is then required, in order to allow the bone 
hea ling process to take place. Therefore. ske letal traction is an expensive form of 
trea tment and can also result in number of comp lica tions associated with pro longed 
bed rest such as muscle atrophy etc [161). T he use of thi s technique is, therefore, 
genera ll y restricted to spiral or oblique fractu res that are easily displaced by muscle 
contraction [20). The period of hospitalisation can however be shortened by applying 
a cast bracing when the fracture becomes stable, as indicated radiographically by the 
appearance of the callus7 . 
C.2 Cast or Functional bracing 
Cast or functiona l bracing, using ei ther plaster of Pari s or one of the lighter materia ls, 
is one way of overcoming the fracture, while sti ll permitting fracture splintage and 
loading. egments of the cast are applied onl y over the shafts of the bone, leavi ng the 
joints free ; the cast segments are connected by metal or plastic hinges which allow 
movements in one plane [20). 
In the context of femoral shaft fractures, it is widely used in the treatment of 
children's femur fractures, as it is less invasive Ihan many alternatives for treating 
children'S femur fractures. It req uires a general anaesthetic, but the only surgicall y 
, Callus: The hard bony lissue Ih.1 develops around Ihe ends of. fraCltlTed bone during healing. 
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invasive portion of the procedure is placement of a single teinmann pin in the distal 
femur under fluoroscopic gu idance. The fractu re is then reduced closed and 
appropri ate moulding is applied to the cast brace. There is minimal risk of injury to 
the distal femoral growth plate, negligible risk of infection, no pin tract scarring from 
external fi xation, and no risk of avascular necrosii of the femoral head as a result of 
Ihe procedure. The cast brace can be removed in clinic and a re turn trip to the 
operating room is not requi red. For paticnts in mid-childhood (between 6 and 10), 
especiall y with any comminution of the fracture, thc cast brace is a reliable, proven 
mcthod. However, for many chi ldren over age ten. flexible nails may be a more 
attractive option. 
As with any treatment there are a number of disadvantages related to cast bracing. 
Cast brace treatment of paediatri c femur fractures can be labour intensive for the 
orthopaedist. Placement of the cast brace requires great attention to detail. The 
fracture l11ust be adequately reduced, fo llowed by correct mou lding of the plaster to 
a llow for stability at the fracture site. Also, the patient in the cast brace requires close 
follow up when discharged from the hospital. The patient is followed at weekly 
intervals with radiographs for the first two to four weeks to evaluate fracture 
alignment. Finall y, a high degree of patient and family cooperation is required. The 
patient must not sit upright for approximately the first three weeks of treatment, as 
femur shortening may result. The patient is must be in traction when not walking. 
C.3 External Fixation 
External fixation is used for fracture associated with severe soft-tissue injuries. Two 
or three mctal pins arc driven through the bone above the fracture and two or three 
below it as hown in Figure C- 2, the fracture is reduced and the pins are attached to 
the bars which hold the bone rigid wh ile leaving the soft tissues exposed and 
accessible for treatment. The external fixation devices can be adjusted externall y to 
ensure the bones remain in an optimal position during the healing process. 
, Avascular necrosis: Death of bone tissue due to impaired or disrupted blood supply, marked by 
severe pain in the affected region and by weakened bone that may nanen and collapse. 
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Figure C- 2 External fixati on treatment of femora l shaft fracture 
However, in the contex t of femoral shaft fractures, the use of external fi xati on devices 
tends to be limited to contaminated or unstable fractures as closed reduction and 
stab ili zation of such fractures are usua ll y imposs ible, and surgical treatment with 
fi xation by plates and screws is required [162]. In such cases, external fi xation device 
provides temporary s tabiLization of the fracture while the contaminated wound is 
being treated. Upon closure of the wound, the ex ternal fixa tion device is then replaces 
by internal fi xators. Therefore, in summary, ex ternal fi xation in cases of mUlti ple 
injuries offers a quick method of s labilization, resulting in better outcome of the 
fracture as well as better rehabilitation of the associated injury [1 63, 164] . 
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APPENDIX D: Overview of the X-ray 
• • Imagmg 
D.1 X-ray Tube 
X-rays are a form of eleclromagnetic wave with a wavelength range frol11 0.001 nl11 to 
10 nm. X-rays are produced in a device known as X-ray tube. Within the X-ray tube, 
electrons are accelerated from the hot cathode fil ament (the cathode typically employs 
a heated tungsten lil ament as the source of the electrons) towards the anode surface, 
where X-rays are prod uced mainly by Bremss/rohillng process. The Bremsstrahlung 
process is due to the dece leration of the incident electrons by coulomb i ntcractions 
with the e lectrons and nuclei of the target materi al. This process give a cont inuous 
spectrum. 
Cooling 
ch."\ll1lels 
Anode block 
Window 
Figure D- I Schematic diagra m of X-ray tube 
The intensity of the X-ray beam decreases as the square of the distance from the focal 
spot increases. Thus, the further away from the X-ray tube the patient is located the 
less rad iation per square meter and the less like ly hood of radiation burn. This is 
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especial ly important in the Lateral view since the X-ray tube is usually much closer to 
the patient than in the AI' view. 
A high voltage generator powers the X-ray tube. An increase in voltage results in an 
increase in image density, which in turn decreases image contrast. Image density in 
the radiograph is a lso controlled by combinati on of amount of current in the cathode 
used to produce the electrons, which strikes the focal po int, and the duration of 
exposure. Therefore, by controlling the X-ray tube voltage and current, a cont inuou 
spec trum of the X-ray radiation may be obtained, whose penetrative properties are 
suitable for specific radiographic examination. Therefore. the proper combination of 
currcnt-time-vo/tage is the responsibility o r the X-ray technician [108]. 
In order to reduce radiation exposure to the patient. colfimation and filtration of the 
X- ray beam emerging from the X-ray tube is performed. 
D.l.1 Collim ation 
Collimation involves restricting the size of the useful X-ray field to the region of 
cl in ica l interest us ing lead shutters, bec3u e, larger the X-ray field size, the larger the 
amount of scarter, which degrades the image qua lity. By tightly colli mating the X-ray 
beam to the area of interest reduces the amo unt of scatter reduces the vo lume of 
tissue exposed, and improves the quality of the image. 
D.J.2 Filtration 
Filtration is perfonned using an aluminium ex it window in the X-ray tube, to absorb 
the lower-energy X-ray photons emitted by the tube before they reach the patient. 
Fi ltrat ion results in cleaner image due to absorption of the lower energy X-ray 
photons that tend to scatter more, and therefore do not contribute to radiographic 
image. 
Because of heterogeneous nature of human body, the primary X-ray beam, which 
leaves the X- ray tube housing, is subjected to a seri es of different attenuation 
processes as it passes through the patient 's body. This attenuation is directly related to 
thi ckness, atomic number, and density of the ti ssues ill the way of the X-ray beam. 
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The attenuated beam emergIng from patient therefore represents information aboul 
internal anatomica l structures in the form distribution of X-ray radiation intensilies. 
Since, anatomical information is onl y provided by x-rays, which passes straight 
through lhe palient, lherefore if any of the deflected rays reaches the image plane, it 
adds the noise i.e. informati on not related to area o f interest. In order to avoid noise 
addition in X- ray images, a grid is placed in front of the image plane, which conta ins 
lead va nes that are parallel with one another in one direction and converge towards 
the nominal position of tbe focal poi nt of the X-ray tube. This grid is called " Bucky". 
The lead vanes absorb virtuall y all deflected rays. The bucky also moves back and 
forth in its own plane during rad iation exposure to eliminate shadows of the vanes 
[ 108]. 
D.2 X-ray Image Intensifier 
An X- ray image intensifier is a large image tube that converts a low intensity X-ray 
image into visible image, as shown in Figure D- 2. 
INPUT 
SURFACE 
INCIDENT X-RAYS 
OUTPUT PHOSPHOR 
SCREEN 
--:::;><:::::::n= OUTPUT UGHT 
IMAGE 
PHOTOCATHODE } 
INPUT PHOSPHOR SCREEN INPUT 
\'-~~~~~~~~~~~~-- SURFACE 
PHOSPHOR SCREEN SUBS1RATE (AI) 
Figure 0 - 2 Construction and operation of X-ray image intensifier 
X-rays incident on the X-ray image intensifier are transmitted through an aluminum 
metal input window with high X-ray transmittance and less scattering. They are then 
absorbed by an input phosphor screen and converted into a light image. The input 
phosphor is typicall y 15 to 40 cm in diameter, depend ing on the image intensifier. An 
intermediate layer (less than 0.001 I11m thick) is evaporated onto the ilUler surface of 
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the input phosphor and photocathode, which is about 2 run thick. The intennediate 
layer has a high optical transmis ion and is used to chemically isolate the input 
phosphor and photocathode materials. Light photons emitted by the input phosphor 
are absorbed via the photoelectric effect in the photocathode to release photoelectrons. 
The vacuum is then required so that the electrons can travel unimpeded. A vo ltage of 
25 to 35 k V is used to accelerate the electrons. An electri c lens (e lectri c field) that 
consi ts of an input window, focused electrodes and an anode as shown in Figure D-
2, is used for focussing them onto the output phosphor. A current of abo ut 10.8 to 10.7 
Amperes results in the acceleration and focussing of these electrons which gives rise 
to the image intensification. The output phosphor screen then, again, converts this 
photoelectron into a visible light image. The output phosphor emi ts a green light when 
it absorbs the accelerated electrons, and is typically about 0.005 mm thick and 25 to 
35 mm in diameter. ince the photoelectron imagc is condensed by the electric lens, 
to increase the density of electrons, and simultaneously accelerated by a high electric 
field to co llide with the ou tput phosphor screen, the output image is approximately 
10000 times bri ghter than it would be obtained when the phosphor screen is placed at 
the input surface position of the X-ray image intensifier due to electron acceleration 
and image reduction process. 
The fluoroscopic image, which is fonned at the output window of image intensifier, is 
too small to be of any useful clinical use as diameter of output screen is usually 
2.5cm. Therefore the output image from the output window is viewed using 
te levision technology, whjch uses lens system to focus output image onto the 
photoconducti ve surface of either a television camera or CCD camera . The an1p lified 
output from the camera is transmitted as a video signal and can be viewed on the 
television screen in real time. 
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APPENDIX E: Software details 
In thi s secti on, in order to give a better understanding of machine vision system, the 
functions and sub-functions developed by the author in Matlab environment to obtain 
the drilling trajectory of distallocking holc are di scussed in details. It should be noted 
that CF) represents the flmcti ons developed by the author, whereas CM) represents the 
Mat lab built-in functions that author have used . It should be noted that conversion of 
mac hine vision system from Mallab to Visual C++Nisual Basic envi rolunen t can be 
accomp li shcd by converting fu nctions represented by CM) in these flowchart s into 
Visual ++Nisua l Basic code. 
E.I.I im gvicw.m 
Once the user have grabbed an intraoperative X-ray image, and ready to proceed wi th 
it, il11gview.Jl1 determines whether it is a Lateral or AP view image based on the 
location of the ova l shaped distal hole projection. 
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imgview.m (F): Finds whether it is Lateral or AP view. 
* otsu.m (F): Thresholding value is chosen corresponding 
to maximum variance between black & white 
group of pixels. 
~ 
im2bw (M) :Convert an image to a binary image, 
based on threshold value. 
+ 
bwlabel (M): Labels object in a binary image. I 
+ I regionprops (M): Finds properties of labelled objects. I 
+ 
sort (M): Sorts objects in descending or ascending order 
according to their area (pixels). 
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E .1.2 selectoval.m 
This function automatically locates the position of two distal locking holes from the 
Lateral view X-ray image. 
I selectoval.m (F): Locates the distal hole projection i.e. the oval I 
~ 
otsu.m (F) : 
Thresholding value is chosen corresponding 
to maximum variance between black & white 
group of pixels. 
~ 
im2bw (M) :Convert an image to a binary image, 
based on threshold value . 
~ 
bwlabel (M): Labels object in a binary image. 
~ I region props (M): Finds properties of labelled objects. I 
~ I sort (M): Sorts objects in descending or ascending order I 
find (M): Finds indices of elements. 
length (M) : Gives the length of a vector. 
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E. l .3 nailcenpt.m 
This function uses the information about the location of distaJ locking ho le in the 
Lateral view image, obtained from "selectoval.m" to draw automatic line profiles 
across the nail on both sides of the distal locking hole to detect the nai l edges, wnich 
in turn results in detennination of nai l diameter and poi nts on the centreline of the nai l 
in Lateral view. 
r nailcenptm (F) Locates the nail edges, Nail diareter & points on the nail's centreline. I 
~ 
li"lJl"ofile (M) : Corrputes Ire intensity values along a line I 
1 
edgecord.m & istcheck.m (F) Locates the nail edges using profiles. 
~ 
r ~ 
profileright .rr(F) profi Ieleft . rr( F) 
Draw.> autorratic line p-ofiles at right hand Draw.> autorratic line profiles at left hand 
side of the oval using autoprofile.m side of the oval using autoprofile.m 
1 I 
1 
r autoprofile.m (F) I 1-Fdl<Ming Matlab furdions "" used for each r:l1te 12 profiles. 
length (M) : Gives the length of a vector 
fix (M) : Rounds tCNVardS zero. 
abs (M) : Gives absolute value. 
max (M) : Gives rraximum value of an aITaf. 
rrin (M) : Gives rrinimumvaue of an array. 
mean (M): Gives average vaue of an array. 
find (M) : Finds indioes of elerrents. 
length (M) : Gives Ire length of a vector. 
size (M) : returns Ire sizes of ea:h dimension of an array. 
std (M) : returns the standard deviation 
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E.1.4 frXRllIat.m & frOuterlat.m 
This function is used to carry out fiducial recognition of XRlI and Source ca li bration 
plates in the Lateral view image. 
lookright.m, lookcentre.m & lookleft.m (F) 
IrXRlllatm & lrOuterlatm (F) Locates the remaining flClucials of Source calibration 
Automated fiducial recognition of XRfI plate in lateral view. 
& Source calibration plates in lateral view lookingrightm, lookingcentre.m & lookingleft.m (F) 
• Location of reference ! markers in Lateral view Locates the remaining f!dueials of XRII calibration plate 
in lateral view. 
latrefmarker.m • sortarea.m & reflalm(F) 
Retums the centre of central and orientation ~ 
marker of the XRII calibration plate in lateral 
I lmcrop (M) : Crops an imageJ view. 
latwashers.m (F) ~ Returns the centre of 4 washers of the 
Source calibration plate in lateral view. info.m (F) This lunction checks sum(M) 
~ Region 01 Interest (R.DJ) minIM) 
-
max IM) 
containing the fiducial for the 
abs(M) 
olsu.m (F) presence of the nail or background. size (M) 
im2bw (M) :Convert an image to a binary length (M) 
image, based on threshold 
imcomplement (M) : Inverts an image 
bwlabel (M) :Label object based on olsU.m (F) 
thresholding 
.ize (M) 
region props (M): Finds properties 01 findcentre.m (F) sum (M) 
labelled objects. Returns the centre of fiducials 1-- bwlabel (M) 
find (M): Finds indioes 01 elements. in Lateral view. region props (M 
abs (M): Gives absolute value. sort(M) 
imcrop (M): Crops an image. find (M) 
globalthreshold .m (F) length (M) 
Finds the threshold value based on average. 
min (M) : gives minimum value of an array 
max (M) : gives maximum value of an array 
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E.l.5 a utoova l.m 
This fu ncti on is used to determine the angle between the major axis o f the oval and 
the nail ax is. 
autooval.m (F) m ean (M) : Gives average value of an array. 
Determines the angle between the nail axis and the major 
s ize (M) : Returns the size of each dimension axis of the oval i,e. A: 
~ ~ of an array. 
imcrop (M) : Crops an image. zeros (M) : Creates an array of all zeros. 
olsu.m (F) length (M) : Gives the length of a vector. 
edge (M) : Edge detection using sobet method. ~ im2bw (M) :Converts an image into binary 
image,based on threshold value. 
moments.m (F) 
max (M) : Gives maximum value of an array. 
imcomplement (M) : Inverts an image. Calculates the major axis of the ova/ using 
bwlabel (M) : Label object based on thresholding. moments, 
regionprops (M): Finds properties of labelled objects. 
~ 
sortarea.m (F) 
Returns area of all the objects within the cropped region 
containing the distal hole projection i.e. ollaL 
~ 
imcomplement (M) ; Inverts an image. 
bwlabel (M) : Label object based on thresholding. 
region props (M); Finds properties of labelled objects. 
sort (M) : Sort objects in descending or ascending order. 
~ 
checkrect .m (F) 
Checks the presence of fiducials within the cropped region r-----
containing the distal hole projection i.e. oval. 
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E.1.6 cenworldcordlat.m 
This function is used to define the plane in the Lateral v iew using points on the nail 
centreline and the Lateral view focal point. 
cenworldcordlat.m (F) 
Defines the plane in lateral view using points on the nail centreline and the Lateral view focal point. 
~ 
I focallat.m (F) :Determines the focal point in lateral view I 
~ 
worldcordlatlnner.m (F) : Assigns image and real world co-ordinates of each fiducial of Lateral 
view XRII plate to a unique variable. 
~ 
worldcordlatsource.m (F) : Assigns image and real world co-ordinates of each fiducial of Lateral 
view Source plate to a unique variable. 
~ 
imagepoint.m (F) : Select 18 image points (i.e. centre of fiducials) from Lateral view XRII Plate 
for focal point calculation. Also assigns the world co-ordinates for these given image points. 
~ 
I find (M) , length (M) I 
~ 
finddistance.m (F) :Finds the three closest fiducials for a given image point, such that these three 
fiducials bounds the given image- point in a triangle. 
~ 
I sqrt (M) , sort (M) I 
~. 
worldsource.m (F) For 18 given image points on XRII plate, finds the corresponding world 
co-ordinates on source plate. 
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E.1.7 frXRllap.m & frOuterap.m 
This function is used to carry out fiducial recognition of XRIl and Source calibration 
plates in the AP view image. 
lookingrightap.m, lookingcenlreap.m & lookingleflap.m (F) 
frXRllap.m & frOuterap.m (F) Locates the remaining fiducials of XRII calibration plate inAP view. 
Automated fiducial recognition of XRII 
lookrighlap.m, lookcenlreap.m & lookleflap.m (F) & Source calibration plates in AP view 
Locates the remaining fiducials of Source calibration 
• Location of reference ~markers in AP view plate in AP view. 
aprefmarker.m , sortarea.m & refap.m(F) ~. Returns the centre of central and orientation 
i lmcrop (M) : Crops an imageJ marker of the XRII calibration plate in AP 
view. i apwas hers.m (F) 
Returns the centre of 4 washers of the info.m (F) This function checks sum(M) 
Source calibration plate in AP view. Region of Interest (R.O.I) min (M) 
i containing the fiducial for the r- maxIM) abs (M) presence of the nail or background. size (M) 
olsu.m (F) length (M) 
im2bw (M) :Convert an image to a binary 
image, based on threshold 
imcomplemenl (M) : Inverts an image 
olsu .m (F) bwtabet (M) :Label object based on 
thresholding findcentreap.m (F) size (M) 
region props (M): Finds properties of Returns the centre of fiducials 1--. sum (M) labelled objects. bwtabet (M) 
find (M): Finds indices of elements. inAP view. regionprops (M) sort(M) 
abs (M): Gives absolute value. find (M) 
imcrop (M): Crops an image. length (M) 
globallhreshold.m (F) 
Finds the threshold value based on average. 
min (M): gives minimum value of an array 
max (M) : gives maximum value of an array 
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E.1.8 na ilcenptap.m 
This function at first uses the information about the location of central and orientatio n 
marker in the AP view image, obtained from " frXRJ Jap.m" to crop the image sllch 
that it contains the nail. Then bOllnding box for the nai l is obtained, and line profiles 
across the nail are drawn at short interva ls, so that di stal hole can be avoided whi le 
drawing line profiles to determine the nail centrel ine in the AP view image. 
I nailcenptap.m (F) Locates the nail edges, Nail diameter & points on the nail's centreline in AP view. 
~ 
sortapnail.m (F): Finds the region containing the nail in AP view image. 
~ 
limprofile (M) : Computes the inlensity values along a line I 
+ I edgecord.m & istcheck.m (F) Locates the nail edges using profiles. I 
~ 
+ ~ 
I 
approfileright .m(F) Draws automatic line profiles al right I 
hand sIde of the oval uSIng apautoprofile.m 
I approfileleft .m(F) Draws automatic line profiles at left han1 
side of the oval uSing apautoprofilc.m 
I 
l 
I 
lapautoprofile.m (F)I 
.+ . Following MaUab functions are used for each of the 12 profiles. 
length (M) : Gives the length of a vector. 
fix (M) : Rounds towards zero, 
abs (M) : Gives absolute value. 
max (M): Gives maximum value of an array. 
minIM) : Gives minimum value of an array. 
mean (M): Gives average value of an array. 
find(M): Finds indices of elements. 
length (M) : Gives the length of a vector. 
size (M) : retums the sizes of each dimension of an array. 
std (M) : retums the standard deviation 
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E.1.9 cenworldcordap.m 
This function is llsed to define the plane In the AP view using points on the nail 
centreline and the AP view focal point. 
cenworldcordap. m (F) 
Defines the plane in AP view using points on the nail centreline and the AP view focal point. 
~ 
I focalap.m (F) :Determines the focal point in AP view I 
J. 
worldcordaplnner.m (F) : Assigns image and real world co-ordinates of each fiducial of AP view 
XRII plate to a unique variable. 
~ 
worldcordapsource.m (F) : Assigns image and real world co-ordinates of each fiducial of AP 
view Source plate to a unique variable. 
~ 
imagepointap.m (F) : Select 18 image points (i.e. centre of fiducials) from AP view XRII Plate 
for focal point calculation. Also assigns the world co-ordinates for these given image points. 
~ 
I find (M) , length (M) I 
~ 
finddistance.m (F) :Finds the three closest fiducials for a given image point, such that these three 
fiducials bounds the given image- point in a triangle. 
~ 
I sqrt (M) , sort (M) I 
1 
worldsource.m (F) For 18 given image points on XRII plate, finds the corresponding world 
co-ordinates on source plate. 
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E.J.1O findpo int.m & lin elin einter ect. m 
"findpo inLm" dete rmines the nail axis in space by intersecting the planes defined in 
Lateral and AI' views. Whereas, " linelineinterseCLm" is used to determine the target 
point of the drilling trajectory by intersecting nail ax is with the line-of-sight passing 
through the centre of the oval. It al 0 determines the angle between the na il axi s and 
the X-ray imaging ax is . 
E.l.Il Lookup.m 
The ang le between maj or ax is of oval and nail ax is i.e. "A."and angle between nail 
ax is and the X-ray imaging ax is i. e. "~", obtained from X-ray image ana lysis are 
entered as input and rotation o f the nail about its own axis i.e. "8" is calculated using 
Look-up table, which is obtained by modelling of the nail in AutoCA D Mechanica l 
Desktop. 
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APPENDIX F: Theodolite measurement 
procedure 
Given that the distance between the two theodolites is known the 3-D position of the 
target point is determined with respect to the co-ordinate system of the master 
theodolite in the following manner: 
I. First it is necessary to achieve precIse levelling of each theodolite. This is 
achieved by rotating the theodolite until its plate bubble is parallel to any two foot 
screws (say A and B), then adjusting A and B to centre the bubble. The le ft thumb 
rule appli es as usual (the bubble will travel in the direction of the left thumb). 
Now rotate the theodolite body by 90°, and centre the bubble with the third foot 
screw ( ) only. This procedure is repeated for each 90° revolution of the 
ins trument until the bubble is centred for all four positions. 
2. Alignment of the two theodolites is then achieved by turning both theodolites such 
that they face each other, then in order to et their respective hori zontal angle to 
zero, their cross hair are centred over one another. 11 should be noted that both 
theodolites should measure positive rotation in opposite directions. For example, 
if the Master theodolite measures positive rotation in a clock-wise direction , then 
the other theodolite shou ld measure positive rotation in a counter Clock-wise 
direction. The two theodol ites should be positioned such that their optica l axes 
converge at approximately 90° . 
3. The two theodolites should also be positioned as close as possible to the object, as 
they measure angular values, hence doing so will increase their resolution in terms 
of di stance. The only limitation for thi s is to get in-focus views of the desired 
point. Theodol ites used in this study (Sokisha DT5) can focus objects down to I 
metre in front of the object lens. 
4. Then the ca libration is performed, i.e. the length between the two theodolites is 
measured, to provide a base line as described in the fo llowing section: 
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Calibration 
Calibration for the distance between theodolites is carried out using a metre ruler. As 
in usua l practice, the distance between the two theodolites is not known accurately; 
there f< rc, two points at each end of a known length scale bar are measured by 
centering to determine theodolite separati on as fo llows [1 65]: 
• At first determining the dimensionless co- rciinatcs of the two target points on the 
sca le bar by simply using Hori zontal and vertical angles of master theodolite and 
hori zonta l angle of the other theodolite, i.e. (xpypz,) & (x"y"z,) respecti vely. 
• Since the spaci ng between the two target points on the scale bar, say"/" , i known 
, the spacing between the two theodolites can be determined as follows: 
d 
I 
)(x, -x,)' + (y, - y,)' + (z , -z,)' 
• Then, fTom each end of this base line, an angle is measured to a di stant (i.e. target) 
point using a particular theodol ite. Therefore, now a triangle is formed in which 
the length o f one side and two adjacent angles are known. By using tri gonometry 
it is possible to work out the lengths of the other (WO sides. 
• The co-ordinates of a point s ighted by two mutually level theodolites can be found 
using the following equations: 
Where, 
x = cl inHb CosH, 
Sin(/-I . + /-I ,,) , 
Y cl SinH b Sinl-l , d = an 
Sin(N" + Nb) 
Z = dSinH b tanV, 
Sin(N. + Hb ) 
H.,V. = Horizontal & Vertical angle/or master theodolite "a". 
H. = Horizontal angle/or theodolite "b" . 
d = seperation betweentheoclolites "(t" & "b" . 
Uncertai nty in measurement occurs due to the errors in the calibration length and 
angular errors cau ed by: 
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• Levelling and calibration, 
• Selling the telescope on the target (i.e. centering) and 
• Accuracy of angular encoders. 
The angular error in setting the telescope is limited by angular (Rayleigh) resolUlion 
of the te lescope, which is given by [165J: 
e 1.22,l 1 ?2 10-' d ' !'. =--= ._ x ra IDns 
D 
Where, 
,l = wavelength oJ visible light = 0.5 Micron and 
D = Diameter oJ the objeclive lens = 50mll1. 
Now, assuming that the measurement tri angle is wc ll conditioned and tak ing the 
di stance " L" to the object be ing I metre, the pos itional error will be given by: 
Pos _ error = L!'.e = 0.0 122 111111 
I.e. if the two points are closer than 0.0 122mm, while they are located at a distance 
greater than I metre to the theodolite object lens, they will be observed as onc single 
point rather than 2 distinct points. 
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APPENDIX G: CMM measurements on 
calibration frame 
Based on the hypothesis that an improvement in the quality of the input data should 
result in an improvement in the overall accuracy of the system, an inspection of the 
calibration frame was undertaken lIsing CMM, as shown in Figure G- I. 
Figure G- I Ca libration frame inspection using CMM 
Following measurements were obtained using CMM: 
Relative positions of the individual calibration plates with respect to the Lateral XRII 
Plate 
Several Points (in order to avoid errors, due to measuring once only) on the surface of 
each individual calibration plate were lIsed in order to determine the relative positions 
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of the indi vidual ca libration plates with respect to the Lateral XRlI Plate (i.e. datum 
plate, as the speci fied origin of the calibration frame lies on this calibration plate). 
Perpendicularity between Lateral and A P calibration plates 
Several points on the surface of the Lateral and AI' ca libration plates we re used to 
define a plane in each view respecti ve ly. Then angle between those two planes was 
determined to find the perpend icul arity between Lateral and AP plates, this angle was 
found to be89.98° . 
Parallelism be/Ween XRII and Source calibration plates in Lateral and AP views 
respectively 
Lateral view = 0.03° , AP view = 0.0 1 0 . 
In order to obtain actua l positioning of calibration markers (fiduc ia ls), locat ion of 
each indi vidual fiducial's centre is determined with respect to an arb itra1'i ly defined 
ca li bration frame co-ord inate system. It should be noted that since, the SI ecified 
centre of the fiducials does not lie on the surface o f the respective cali bration plate 
(i .e. XY plane for Lateral plates fiducials, whereas, YZ plane for the AP plates 
fiducial s), therefore, multiple points along the circumference of each fiducial are used 
to determine the centre of fiducial . 
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G.1 Lateral XRII Calibration plate 
Figure G- 2 shows tbe fiducial layout on the La teral XRJI calibration plate, which 
each fid ucial being given a unique identi ty. Whereas, Table G- I and Table G- 2 
depicts the comparison between the specified and measured location o f each fi ducia l 
embedded on the Lateral XRJ I ca li bra tion Plate. It should be noted Iha t all dimensions 
are in mi ll imetre. 
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Figure G- 2 Fiducill t "lyoul on Ih e La leral XRn clIlibrll lion pla le 
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Specified values CMM Measurements 
Line Fiducial X Y X Y 
0 a 60 40 60.1 40.04 
0 bl 60 30 60.02 29.95 
0 b2 60 20 60.05 20.03 
0 b3 60 10 59.99 10 
0 b4 60 0 60.02 0.07 
0 cl 60 50 60.18 49.88 
0 c2 60 60 60.17 59.97 
0 c3 60 70 60.22 70.04 
0 c4 60 80 60.23 79.99 
1 d 50 40 50.07 39.94 
1 el 50 30 50.08 29.96 
1 e2 50 20 50.06 19.98 
1 e3 50 10 49.93 9.94 
1 e4 50 0 50.04 0.01 
1 11 50 50 50.02 49.96 
1 12 50 60 50.06 59.95 
1 13 50 70 50.15 69.98 
1 14 50 80 50.2 80 
2 9 40 40 40.12 39.99 
2 hl 40 30 40.08 30.01 
2 h2 40 20 40.04 20.03 
2 h3 40 10 40.04 9.9 
2 h4 40 0 40.02 0.01 
2 il 40 50 40.05 49.92 
2 i2 40 60 40.08 60.02 
2 i3 40 70 40.07 70.02 
2 i4 40 80 40.11 80.06 
3 j 30 40 30.1 40.04 
3 kl 30 30 30.01 30.05 
3 k2 30 20 30.08 20.03 
3 k3 30 10 29.93 10 
3 k4 30 0 30.07 0.01 
3 11 30 50 30.09 49.94 
3 12 30 60 30.05 59.94 
3 13 30 70 30.14 69.98 
3 14 30 80 30.09 80.06 
4 m 20 40 20.04 40 
4 nl 20 30 20.09 30.01 
4 n2 20 20 20.04 20.05 
4 n3 20 10 20.03 10.08 
4 n4 20 0 19.91 0.02 
4 01 20 50 19.98 50.09 
4 02 20 60 20.12 60.03 
4 03 20 70 20.08 70.13 
4 04 20 80 20.19 80.01 
Table G- I Compa rison between specified 'HId measured fiducial centre for Ihe La lera l XRI I 
Plale - I 
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Specified va lues CMM Measurements 
line Fiducial X Y X Y 
5 P 10 40 10.06 40.05 
5 q1 10 30 10.08 30.05 
5 q2 10 20 10.07 19.99 
5 q3 10 10 10.08 10.08 
5 q4 10 0 9.92 0.01 
5 r1 10 50 10 50.04 
5 r2 10 60 10.11 60.11 
5 r3 10 70 10.13 70 
5 r4 10 80 10.17 80.06 
6 5 0 40 0.05 40.02 
6 11 0 30 0.06 30.11 
6 t2 0 20 0.05 20.13 
6 13 0 10 0.02 10.01 
6 14 0 0 0 0 
6 u1 0 50 0.1 50 
6 u2 0 60 0.12 60.11 
6 u3 0 70 0.09 70.11 
6 u4 0 80 0.07 80.06 
7 v 70 40 70.06 40 
7 w1 70 30 70 29.89 
7 w2 70 20 69.97 19.96 
7 w3 70 10 70 9.88 
7 w4 70 0 70.02 0.14 
7 x1 70 50 70.12 50.05 
7 x2 70 60 70.1 59.98 
7 x3 70 70 70.08 69.94 
7 x4 70 80 70.18 79.9 
8 Y 80 40 80.04 39.92 
8 z1 80 30 80.05 29.9 
8 z2 80 20 80.15 19.93 
8 z3 80 10 80.1 9.84 
8 z4 80 0 80.09 0.16 
8 za1 80 50 80.21 49.94 
8 za2 80 60 80.18 59.87 
8 za3 80 70 80.14 69.9 
8 za4 80 80 80.17 79.92 
Tabte c- 2 Comparison between specified and measured fiduciat centre for the Lateral XRII 
"fate - 2 
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9.4 G.2 Lateral Source Calibration plate 
Figure G- 3 shows the fiducial layout on the La tera l Source calibration plate, which 
each fiducial be ing given a unique identity. Whereas, Table G- 3 and Table G- 4 
depicts the compari son between the specified and measured locati on of each fiducial 
embedded on the Lateral Source ca li bration Plate. It hould be noted that a ll 
dimensions are in millimetre. 
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Figure G- 3 Fiducia l layout on the Lateral Source ca libration plate 
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Specified values C MM Measurements 
Line Fiducial X Y X Y 
0 A 53.8 35.5 53.8 35.39 
0 B1 53.8 26.5 53.85 26.4 
0 B2 53.8 17.5 53.87 17.37 
0 B3 53.8 8.5 53.83 8.36 
0 C1 53.8 44.5 53.8 44.38 
0 C2 53.8 53.5 53.81 53.37 
0 C3 53.8 62 .5 53.72 62.4 
0 C4 53.8 71 .5 53.73 71 .39 
1 D 44.8 35.5 44.87 35.36 
1 E1 44.8 26.5 44.8 26.34 
1 E2 44.8 17.5 44.86 17.4 
1 E3 44.8 8.5 44.9 8.42 
1 F1 44.8 44.5 44 .86 44 .35 
1 F2 44.8 53.5 44.75 53.36 
1 F3 44.8 62.5 44 .75 62.35 
F4 44.8 71.5 44.7 71 .39 
2 G 35.8 35.5 35.9 35.32 
2 H1 35.8 26.5 35.87 26.32 
2 H2 35.8 17.5 35.86 17.31 
2 H3 35.8 8.5 35.85 8.33 
2 11 35.8 44 .5 35.81 44 .35 
2 12 35.8 53.5 35.82 53.34 
2 13 35.8 62 .5 35.81 62.35 
2 14 35.8 71 .5 35.7 71 .35 
3 J 26.8 35.5 26.85 35.33 
3 K1 26.8 26.5 26.84 26.25 
3 K2 26.8 17.5 26.86 17.31 
3 K3 26.8 8.5 26.84 8 .26 
3 L1 26.8 44 .5 26.86 44 .3 
3 L2 26.8 53.5 26.78 53.3 
3 L3 26.8 62 .5 26.76 62 .3 
3 L4 26.8 71 .5 26.74 71 .32 
Table G- 3 Co mparison between specified and measured fiducial centre for the Lateral Source 
Pia le - I 
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Specified values CMM Measurements 
Line Fiducia l X Y X Y 
4 M 17.8 35.5 17.85 35.22 
4 N1 17.8 26.5 17.88 26.26 
4 N2 17.8 17.5 17.83 17.29 
4 N3 17.8 8.5 17.87 8.29 
4 01 17.8 44.5 17.78 44.31 
4 02 17.8 53.5 17.82 53.27 
4 03 17.8 62.5 17.74 62.28 
4 04 17.8 71.5 17.71 71.29 
5 P 8.8 35.5 8.87 35.2 
5 01 8.8 26.5 8.82 26.25 
5 02 8.8 17.5 8.85 17.28 
5 03 8.8 8.5 8.85 8.27 
5 R1 8.8 44.5 8.83 44.2 
5 R2 8.8 53.5 8.7 53.26 
5 R3 8.8 62.5 8.72 62.24 
5 R4 8.8 71.5 8.71 71.26 
6 S 62.8 35.5 62.77 35.42 
6 T1 62.8 26.5 62.79 26.46 
6 T2 62.8 17.5 62.83 17.38 
6 T3 62.8 8.5 62.88 8.45 
6 U1 62.8 44.5 62.81 44.42 
6 U2 62.8 53.5 62.74 53.44 
6 U3 62.8 62.5 62.72 62.44 
6 U4 62.8 71 .5 62.72 71.43 
7 V 71 .8 35.5 71 .88 35.4 
7 W1 71.8 26.5 71.87 26.5 
7 W2 71 .8 17.5 71.95 17.4 
7 W3 71.8 8.5 71 .95 8.35 
7 X1 71.8 44.5 71.84 44.42 
7 X2 71 .8 53.5 71.78 53.44 
7 X3 71.8 62.5 71.73 62.44 
7 X4 71.8 71 .5 71.69 71 .5 
Table G- 4 Comparison between specified and measured fidu cia l cenlre for Ihe La leral ource 
Plale - 2 
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G.3 AP XRII Calibration plate 
Figure G- 4 shows the fiducial layout on the AP XRll calibration plate, which each 
fiducial being given a unique identity. Whereas, Table G- 5 and Table G- 6 depicts 
the compa ri son between the specified and measured location of each fiduc ia l 
embedded on the AP X Rl I calibration Plate. It shou ld be noted that a ll dimensions are 
in millimetre. 
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Specified value MM Meas uremenls 
line Fiducial Y Z Y Z 
0 a 40 156.8 40.34 157. 12 
0 b1 26 156.8 26.33 157.19 
0 b2 12 156.8 12.25 157.13 
0 b3 -2 156.8 -1.73 157.17 
0 b4 -16 156.8 -15.74 157.12 
0 c1 54 156.8 54.26 157.15 
0 c2 68 156.8 68.32 157.13 
0 c3 82 156.8 82.39 157.07 
0 c4 96 156.8 96.39 157.06 
1 d 40 142.8 40.28 143.08 
1 e1 26 142.8 26.3 143.16 
1 e2 12 142.8 12.31 143.18 
1 e3 -2 142.8 -1.69 143.13 
1 e4 -16 142.8 -15.75 143.08 
1 11 54 142.8 54 .29 143.18 
12 68 142.8 68.29 143 
13 82 142.8 82 .36 142.98 
14 96 142.8 96.26 142.96 
2 9 40 128.8 40.19 129 .15 
2 h1 26 128.8 26.17 129.11 
2 h2 12 128.8 12.2 129.11 
2 h3 -2 128.8 -1 .79 129.15 
2 h4 -16 128.8 -15.77 129.19 
2 i1 54 128.8 54 .21 129.1 
2 i2 68 128.8 68.33 129.06 
2 i3 82 128.8 82.28 129.01 
2 i4 96 128.8 96.22 129.01 
3 j 40 114.8 40.24 115.1 
3 k1 26 114.8 26.21 115.17 
3 k2 12 114.8 12.24 115.15 
3 k3 -2 114.8 -1.74 115.07 
3 k4 -16 114.8 -15.82 115.13 
3 11 54 11 4.8 54 .2 115 
3 12 68 114.8 68.27 114 .97 
3 13 82 114.8 82.23 114.98 
3 14 96 114.8 96.15 115.01 
4 m 40 100.8 40.26 101 .08 
4 n1 26 100.8 26.27 101 .07 
4 n2 12 100.8 12.24 101 .17 
4 n3 -2 100.8 -1 .79 101 .09 
4 n4 -16 100.8 -15.73 101 .09 
4 01 54 100.8 54 .3 101 .09 
4 02 68 100.8 68.16 101 .04 
4 03 82 100.8 82.25 101 .09 
4 04 96 100.8 96.26 101.05 
Ta ble G- 5 Comparison between specified and measured fidu cia l centre ror the AP XRII "'ale - , 
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Speei lied values CMM Measurements 
Line Fiducial Y Z Y Z 
5 P 40 86.8 40.15 87.1 
5 q1 26 86.8 26.29 87.13 
5 q2 12 86.8 12.15 87.12 
5 q3 -2 86.8 -1.79 87.11 
5 q4 -16 86.8 -15.8 87.08 
5 r1 54 86.8 54.26 87.09 
5 r2 68 86.8 68.2 87.15 
5 r3 82 86.8 82.21 87.11 
5 r4 96 86.8 96.27 86.99 
6 s 40 72.8 40.07 73.07 
6 t1 26 72.8 26.14 73.11 
6 t2 12 72.8 12.19 73.12 
6 t3 -2 72.8 -1 .92 73.13 
6 t4 -16 72.8 -15.86 73.17 
6 u1 54 72.8 54.18 73 
6 u2 68 72.8 68.25 72.98 
6 u3 82 72.8 82.2 72.96 
6 u4 96 72.8 96.28 72.94 
7 v 40 170.8 40.35 171.13 
7 w1 26 170.8 26.32 171 .21 
7 w2 12 170.8 12.31 171.18 
7 w3 -2 170.8 -1 .72 171 .2 
7 w4 -16 170.8 -15.7 171 .25 
7 x1 54 170.8 54 .34 171 .08 
7 x2 68 170.8 68.31 171 .15 
7 x3 82 170.8 82.35 170.99 
7 x4 96 170.8 96.42 171.01 
8 Y 40 184.8 40.34 185.14 
8 z1 26 184.8 26.4 185.15 
8 z2 12 184.8 12.23 185.16 
8 z3 -2 184.8 -1.76 185.32 
8 z4 -16 184.8 -15.68 185.2 
8 za1 54 184.8 54.29 185.1 
8 za2 68 184.8 68.39 185.11 
8 za3 82 184.8 82.39 185.07 
8 za4 96 184.8 96.39 185.12 
Table G- 6 Comparison between specified and measured fidu cial centre for th e AP XRII Plate - 2 
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G.4 AP Source Calibration plate 
Figure G- 5 shows the fiducial layout on the AI' XRII calibration plate, which each 
fiducial being given a unique identity. Whereas, Table G- 7 and Table G- 8 depicts 
thc comparison between the specificd and measured location of each fiducial 
embedded on the AP XRl I calibration Plate. It should be noted that all dimensions are 
in mill imetre. 
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Specified values CMM Measurements 
Line Fiducial Y Z Y Z 
0 A 46.5 148.05 46.96 148.63 
0 Bl 33.5 148.05 33.95 148.69 
0 B2 20.5 148.05 20.9 148.72 
0 B3 7.5 148.05 7.93 148.74 
0 B4 -5.5 148.05 -5.07 148.79 
0 C1 59.5 148.05 59.9 148.59 
0 C2 72.5 148.05 72.88 148.58 
0 C3 85.5 148.05 85.92 148.55 
1 0 46.5 135.05 46.87 135.68 
1 E1 33.5 135.05 33.9 135.66 
1 E2 20.5 135.05 20.88 135.68 
1 E3 7 .5 135.05 7.89 135.69 
1 E4 -5.5 135.05 -5.13 135.75 
1 F1 59.5 135.05 59.86 135.61 
1 F2 72.5 135.05 72.85 135.6 
F3 85.5 135.05 85.89 135.56 
2 G 46.5 122.05 46.87 122.63 
2 H1 33.5 122.05 33.87 122.68 
2 H2 20.5 122.05 20.86 122.68 
2 H3 7.5 122.05 7.89 122.72 
2 H4 -5.5 122.05 -5.09 122.72 
2 11 59.5 122.05 58.88 122.6 
2 12 72.5 122.05 72.89 122.59 
2 13 85.5 122.05 85.88 122.6 
3 J 46.5 109.05 46.87 109.63 
3 K1 33.5 109.05 33.83 109.68 
3 K2 20.5 109.05 20.85 109.66 
3 K3 7.5 109.05 7.82 109.7 
3 K4 -5 .5 109.05 -5.16 109.74 
3 Ll 59.5 109.05 59.88 109.61 
3 L2 72.5 109 .05 72.85 109.63 
3 L3 85.5 109.05 85.85 109.59 
Table G-7 Comparison between spec ified and meas ured fiducial centre for the AI' So urce Plnte -
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Specified value CMM Measurements 
Line Fiducial Y Z Y Z 
4 M 46.5 96.05 46.87 96.62 
4 N1 33.5 96.05 33.84 96.64 
4 N2 20.5 96.05 20.83 96.66 
4 N3 7.5 96.05 7.84 96.67 
4 N4 -5 .5 96.05 -5.17 96.67 
4 0 1 59.5 96.05 59.84 96.65 
4 02 72.5 96.05 72.88 96.58 
4 03 85.5 96.05 85.85 96.58 
5 p 46.5 83.05 46.84 83.63 
5 01 33.5 83.05 33.79 83.65 
5 02 20.5 83.05 20.79 83.67 
5 03 7.5 83.05 7.83 83.68 
5 04 -5.5 83.05 -5.19 83.71 
5 R1 59.5 83.05 59.84 83.6 
5 R2 72.5 83.05 72.87 83.61 
5 R3 85.5 83.05 85.85 83.62 
6 S 46.5 161 .05 46.89 161 .65 
6 T1 33.5 161.05 33.92 161.71 
6 T2 20.5 161.05 20.93 161.71 
6 T3 7.5 161 .05 7.91 161.74 
6 T4 -5.5 161 .05 -5.04 161 .74 
6 U1 59.5 161 .05 59.89 161.59 
6 U2 72.5 161 .05 72.91 161 .58 
6 U3 85.5 161 .05 85.92 161 .57 
7 V 46.5 174.05 46.95 174.64 
7 W1 33.5 174.05 33.92 174.7 
7 W2 20.5 174.05 20.92 174.69 
7 W3 7.5 174 .05 7.91 174.73 
7 W4 -5.5 174.05 -5 .04 174.74 
7 X1 59.5 174.05 59.94 174.61 
7 X2 72.5 174.05 72.93 174.59 
7 X3 85.5 174.05 85.96 174.56 
Ta ble G- 8 Co mpa rison between spccined and measured ndllcia l centre for the AP Source Plate -
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X-Ray based Machine vision system for Robotic Assisted 
Orthopaedic Surgery 
F. lunejo', K. Bouazza-Marouf, D. Kefr and A.J. Taylor 
Wo lfson School of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering ,Loughborough UniversilY, UK 
Abstract 
In surgical procedures for femoral shaft frncturc trCittmcnt. current techniques for locking of disral 
holes on ilO intramedullary nail (i.e. disUlI locking) rely heavily on the use of lwo·dimcnsional X-
my images. 10 guide three-dimensional bone drilling. processes. 'nlcrcfore. a large numb~r of X-ray 
il11ilgcs .. re required as the surgeon IIses his/her skills nod experience to locale [he disWI hole axes. 
Since the long term effecls of X-ray radiation and Iheir relmion 10 dilrcrcllt types of cancer slill 
n:l11l1ins unknown. there is a need to dcvdop a slIrgicnl lcchni(llIC thm COil limil Ihe liS\! of X-rays 
during the distal locking procedure. A Robotic-Assisted Orthopaedic Surgery System has been 
developed at Loughborough University 10 assist orthopaedic surgeons by reducing (he irradiation 
involvcd in such operations. This system employs 11 novel approach of using a calibration frame 
with an X-my b.1Scd vision systcm to measure the dircl.:tion of the distal holes a.~es. The system 
simplifies [he current approach. as it uses only two ncar-onhogonal X-ray images. thereby 
considerably reducing the irradiation 10 both surgeon and pmicnl. Laboratory lcsl rcsults have 
shown Iha! the proposed system is very robust in the presence of variable noise and contrasl in the 
X-my images. 
1 J ntroduction 
Nowadays, inlramedullary nailing is Ihe besl available method for femoral shaft fraclure Irealmenl [I I, 
as it provides adequale slabilization for the mid-shaft fraclUres . However, in order 10 provide a more 
efTective fixation, i.e. rOlalional and axial slabi lilY, concepl of dislal locking has been introduced [2J. 
The inlramedullary na il is in the form of a slain less stecl tube with fixation holes at the proximal and 
disl.1 ends. The deformalion of the imramedullary nail during surgical procedure makes Ihe insenion of 
I) Corresponding author. Wolfson School of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering, 
Loughborough University, LE I I 3TU, Loughborough, UK. TeJ. :+44- I 509-227579; Email address: 
F.lunejo@lboro.ac.uk 
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the distal locking screws the most demanding step. Many devices have been developed to assist 
orthopaedic surgeons during distal locking. Examples inc lude proximally mounted targeting devices 
[3), image intensifier mounted devices [4), laser devices [5) and mechanical guides [6). However, all of 
lhcsc devices and techniques have deficiencies, for example, they are only se lect ively app licab le, are 
cumbersome and difficull to use, time consuming, or are nol sufficicnlly accurate. Due to their 
simplici ty, free hand techniques are used nowadays by 1110St of the surgeons as the best ava ilable 
method for the dista l locking procedure [7] . However, the free hand technique uses the so-ca lled 
"perfect circle approach" i.c. the position of the C~arm on the stationary leg is adjusted with continous 
X-ray imaging until the two distal holes appear as near perfect circ les rather than simp ly as ellipses. 
The surgeon then adjusts the entry point and orientation of the drill so that its axis coincides with the 
corresponding distal hole axis. Drilling proceeds incrementally, with each advance verified with a new 
pair of X-ray images. The major disadvantages of this technique are excessive irrad iation to both 
surgeon and patient and lengthy operationa l time which depends extensive ly on Ihe experience of the 
surgeon. 
2.Mcthod 
The aim of this study is to develop a system which can eliminate the conventional "perfect circ le 
approach", thus reducing surgery time and the surgeon's cumulative radiation exposure. Furthermore, 
the outcome of the distal locking procedure will be improved by ensuring that the drill and the axes of 
the distal holes are in al ignment, thereby eliminat ing geometric errors and their assoc iated 
complications. The system detemlines the direction of the two distal holes axes with respect to a 
cali bration frame, which contains two Lateral and two AP ca libration plates as shown in Figure l (a), 
These ca libration plates have an array of fidu cia l markers embedded on them. The adopted technique is 
implemented in the following manner: 
2.1 Capture of Inlraoperative X-ray images 
In laboratory trials, two nearly orthogonal i.e. Latera l and Anterior-Posterior (AP) view X-ray images 
of the dislal end of lhe intramedullary nail are taken together with the calibration frame as shown in 
Figure I (b). 
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(b) 
figure I (a) Ca libralion frame (b) Typical Lalera l view (L.H.S) and AP view X-ray images during 
laboralory Irials 
A simulation of Ihe dislal locking procedure is performed using a cylindrical nail of 14mm diameler 
containing two dislal holes of 6.8rnm diameter Ihac are "'Icm Hpart [0 represent a standard inmuncdul/ary 
nail. The nail is rotated by known angles (so Iha! rcsulls oblaincd from image vision analyses can be 
veri fi ed) using a specia lly designed lesl-rig. 
Keeping in mind that robustness, reliabil ity and rcpealabi lity arc of paramount importance when 
inlrooucing new IcchnoJogies in operating Iheatres. all Ihe steps involved during image vision analyses 
arc fully automated, and hence the image vision system is user independent. Once imraopcralivc X-ray 
images are obtained. image vision analyses are performed in the fo llowing manner: 
2.2 Fiducia l Recognition 
X-ray Photogrammelry lechniques work by inlroducing flducials in rad iographic images 10 reconSlrUCI 
3D locations of imaged object points. There fore, at lirst, automatic fiducial recognition is carried out to 
delermine Ihe image (pixel) co-ordinales of all Ihe visible fiducia ls, in Laleral and AP X-ray images. 
These fiducials link Ihe real world and Ihe 2D image space, due 10 Iheir presence in bOlh. 
2.3 Localized Dis tortion correction 
X-ray images have inherent distortion, mainly due to rhe intemal geometry of me image intensifier and 
the innucnce of magnetic fields on the electron accelcrarjon wil.hin Ihe X-ray tube. Therefore, loca lized 
dislonion correclion based on fiducia l neighbourhood scanning has been undenaken for imraoperati ve 
dislon ion correclion of the X-ray images [8]. Using locali zed distonion correction implies Ihat data 
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obmined directly from actual inrraoperative images is used (0 perfonn distortion correction. As a result, 
assumptions do not have to be made with regard to magnetic influence in the operating rOO Ill , the 
internal geomelry of lhe Image iJlIensifier lube or Ihe orienlal ion of lhe C-arm uniL 
2.4 Location of X-ray Source 
X-rays can be considered 10 be a special case of cen lral projection [8J, in which all Ihe rays pass 
through a perspective centre i.c. foca l poin!. Therefore, in order to COil veri 2-D image information inlo 
3-D position, il is essential 10 delennine Ihe focal point in both Lalera l and AP views. Aner fiducial 
recognition, focal lines are construcled. Conslruclion of Ihe focal lines is accomplished by selecling an 
image poim within the rcgislralion image, and assigning its corresponding world co-ordinare to a pain! 
on each of the two calibration plates in the re levallt view. In th is way. for a single image po int . IWO 
corresponding, world co-ordinates form a line in space, i.e. a focal line. Ideally these foca l lines should 
imcrsect at a Irue foca l point. However, due 10 Ihe nature of X-ray imaging system, the lines do not 
intersect in this way, thus an estimated focal po in! must be obtained. Therefore, to obwin the foca l 
point, the intersection of each pair of foca l lines is obtained . For pairs wh ich do nOI intersect, the point 
of closest approach is delennined as the intersection. The centre of gravity of this set of interscction 
points is used 10 delermine Ihe estimated focal point. 
2.5 Location of the nail axis 
In order 10 dClenninc the nail axis ill spacc, automatic nail border dctection is first carried Ollt in both 
Lateral and AP views. By assuming that the nail axis coincides with the centre of lhe na il borderlines, 
the two boundary edges for Ihe nail are then bisected to determine the nail axis in bOlh views. In the 
L.-1lcra l view it is possible to find points on the centre line of the nai l. Once these points are known in 
the image plane, a triangulation technique (9] is used 10 find their corresponding world coordinates on 
the calibration plate. Both these points in conjunclion with the Laleral view focal point define a plane. 
A similar approach is carried oul for AP view. Once these planes are defmed in the Lateral and AI' 
views, their inrersection defines the nai l axis in space [10, 11], as shown in Figure 2. 
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FOQIJ poInl 
Figure 2 Location oflhe nai l :Ixis in space 
2.6 F"cM ure cxtmction 10 dctermine drilling trajectory 
During the rotation of the nail, the angle of the major" axis of the ova l-shaped dislai hole p r~j eclion 
changes significantly, whereas lhe nail axis rema ins conSHllll. Therefore. lhe region cOlltaining the 
dislol hole projeclion is selecled from Ihe Laleral view. Image segmenlalion is Ihen perfomlcd 10 
extract the oval, the major axis of which is then detennined using moments. The angle A. between the 
major axis of the oval and lhe nail ax is, is Ihen determined as a characteristic measurement, as shown 
in Figure J . 
a b 
Figure 3 Angle belween Ihe major axis of lhe oval ond Ihe nail axis. (a) Concept (b) Implemenlalion 
using image vision analyses 
The desired drilling IrajeclOry musl pass Ihrough Ihe cenlre of Ihe dislal ho le, which can be obtained 
from Ihe interseclion of Ihe nail axis wilh Ihe dislal hole axis. This is achieved by inlersecting Ihe nail 
axis wilh Ihe line-of-sighl Ihat passes through Ihe centre o f the dislal hole. III order to construct Ihis 
line-of-sighl , Ihe image (pixel) co-ordinmcs of Ihe centre of Ille oval-shaped dislal hole projection are 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------
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measured using lateral view X-ray image. Then application or triangulation technique [9] to this 
measured pixel location, a llows the corresponding ca libra tion plate intersection po int ··PSotIlC./' to be 
calculated. Therefore, a line-o f-sight is defin ed using the known focal point of the lateral view in 
conjunction with UPSoutcc)" which passes through lhe cent re or Lhe distal hole "0 " as shown in Figure 4. 
Cllhbllltlon plate 
,....-.., 
CU)J$'S«uon o( 
DistIl cnd O(CM l'Iall 
Figure 4 Determination ofd istal hole's centre 
The angle <p , between the na il axi and the line-or-sight yields the rotation orthe nail about the X-ray 
imaging axis in the Lateral view. The characteristic measurements, A and ~ I are then lIsed in 
conj unction with a model of the nai l (obtained using Manufacturer's data) to determine th e direction of 
the axes or the distal holes. 
2.7 IlIlluenee of colllmsl and noise val·i"rions 
During this slUdy, srJec ial 3tlenr ion has been given to the clTee[ or variable contrast and noise in (he X· 
ray images on image vision analyses. To measure accurately the performance of vision system, the 
combined effects of noise and COlllrast Illllst be evaluated. Since the contrast of an X-ray image is 
controlled by a combination of X-ray IUbe voltage and current, dilTcrent combinations of voltage and 
current are used during laboratory trials la achieve a wide range of contrast in the X-ray images. Noise 
can prove to be a major limiting factor in image segmentation. Simulated Gaussian noise of known 
mean and standard deviation was added to each or the variable contrast images. Subsequent tests 
showed that good repeatabi lity (less then 0.10 difference in measurement of the disl.1 holes axes 
direction) could be obtained ror up to 15% or gaussian noise across a wide range or contrast. 
3_ Results and Concl usion 
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In this study. an automated image vision system is presented to determine the position and orientation 
orthe axes orthe distal holes orthe imramedullary na il by using only tWo intraoperative X-ray images. 
The system is tested with data obtained throug h laboratory trials as described in section 2. 1. The 
analyses have shown that the proposed algorithm is abl e to predict the rotation of the nai l aboUl its long 
axis with a mean accuracy of 0.20° (worst case being 0.35°) which is wcll within the accepl ~l bl e limit 
of +/- ID, Therefore, the aim of reducing X-ray radiation exposure la the minimum poss ib le in locating 
accurately the axes orthe distal ho les or intramedullary na il has been successfully achieved. 
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X-ray based machine vision system for distallocking of 
intramedullary nails 
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In surgical procedures for femoral shaft fracture treatment, current techniques for 
locking the distal end of intramedullary nails, using two screws, rely heavi ly on the 
use of two-di mensiona l X-ray images to guide three-d imensional bone dri ll ing 
processes. Therefore, a large number of X-ray images are required, as the sW'gcon 
uses his/her ski lls and experience to locate the distal hole axes on the intramedullary 
nai l. The long term effects of X-ray radiation and their relation to different typcs of 
cancer still remain uncertain. Therefore, there is a need to develop a surgical 
technique that can limit the use of X- rays during the distallocking procedure. A 
Robotic-Assisted Orthopaedic urgery ystem has been developed at Loughborough 
University to ass ist orthopaedic surgeons by reducing the irradiation involved in such 
operations. The system simplifies the current approach as it uses only two near-
orthogonal X-ray images to determine the drilling trajecto ry of the distallocking 
holes, thereby considerably reducing irradiation to both the surgeon and patient. 
Furthermore, the system uses robust machine vision features to reduce the surgeon's 
interaction with the system, thus reducing tJle overa ll operating time. Laboratory test 
resu lts have shown that tJle proposed system is very robust in the presence of variable 
noise and contrast in the X-ray images. 
Keywords: robotic/computer-assisted orthopaedic surgery, intramedullary nailing, 
distal locking 
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otation 
D Distance between the X-ray source and the calibrarion frame 
o Cenlre of Ihe dislal hole 
I~ ... _, 1'..1111 Corresponding points on Ihe Source and XR II plale for image poinl 
representing the centre of the oval 
~T Homogenous transfonnalion matrix describing the theodolite frame of 
reference relative to calibration frame co-ordinate syslem 
,{ Angle between the major axis of the oval and the nail a.x is 
t/J Angle between [he nail ax is and X-ray imaging ax is 
f) Rotation or the nail about its own axis 
J Introduction 
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The femur, or thigh bone, is the longest. largest and strongest bone of the human bDdy 
[IJ . Femoral-shaft fractu res commonly occur as a result of road accidents. fa lls, and 
gunshot wounds. In add itiDn, DsteDporosis in elderly people dramatically increases the 
risk of femur fracture. Closed intramedullary nailing (IMN) has shown its efficacy in 
the treatment of diaphyseal fractures of IDng bones, especially of complex [racturcs Df 
the femur. The concept behind IMN is to insert a nail (a stain less steel tube) into the 
bone cana l from the proximal end. This allows the surgeon to perform both the 
reducti Dn and stabil ization procedures without the complications of opening the 
fracture site, thereby reducing further damage to the traumati zed area. This results in 
lower blood loss, lower infection ri sk, shorter hospitalisation time and reduced 
morbidity. Due to these advan tages, IMN has become the standard treatment for long 
bone fractures. 
Although conventional lMN with only proximal locking may provide adequate 
stabili zation of mid-shaft fractures, the concept of distallocking was introduced in 
order to provide more effective fixation. Distallocking invo lves attaching the nail tD 
the bone fragment at the di staJ end of the femur by means of screws, as shown in 
Figure I, to provide rotational and ax ial stability. 
ProXImal tocking screw 
f emoral shaft 
r- Intramedullary Nail 
, 
1 
I 
DistaJ tocking screws 
Figure I Femoral shaft fracture treatment lIsing irllrarnedullary Nailing 
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A number of problems are faced by orthopaedic surgeons during distallocking of 
intramedullary nai ls, the most serious being: 
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• The intramedullary na il may deform by several millimetres on its passage 
through tlle medullary canal to conform to the bone canal shape (2). Therefore, 
without compensation for nail deformation, it is impossible to place the distal 
locking screws correctly using an external guide attached to the proximal end 
of the nail , as is.used for proximal locking screws. 
• The use of two-dimensional X-ray images to guide three-dimensional bone 
drilling proced ures means that a large number of X-ray images are required. 
The surgeon has to mentaJly correlate the surgical tool and desired drilling 
trajectory without direct visual feedback . Hence sets of X-ray images must be 
frequently acquired to ascertain each new position of the surgical tool. 
These difficulties make the insertion of the di stallocking screws the most demanding 
step of the IMN operation [2]. In order to overcome these difficulties many devices 
have been developed to assist orthopaedic surgeons in performing distal locking. 
Examples include proximally mounted targeting devices[3] , image intensifier 
mounted devices [4] , laser devices [5] , s tereo nuoroscopy [6] , magnetic [7] and 
mechanical guides [8]. However, all of these devices and techniques have 
deficiencies. For example, they lack versatility (i.e. on ly selectively appli cable), are 
unstab le and not easy to use, are time consuming or are not sufficiently accurate. 
Free-hand techniques are currentl y used by most surgeons as the best available 
method fo r the di stallocking procedure. However, surgeons rely heav il y on hand-eye 
coord ination during the entire procedure and therefore both the duration and outcome 
of the procedure are highly dependent upon the skiJl and the experi ence of the 
surgeon. Madan et al [9] have demonstrated that the average time of radiation 
exposure during femoral nailing reduces to one-third when performed by a consultant 
rather than a middle-grade surgeon. The free-hand technique uses the so-ca lled 
"perfect circle approach" in which the position of the C-arm fluoroscopy unit in 
relation to the stationary leg is adjusted using X-ray imaging until the two di stal holes 
appear as near perfect ci rcles rather than as elli.pses. The surgeon then uses addit ional 
X-ray images to adj ust the entry point and o ri entation of the drill bit to align it with 
the corresponding djstal hole ax is. Drilling proceeds incrementall y, wi th each advance 
verifi ed with a new pair of near orthogonal X-ray images resulting in excessive 
irradiation to the surgeon and patient. According to Mehlman et a! [10] the total 
radjation exposure time for femoral intramedullary nailing wi th proximal and di stal 
locking vari es between 3. I and 31.4mjn, with distallocking alone occupying up to 30 
to 50 percent of the total rad iation exposure time. Therefore, there is concern among 
orthopaedic surgeons about the high levels of exposure to rad iation associated with 
intraoperative C-arm nuoroscopy during the dis tallocking procedure [11], as there is 
evidence that carcinogenic potential ex ists from low-dose, low-energy rad iation [12]. 
The risk of intraoperative radiation to orthopaedic surgeons has recently been the 
impetllS for many researchers to develop surgical techn iques that would limit the need 
for fluoroscopy during distal locking of intramedullary nail s. Nolte et al [1 3, 14] 
developed a computer-assisted free-hand navigation system that uses intraoperative 
X-ray images as a basis for real-time navigation of surgical tools. It separates image 
acquisition from the surgical procedure, as it offers continuous intraoperati ve 
guidance to surgeons by producing real time positioning of the surgical tool overlaid 
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on stored X-ray images. The system consists o f an optical tracking system; opticall y 
tracked calibration grid attached to the image intensifier o f the C-ann and opticall y 
tracked markers placed on both the implant and the surgical tool. There are other 
conunerciall y ava il able computer-assisted fluo roscopy based surgical nav igation 
systems, such as SurgiGA TE (Medi vis ion, Switzerland) and Fluoronav (Medtro ni c, 
USA). Phillips el £11 [1 5, 16J have developed a computer-assisted orthopaedic slIl'gery 
system which also uses optica l tracking cameras and includes a lockable passive arm. 
The arm is used to align a drill guide with the computed trajectory using a graphical 
display. However, a lthough these surgica l ass ist systems reduce the irradiation to the 
surgeon they may result in a longer overall procedure time in comparison to the free-
hand teclmique (J 7]. Furthermore, these systems require 3n unobstructed line-of-sight 
between the optical tracking cameras and infrared LEDs mounted on the image 
intensifier and the surgical too l (or drill guide), resulting in a limitati on of free 
movement by the surgical personnel. 
The system, developed at Loughborough University by Bouazza-Marouf el £11 [1 8-2 1) 
for robotic ass isted internal fi xati on o f hip fractures and distallocking o f 
intramedullary nail s uses a cali bration frame, shown in Figure 2, and a C-arm X-ray 
unit. The ca libration frame contains tvvo Lateral and two AP (Anteri or-Posteri or) 
ca libration plates, with each plate containing an a rray of embedded liducial markers 
(stai nl ess steel ball s). The drilling trajectory is computed fro m two near orthogona l 
intraoperati ve X-ray images taken with the calibration frame in position around the 
body part of interest. The radiopaque re ference markers (insel1ed in the radiolucent 
plates o f the calibration frame) which are visible on each X-ray view and image points 
of interest (e.g, as shown in Figure 3) are used to establi sh the drilling trajectory with 
respect to the ca libration frame co-ordinate system, Speed, robustness, reli ability and 
repeatability are of paramount importance when introduc ing any new teclmology in to 
the operating theatre. Therefore, the novelty ofthe work presented in thi s paper li es 
in the robustness of the machine vision system and the offline CAD Modelling of the 
intramedull ary naiL Look-up tables are obtained by off-line CAD modelling o f nails 
of di fferent shapes and dimensions, and all the steps invo lved during image ana lys is 
have been full y automated to make the vi sion system user independent and very 
efficient in terms of time taken to determine the drilling trajectory. 
Figure 2 Calibration fram e 
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Furthenl1ore, the adopted machine vision system, is shown in Section 3 to be very 
robust in the presence of variable noise and contrast in the X-ray images and in terms 
of variable magnification. Therefore, the benefits of this approach are: 
• The use of orf-line modelling of the nail reduces the length of time or the 
surgical procedure. 
• The method allows modelling orany shape of intramedullary nail accurately; 
therefore nail s from differentmanufaeturers can be modelled. 
• User independent image ana lysis, and 
• Robu ·tness 0 f the machine vision system. 
It should be noted that there are two types of intramedullary nails. slotted and olid 
nail s. Slolled nails may have large deformation due to the relati ve low stiffness as 
compared to solid nail s. The latter nails have vi rtually negligi ble local (at the distal 
holes) deformation to affect the circularity of the holes. This work relates to solid 
int ramedu llary nail s. 
2 The Loughborough Orthopaed ic Assi ta nt Sys tem: X-ray lmage 
analysis 
The Loughborough robotic-assi ted orthopaedic surgery system. described in Section 
I , ll ses a ca libration frame for calibration and registration purposes rather (han relying 
on an optical tracking system such as Optotrak. Two near orthogonal Lateral and AI' 
X-ray images of the distal end or the intramedullary nail are taken with the calibration 
frame in position. The calibration frame and typical X-ray images are shown in Figure 
3. 
allbmtion plillCS 
tn) 
C3 
Lulera! view 
Calibration plates 
L'lIcral X-my image AP X-ray image 
(b) 
Figure 3 (a) Calibration rrame (b) Typical Lateral and AP X·ray images 
Simulation of the distal locking procedure was performed using a specially designed 
test-rig incorporating a cylindrical nail of 14mm diameter containing two distal holes 
of 7mm diameter spaced 30mm apart to repre ent a typical intramedullary nail. The 
nai l can be rotated accurately by known angles so that results obtained from image 
ana lysis could then be verified. The experiment,ll results are given in Section J. For 
clarity, the remainder of this section describes the machine vision system together 
wi th the enhancements made in order to reduce the length of time of the surgical 
procedure in determining the drilli ng trajectory for IMN distal locking. The image 
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analysis pr tocol depicted by the now diagram of Figure 4 IS followed once the 
Lateral and AP intraoperati ve X-ray images a re acquired . 
Fiducial 
recognition 
Location of 
.. Intramedullary nail 
(IMN) axis 
l ocalized Distortion 
correction 
• Location of X-Ray 
..- Source 
Feature extraction from the distal hole's ollal 
shaped projection to determjne the drilling 
trajectory of the distal locking hole 
Figure .. Flow diagram of X-ray image analysis 
Fid ucia l Recognition 
X-ray Photograrnmetry techn iques work by in troduci ng fid ucia ls in rad iographic 
images to rcconstruct 3D locati ons of known obj ect points. Therefore, firstly, 
automalic fiducial recognition is carri ed out to determine the image (Pixel) co-
ordinates o f all the visible fiducials, in both Lateral and AI' X-ray images. For fiducia l 
recognition thi s study employs a locali zed thresholding approach by di viding the 
whole image into small sub-regions in which each fiducial is processed indi vidua ll y. 
Any error in fiduc ial recognition can inducc errors in distorti on correction and foca l 
point determination . Therefore, any partiall y imaged fiducial s on the edge o f the X-
ray image and tiducials touching the edges of the nail (shown in Figure 5) are 
automatically identifi ed and are not considered in the subsequent ana lysis. 
Figure 5 Fiducial Recognition in Lateral X-ray image 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------
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Localized Distortion correction 
X-ray images have inherent di stort ion, mainly due to the interna l geometry of the 
image intensifier and the innuence of magnetic fi elds on the electron acce leration 
within the X-ray tube. Therefore, locali zed distortion correction based on fi ducial 
neighbourhood scatUling has been undertaken for intraoperati ve d istortion correction 
of the X-ray images [1 9, 2 1]. This approach a llows da ta obta ined direc tly from ac tua l 
intraoperati ve images to be used to perfo rm distol1ion correction. As a result, 
assumptions do not have to be made with regard to magne ti c inl1uence in the 
operating room, the internal geometry of the image intensifier tube or the orientation 
of the C-armuniL 
Location of the X-ray Source 
X-rays can be considered to be a special case o f centra l proj ection. in which all the 
rays pass th rough a perspective centre, or foca l po int ( 19, 2 1] . This po in t is not 
identifiable as a physical feature of the X-ray machine but lies at a virtual point 
behind the X- ray tu be. Therefore, in order to convert 2-D image in fo rmation into a 3-
D position, it is essenti al to determine the foca l point in both Lateral and AI' views. 
Once fiducial recognition has been performed both the image (pixel) and world (mm) 
coord inates of fiducials appearing within the fi eld of view are known. Focal lines are 
then constructed to determine the locat ion of the X-ray source. Construction of the 
focal lines is accomplished by select ing image points within the intraoperati ve X-ray 
image and assigning their corresponding world co-ordinates to a point on each of the 
two calibration plates in the relevant view. For this purpose, centres of some of the 
detected fiducials on the XRII calibration plate (i.e. the cali bration plate nearest to the 
X-ray image intensifier) are selected as image points, as their world co-ordinates are 
already known, thereby avo iding any calculation error. For each of these image 
points a corresponding point on the adjacent source cali bration plate (i.e. the 
calibration plate nearest to the X-ray source) is obtained, as described in [2 1] . The 
intersection of each pair of focal lines is obtained and, for pairs which do not intersect 
due to the nature of X-ray imaging systems, the point of closest approach is 
determined as the intersection. The centre of gravity of the volume of thi s set of 
intersection points is then used as the focal po int i.e. the estimated location of the X-
ray source. 
Location of the nail ax is 
In order to determine the nail ax is in space, automatic nail border detection is carried 
out in both Lateral and AP views. The borderlines of the nail can be obtained by 
analysing the tw o maj or transitions in grey level values with in a profi le drawn across 
the nail. However, measuring the nail edges only once can lead to potential errors, 
sllch as presence of a fiducial within the selected profi le. Therefore, for na il edge 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
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detection, multiple parallel line profiles on both sides of the distal hole projection are 
generated as shown in Figure 6. 
. ..... 
.. .... . 
• • 
• • • • 
Figure 6 Nail edge detection in Lateral view 
By assuming that the nail ax is co incides with the centre of the nail borderlines, the 
two boundary edges for the nai l are bisected to determine the nail axis in both the 
Lateral and AI' views. In the La tera l view it is possible 10 find IWO points on the 
cen tre line of Ihe nail. Once these points are known in the image plane the 
triangulation technique described in (21) is used to find their corresponding 1V0rld 
coordinates on the calibration plate. Both these points in conjunction with the Lateral 
view focal point define a plane. A similar approach is carried out for the AI' view. 
Once these planes are defined in the Lateral and AI' views, their intersection defines 
the nail axis in space [16, 20) as shown in Figure 7. 
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cahbr:mon plate 
Plane defined 
m AP vicw 
j\[} Focal P01l11 
I. .. few) source 
callbrahon plale 
Figure 7 Recovery orlhc nail axis in space 
Detentlina tion of the dr illing axis for distal holes 
Plane defi ned 
HI rall~rar view 
__ . LlIcl!r:t1 
Focal POlllt 
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The Features that are used to determine the drilling trajectory are: the angle A. (shown 
in Figure 8) between the major ax is of the oval and the nail ax is, target point (which is 
the intersection orthe di stal hole axis and the nail ax is) and the angle r/J (shown in 
Figure 10) between the x-ray imaging ax is and the nail ax is. These features are 
described below. 
The angle of the major ax is of the oval-shaped distal hole projection changes 
significantly with respect to the nail axis, when the nail is rotated about its own axis. 
Therefore, the region containing the di stal hole projection is automatically selected 
from the Lateral view X-ray image and image segmentation is performed to determine 
the major axis of the oval. The angle A. between the maj or ax is of the oval and the 
nail axis is then determined as a characteri sti c measurement. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 8 Angle between the major axis orlhe oval and the nail axis. (a) Concept. (b) Implementation 
lIsing image analysis 
On occa ions, however, the image of the ho le will con tain a fiducial at the edge or 
enlirely wi thin the oval. Therefore, once the region conta ining the distal lock ing hole 
is selecled, a check is made in the surroundings of the ova l 10 determine the presence 
of any fiducial. In the case of a fiducial lying completely within the ova l il i 
relatively easy to convert that fiducia l into part of the oval. However, in the case of a 
fiducia l lying on the edge of the ova l, e.g. as shown in Figure 9, an algo ri th m has been 
developed to remove the fiduc ial region wi thin the ova l. 
Figure 9 Major axis determination or the oval when a fidllciallies at the edge or the oval. 
The desired drilling trajectory must pass through the centre of the di stal hole, i.e. the 
target point, wh ich is the intersection of the nai l ax is with the distal hole ax is. This 
point is found by intersecting the nai l axis with the line-of-sight that passes through 
the centre of the distal hole. In order to construct thi s line-of-sight, the image (pixel) 
co-ordinates of the centre of the oval-shaped distal hole projection are detennined 
using the Lateral X-ray image. Then appli cation of the triangulation technique to thi s 
measured pixel location allows the corresponding ca libration plate intersection point, 
"PSOII,,,,", to be calculated. Therefore a line-of-sight is defined using the known foca l 
po int of the Lateral view in conjunction with " I'SOll'«" which passes through the target 
point "0 ", as shown in. The angle r/J between the nai l ax is and line-of-sight (defined 
by the line pass ing t1u·ough the target po int "0" and Lateral foca l point), as shown in 
Figure 10, yields the orientation of the nail with respect to the X-ray imaging ax is. 
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"-.......... Source Plate 
Cross-section of XR II Plale 
d,s lal end of the "all 
Figure 10 Delenninalio" oflhe cenlre of lhe dislal hole and t/J 
With the adopted technique, in addition to the angles A.. rp and the coordinates of the 
centre of the di stal hole (target point), it is also neccssary to determine the rotation of 
the nail 0 about its long axis with respect to the line-of-sight as shown in Figure 11 . 
For thi s purpose 3D modell ing of the nai l is done using the manu facturer's data. thcn, 
Llsing th is model, s imulati on for a range of va lucs o f 0 and t/J is performed. For each 
uniquc rotation of the nail the ova l shaped project ion of the distal locking hole is 
automatica lly ana lysed to determine Ihe angle between Ihe major-axis of the ova l and 
the nail axis i.e. 2 .This value of 2 , obtained from the modell ing of the nai l, together 
with the corresponding values of 0 and rp, is then imported into Matlab to bu ild a 
look-up table. The angles A. and rp obtained from the image analysis are then entered 
as input into the look-up-table software to obtain the rotation angleO. 
Distal hole 
Nail Cross-sect ion 
Figure II ROlation of the nai l aboul its long axis 
The drilling trajectory is then de fined using the deri ved position of lhe centre of the 
distal hole (target point) and the angles 0 and t/J . 
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3 Accuracy evaluation of the machine vision system 
In order to eva luate the accuracy of the computer vision system, the drilling 
traj ectory, as computed with respect to the ca li bration frame, was compared with the 
true drilling trajectory obtained using theodolite measurements. The following 
procedure was adopted: 
I. Several points on the surface of the La teral XRII ca libration plate were measured 
using two theodolites to define the cali bration frame co-ordinate system with 
respect to the theodolite fra me of refcrence, i.e. to obtain the homogenous 
tranSfOnll ;,; ". , where ' CF ' and 'TI-I' refer to ca libration frame and theodolite 
respecti vely. 
2 . A cylindrica l nail of 14mm diameter containing two di stal holes of 7mm was 
attached to a test rig. To cover a wide range of possible nail orientations likely to 
be encountered during the surgical procedure. thi s test rig was used to si mulate 
different rotat ions (8) of the nail abo ut its own ax is, with the nail at different 
orientations (jl)wi th respect to the X-ray imaging axis. In order to define the true 
trajectory of the di stallocking hole, a test piece comprising a so lid cylinder of 
7 ~~~ mm d iameter with an integral concentric di sc of 50l11m diameter at one end 
was fitted in the hole. On the sur face of thi s di sc fi ve points, including the centre, 
were measured with respect to the theodolite frame of reference to determine the 
central ax is '/'II v of the test piece and thus the di stal hole ax is with respect to the 
theodo lite frame of reference. 
3. The central axis of the distal locking hole with respect to the calibration frame 
obtained as: 
Cf n· m 711 - I I'll v =11I T· v =n-T . v 
was then compared to the computed drilling trajectory described in Section 2. 
Add itiona lly, the position of the La teral X- ray source was varied, as di scussed in 
Section 0, to evaluate the influence of X-ray magnification on the accuracy of the 
vision system. 
The results from the laboratory trials are summarized in Figure 12. The corresponding 
numbers in Fi gure 12 (a) and 12 (b) represent the entry and ex it points respecti vely 
for the nine drilling trajectories. Analysis has shown that a mean positional error of 
0.8 1 mm (worst case being 1.18 mm, as depicted by traj ectory 5) and mean angular 
error of t .O 1 0 (wo rst case being 1.25 0 , as depicted by trajectory 2) were obtained. These 
values are considered acceptable for inserting a guide wire of2.5mm diameter into the 
distallocking hole of7mm diameter (or a 5mm diameter distallocking hole) and the 
subsequent screw insertion. 
In light o f prev ious research by Phillips et al [1 5, 16], and in consultation with 
orthopaed ic surgeons, successfu l drilling of the pilot hole (for locking screw) using a 
guide wire will result in the successfu l locking of distal ho les of an intramedullary 
nail. Therefore, based on the results obtained from the laboratory trials presented in 
this paper, the proposed system provides the accuracy required for a successful 
inserti on of distallocking screws. 
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Figure 12 Resu lts fTom accuracy evaluation of lhe computer vision system 
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To evaluate the robustness of the systel11 the effect of the position of the C-ann X-ray 
unit with respect to the calibration frame, and also contrast and noise variations in the 
X-ray images, have been studied, as discussed below. 
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Effect of X- ray source position on the Latcml view image 
In the adopted procedure the C-arm image intensifier is positioned as close as possible 
to the cali bration frame plates in the AP view, however, in the Lateral view the 
pos ition o f the image intensifier (and thus the position of the X-ray source) ean vary. 
Therefore the effect o f positioning of the X-ray source has been evaluated. 
In X-ray imag ing, object points nearer to the X -ray source experience hi gher 
magnifi cation than object po ints nearer to thc image plane. Therefore, during 
laboratory tria ls, in orde r to determi ne the robustncss o f the image analysis in 
predicting nail rotati on about its long ax is at d iffe rent magnifi cati ons, three di fferent 
positions of the X-ray source with respect to Ihe calibralion frame were used fo r each 
set of rotations ((I> and 0) of the na il. During the trials three values of"D" (shown in 
Figure 13) used were 345, 395 and 445mm i.c. a difference of50n1ln between the 
posi ti ons. The latter distance represents a standard posit ion of the X-ray ouree for 
the Lale ral image. 
X-ray 
ource 
o 
Cali bration frame 
Image 
Intensifier 
-ann 
Figure 13 Positioning of X-ray source relative to calibration frame 
Analysis showed that, for different values of 0 , the maxi mum deviation in predicting 
the rotat ion of the nail about its long axis is found 10 beO.OBo. This shows the 
robustness of the image segmentation techniques used and is an indication of its 
suitabi lity fo r clinical application. 
Innuence of contrast and noise va ,·ia tiolls 0 11 imagc analysis 
During this study, special attention has been given to the effect of variable contrast 
and noise in the X-ray images on the image ana lys is. To measure accurately the 
performance of the vision system the combined effects of noise and contrast must be 
evaluated. Since the contrast of an X-ray image is controll ed by a combination o f X-
ray tu be vo ltage and current, different combina tions o f voltage and current were used 
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during laboratory trials to achieve a wide range of contrast in the images. Noise can 
prove to be a major limiting factor in image segmentation, as image quality degrades 
very quickly when noise increases. Simulated Oaussian noise was added at various 
levels between 5% and 15% to each of the vari able contrast images using a 
proprie tary image processing package. Subsequent tests showed that good 
repeatability (less then 0. 10 difference in measurement of the di stal holes axes 
direction) could be obtained for up to 15% of gaussian noise across a wide range of 
contrast. 
4 Discussion 
Current free-hand techniques employed for di s tallock ing of intramedullary nails use a 
large number of x-ray images during each step, resulting in excess ive irradiation to 
both the surgeon and patient. Al so the outcome of the procedure is largely dependent 
upon the surgeon 's ski ll s and experi ence, resulting in variable operating time and 
occas ionally, misplacement of screws. To reduce surgery time and the surgeon's 
cumu lative radiation exposure, and to improve the accuracy and repeatabi lity of the 
distal locking procedure, an automated X-ray based vision system has been developed 
at Loughborough Uni versity. This system minimi ses tJle changes to current surgica l 
procedures and takes into account the physical constraints of the operating theatre, 
adopting a novel approach based on the use of a ca libration frame in conjunction with 
offlin e modelling of the nail. 
A potential problem with the Loughborough Orthopaedic Ass istant System (LOAS) is 
the appearance of one or more of the opaque markers (embedded in the ca li bration 
frame plates) within or on the edge of the oval-shaped distal hole projection. An 
automati c technique has been implemented which removes the effect of such markers 
in computing tbe area of the oval and the angle between the major axis of the oval and 
the nail axis, both of these measurements being necessary for derivation of (he 
dri lling trajectory. This technique eliminates the need for repositioning the cali bration 
frame or using a smaller number of opaque markers. Also, the adopted off-line 
modelling of the nail to generate look-up tables reduces tbe length of time for the 
computation of the drilling trajectory and thus has the potential for reducing the 
overa ll time required for tJle surgical procedure. Furthennore, the vision system is 
user-independent as a ll the steps invo lved during image analysis are fu ll y automated. 
A graphical user interface (0 UJ) has been developed that assis ts and updates the user 
throughout the procedure. It has also been shown that the LOAS is very robust in the 
presence of vari able noise and contrast in the X-ray images and in tenus of variab le 
magnitication, thus making it suitable for clinical use. 
The LOAS differs from existing computer-assis ted orthopaedic surgery systems, as it 
eliminates the need for optical tracking equipment which tends to clutter the operating 
theatre envirolUnent and requires care in maintaining the line of sight. Additionally 
use of optical tTacking equipment makes such systems an expensive meiliod for 
surgical guidance in distallocking of intramedullary nails. In contrast, the LOAS can 
be implemented by adopting the simplified approach of using a standard C-arm in 
conjunction with ilie cal ibration frame (shown in Figure 2). Therefore the LOAS is 
more cost-effective and more suitable for clinical applications. 
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During laboratory tri als of the LOAS, a mean positional error of 0.8 1 mm and a mean 
angular error of 1.0 I 0 were obtained, in planning the dri lling trajectory fo r the 
insertion of di stallock ing sc rews for different ori entations of the nail. Whereas, 
Phillips et al [1 6] at l-lu li Uni versity have reported a mean positional error and a mean 
angular error within 0.3 mm and 0.20 respecti ve ly_ Al though the accuracy acllieved by 
the /-lull system is better compared to the LOAS results, the image analysis protocol 
and system set-up are user-dependent. The ystem requires the surgeon (o r user) to 
manua ll y select some features on the intraoperati ve Latera l and AI' images, and mo t 
importantly it requires optica l tracking equipment which results in a more invo lved 
and time consuming set-up. The LOAS reduced accuracy, which is acceptable for 
distal locking of intramedull ary nai IS, is a result of a simpl ified (practi cal) system 
which involves the use of a r shaped ca li brat ion frame (shown in Figure 2) instead of 
a frame which fits aro und the leg. That is, the increased errors are main ly due to the 
adopted extrapo lation techn ique instead of the preferred, but practi ca ll y difficult to 
implement, interpolation techn ique. 
Nowadays, there is a trend towards applying computer-ass isted free-hand navigation 
systems for different surgical procedures, including distallocking of intramedulla ry 
nails. These ystems are based on the optica l track ing of the C-rum , implant and 
surgica l too ls. However, they do not take into account the bending of the nail during 
insertion and therefore re ly on the re-a lignmelll of the C-ann to obtain perfect circles 
of the di stal hole during the surgica l procedure, which is time consuming and requires 
a pre-calibration of the C-arm . Unlike the surgica l navigation systems, the LOAS 
does not require the inlraoperati vely acq uired Latera l view image to show perfect 
ci rcles, and does not need the pre-ca libration of the C-arm. Also, use of surgical 
navigat ion systems requires experti se and addi tional personnel to set up the 
navigation sys tem. 
In summary, the LOAS has the potential of reducing significantly the X-ray 
irradiation dur ing distallock ing procedures, while the outcome of the procedure wi ll 
be improved as the system has the potenti al to reduce the occurrence of screw 
misplacement, as demonstrated by Figure 12. Additiona ll y the LOAS, which is also 
applicable to other osteosynthes is procedures, such as tibial distal locking and 
humeral shaft fracture treatment, has the potential to reduce the surgical time and to 
make the procedure more consistent, irrespecti ve 0 f variations in the skill levels and 
experience of cl inical staff. 
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